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Preface

by George M. Eberhart

The Roswell Report: A Historical Perspective is intended as a supplement to the recently published
paperback by Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt, UFO Crash at Roswell (New York: Avon, 1991). Those
who require more detailed information ordebate about the Roswell event will find it here.

Some ofthe essays inthis volume have been published previously inthe pages oftheCenter for UFO
Studies' bimonthly news magazine, the International UFO Reporter. Others have beenspecially written
for the occasion. Particular items of interest include:

• Areview ofthe status ofmilitary intelligence inmid-1947, byProfessor Michael D.Swords, who
sketches alikely scenario ofhow the flying disk reports were treated inthe light ofthe crash and retrieval
of the Roswell object.

• New research undertaken by DonSchmitt and Kevin Randle, who have uncovered even more
witnesses and data: "The Chaves County Sheriff," containing information from Sheriff Wilcox's
granddaughter on his role in the debris retrieval; four essays on what the Roswell crash was not; research
into the claims concerning another UFO crash, on orabout the same date, many miles west onthe Plains
ofSan Agustin; and some serious thoughts about the questionable MJ-12 documents.

• Achapter on "Crashed Saucers ofthe 1950s" has been excerpted from volume 2ofJerome Clark's
new UFO encyclopedia, inwhich he exhumes curious UFO rumors and saucer legends from that era.

• Additional photos and diagrams ofthe actual debris field, with some speculation on the dynamics
of the crash.

• A revised timeline for the events at Roswell and elsewhere, expanded from the version that
appeared in UFO Crash at Roswell.

As with other extraordinary and controversial events, opinions vary on the nature of the Roswell
incident itself and the details surrounding it. Many of the essays herein are responses to opposing
viewpoints. The thrust and parry ofconflicting arguments may seem daunting at first, but the details that
emerge will ultimately shed light on the mystery.

As a lover ofboth science and history, I revel inthe historical drama and scientific ramifications of
the Roswell crash. Perhaps some day that revelry will turn to revelation.

Introduction

by Mark Rodeghier

The event thatoccurred northwest ofRoswell, New Mexico, inthesummer of 1947 may wellhave been
the most extraordinary occurrence ofthe 20th century, ifnot ofall recorded history. This special report
by the Center for UFO Studies and its collaborators places that event in historical and scientific
perspective and provides background reading on related matters in the history of UFO investigation,
including stories of possible crashed saucers and government secret projects. Also included is new or
updated information not published in Kevin Randle and Don Schmitt's 1991 book UFO Crash at
Roswell, such as a timeline of important events and original drawings of the crash sites.

The Center for UFO Studies has supported the work ofRandle and Schmitt from its inception, and
Imyself have been intimately involved with their investigation for several years. Our research into the
Roswell eventand its aftermath hasbeena teameffort, involving at one timeor anothereveryCUFOS
Board member, several outside UFO investigators, dozens ofexperts invarious fields, and, ofcourse,
thewitnesses themselves. All of thisis laudatory, most particularly thepersonal commitment ofRandle
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and Schmitt to their daunting task, which has included the expenditure of their personal funds at a level
beyond the call of duty. I want to personally thank them and each and every one of the personswho has
contributed to the CUFOS Roswell investigation.

The Center's Roswell investigation has been marked from the beginning, I believe, by a healthy
skepticism. In practice this chiefly translated into two things. First, our workhas had the primary goal
of finding a conventional explanation for the Roswell event. From V-2 rockets to secret aircraft, from
strange balloons used in World War II to atomic bomb accidents, we have considered everything
imaginable. Second, thoseof us at the CUFOSthicago officehavecontinually playeddevil's advocate
to Randle and Schmitt, probing their investigative methods and findings, demanding that they prove
what they tellus before theoutside world learns of theirfindings (I've worked quitevigorously at this
task, becoming an accomplished Monday morning quarterback, but managed to remain good friends
with both Don and Kevin).

This skepticism and internal critique have forged an investigation the likes of which ufology has
rarelyseen.As a result, it is extremelyprobablethat any explanationyou can conceive of for the Roswell
eventhas beenconsidered by us, investigated, and shownto be very,very unlikely or, as is more often
the case,impossible. Weare left,as was Sherlock Holmes so often,with whatmanywouldconsider an
impossible explanation for an extraordinary event.

No one alive has stated forthrightly that what crashed near Roswell was a device not ofthis earth. Men
alive today, though, can answer this question, and Randle and Schmitthave spoken with several who
understandably prefer to honor their solemn oath, given in 1947,never to discuss the crash and retrieval
operations. I respect theirpatriotism andadherence to thehighest standards of military conduct, even if
I find it frustrating and, at this late date, impossible to fully understand.

The last great secrets oftheCold Warare now being revealed. Many aresordid tales ofduplicity and
greed done inthename ofthenational interest, such astheactions ofArmy intelligence inbringing Nazi
scientists to theU.S. afterWorldWarII. Others are talesof heroism, courage andingenuity thatare true
to America's highest ideals. These latter often involve technological breakthroughs that allowedus to
keep one step ahead of our adversaries in surveillance and intelligence-gathering, like the stealth
technology used to such great effect in the Gulf War.

Allthese secrets arenowbeing revealed, concerning events large andsmall, yetstillRoswell remains
a mystery, shrouded in secrecy, a cover-up, and lies by the American government. What can be so
important about Roswell, compared to revelations about Nazi scientists working in the U.S. or
Republican clandestine negotiations with Iran to steal the 1980 presidential election, that can require
continued secrecy? Why doformer military men, when located after forty years, saythatthey can't talk
about Roswell and toplease never call them again? Why don'tthese menjustdeny everything and parrot
thecover story thata balloon with a radar reflecting target caused all thefuss? That would surely bethe
easy way out, buthardly any of them take it.Instead they say"I was sworn tosecrecy" and askustogo
away. Sworn to secrecy for a recovered weather balloon?

The CUFOS investigation continues. Finding new witnesses becomes harder, but Randle and
Schmitt arestillhaving success. We are inarace against time, aswitnesses dieeach year. Insome senses,
UFO Crash atRoswell andthisspecial document areaninterim report, asignpost ofwhere wehave been
and what we have seen so far.

As for the future, I cansay this. Ourresearch hasshown thatwhathappened northwest of Roswell
inthe summer of1947 was not caused by aweather balloon. Nor was itthe result ofamishap ofany other
secret balloon, aV-2 rocket (oranytype ofmissile), anatomic mishap, asecretaircraft, aRussian device,
a Japanese balloon bomb from World War II, biological orchemical warfare experiments, oranything
else conventional. It simply wasn't any of these things, and there are few other possible conventional
explanations remaining. We can't tell you with certainty what was found near Roswell, but ofthis you
can be assured: we are determined and patient. The investigation will continue until the true story is
revealed.
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TIMELINE OF THE ROSWELL EVENT
Note: Bracketed [] entries are those for which we have only indirect evidence or for which a time slot could not be de
finitively established. This chart is a revised version of the one that appeared in UFO Crash at Roswell.

Date and time

Tuesday, July 1

Wednesday, July 2

Night

Thursday, July 3

Mid-morning

Late morning

Evening

Friday, July 4

Saturday, July 5

Sunday, July 6

Morning

Early afternoon

Events at Roswell, N.M.

9:50 p.m. Mr. & Mrs. Dan Wilmot report oval-
shaped UFO moving NW, toward the crash
site. William Woody and his father also ob
serve a bright, arcing light with a red contrail
as they are driving NW of Roswell.

Mac Brazel and others hear loud explosion.

Mac Brazel, accompanied by 7-year-old D. Proc
tor, discovers a large amount of light-weight,
metallic debris on a remote pasture (the debris
field).

Brazel visits his neighbors, the Proctors, and
shows them some of the material.

Brazel removes a large, circular piece of debris
from the debris field and stores it in a shed.

Holiday.

Brazel goes to Corona, N.M., and tells some
acquaintances about the find. On the way
back he stops again at the Proctors.

Brazel drives to Roswell to visit Sheriff Wilcox.

Brazel and Wilcox call the Roswell base and
report the find.

Wilcox sends two deputies to locate the site.

Events elsewhere

Sherman Campbell discovers
weather balloon debris near

Circleville, Ohio.

Aborted V-2 rocket launch at White
Sands Proving Grounds, N.M.

1:00-2:00 p.m. Flying disks ob
served at Portland, Ore.

9:12 p.m. United Air Lines flight
crew watches 9 disks over
Emmett, Idaho.

[ArmyAirForce captain sees flying
disk near Fairfield, Calif.]

1:45 p.m. B-25 crew observes sil
very disk over Clay Center, Kans.

A Historical Perspective 1



Date and time

Sunday, July 6
(cont'd)

Early afternoon

Mid-afternoon

Late afternoon

Evening

Night

Monday, July 7

Early morning

Daytime

Late evening

Tuesday, July 8

Very early morning

Early morning

Mid-morning

Events at Roswell, N.M.

Col. Blanchard, Maj. Marcel, and CIC Captain
Cavitt arrive at Wilcox's office to interview

Brazel.

[Blanchardreturns to the base with a portion of
Brazel's debris and alerts General Ramey in
Fort Worth about the find.]

Marcel and Cavitt accompany Brazel back to his
ranch to go to the debris field.

The two deputies return to SheriffWilcox, hav
ing found an area of blackened ground.

1st Flight out. Debris flown to Fort Worth.

Marcel and Cavitt stay at Brazel's ranch and
examine the large piece stored in the shed.

Brazel takes Marcel and Cavitt to the debris field.

[General Twining makes an unannounced visit
to Kirtland Air Field, near Albuquerque]

Marcel and Cavitt leave for the Roswell base after
loading their vehicles with debris.

Marcelstops at his home (2:00 a.m.) and shows
some of the debris to his wife and son before
proceeding on to the base.

Blanchard orders Maj. Easley to post guards on
the access roads to the debris field.

[7:30 a.m.] Staff meeting held by Roswell base
officers to discuss debris.

9:00 a.m. Cavitt and his assistant M/Sgt. Rickett
obtain a staffcar and drive to Brazel's ranch to
pick him up and return to the debris field.

Troops arrive at debris field to begin recovery.
[11:00 a.m.] Blanchard dictates a press release

on the recovery of a flying disk to PIO Walter
Haut.

The Roswell Report

Events elsewhere

[General Ramey alerts the Penta
gon about the find. The Penta
gon orders debris sent to Fort
Worth.]

Col. Alan D. Clark flies debris in a B-

26 from Fort Worth to Washing
ton, D.C, for Gen. McMullen.

11:45 a.m. Koshkonong, Wise,
flying disk sighting.

2:30 p.m. East Troy, Wise, case.
9:00 p.m. William Rhodes takes

photograph of flying disk over
Phoenix, Ariz.

[Debris from Washington is sent to
Wright Field, near Dayton, O]

9:30-11:50 a.m. Series ofdisk sight
ings by pilots and officers at
Muroc Air Base, Calif.



Date and time

Tuesday, July 8
(cont'd)

Mid-day

Early afternoon

Mid-afternoon

Late afternoon

Events at Roswell, N.M.

Haut goes into town to deliver his press release
to the radio stations and newspapers. His first
stop is at station KGFL, where he gives the
release to Frank Joyce.

Noon. The information is put on the AP wire.
1st Flight in arrives from Washington, D.C,

carrying a special team ofphotographers and
W/O Robert Thomas.

William Woody and his father, still curious about
their sighting, drive toward Corona. They are
turned away by MPsposted on outlying roads.

News of the recovery spreads as the story hits
the wire services. Phone lines at the base, at
the sheriffs office, and at newspaper and
radio news offices are tied up.

Sheriff Wilcox sends two more deputies to the
debris field; they are turned back by MPs.

Cavitt and Rickett return to the Roswell base
with Brazel.

Brazel is flown back to the debris field from the
base; other planes from Roswell are similarly
reconnoitering the area.

The impact site isdiscovered from the air; ground
troops are directed toward it.

[Barney Barnett and a group of students and
archeologists or rock-hunters are already at
the impact site and see debris and bodies;
they are escorted off by the Army.]

Col. Blanchard "goes on leave" from the base,
but he actually leaves to visit the debris field.

Material has been brought from the debris field
and loaded onto a C-54; this 2d Flight out is
flown by Capt. Pappy Henderson to Wright
Field.

3d Flight out, a B-29, carries Marcel to Fort
Worth Army Air Field. A few wrapped pack
ages [of debris] are also on the plane.

Clean-up continues at the crash sites.
Brazel is flown back to the base, then leaves and

is located by Walt Whitmore Sr., of radio sta
tion KGFL, who interviews him about the
find.

Blanchardvisits the debris field and impact site
with his staff.

A 2d Flight in from Washington, D.C, arrives at
the base; Rickett gives the crew a sealed box
filledwith debris; the plane returns shortly to
Washington (4th Flight outY

Events elsewhere

J. Bond Johnson, of the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram, is told to go to
Fort Worth Army Air Field to cover
a flying disk story.

Marcel arrives in Fort Worth and
confers with Gen. Ramey; at some
point remnants of a balloon are
substituted for the real debris.

A press conference is held in Ra-
mey's office; Johnson photo
graphs Marcel and Ramey with
the balloon remnants; W/O Irv
ing Newton identifies the mate
rial as a balloon with a radar tar
get device attached.

A Historical Perspective



Date and time

Tuesday, July 8
(cont'd)

Late afternoon

Early evening

Night

Wednesday, July 9

Early morning

Mid-morning

Late morning

Noon

Events at Roswell, N.M.

The Roswell Daily Record carries "RAAF Cap
tures Flying Saucer" story.

Sgt.Melvin Brown looks under a tarp on the back
of a truck at the impact site and sees several
alien-looking bodies.

Glenn Dennis, a local mortician, is intrigued by
several inquiries from the base about tissue
preservation and the smallest caskets he has
available.

The truck carrying the bodies arrives at the base.
A preliminary autopsy is attempted at the base

hospital by pathologist Dr. Jesse Johnson Jr.
Dennis tries to visit the base hospital but is

turned away forcibly; a nurse friend warns
him to leave before he gets in trouble.

[8:30 p.m.] Barnett returns home to Socorro.

Capt. John Martin, Sgt. Brown, and other MPs
guard a crate containing the bodies that has
been placed inside an empty hangar.

Troops continue clean-up at the crash sites.
At the base, three C-54's begin to be loaded with

crates filled with debris (8:00 a.m.).
The RoswellMorningDispatchprints the weather

balloon cover story.
[Senator Dennis Chavez calls Walt Whitmore Sr.

to warn him against broadcasting an inter
view with Brazel; a representative of the FCC
threatens to pull his broadcast license.]

Officers from the base locate Brazel (who had
stayed with Whitmore) and return him to the
base for questioning.

Brazel is taken by the military to the office of the
Roswell Daily Record, where he gives a re
vised, sanitized version of his story.

[A special secret service envoy representing
President Truman arrives from Washington
(-3rd Flight in)]

The crate with bodies is moved from the hangar
to Bomb Pit Number One.

[FloydProctor, Lyman Strickland,and others ob
serve Brazel in town escorted by soldiers.]

The Roswell Report

Events elsewhere

Ramey issues a statement claiming
that the Roswell officers were

fooled and that the material was

from a weather balloon.

6:17 p.m. Memo from FBI Dallas
office to SAC regarding weather
balloon cover story.

Ramey gives an interview on Fort
Worth radio station WBAP about

the weather balloon cover story.



Date and time Events at Roswell, N.M. Events elsewhere

Wednesday, July 9
(cont'd)

Early afternoon Officers from the base visit newspaper and radio General Schulgen requests FBI
offices in town and recover all copies ofHaut's cooperation in solving the flying
original press release. disk problem.

Brazel is taken to radio station KGFL, where he The War Department tells the FBI
gives a revised version of his story. that the disks do not belong to

the Army or Navy.
Late afternoon Three fullv-loaded C-54's (5th-7th Flights ouf)

carry debris to Los Alamos, N.M., via Kirtland
Field.

4:00 p.m. The crate from Bomb Pit Number One
is transferred to a B-29 and flown (8th Flight
out) to Fort Worth. 5:00 p.m. Ball of light deposits odd

The Roswell Daily Record carries a sanitized metal on ground near Midland,
version of Brazel's story. Mich.

Early evening 6:00 p.m. Officers and a mortician
in Fort Worth meet the incom

ing B-29 flight from Roswell; the
flight crew returns to Roswell
with Marcel.

Late evening 3:00 p.m. Marcel arrives back in Roswell (4th 11:30 p.m. Constable in Grand Falls,
Flight in). Newfoundland, observes 4 flying

disks.

Thursday, July 10

(Clean-up continues at the crash sites. [Aflight from Wright Field arrives in
]3razel continues to be interrogated and held at a Fort Worth and returns to Wright

guest house on the base. Fieldwith more debris and a large,
Remaining debris confiscated from Sheriff Wilcox metallic container on board]

by military personnel.] FBI memo, Fitch to Ladd.
Aborted V-2 launch at White Sands.

[General Twining stops at White
Sands before returning to Wright
Field.]

President Truman derides flying disk
stories.

4:00 p.m. TWA representative sees
flying disk at Harmon Field,
Newfoundland.

Friday, July 11

1.IPs and others involved in the retrieval are
debriefed and told to forget that it happened.

Saturday, July 12

I (ill Brazel Jr. returns to his father's ranch; no 6:30 p.m. Flyingdisk follows a C-47
evidence of a military presence remains. at Elmendorf Field, Alaska.

A Historical Perspective



Date and time Events at Roswell, N.M. Events elsewhere

Late July 1947

July 15—Mac Brazel returns to his ranch
from the Roswell base after his interroga
tion.

July 20—Silver-white disk moving at great
speed reported near Cumberland, Md.

July 26—National Security Act passes,
which coordinates the Army, Navy,
and Air Force into a single national
military establishment under the
Secretary of Defense. The Army Air
Force becomes the U.S. Air Force.

July 30—The first Air Force "estimate" of
the nature ofthe flying disks is drafted
by Gen. Schulgen's staff.

August 1947

Mac Brazel and Tommy Tyree spot a piece
of debris in a sinkhole near the debris

field.

August 19—FBI memo, Fitch to Ladd.

September 1947

Prof. Lincoln LaPaz, secretly charged with
reconstructing the object's trajectory,
arrives from Washington and rediscovers
the area of blackened ground with Rick
ett.

Sept. 5-Gen. Schulgen tells the FBIthat
the disks do not belong to the Air
Force.

Sept. 23—Gen. Twining calls for an offi
cial investigation of the flying disks.

Sept. 24—Allegedmemo from Truman to
Forrestal, establishing Operation
Majestic Twelve. Vannevar Bush meets
with Truman.

Sept. 25-FBI memo, Ladd to Hoover,
advising that FBI discontinue flying
disk investigations.

Sept. 26—Sidney Souers named head of
new National Security Council, which
holds its first meeting.

October 1947

Oct. 1—Truman letter to Vannevar Bush,
the signature of which matches the
MJ-12 memo of Sept. 24.

Oct. 28—Schulgen issues a draft collec
tion memorandum that outlines the

essential elements of information

required to analyze flying disk reports.

September 1948

LaPaz tells Rickett that he is still convinced
the Roswell debris was an unoccupied
probe from another planet.

The Roswell Report



Date and time Events at Roswell, N.M. Events elsewhere

Summer 1949

The gouge is still visible at the debris field.
BillBrazel, having found various scraps of

debris for the past two years, mentions
in Corona that he still has the material.

The next day a Capt. Armstrong and
three others from the base confiscate

the pieces.

1978

Pappy Henderson confides to a close
friend that he had flown wreckage
from a crashed saucer to Wright Field;
he still has a fragment of the debris.

Marcel, located by researcher Stan Fried
man, says he is sure the debris was
nothing from Earth.

1980

In Search Of interviews Marcel, who
says he is sure the Roswell debris was
nothing from Earth.

Charles Berlitz and William L. Moore

publish their report on the case, The
Roswell Incident.

1982

Pappy Henderson tells his wife Sappho
about his role in the recovery.

1988

October—An Air Force pickup truck is
seen on the Foster Ranch; the driver

asks ranch handJim Parker if the Roswell
crash site is nearby.

1989

Sept. 15-19-The Centerfor UFO Studies
conducts an expedition to the debris
field.

1991

July—Kevin Randle and Donald Schmitt's
account of the case, UFO Crash at
Roswell, published by Avon Books.

A Historical Perspective
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The summer of 1947: UFOs and the

U.S. government at the beginning

by Michael D. Swords

• • Michael Swords, editor of the Journal of UFO
Studies, is professor of natural sciences at West
ern Michigan University, Kalamazoo.

World War II and its aftermath

When Germany and Japan were defeated in World War II,
the Soviet Union immediately took their place as the major
threat to the western democracies. The Cold War had

begun. The fantasy of U.S. nuclear superiority existed only
briefly in the minds of people ignorant of the fears of the
U.S. intelligence community.

Despite the critical need for coordinated data collec
tion and analysis, the U.S. intelligence community was in
disarray. In September 1945, President Harry Truman dis
mantled the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), probably
due to growing fears of the potential power of a centralized
intelligence organization. The OSS's responsibilities were
parcelled out to the Departments of State and War (now the
Department of Defense). Neither took the lead in coordi
nating the widespread information flow flooding Army,
Navy,Air Force,and FBI channels. Truman quickly recog
nized this as unsatisfactory and in January 1946 by execu
tive order created the National IntelligenceAuthority (NIA),
whichconsistedof theSecretariesof War, State,Navy,and
a presidential appointee. The NIA was to oversee the
Central Intelligence Group (CIG), the forerunner of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). Rear Admiral Sidney
W. Souers, deputy chief of naval intelligence, was ap
pointed the nation's first director of central intelligence
(DCI). This directorate had little real authority, and Souers
showed little enthusiasm for the job. The intelligence
community remained "headless."1

In June 1946,Souers was replaced by Lieutenant Gen
eral Hoyt S. Vandenberg. Vandenberg was aggressively
"climbing his mountain" to become chief of staff of the
soon-to-be-created U.S. Air Force, and he pushed hard for
greater CIG powers. He established the Office of Research
and Evaluation (ORE), which not only collected and sum
marized intelligence, but pursued some modest scientific
research. Even he, however, could not coordinate the atom
ized,independent armsofU.S.bureaus. Vandenberg leftin
the spring of 1947 to be replaced by Rear Admiral Roscoe

H. Hillenkoetter, another gentleman who, like Souers,
seemed not well-placed, either by circumstance or person
ality, to do much more than station-keeping in the position
of DCI. Hillenkoetter was to serve throughout the periodof
UFO intelligence-gathering to be examined in this article,
as well as during the transition between the demise of the
NIA/CIG system and the establishment of the National
Security Council/Central Intelligence Agency (NSG/CIA)
system.

The continued disarray of the intelligence community
caused Truman, with the powerful aid of Vandenberg, to
dismantle the NIA/CIG for the potentially far stronger
NSC/CIA system through passage of the National Security
Act on July 26, 1947. During the critical early period of
UFO reports (June-August 1947), the intelligence commu
nity was still very poorly communicating between its
disparate "heads."

As an intriguing aside, this same Roscoe Hillenkoetter
became an early board member (1957) of retired Major
Donald Keyhoe's civilian UFO investigation organization,
the National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenom
ena.2 It is interestingtospeculatewhythehead ofcentralin
telligence at the beginning of the UFO era was motivated
to join the most publicly prominent civilian UFO group.
Either he was interested, or he was ordered, or both.
Whatever choice you pick, it seems to be a validation of the
phenomenon's importance.

Foo fighters, ghost rockets, and
German scientists

In the years immediately following World War II, nearly
the worst scenario imaginable began to gain a degree of
credibility in the corridors of power. The Soviets were
working on atomic bomb capability, and logic dictated that
they were simultaneously developing a delivery system.
Could the Soviets, either with or without the help of legen
dary German technical geniuses, produce a means of deliv
ery against which the United States had no defense? There
were many reasons to be suspicious.

In 1945 the American public read about a peculiar
phenomenon: Allied aircraft had been chased, paced, and
teased by smallish, red-orange balls of light (called "foo
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fighters" by pilots).3 Although seemingly harmless—and
reported in the Pacific theatre as well—the possibility that
these could be secret German devices was a disturbing
thought. These swift, glowing, evasive spheres disap
peared from German skies coincident with the Allied
capture of areas containing high-tech German experimen
tal stations. Although some scientists tried to scoff at the
reports by labeling them as St. Elmo's fire, the Pentagon
obviously took them more seriously. The foo fighter file
was still classified and out-of-bounds to Donald Keyhoe
when he asked to see it in 1949.4

In 1946 another possible manifestation of a Soviet
delivery vehicle worried the intelligence agencies and the
worldpress: the Scandinavianghost rockets.The New York
Times carried the story: "'Ghost rockets'—mysterious
spool-shaped speeding objects with fiery tails—have be
come a common sight in Sweden and military officials no

Table 1

Flying disk cases known to U.S. military intelligence
as of July 1,1947

1.June28,1:15 p.m. 30miles NWof Lake Mead, Nevada.
Army Air Force Lt. Eric B. Armstrong sawa formation of 5 or
6 white, circular objects, approx. 36 inches in diameter, flying
at 285 mph.

2. June 30,9:10a.m. NearGrand Canyon, Arizona. Navy
flight student, Lt. William G.McGinty, sawtwo 8-foot diameter,
gray, circular objects falling at "inconceivable" speeds.

3.June22,6:00 p.m. Greenfield, Massachusetts. Acivil
ian sawa small, roundish, "polished aluminum" object flying at
least as fast as a plane.

4.June 28,9:20 p.m. Maxwell Field, Alabama. Four U.S.
Army Air Force officers (two pilots and two intelligence offi
cers) watched for 25 minutes a brilliantly lighted object at a
great height, moving in a zigzag course with bursts of speed.

5. June 29,1:15 p.m. 15 miles NE of Las Cruces, New
Mexico. Four civilians, including Dr. C. J. Zohn, a guided
missiles expert with the Naval Research Laboratory, ontheir
way to observe a V-2 rocket launch at White Sands, sawa
disk-shaped object moving straight north at a rapid rate of
speed.

6. June 14? Noon and 2:15 p.m. On July 1, an earlier
sighting was reported at Bakersfieid, California. The Air Force
gives June 14 as the date, although first press accounts,
published July 1,gave itas June23. Aveteran flier and stunt
pilot, Richard Rankin, saw two flights of circular objects (10
and 7 respectively) flying at about 350 mph in loose "V"
formation. ABakersfieid housewife apparently sawthesame
flights, although she gave the date as "about June 1." The
intelligence investigators didn't get around to interview this
pilot until mid-July, a laArnold, but they would have at least
heard about it on the first of the month.

10 The Roswell Report

longer doubt that the country is in a target area for experi
mentation with remotely controlled missiles." Later, the
"Swedish General Staff today described the situation as
'extremely serious,' and it is obvious that Sweden is no
longer going to tolerate such violations of her integrity."5
The rumor was that these invasions were Soviet military
projects using German scientists taken from the Peene-
miinde rocket laboratory. Whatever was responsible for the
ghost rockets, U.S. intelligence could not ignore them.

Finally there were those other legendary Germans, the
experimental aeronautical engineers who allegedly had
designed high-speed, high-performance aircraft. The se
cret (T-3) engineering laboratory of the Air Materiel
Command at Wright Field had been very interested in
designs discovered after the war. Perhaps the most curious
of these "flying wings" was a nearly circular, low-aspect
glider designed by the Horten brothers.6

Were other German wizards working their aeronauti
cal magic for the Soviets?

1947: The Age of Flying Saucers
begins

In early 1947 a minor outbreak of Scandinavian ghost
rockets, coupled with sightings of "silver spheres" in Hun
gary, indicated that aerial anomalies had not gone away.7
Odd objects were occasionally spotted in the United States,
but these were civilian reports that had little impact.

Then on June 24,1947, came Kenneth Arnold's sight
ing of nine wobbling disks near Mt. Rainier, Washington,
and the entire country woke up to the phenomenon. Despite
the peculiar resemblance of Arnold's disks (in both appear
ance and flight characteristics) to Horten-like flying ma
chines, the intelligence community was slow to respond to
Arnold's report. In fact, Arnold got angry at their ineffi
ciency in not investigating for nearly three weeks what he
felt was a matter of national security. (Arnold's military
interview took place on July 12.)8 However, sometime
between the Arnold incident and the first few days in July,
military intelligence became very interested.

What pushed the excitement button? Determining the
precise event that triggered a response is pure guesswork.
Perhaps it was the gathering roar of an avalanche of public
sightings. Perhaps it was the intelligence community in
disarray, collecting its wits and getting direction. Or per
haps it was reports from a few trustworthy observers.

By July 1, military intelligence units scattered around
the country would have known of at least four incidents
involving military personnel or others on government proj
ects. They would have just received a report from a veteran
flier, as well as a secret report from a civilian in Massachu
setts, to put in their files. All this they would use as a
yardstick against which to measure Kenneth Arnold and
the growing numbers of witnesses (see Table 1). As the
pace of saucer sightings stepped up, both military intelli
gence and the public became more energized:9



July 3. An Army Air Force spokesman: "If some
foreign power is sending flying disks over the United
States, it is our responsibility to know about it and take
proper action." (Santa Maria (Calif.) Times, July 3, 1947,
p.8 (UP).)

July 4. David Lilienthal, head of the Atomic Energy
Commission, was "anxious to know if any of them had
'fallen to the ground.'" (Denver Post, July6,1947,p.l.)On
this day, numerous flying disks were seen over Portland,
Oregon, in the late afternoon, and the important sighting of
a formation ofUFOs by United Airlines pilot Emil J. Smith
and his crew over Emmett, Idaho, took place at 9:12 p.m.

July 5 or 6. Pentagon Army Air Force Captain Tom
Brown told Donald Keyhoe that "we just can't ignore it.
There are too many reliable pilots telling the same story—
flat, round objects able to outmaneuver ordinary planes,
and faster than anything we have." Brown admitted that
some bases had placed certain planes on alert to investigate
appearances of the flying disks. Another source told Key-
hoe that some commanders had given orders to shoot the
things down if possible.10

A comment is appropriate here on Major Keyhoe as an
accurate source. I have found his first book, The Flying
Saucers Are Real (1950), to be quite accurate on those
events now possible to check through USAF Project Blue
Book documents. Although the Brown quote was probably
reconstructed from memory after two years, the general
content is likely to be trustworthy.

July 6. An Army Air Force spokesman: "We still
haven't the slightest idea what they could be. But we don't
believe anyone in this country, or outside of this country,
has developed a guided missile which will go 1200 miles an
hour." This referred to the speed calculated by Kenneth
Arnold for his formation of disks.

July 7. General Hoyt Vandenberg, now chief of staff
of the Army Air Force, had his entire day dominated by
phone calls and meetings about flying disks. Wright Field
admitted to Keyhoe that it was checking on disk sightings
in the Pacific Northwest and Texas. A Phoenix man,
William A. Rhodes, took some of the first photos of these
puzzling flying saucers, which look a bit like Horten
airfoils.

July 8. Army Air Force intelligence was in a dither of
activity. Several impressive California sightings—a series
of three events at Muroc Air Base (now Edwards AFB) and
another to the south near Mount Baldy—involving military
personnel occurred and prompted close questioning of the
officers involved. One pilot, probably the F-51 pilot from
Muroc who saw a "flat, light-reflecting object" at high
altitude near Mount Baldy, was brought to the Pentagon for
interrogation by the chief of the Requirements Intelligence
Branch of Army Air Force Intelligence, Brigadier General
George F. Schulgen." An FBI document states: "In pass
ing, General Schulgen stated that an Air Force pilot who
believed that he saw one of these objects was thoroughly
interrogated by General Schulgen and scientists, as well as
a psychologist, and the pilot was adamant in his claim that

he saw a flying disk." Hidden under all these events was the
public announcement, quickly quashed, that the Army Air
Force had recovered a crashed disk at Roswell Army Air
Field in New Mexico. The FBI was told that the disk was

suspended by a balloon and was sent in the care of the
Eighth Air Force to Wright Field for analysis.12

July 9. Brigadier General Schulgen called in FBI spe
cial agent S. W. Reynolds and urgently requested FBI
cooperation in solving the problem of the flying disks. The
same day, Colonel L. R. Forney, of the Intelligence Divi
sion of the War Department (now the Defense Intelligence
Agency ofthe Defense Department), told Reynolds that the
disks were not Army or Navy vehicles. As Schulgen
represented the Army Air Force, this seemed to cover all
American military provenances.13

During the next week, however, a puzzling split began
to develop. Something had happened ... but what?

The silence from Topside

The signalling of an enigmatic disinterest from the highest
echelons of government intelligence may have occurred as
early as July 10 when President Truman was interviewed at
a news conference. Flying disks reminded him, he said, of
the notorious Moon Hoax of 1835, when a writer for the
New York Sun published a series of articles about the
discovery of people on the moon by astronomer Sir John
Herschel.14The articles were written as satire; Herschel, of
course, made no such observation. The President's laugh
ing derision of flying disks may have been part of an
emerging serious/not-serious mixed message that intelli
gence agencies and the public were to be fed for several
months (if not years) to come.

Captain Edward Ruppelt, later head of the Air Force's
UFO investigation, Project Blue Book, said that thosedays
in July were filled with a harried sense of emergency on the
part of the Wright Field and Pentagon investigators, and
that the "security lid was down tight" with regard to public
information.15 Military and FBI agents were hard at work
even as the number of reports dropped. Their major fear
was still a very reasonable one—that this phenomenon
might be related to Soviet missile development and a
dangerous threat to national security.

But as July wore on, both military and civilian intelli
gence agencies became aware of a very strange silence
from Topside. Where there had at first seemed extreme
urgency and pressure from the highest echelon of authority,
suddenly there was nothing. Finally, after getting the flow
of reports and data under control. . . nothing. To a savvy
intelligence agent working in the trenches, this could only
mean one thing. Someone at the top had figured out the
mystery. Perhaps further agency investigation was a waste
of staff time. The evidence for this can be found in docu

ments released through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests to the FBI.

In a page probably attached to, and certainly related to,
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an FBI copy ofan Air Force document dated July 30,1947,
a ranking USAF intelligence officer states unambiguously:

"Lack of topside inquiries, when compared to the
prompt and demanding inquiries that have originated top
side upon former events, give more than ordinary weight to
the possibility that this is a domestic project, about which
the President, etc. know."16

Following this speculation from Air Force intelli
gence, an internal FBI memo dated August 19, 1947,
indicates that the FBI had pursued this possibility further.
Special agent S. W. Reynolds, assigned as liaison to Air
Force intelligence in the Pentagon, had discussed this
possibility with his contact, Lieutenant Colonel G. D.
Garrett. Garrett served directly under Brigadier General
Schulgen and should have been in a position to know what
was going on. He didn't. The silence had shut out even the
highest office of intelligence in the Air Force. Garrett
agreedwith agent Reynolds that the disks were probably "a
very highly classified experiment of the Army or Navy." A
scientist attached to Air Force intelligence had reached a
similar conclusion.

"Colonel Garrett stated that he based his assumption
on the following: He pointed out that when flying objects
were reported seen over Sweden, the 'highbrass' of the War
Departmentexerted tremendouspressureon the Air Forces
[sic] Intelligence to conduct research and collect informa
tion in an effort to identify these sightings. Colonel Garrett
stated that, in contrast to this, we have reported sightings of
unknown objects over the United States, and the 'high
brass' appearedtobe totallyunconcerned.He indicatedthis
led him to believe that they knew enough about these
objects to express no concern."

After vouching for the reliability of the reporters of
these objects, Garrett concluded, "there were objects seen
whichsomebody in the Government knowsall about."17

However, if Air Force intelligence didn't know what
they were, who did? Reynolds followed up this conversa
tion with a visit to his liaison at the War Department,
Colonel L. R. Forney.18 Forney assured Reynolds that he
had inquiredabout secret Army projects toGenerals Cham-
berlin and Todd, and that the Army had no idea what the
disks were. Garrett subsequently pressed Schulgen about
Air Force projects and got the same response, but perhaps
Schulgen didn't know everything that Air Force Research
and Development was doing. The FBI and the Air Force
agreed that Schulgen should send a query further up the
corridors of secrecy to General Curtis LeMay, head of
R&D. The response, given to the FBI on September 5,
1947, was that "a complete survey of research activities
discloses that the Army Air Forces has no project with the
characteristics similar to those which have been associated

with the Flying Discs."19
As an aside, Major Keyhoe reported that he had asked

a similar question about Navy projects to an old classmate
of his, Admiral Calvin Bolster, chief of aeronautics re
search on experimental craft, and received the same nega
tive reply.20

12 The Roswell Report

But the FBI remained concerned that this was a wild

goose chase. General Schulgen's staff was uneasy, and
afraid of an embarrassing "Oh, it was nothing"-type of
response to all their efforts finally coming from on high. It
was decided to make a direct request of the commanding
general of Wright Field, and its secret project labs, for an
official opinion on the disks and whether it was worth
carrying intelligence activities further. Along with this
request, General Nathan Twining was sent the intelligence
communities' very first estimate of the nature of UFOs: a
"detailed study of reports selected for their impression of
veracity and reliability." This study was composed of 16
(really 18—although only 16 are listed, the body of the
report mentions 18) best cases collected by Schulgen's
office prior to the last week of July 1947.21 It was an early
estimate that may have continued to have an effect several
months into the future.

The first "estimate"

The cases involved sixteen incidents in North America

between May 19 and July 12, 1947. They are listed and
summarized in Table 2. These reports had been investi
gated by a variety of different intelligence units, and in fact,
a couple of civilian cases were hardly investigated offi
cially at all. "Four reports, Numbers 2,4,17, and 18, have
not been analyzed." These four include the mysterious
unnamed and unlisted 17 and 18, as well as 2 and 4, the
cases of civilian pilots Byron Savage and Kenneth Arnold.
As mentioned earlier, Arnold had been astounded and
angered that it had taken almost three weeks for him to get
investigators to interview him.

I agree with Kenneth Arnold about one thing at least.
The UFO investigations conducted by Army Air Force
intelligence were disorganized, inefficient, and confused
in July 1947. This applies to General Schulgen's office and
the semi-independent base operatives scattered around the
country. Whatever was going on at Wright Field behind
closed doors may have been entirely another matter, but the
public investigation was muddled. A short list of anomalies
associated with the 16-case estimate illustrates this poor
state of affairs:

1. The summary document was incomplete, even
though the investigators were willing to let people like
Schulgen, J. Edgar Hoover, and ultimately General Twin
ing look at it. However, they may have improved it before
it was forwarded to Wright Field.

2. The investigators showed great inefficiency in inter
viewing such key witnesses as Byron Savage and Kenneth
Arnold.

3. Some of the incident dates are wrong, showing that
in some cases the investigators had conducted a very super
ficial inquiry at best.

4. Numerous "not stated" entries in the document's

tables, indicating that no one cared enough to reinterview
anyone to see whether such potentially interesting informa
tion was available.



Table 2

Data on the 16cases mentioned inthe July30,1947, "estimate," consolidated with information from the Project Blue Book
filesandTed Bloecher's Report on the UFO Wave of 1947 (Washington: The author, 1967)

Date Location Witnesses g/a N Shape Color Size Speed Activity

May 17? Oklahoma City, Okla. 1 civilian pilot g 1 disk frost white large 3xjet straight flight, 10-18,000 feet

May 19 Manitou Springs Colo. 7 civilians 9 1 N/A silver small veryfast maneuvered; climbed and
disappeared

June 14 Bakersfieid, Calif. 1 civilian pilot 9 17 disks N/A - plane 350 mph two sets ofobjects, V-formation

June 22 Greenfield, Mass. 1 civilian 9 1 round silver white small > plane straight flight, disappeared
in clouds

June 24 Mt. Rainier, Wash. 1 civilian pilot a 9 crescents mirror bright large > 1000 mph through mt. peaks; wobbled

June 28 Maxwell Field, Ala. 4 military 9 1 light bright N/A high speed zigzag course; disappeared
inmoonlight

June 29 nr. Las Cruces, N.M. 4 civilians 9 1 round silver N/A rapid straight flight; disappeared

July4 Emmett, Id. 2+ civilian pilots a 9 thin disks silver > plane ? > plane looseformation; disappeared
suddenly

July6 Clay Center, Kan. 1 military pilot a 1 round silver 30-50 ft. 210 mph great acceleration, 11,000 ft.

July6 Fairfield, Calif. 1+ military pilot+ g 1 round reflective > plane > plane rolled several times; disappeared
above horizon

July7 Koshkonong, Wise. 2 civilian pilot+ a 1 disk gray,shiny N/A ? fast descent, horizontal flight,
then disappeared

July 7 East Troy, Wise. 2 civilian pilot+ a 1 disk N/A N/A fast straight flight

July8 Mt. Baldy, Calif. 1 military pilot a 1 disk reflective P-51? > jet rapid climb and disappearance
at 35,000 ft.

July9 Grand Falls, Newf. 4 civilians 9 5 round glow N/A terrific first four in-line flight; single
smallobjectlater

July10 HarmonField, Newf. 2 civilians 9 1 disk silver size of
plane

great objectcut cloudsand lefttrail;
phototaken

July12 Elmendorf Field, Mask 1 military 9 1 sphere gray

aluminum

3-10 ft. 199mph-
great

paralleled plane landing;
flew into wind

g/a - seen from ground (g) or air (a) N-• numberof objects seen

5. There are some very strange omissions of important
cases that should have been readily available if any coordi
nation existed at all (June 28, Lake Mead, Nevada; June 30,
Grand Canyon; July 8, Muroc Air Base; July 4, Portland,
Oregon; July 7, Phoenix (Rhodes photo)).

In addition, I suspect there was little teamwork or
loyalty between certain bases and the Pentagon in the
matter of sharing information. An example of this is the in
vestigation of the Fairfield Suisun Air Base (now Travis
AFB) case of July 6. The chain of communication did not
manage to get details on this one into the Air Force's
weekly intelligence summary until July 30. Other cases
were reviewed much more promptly. I would not be sur
prised if this early intelligence mess explains the occa
sional "case file missing" annotations in later Project Sign
and Blue Book records of old cases. (Sign and Blue Book
are two code names for later Air Force UFO projects.)

With all this going against it, the first Air Force
estimate was still made and presented—with conclusions—
to people in very high places. What explains this confident
display of mediocrity? Although we are apparently not

dealing with genius here, neither should we assume com
plete stupidity. This report was not put together with any
greater intensity because the authors did not feel that it was
necessary. They did not think that UFOs were any great
mystery. It was obvious to them that UFOs were mechani
cal, aerial devices. Whosedevices was still up in the air (so
to speak), but the indications were fairly clear: despite
assurances to the contrary, they must be our own. "Lack of
topside inquiries" made this the only reasonable conclu
sion in their eyes.

The authors passed the document on to Schulgen and
Hoover to show their bosses that they were on the ball and
somewhat suspicious that time and money were being
wasted. Ultimately Schulgen decided to act aggressively
and send this report (or one very much like it) to General
Nathan Twining in what amounted to a "can-we-please-
quit-this-nonsense" plea.

For several reasons I have a strong suspicion that the
report was not forwarded to Twining until sometime in
early September, or at least no sooner than the last week of
August. First, in August Garrett and Forney were busily
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checking with other agencies to see if the disks were an
American project, a reasonable precaution that logically
should be taken before Schulgen reported to Twining; if
Twining had received the memo in early August, he would
have been doing the checking at a higher security level than
the others, and their efforts would have been duplicative.
Second, if at this time Twining was privy to top-secret
intelligence involving the disks, he would have responded
rapidly and not waited nearly two months to reply. Third,
the copy of the report in the FBI files—the only declassified
copy in existence—is a draft copy, not the final, polished
version that presumably went to Twining.

Twining's eventual reply, dated September 23, 1947,
must have boggled nearly everyone in Air Force intelli
gence outside of Wright Field.22 Far from saying quit, he
generated the momentum for an official, centralized, secret
project to gather UFO information. His affirmation of
importance and intensity booming out of Topside silence
made nonsense of the UFO-as-U.S.-secret-project hypothe
sis. It also made nonsense of the UFO-as-nonsense hy
pothesis. There were few viable hypotheses left.

So the July 30 Air Force estimate was handed up to
Twining who, after consulting with technical experts at
Wright Field, essentially handed it right back to Schulgen.
The following conclusions about the nature of UFOs are es
sentially identical in both the 16-case flying disk analysis
and Twining's letter:

1. The phenomenon is something real and not halluci
natory, hoaxed, or a misperceived natural phenomenon—
"something is really flying around."

2. The surface of the objects is metallic or made of
some other reflective substance.

3. The objects rarely leave a trail except perhaps in
high-performance operations.

4. The objects are circular or elliptical, flat on the
bottom with a low dome on the top.

5. Flights may occur in well-ordered, well-kept forma
tions in numbers of three to nine disks.

6. Speeds are estimated at above 300 knots.
7. Sizes are estimated to be as large as "man-made"

aircraft. (Theadjective "man-made" is odd here, seemingly
redundant unless Twining had something else on his sub
conscious mind.)

Twining added something not precisely defined in the
Air Force's conclusions but readily inferred from their
report: the flying disks made "no sound." He qualified that
statement (indicating that the Air Force document was
revised between the July 30 version in the FBI files and the
one sent to Twining) by referring to three exceptions in
which "a substantial rumbling roar was noted." None ofthe
14 case investigations completed by July 30 involved
sound. Neither did Kenneth Arnold's. But the May 17
Byron Savage case in Oklahoma City did (a sound of
rushing wind and air). And so did the prime candidate for
case 17 or 18, an "almost silver-white" disk moving at great
speed some 12,000 feet away from an ex-signal coipsman

14 The Roswell Report

near Cumberland, Maryland, on July 20,1947. The identity
of the third case with sound remains unknown, although
other cases in the Air Force files involving sound were
reported from Clarion, Iowa, on June 29 (a "motor sound");
Vancouver, Washington, on July 4 (a low humming; ex
plained as "chaff); the William Rhodes case on July 7 (an
initial whoosh); and Midland, Michigan, on July 9 (a puff
sound). A few other reports from this period, not in the Air
Force files, also involve objects making a sound, but the
great majority were noiseless objects.23

Twining stated that his letter was in response to a
request for an opinion by AC/AS-2 (Schulgen). He wrote
that the opinion was based on "interrogation report data
furnished by AC/AS-2" (the July 30 estimate) and "pre
liminary studies" by personnel at T-2 (Wright Field) and
Aircraft Laboratory Engineering Division T-3 (Wright
Field's secret aeronautical engineering facility). The pre
liminary studies referred to show up in the Twining letter in
the vaguest of ways, giving one the impression that the
technical experts just read Schulgen's study and sat around
blowing smoke about it for a while. However, we can
surmise that the conclusions from the Wright Field experts
were as follows:

1. Some of the 18 incidents might be meteors, but
certainly not all of them.

2. Operating characteristics (maneuvers, rolls) seemed
to indicate intelligent control.

3. We might be able to build something like this but it
would be very expensive and time-consuming, and the
product would be long-range but subsonic.

In short, T-2 and T-3 apparently added nothing to the
discussion except perhaps a sales pitch for a new project.

Twining's letter seems to be a response based entirely
on the original 18-case Air Force study. Since that study
concluded that UFOs were probably our own devices and
we should quit chasing them, and since Twining and the
other Topsiders hadn't seemed concerned lately, the logi
cal conclusion for Twining should have been to say, "Fine,
quit." But his T-3 wizards had said, essentially, "This is real
and it isn 'tours." So Twining gave the order for "full steam
ahead" with an organized project. No one explained the
strange schizophrenia of the past two months about this
situation ... urgency, then silence, then urgency again.

The general's intelligence advisers were apparently
out of the information loop and wanted to quit. Instead, he
wanted them enthusiastic but none the wiser. In an attempt
to accomplish that psychological miracle, Twining gave
three reasons to pursue the disks. In each case, we should
ask ourselves whether we believe him:

1. There is a "possibility that these objects are of
domestic origin—the product of some high security project
not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command." This is the
strangest of the three comments in that it is exactly what
Schulgen's office thought, and the reason that they wanted
to quit. If Twining wanted to engage their enthusiasm, this
was hardly the mechanism. It was just barely possible that
Twining thought that Schulgen's office believed there was



a black project that even Twining didn't know about, since
the country had just passed through World War II and the
Manhattan Project. But why he held out for this particular
possibility is enigmatic. It seems to be smoke, not sub
stance.

2. There is a "lack of physicalevidence in the shape of
crash recovered exhibits which would undeniably prove
the existence of these objects." Schulgen and the others
could surely accept the first part of this sentence (even if it
weren't true), but the second phrase was less credible. The
AC/AS-2 office had stated quite firmly, "something is
really flying around." Strategically, the possibility that this
was all nonsense was a poor lure for catching the intelli
gence community's enthusiasm. Again Twining was either
sociologically ignorant about the negative "intelligence
atmosphere," or he was blowing more smoke.

3. There is a "possibility that some foreign nation has
a form of propulsion possibly nuclear, which is outside of
our domesticknowledge." This is, of course, the siege gun
ofscare tactics. If the intelligence community believed this,
then we would have seen all the intensity anyone could
havehoped for. However, this concept runs flat up against
the previous Topside silence that caused intelligence to
dismiss this theory earlier. And there was a second irration
ality in all this, as Donald Keyhoe has noted:

"It was incredible that they [Russia] would develop
such a device and then expose it to the gaze of U.S. Air
Forceofficers.It couldbe photographed,its speed and ma
neuverability checked; it might crash, or antiaircraft fire
might bring it down. The secret might be lost in one such
testflight— whywouldtheygiveusa... warning, testing
the things openly over America? It didn't make sense."24

It doesn't indeed.

Intelligence dilemmas and the
extraterrestrial hypothesis

Sensiblyor not, theAir Forcepower structure pushed ahead
on the new "saucer project." In his recommendations,
Twining gave a list of offices to which flying disk data
should be sent: Army and Navy intelligence, the Atomic
Energy Commission, theJointResearchandDevelopment
Board, the Air Force's Scientific Advisory Group, the
National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics, the Rand
Project (a joint aeronautical design project of the Rand
Corporationand the Douglas Aircraft Company), and the
NEPA Project (Nuclear Energy for Propulsion Applica
tions, at Oak Ridge, Tennessee). This was an extremely
powerful statement about the seriousness with which the
subjectwas viewedat the time. Topside was speaking, at
least at this point, very clearly.

Still,anintelligent personwouldhavetospeculateand
fill in some blanks. The potential answers to the blanks in
the story were few: the U.S. military, the Soviets, or the x-
factor—extraterrestrial visitations. Unless one of the last
two options were really viable, there was no reason for a

high-powered project. All things considered, the Soviets
seemed just as much a long shot as visitors from Mars.
Twining and Topside musthave believed that this technol
ogy could have been Soviet or extraterrestrial. Apparently
not every thinking intelligence agent or agency agreed. In
October 1947,FBI interest waned and finally ended, thanks
to a now well-known security screw-up by military person
nel who insulted the agency in print.25 In my opinion, the
FBI and Hoover were just looking for a good excuse to
ignore UFOs anyway.

In military circles, however, the twin hypotheses of
German-based Soviet technology and extraterrestrial visi
tations were both building. If it weren't for the nearly un
assailable logic of arguments against a Soviet device (see
Keyhoe's statement above) and the period of Topside
silence, the Soviet superweapon concept could have made
a believablestory. Perhaps we should not be surprised that
some elements of the intelligence community could take
the USSR hypothesis seriously; after all, if the potential
threat is serious enough, shouldn't even the remotest pos
sibility be checked out?

On October 28, 1947, General Schulgen (or probably
bis aide, Lt. Col. Garrett)prepared under the authority of
the Secretary of the AirForce a "Draft ofCollection Memo
randum."26 This was apparently sent to the Air Systems
Command Intelligence Directorate, Plans and Collections
Branch, for reconstructionand polishing prior to use in the
field.This collectionmemorandum was in directresponse
to General Twining's command that AMC (Air Materiel
Command, at Wright Field) continue its investigation into
flying disks so that "Detailed Essential Elements of Infor
mation will be formulated immediately for transmittal
throughchannels." Twining was essentially telling Schul
gen two things:27

1. Until the secret project got organized, Twining's
basewouldbe the focusofall flyingdisk investigativedata.

2. Schulgen had to tell everyone else what to look for
and where to send the information.

SchulgenandGarrett's 4 Vz-page draftis interesting in
severalways: (a)itdefines thecharacteristics oftheobjects
as known from previous investigation (mostly the 18-case
study); (b) it speaks a great deal about German advanced
technology and the Horten brothers' low-aspect designs;
and (c) it makes very specific requests for all manner of
details about the craft involved.

Let's examine each of these elements one by one.
The phenomenon. The memorandum assumes that all

the characteristics of the objects previouslyuncovered by
the 18-case study are true. It adds that the objects may
"quickly disappear by high speed or by complete disinte
gration," and that they may appear "without warning as if
from an extremely high altitude." The phenomenon is
essentially worldwide. And then this amazing paragraph
appears:

"This strange object, or phenomenon, may be consid
ered,in viewofcertainobservations, as long-range aircraft
capable of a high rate of climb, high cruising speed and
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highly maneuverable and capable of being flown in very
tightformation. Forthepurpose ofanalysis andevaluation
of these so-called 'flying saucers,' the object sighted is
being assumed to be a manned craft of unknown origin.
While there remains the possibility of Russian manufac
ture, based on the perspective thinking and actual accom
plishments of theGermans, it is theconsidered opinion of
some elements that the object may in fact represent an
interplanetary craft of some kind."

The German/Russian hypothesis. Two full para
graphs and a sectionof the collection memorandum, en
titled"Research and Development," are dedicated to intro
ducing the low-aspect, glider-parabola concepts of the
ingenious Horten brothers and asking questions about
where they were now and what they or their associates
might be doing. The sense of this part of the document
seemstobe"maybetheseguysareworkingfortheRussian
government and really can create suchobjects." But the
senseof the previous paragraphs was essentially that this
was only a slim possibility.

Details to be looked for. Two pages of desired infor
mation are presented without overt reference to any hy
pothesis (Soviets, extraterrestrials, or whatever). The de
tails are the sort of thing that Wright Field's Engineering
Labs would have compiled. They wanted to know pre
cisely: theshape andsurface structure; construction mate
rials; structures forcrew,propulsion, weapons, landing;the
power plant; andfuel. It is a list aimed at observers who
wouldseetheobjects(orplans)closeup,justasaspymight
in someone else's secret factory. In this element of the
memorandum, therefore, the feel is one of secret agents
infiltrating Soviet installations and retrieving security in
formation. Since the memorandum was to be distributed to
military bases and agents around theworld (including the
USSRandChina),this flavorofespionageisnotsurprising.

But what's going on here? We have an elaborate se
quence of strange events and odd intelligence responses,
capped by several documents that seem to deny the rea
sonableness of the Soviet hypothesis, while still keeping
that option open. And theextraterrestrial hypothesis seems
muted butsolidly present in theminds of important inves
tigative personnel.

The extraterrestrial hypothesis

Before giving myopinion about whatmay explain all this
mystification (yes, it will involve the crashed disk at
Roswell), it isworth a brieflookatwhy theextraterrestrial
hypothesis would have made sense in 1947 even without a
crashed UFO and aliens to prove it.

Today we regard serious speculationabout extrater
restrial intelligence as a recent phenomenon, paralleling
the rise of SETI (search for extraterrestrial intelligence)
conferences and research in the past two decades. But ac
tually the 1940s and early 1950s were filled with such
discussions by famous astronomers. One of the most fa
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mous, the astronomer royal at Cambridge University, H.
Spencer Jones, wrote in 1940:

"There seems to be no reason why life on Mars could
not have adapted itself to such conditions. . . . We may
conclude that it is almost certain that there is some sort of

vegetation on Mars." (Higher life seemed improbable at the
time but not excludable.) And ". . . we cannot resist the
conclusion that life though rare is scattered throughout the
universe."28

Mars and Venus were objects of special attention as
candidates for extraterrestrial life. Not only the improve
ment of telescopes, but the ability of spectroscopes and
other analytical devices to detect elemental constituents of
planetary atmospheres, had stimulated argument at scien
tific conventions. Fred Whipple, a colleague of the first
arch-opponent of UFOs as spacecraft, Harvard astronomer
Donald Menzel, and a friend of the UFOs as extraordinary
mysteries, J. Allen Hynek, added a strong voice in support
of the possibility of life on Mars.

Whipple wrote in 1941:
"Whether intelligent beings exist to appreciate these

splendors of the Martian landscape is pure speculation. If
we have correctly reconstructed the history of Mars, there
is little reason to believe that the life processes may not
have followed a course similar to terrestrial evolution.

With this assumption, three general possibilities emerge.
Intelligent beings may have protected themselves against
the excessively slow loss of atmosphere, oxygen and water,
by constructinghomes and cities with the physical condi
tions scientifically controlled. As a second possibility,
evolution may have developed a being who can withstand
the rigors of the Martian climate. Or the race may have
perished.

"These possibilities have been sufficiently expanded
in the pseudo-scientific literatureto make furtheramplifi
cation superfluous. However, there may exist some inter
estingrestrictionsto theanatomyand physiologyof a Mar
tian. Rarity of the atmosphere, for example, may require a
completely altered respiratory system for warm-blooded
creatures. If the atmospheric pressure is much below the
vapor pressure of water at the body temperature of the
individual,the processof breathingwith our types of lungs
becomes impossible. On Mars the critical pressure for a
body temperature of 98.6°F. occurs when a column of the
atmosphere contains one-sixth the mass of a similar col
umn on the Earth. For a body temperature of 77°F. the
critical mass ratio is reduced to about one-twelfth, and at
about 60°F. to about one-twenty-fourth. These critical
values are of the same order as the values estimated for the

Martian atmosphere. Accordingly the anatomy and physi
ology of a Martian may be radically different from ours—
but this is all conjecture.

"We do not know the origin of life, even on the Earth.
We are unable to observe any signs of intelligent life on
Mars. The reader may form his own opinion. If he believes
that the life force is universal and that intelligent beings
mayhaveoncedevelopedon Mars,he has only to imagine



that they persisted for countless generations in a rare
atmosphere which is nearly devoid of oxygen and water,
and on a planet where the nights are much colder than our
arctic winters. The existence of intelligent life on Mars is
not impossible but it is completely unproven."29

Whipple maintained his interests in planetary evolu
tion throughout his distinguished career. Perhaps he dreamt
of one day aiding humans in going elsewhere to meet these
extraterrestrials. When the first saucers flew over America

he was a member of our own V-2 Rocket Science Panel.

Whipple's colleague Donald Menzel seems a poor
choice as an ET-supporter, yet he was one of the strongest.
Menzel was not a planetologist like Whipple, but he was an
enthusiast for the widespread existence of planets in the
universe, even when the general trend of opinion in astron
omy was the reverse. He went rather outside conservative
channels to propose a peculiar electromagnetic hypothesis
(wherein stars blow an electric current in the midst of
spewing out their long-looping solar prominences, and the
crust below ejects vast amounts of material to form plan
ets):

"And if my speculative theory of planetary origin
should prove to be correct, then we may expect to find a
plurality of planets in our universe. And what has happened
on earth is surely not unique. Life, even human or superhu
man life, may exist in millions of places in the universe."30

Carl Sagan, with his "billions" of long-distance ex
traterrestrials and dogged derision of UFO-extraterrestri-
als, is the perfect modern reincarnation of this bizarre
"they're everywhere but here" scientific cult.

Menzel said several other things that could be taken as
supportive of the concept of extraterrestrial intelligence, or
at least life, even in the solar system. Mars was recognized
for its icecaps or watercaps and "vegetation," and even for
Venus he went against common opinion with: "Certain
typesof vegetation might easily adapt themselves to the pe
culiarities of the Venusian climate."

Even in his first scientific debunking book on UFOs,
he suggested that we should try to communicate with
possible life on Mars and Venus through radio technology.
He also stated: "I see no strong reason against the idea that
planets inhabited by super-beings should not exist in great
abundance . . ."31 Rather remarkable for a man allegedly
arguing against extraterrestrial visitations.

One last Menzel quote, possibly irrelevant, possibly
simply logical, is given here for what it's worth about
potential extraterrestrial vehicle propulsion (or more prop
erly, flying disk propulsion) in a gravitational field. In
discussing his planet-formation theory, Menzel stated:

"I have long believed that electromagnetic forces were
the only ones that could counteract gravitation."

These speculations were peculiar to Menzel only in
their details; the concept that Mars, Venus, or other stellar
systems might harbor life was surprisingly common. The
University of Chicago's planetologist, Gerard Kuiper,
recognized the possibility of life inMars' environment, and
suggested that such an atmosphere might allow advance-

\

ment up to the level of insect life. This inspired one of the
earliest UFO writers, Gerald Heard, to imagine miniatur
ized Martians with highly convoluted brains and small
bodies able to resist high G-force turns in small metallic
disks.32 But, as we have seen, one needn't have beenoverly
imaginative to have reserved Mars as a candidate for the
UFOs' home base.

Did the military take these scientists' speculations se
riously? They clearly did. Whipple's previous quote was
taken verbatim from the USAF report on the first UFO
research operation, Project Sign, written in 1949.33 It ap
pears in Appendix D, which is a report to USAF Research
and Development at the Pentagon, addressed to Brigadier
General Donald Putt, an engineer in charge of managing
aeronautical research. Putt had requested in July 1948 that
the secret Air Force Rand Project (a think tank involving
Douglas Aircraft scientists and others on, apparently,
advanced propulsionsystems and supersonic flight charac
teristics) analyze reported UFO details and compare them
to the characteristics required for outer space vehicles and
the likelihood ofextraterrestrial visitations. This document

was delivered to General Putt in December 1948, indicat
ing that 1948 had been a year filled with high-level specu
lation on the extraterrestrial hypothesis.

The writer, James E. Lipp, was a Ph.D. aeronautical
engineer and a division head at Rand. His specialties were
aerodynamics and physics. Since this appendix is largely
astronomical speculation, it indicates that Lipp was writing
for a team of Rand Project scientists, among whom would
be astronomers or planetologists. Other than the Whipple
quote presented earlier, Lipp wrote several paragraphs
relevant to the Air Force's flying disk investigation:

It is not too unreasonable to go a step further and
consider Venus as a possible home for intelligent
life. The atmosphere, to be sure, apparently consists
mostly of carbon dioxide with deep clouds of formal
dehyde droplets, and there seems to be little or no
water. Yet living organisms might develop in chemi
cal environments that are strange to us: the vegetable
kingdom, for example, operates on a fundamentally
different energy cycle from Man. Bodies might be
constructed and operated with different chemicals
and other physical principles than any of the crea
tures we know. One thing is evident: fishes, insects,
and mammals all manufacture within their own bodies

complex chemical compounds that do not exist as
minerals. To this extent, life is self-sufficient and
might well adapt itself to any environment within
certain limits of temperature (and size of creature).

Various people have suggested that an advanced
race may have been visiting Earth from Mars or
Venus at intervals from decades to eons. Reports of
objects in the sky seem to have been handed down
through the generations. If this were true, a race of
such knowledge and power would have established
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some form of direct contact. They could see that
Earth's inhabitants would be helpless to do inter
planetary harm. If afraid of carrying diseases home,
they would at least try to communicate. It is hard to
believe that any technically accomplished race would
come here, flaunt its ability in mysterious ways and
then simply go away. To this writer, long-time prac
tice of-space travel implies advanced engineering
and science, weapons and ways of thinking. It is not
plausible (as many fiction writers do) to mix space
ships with broadswords. Furthermore, a race which
had enough initiative to explore among the planets
would hardly be too timid to follow through when the
job was accomplished.

One other hypothesis needs to be discussed. It is
that the Martians have kept a long-term routine watch
on Earth and have been alarmed by the sight of our A-
bomb shots as evidence that we are warlike and on

the threshold of space travel. (Venus is eliminated
here because her cloudy atmosphere would make
such a survey impractical.) The first flying objects
were sighted in the Spring of 1947, after a total of 5
atomic bomb explosions, i.e., Alamogordo, Hiro
shima, Nagasaki, Crossroads A and Crossroads B.
Of these, the first two were in positions to be seen
from Mars, the third was very doubtful (at the edge of
Earth's disc in daylight) and the last two were on the
wrong side of Earth. It is likely that Martian astrono
mers with their thin atmosphere, could build tele
scopes big enough to see A-bomb explosions on
Earth, even though we were 165 and 153 million
miles away, respectively, on the Alamogordo and
Hiroshima dates. The weakest point in the hypothesis
is that a continual, defensive watch of Earth for long
periods of time (perhaps thousands of years) would
be dull sport, and no race that even remotely re
sembled Man would undertake it. We haven't even

considered the idea for Venus or Mars, for example.
The sum and substance of this discussion is that if

Martians are now visiting us without contact, it can
be assumed that they have just recently succeeded in
space travel and that their civilization would be
practically abreast of ours. . . .

To summarize the discussion thus far: the chance

of space travelers existing at planets attached to
neighboring stars is very much greater than the
chance of space-traveling Martians. The one can be
viewed almost as a certainty (if the assumptions are
accepted), whereas the other is very slight indeed.

Combining the efforts of all the science-fiction
writers, we could conjure up a large number of
hypothetical methods of transportation like gravity
shields, space overdrives, teleports, simulators, en
ergy beams and so on. Conceivably, among the
myriads ofstellar systems in the Galaxy, one or more
races have discovered methods of travel that would
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be fantastic by our standards. Yet the larger the
volume of space that must be included in order to
strengthen this possibility, the lower will be the
chance that the race involved would ever find the

earth. The Galaxy has a diameter ofroughly 100,000
light years and a total mass about two hundred billion
times that of the Sun . . . Other galaxies have been
photographed and estimated in numbers of several
hundred million... at distances up to billions of light
years... The number of stars in the known universe
is enormous, yet so are the distances involved. A
super-race (unless they occur frequently) would not
be likely to stumble upon Planet III of Sol, a fifth-
magnitude star in the rarefied outskirts of the Galaxy.

One or two additional general remarks may be
relevant to space ships as "flying objects." The
distribution of flying objects is peculiar, to say the
least. As far as this writer knows, all incidents have
occurred within the United States, whereas visiting
space-men could be expected to scatter their visits
more or less uniformly across the globe. The small
area covered indicates strongly that the flying objects
are of Earthly origin, whether physical or psycho
logical.

The lack of purpose apparent in the various epi
sodes is also puzzling. Only one motive can be
assigned; that the space-men are "feeling out" our
defenses without wanting to be belligerent. If so, they
must have been satisfied long ago that we can't catch
them. It seems fruitless for them to keep repeating the
same experiment.

Conclusions:

Although visits from outer space are believed to
be possible, they are believed to be very improbable.
In particular, the actions attributed to the "flying
objects" reported during 1947 and 1948 seem incon
sistent with the requirements of space travel.34

So, as we see, Lipp ends by saying that the extraterres
trial hypothesis is very improbable, but bis opinion is based
more on imagined motivational scenarios than real science.
Other commentators, even Dr. Menzel, probably did not
share the same impoverishment of the imagination.

To complete this mention of the Rand Project, Lipp
stated to General Putt that the other half of Putt's request
(engineering characteristics of space vehicles as compared
to the flying disks) would be delivered personally by Frank
lin Collbohm to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Coll-
bohm was not only an aero engineer on the Rand Project,
he was director of the Rand Corporation! (So much for
UFOs as nonserious matters, if that needs to be repeated.)
Collbohm went to see Colonel H. M. McCoy, chief of the
Intelligence Department at Wright-Patterson, and as such,
head of Project Sign's activities. The purpose of his visit
was to brief Project Sign personnel about the Rand find
ings. Project Sign staff were also briefed by J. Allen Hynek



(on astronomical misidentifications), George E. Valley (a
nuclear physicist from MIT and a major military consultant
from the famous MIT Radiation Laboratory during the
war), Irving Langmuir (Nobel-winning physicist and idio
syncratic theorist from GE), and apparently others un
named. What Langmuir spoke about is completely un
known, although his casual "blowing-paper theory" re
garding the Rhodes photo may have been part of it. What
Collbohm added to Lipp's letter is also unknown, but may
have been considered too close to nuclear propulsion
secrets to include in any released document. G. E. Valley's
contribution, however, was ultimately declassified as
Appendix C in the Project Sign report.

Valley classified the objects reported into structural
types and began to discuss size, flight characteristics, and
propulsion. Valley concluded that the UFOs were pro
pelled by normal (not exotic) means, "or else that they are
not solids." Following that enigmatic statement, he ad
dressed possible causal agencies. He was willing to enter
tain any hypothesis whatever, but his comments are worth
repeating here:

The objects may be Russian Aircraft. If this were so,
then the considerations of Sections A and B indicate

that we would have plenty to worry about. It is the
author's opinion that only an accidental discovery of
a degree of novelty never before achieved could
suffice to explain such devices. It is doubtful whether
a potential enemy would arouse our curiosity in so
idle a fashion....

Space Ships: The following considerations per
tain:

a. If there is an extra terrestrial civilization which

can make such objects as are reported then it is most
probable that its development is far in advance of
ours. This argument can be supported on probability
arguments alone without recourse to astronomical
hypotheses.

b. Such a civilization might observe that on Earth
we now have atomic bombs and are fast developing
rockets. In view of the past history of mankind, they
should be alarmed. We should, therefore, expect at
this time above all to behold such visitations.

Since the acts of mankind most easily observed
from a distance are A-bomb explosions we should
expect some relation to obtain between the time ofA-
bomb explosions, the time at which the space ships
are seen, and the time required for such ships to arrive
from and return to home-base.

Valley concludes by recommending that the project
continue.35

This last note on the scientific experts: it was not J.
Allen Hynek's job to speculate on Russians and extrater
restrials in his report to Sign, and he did not do so. But he
did lay out an intriguing thought which, if substantial,
would eliminate the human-made hypothesis totally. On

page seven of his unpublished briefing paper, Report on
Unidentified Aerial and Celestial Objects, Hynek indi
cated that he had investigated a supplementary resource of
unusual aerial sightings "to check whether any of the
reasonably authenticated incidents are similar to these
recent reports."36The works consulted were those of Char
les Fort, who documented all manner of unusual phenom
ena over many years of history.37 Hynek stated that Fort's
accounts were not detailed enough but that "they indicate
that strange objects in the sky have been reported long
before this post-World War II flurry."

Hynek did not pursue this line of discussion further in
his document, but it must have dawned on many that if the
UFOs were real and they had anything to do with very old
observations in the works of Fort, then Russia, the U.S.
Navy, and hidden German geniuses were useless hypothe
ses.

None of this was lost on the earliest nonscientist

insiders who have written of their experiences at the time.
Captain Edward Ruppelt spoke of these early days:

"Still convinced that the UFO's were real objects, the
people at ATIC began to change their thinking. Those who
were convinced that the UFO's were of Soviet origin now
began to eye outer space, not because there was any
evidence that the UFO's did come from outer space but
because they were convinced that UFO's existed and only
some unknown race with a highly developed state of
technology could build such vehicles. As far as the effect on
thehuman bodywas concerned, why couldn't thesepeople,
whoever they might be, stand these horrible maneuver
forces? Why judge them by earthly standards? I found a
memo to this effect was in the old Project Sign files."38

When Major Donald Keyhoe read the press release
version of the Project Sign report, he read the extraterres
trial parts with avid interest. Battling with the fact that the
terrestrial hypotheses did not add up to anything convinc
ing, he wrote:

"The answer seemed inevitable, but I held it off. I
didn't want to believe it. I didn't want to believe it, with all
the changes it might bring, the unpredictable effect upon
our civilization....

"I can still remember thinking, If it's true, then the
stars will never again seem the same."39

The Roswell scenario

Something that UFO researchers tend to forget when ap
praising military intelligence activities is that really the
only thing that these agencies are concerned with is na
tional security. Every action taken by military offices and
projects must be viewed primarily in that light. If we
continually ask ourselves "Is there any potential threat to
U.S. security in this scenario?" then we will appreciatethe
beginnings of the logic process of the times.

The Roswell scenario for interpreting these events can
be divided into six time periods in addition to the event
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Table 3

Intelligence concerns with the flying disks before and after the Roswell event

TOPSIDE

Activity / Intensity Primary hypotheses

PHASE NORMAL INTELLIGENCE LEVELS

Activity/ Intensity Intelligence Primary hypotheses
Integration

Minimal in USA Concerns about USSR Pre-Roswell A

(pre-July 1947)
Minimal in USA Very poor Concerns about USSR

Concern Soviet weapon Pre-Roswell B

("trigger)
Concern Very poor Sovietweapon

Great interest Extraterrestrial Roswell Event •not privy to facts-

Intense work;
need for data

Continued work

Little success;
need for data

Little success;
external data

unlikely

Extraterrestrial

Extraterrestrial

Extraterrestrial

Extraterrestrial

Ultra-Secret Project

Post-Roswell A

(early to mid-July)
Pressure to work Mediocre Sovietweapon

Post-Roswell B

(July-Aug. 1947)
Topsidesilence; Poor USweapon

Post-Roswell C

(Sep. 1947-1948)
Pressure again;
Project Sign

Good Soviet or

extraterrestrial

Post-Roswell D

(1949to present)
Less pressure;
lapsing

Moderate Extraterrestrial

or misidentifications

itself (see Table 3). Two pre-Roswell phases—approxi
mately from the "beginnings" to July 1947, and the first
week of July 1947—and four post-Roswell phases are
evident. The post-Roswell phases are:

• early to mid-July;
• late July, August, and early September;
• late September 1947 through late 1948; and
• late 1948 onward.

Different attitudes and activities were afoot in intelli

gence circles during these times.
In the pre-Roswell period A (pre-July 1947) the ques

tion, "Are objects seen in the sky a problem for U.S.
national security?" would have been answered, "Possibly."
The objects were for the most part observed in foreign
countries (foo fighters, ghost rockets) and could well have
something to do with the USSR. But very little or no
activity took place in the United States. The low level
alertness allowed the intelligence discoordination to blun
der ahead without any urgency for organization. Still, much
discussion at very high levels must have taken place over
the possibility of (German-inspired) Soviet technology.
Meanwhile, our own far-flung research projects crept for
ward under a cloak of secrecy.

In pre-Roswell period B (very late June and very early
July 1947), the alert trigger had been pulled. Not the
Kenneth Arnold sighting, but something else (very possibly
military sightings) had indicated to top brass that the ghost
rockets had arrived here. Asking the same question, "Are
objects seen in the sky a problem for U.S. national secu
rity?" the answer would now have been, "Definitely," bor
dering on panic. The prime concern was a Soviet device,
and theprimeneed was for widespread intelligencewithout
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igniting a public panic. Lower-level intelligence, from
General Schulgen on down, was scrambling to learn as
much as possible while trying to get coordinated commu
nication going. At the same time, some proper interface
with the public needed to be built. Whatever facts turned up
would slowly lurch their way up the divided intelligence
channels to higher officers. Very little is known about
prompt information sharing at any level.

Punctuating this near-chaos comes the Roswell crash,
details of which have been uncovered through the detective
work of Don Schmitt and Kevin Randle, Stan Friedman,
William Moore, and others. A mysterious crash of an odd,
high-tech object took place in the first week of July 1947;
it was recovered by the military and promptly engulfed in
secrecy. If this device were extraterrestrial, its recovery
would certainly change the atmosphere in U.S. intelligence
circles.

So for discussion purposes, we will assume the device
was alien. Then we ask the national security question. On
the one hand, the answer would be, "Yes, it is obviously a
security issue." On the otherhand, there would be reliefthat
the Soviets weren't responsible. However, the alien nature
of the machine would not remove the Soviets from the

national security equation. The Topside authorities needed
to shut this discovery up in absolute secrecy so that the
Soviets would find out absolutely nothing—which meant
that almost no one else would be allowed to, either. None
of the echelons of intelligence below the very top would be
informed. This ultra secret project was a very black box
indeed, with only a small door in and out reporting to the
highest levels. Great discoveries and military advantages
would be possible here, with the Soviets losing out entirely.



Later, other national security issues would dawn in those
dark corridors, but for the moment the UFO/Soviet prob
lem had been solved.

Despite Roswell, life for those unaware of this secret
went on at its frenetic pace. This suited the Topside people
anyway, since other useful information might arise as co
ordination of intelligence activities slowly jelled around
Schulgen's Washington office. Post-Roswell period A
therefore looked a lot like pre-Roswell period B to those
outside the knowledge loop: intense work, Soviet con
cerns, public secrecy and news management, with the
addition of growing coordination from Schulgen. But the
view was different at the top. There, concern was focused
almost entirely on identifying the device, and the Soviets
took a back seat to the black box ofsecrecy that surrounded
the crash. The silence from above had begun, permeating
the atmosphere of early to mid-July 1947.

As July progressed the Topside project continued at a
rapid pace and its organization became airtight, but the
lower levels began to wonder why they were not getting the
pressure and why they no longer heard about the Russian
menace. Post-Roswell period B, late July through Septem
ber, was the period of silence and increasing skepticism
among intelligence organizations. The initial enthusiasm
to pursue the flying disks lapsed, organizational channels
closed once again, and a new primary theory arose at levels
below the ultra-secret insiders: these UFOs were U.S.

secret projects.The FBI openly gave up the chase and even
Schulgen's office wanted to do likewise. Their job was
national security, not scientific curiosity, and the UFOs
were not worth investigating further.

Almost all of this—except the alien reality of
Roswell—is documented in noncontroversial sources. Let

us leave the trail of hard data for a moment and hazard a
reasonable speculationaboutwhatwentoninsidetheblack
box at the time. If Roswell happened, was alien, and was
recovered forstudy... whatwouldbethefocus of inquiry?

National security interestsnow coincidedwithscien
tificinterests uptoapoint. Anyknowledge gained fromthe
crash material could open the door to more critical under
standing. For example, finding out how an alien body
works might shed light on the structural elements of an
aliencraft.The major categoriesof researchmade feasible
by a large and varied quantity of extraterrestrial debris
mightinclude: 1)devices—structure, energies, operations;
2)materials—properties, constitution, manufacture; 3) life
forms—anatomy, physiology,basicsurvivalelements;and
4) psychosocial and intellectual elements—possibly re
duced to cryptanalysis, given the situation.

Consider each category and its investigative chal
lenges.

1. If we assume that the craft was the product of a
significantly advanced civilization, and we assume that it
wasseriously disrupted in the crash, terrestrial scienceof
the 1940s might not have been able to reconstruct accurate
relationships between its parts, let alone fathom a seem
inglymagical technology. Possibly the black box project

was unable to make any headway in this category at all.
2. Materials would have been a different matter. Some

analysis of their composition was possible. If any of the
materials were simple (that is, merely alloys or polymers),
then a complete understanding of the properties would
have been possible. However, if subtle high-tech (even
submicroscopic) construction methods had been used in
layering or building nanostructures atom by atom, then
simple materials that possessed amazing properties would
seem incomprehensible. However, some structures might
have been accessible to 1940s-era science. Recall that

General Schulgen's "Draft Collection Memorandum" of
October 1947 requested information about such unusual
materials as "composite or sandwich construction utilizing
various combinations of metals, metallic foils, plastics, and
perhaps balsa wood or similar material." (Interestingly
enough, some of the Roswell debris was described as
similar to balsa wood by several witnesses.) Was the Top
side black box project enigmatically cuing the intelligence
community to look for Roswell materials technology?

3. The examination of any dead bodies would have
been straightforward and relatively rapid. Medical proce
dures of the era should have been able to determine all

macroscopic bioproperties and biomechanics in a short
time. Physiology and biochemistry might have taken a little
longer, but enough could have been gleaned to satisfy
national security interests (the long-term interests of sci
ence played no role at this stage). I also suspect that what
they might have found was more mundane than many
science-fiction writers have imagined.

4. The work on cryptanalysis or alien information da
tabasesmayor maynot have succeeded. Howmuchinfor
mation was decipherable is unknown. Language decoders
are a tenacious lot, however, and they might have worked
on for yearsif therewereenough discrete symbols to give
them hope.

To sum up, it is likely that the Air Force got nowhere
on what it really wanted to know (how the materials were
structured, how the device worked, what the intentionsof
theoperators were). Soat theendofpost-Roswell period B,
there was a lower-echelon community who thought that
UFOs were U.S. secret projects (and wanted to quit inves
tigating them) and a Topside project that knew they were
extraterrestrial, but was desperate to gather all relevant
information. So from General Schulgen on down the re
frainwas,"Maywe pleasequit?"andfromGeneral Twin
ing on up the outcry was, "Quit? We're not anywherenear
serious enough! (And please ignore our previous uncon
cern!)"

So then we entered post-Roswell period C. The pres
sure was applied again for the intelligence net to come up
with UFO sighting details that would help the black box
project comprehend theirenigma. Its focus wasatWright-
Patterson: the Roswell debris supposedly went to Wright-
Patterson, and it could have been that the door to the black
box was also at the base. Here, though, we come face-to-
facewithanotherpuzzle.Whywas theresomuchtalkfrom
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Topside on German secret weapons in Soviet hands? Why 
were foreign technology and espionage elements included 
in the Draft Collection Memorandum? Here is one possibil
ity: 

1. The Topside need for further data to help with its 
extraterrestrial research project had one fundamental prob
lem. It couldn't tell anyone what it really wanted to know 
and why. So it naturally emphasized the Soviet menace 
instead. However, once the rumor of a secret Russian 
project was launched, the cover story had to be pursued to 
its natural conclusions or the agents will become suspi
cious. Speaking of the Horten brothers' technology and 
possible Russian projects based on their genius is the 
appropriate and expected follow-through to the Topside 
cover story. 

2. Even if Topside did not believe that UFOs had 
anything to do with the Soviets, several things might be 
gained by alerting agents to look for related Soviet projects. 
Perhaps the Soviets also have a crashed disk. Or if they 
don't, maybe they knowsomethingaboutthem(orthe U.S . 
project) and have begun to research them. If nothing else, 
the Soviets might design some imitative aircraft to use the 
UFO phenomenon for their own military purposes. 

3. Certain elements of the Draft Collection Memoran
dum seem to have been designed by Colonels Smith and 
Garrett at the intelligence level just below General Schul
gen. Possibly Topside gave Schulgen a few specifics forthe 
memorandum and the rest of the design was created logi
cally by those who felt that the main research concern was 
secret Soviet technology. 

Any one or a combination of these elements might 
explain the continued pursuit of the Soviet hypothesis even 
though the upper echelons knew better. In that case, we 
might at least agree that such a paradox isn't so puzzling 
after all. 

So the intelligence community got serious again. The 
Air Force set up collection mechanisms at Wright-Patter
son Air Force Base, eventually establishing Project Sign, 
and the internal black box project probably continued to fail 
to make important findings. As the secret project failed, the 
intelligence net gathered and organized long-distance ob
servations as best they could. The project associated with 
the Roswell debris knew what it had, but couldn't do much 
with it. The public project and its focus point, Project Sign, 
didn't know what they were dealing with, but already 
began shifting toward the extraterrestrial hypothesis. This 
situation maintained itself with a respectable amount of 
intensity and involvement with top-notch scientists until 
the end of 1948. 

At that time the business of UFO investigations began 
to settle into the mode that has continued until our present 
day. The Soviet device hypothesis was abandoned. The 
entire list of UFO explanations had become a huge, mixed 
bag of misperceptions of natural phenomena, aircraft, or 
balloons. Intellectually conservative scientists, consult
ants, and others not privy to the black box project retreated 
into the simplest explanation: UFO witnesses were rnis-
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taken. As long as the UFO phenomenon did nothing con
crete that would require breaking this conservative shell, 
this remained the most popular public explanation. A 
handful of researchers would occasionally examine the 
evidence closely and come to a different conclusion, and 
sometimes the pendulum would swing towards the extra
terrestrial (or even an other-dimensional) hypothesis. But 
eventually the conservative position dominated: UFOs 
were only amusing nonsense that sometimes fostered bi
zarre cult activity and at other times (as in 1952 when UFOs 
were reported in restricted air space over the nation's 
capital) had potential for generating hysteria. 

These last two concerns-added to the suspicion that 
civilian UFO researchers were nosing around in off-limits 
national security matters-began to produce an emotional, 
anti-UFO, witch-hunting atmosphere. Such famous scien
tists as Donald Menzel, Irving Langmuir, and Carl Sagan 
led the attack, but many other individuals contributed to 
shaping the opinions of the academic press. Although the 
academics did most of the debunking, the intelligence 
community gradually soured to the extraterrestrial hy
pothesis as well. As the early years of post-Roswell period 
D wore on, the Air Force UFO project grew less and less 
intense and finally was disbanded in 1969. 

Inside the black box, progress has obviously been 
minimal. Without solid answers, why let up on the pressure 
for collecting outside data? Most veteran UFO researchers 
know the answer to this one: the actual, practical data 
extractable from nearly all UFO cases are close to zero. 
National security-related information (structure, manufac
ture, power source, etc.) is essentially undiscoverable from 
even the best close encounter cases. This apparently be
came clear to black box project investigators early on. The 
odds that UFO sightings would add insight to their inves
tigations became increasingly remote as the months went 
by. Only the hope for a windfall kept the public projects 
(Sign, Grudge, Blue Book) in business for so long. 

Conclusions 

The UFO phenomenon is a fascinating and potentially im
portant element of modem history. The highest levels of the 
U.S. government and the intelligence community certainly 
thought so. A close look at early documents proves without 
question how seriously the subject was taken, as well as 
how mixed the messages were at several crucial times. In 
my opinion, the extraterrestrial nature of the Roswell crash 
can sufficiently explain all the peculiarities noted here. 

Assuming that the UFO occupants themselves do not 
decide to reveal themselves overtly (thus making Roswell 
ultra-secrecy irrelevant), do we have much hope that the 
U.S. government might reveal what it knows? Very un
likely. There are two powerfully persuasive arguments for 
continuing the secrecy: 

1. Despite our happy-talk of globalism and the decline 
of the Soviet empire, nations still don't really trust one 



another any more than during the Cold War. As science 
progresses into the 21st century, it breaks into incredible 
new areas every year. When will we kick over the next rock 
and discover the key to unlocking the structures and mecha
nisms of Roswell? Every new analytical technique and 
breakthrough in materials science may have reopened the 
black box project for another analysis of the debris. 

2. Many people believe that, despite our science
fiction media posture, shocking changes in all our social 
structures would ensue if one day the President announced 
that a superior, alien, technological civilization has been 
visiting us for more than 40 years and is still here, now. 
Some fundamentalist religions deny the possibility of ex
traterrestrial civilizations because of dogmatic concepts 
about the deity and the uniqueness of the Christian Re
demption. Try to imagine the impact of such a revelation on 
environmental concerns, the stock market, the United 
Nations, and confidence in government. Some people 
might be terrified by our collective, planetary inability to 
welcome, ward off, or even acknowledge an alien visita
tion. Sociologists and historians warn of the inevitable 
destruction of the cultural identity of technologically infe
rior civilizations when confronted by a technologically 
superior one. In any case, the stakes are too high for a 
responsible government to handle casually. 

So what are our odds of really learning-concretely, 
physically, unquestionably-what exactly happened at 
Roswell? Unless researchers like Kevin Randle and Don 
Schmitt reach new heights of investigative genius and the 
U.S. government decides that the country has grown up 
enough to handle reality without social disruption, there 
seems little hope. So why go on with the investigation? 

In my view, responsible UFO investigation (and grad
ual revelation) may be just the solution. Even if Roswell 
never happened, even if there were no extraterrestrial 
UFOs, sooner or later humanity and our stellar neighbors 
will meet and social adjustments will have to be made. Seen 
in that light, competent UFO investigation may well be a 
valuable factor in the expansion of human consciousness. 
Perhaps, secretly, even the U.S. government believes this 
as well. 

Only the pace of the revelations-and social adjust
ment-remain open to question. 
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ta.c'1.lit1es o! his off1.:o ~s to resclts obtnl~ed 1::-. the e.f! ort tc 1:!~ :-;ti!J o.o.:l 

t_:~_:i_o_:-'_~_ ~-~_1.& .me.t.ter. . . y-(~~~ r·' . .. :: ... . . . 1 
~ "'·~ . ~ I - -a 

\ I~r. t¥::·'":·5 n.:lv13ed Gen£;nl Sc~ulgc:: t~~~his rr.~~~::t -..c;.;.:C. b~·c~.:1e 
kr.o .... n t::'"tho j1-.J.r£;t..U A.!l:!. an n.ne:-·er mnd.e ll."J';d.lP."t)}.e tc hl::l foS S:iOn l:.! poasl.'bl~: · 'f.·~: s 

. t 

I ..... _ ............. 

FBI memorandum, July 10, 1947, which reveals that Army Air Force intelligence had asked the FBI for their cooperation 
in collecting flying disk data. J. Edgar Hoover himself acJ4ed in a handwritten addendum (see p.26): "we must insist upon 
full access to discs recovered. For instance, in the La. case the Army grabbed it and would not let us have it for cursory 
examination. " The "La. " case may refer to a Shreveport saucer hoax, although some have suggested it refers to Roswell. 
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1-!ec:ora!le.'ll::l icr Mr. La.c!d 

1 ).~. @>--::;@ l".l&o cHsc·.1ued th!l matler \:1th Cclor.el L. F .• ~or::e;.• o1' :~m •. 

I Colonel ForXL:::.: i.::.:ac~~.te! thAt it vns his ••tt1tude tr.at 1IlJI.s;;.uch a!! it h:!.s bee::. I csteblishcd tr..nt the flyi~ dbks are no; tl:e resu!~ of· s..:l.Y J.:r::Jy c::- !l:l-:j":cxp~:-1-

\I
Dcnt~. th~ ~atter is of inter6st to the Tijl. R~ st~ted that he v~r. of t~e 0?1~1~~ 
thnt the ~~eau. if at all possible. should ~ceie to Ge~crnl Sc~ulgen's rt~uest. 

SWif:~ 

cUL .. 1¥· 

-. . ..... . ;.. ~- ~ ~ 

I would r~~o~~end that we advise the Ar~ that the Bureau does n~t believe it 
. ~h~uld go into these investir.~tions, it being noted that a great bulk of th~se 

alleged discs reported found nave been pr3nkS. It is not believe;! that the 
urcau would acco::plish anythin~ by goine into th~sc investigations.. . . 

"' (Clyde Tolson).. 
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,. '· ~~!4.-.. ~--$_5 ....... 1 

3cr1~ t«8~~~~ ' 
r~Ar .::.~ 

J) Jul,y 194 7 

or "Flyine Disc:s" llere nelcctf'.ld for brea.krlown into dct&l.led p-.rt.icul.ars. Each 

report 'HClS a:sR1.gned a m.~cr and ench nw;!ber appf!ars in the l~ft-har.d. colucn 

or the dat~ on the foll~inc pages. 

<he report. t;urllcr 7, has not yet been receivf'.ld ani therefore no 

in!'onaation 1:! included other than Date~ fJaroe or Observer, anti Location. The 

Fourth .Ur Force is attel'lpting to 1'4f'.ICUre. a stateroer.t. frora thin observer. 

- Four reports, }:umbers 2, 4, 17, and 1a, have not been anal..r;z;ed. 

Th" subject heading!'! on "hich th~ breakdown hul' been tn.:ldf'.l are: 

Uato 
Hour (Local. standard T~} 
Location 
Chserver's ~ano 
Observer'!'! Occupation 
Observed from Grounrl or .Ur 
t-.'urnber or Objects ..ilehted 
AltitUdf'.l 
Direction o! Flight 
Speed 
Distance Covered 
L~.ngth of ':i.Ine 1r. .. >ieht 
D~viation rrom ~traight. Fltght 
Color 
:.oize 
..ihape 
..iound 
Trail 
!leather 
lfa.Mer or Di.s.'\!)pea.ranc~ 
aemar·k3 

First page of the .first U.S. Air Force estimate of the nature of flying disks, summarizing data on 18 disk reports from May 
to July, 1947. This is a draft of the memo that probably was sent to General Twining in late August or September, 1947. 
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\

From detailed study of reports selected for their impression of ""*$*! .
Vbracity and reliability, several conclusions have been forced:

.(a) This "flying saucer" situation is not all imaginary or seeing
too much in some natural phenomenon. Something is really flying around.

*

(b) lack of topside inquiries, when compared to the prompt and
demanding inquiries that have originated topside upon former eventa
give more than ordinary weight to the possibility that this is a domestic
projeot, about which the President, etc. know. J

(c) Whatever the objects are, this much can be said of their physical
appeaxano*:

1. The surface of these objects la metallic, indicating a metallic
skin, at least.

2. When a trail ia observed, it is lightly colored, a Blue-Brown
haze, that is similar to a rocket engine's exhaust. Contrary to a rocket
of the solid type, one observation indicates that the fuel may be throttled
which would indicate a liquid rockat engine.

3. As to shape, all observations state that the object is circular
or at Itiast elliptical, flat on the bottom and slightly domed on the top
The size estimates place it somewhere near the size of a C-5A or a Constellation

4. Some reports describe two tabs, located at the rear and
symetrical about the ±ba axis of flight motion.

- 5. Flights ha»e been reported,from three to nine cf them, flyin*
good formation on each other, with speeds always above 300 knots
be snaking!* ^ ^^ 03cllUtft ^^J "hlle flying along, which could

(yl^JUcJ •arom pis Jf-Ir. fi-a<nct-yt^O

Mcf-'/«^/X- tJ^3° cs*^m~~ c?;

From the temporal position of this page in the FBI file it
appears that the above statements preceed the very similar statement
in General Twining's letter of Sept. 23, 1947 (Condon Report
page 894) by about two months. /2£f/ii

Undated pagefrom the FBIfiles that apparently accompanied the Air Force estimate ofJuly 30.
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Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

U. U. Uffi)

-e. c. fitch

FliUJG DISCS ,^u^<VJ.fo>"

II

Special Agent «*• pit- — —-
cussing the above captioned phenomena with Lieutenant Colonel"^?? g
of the^Air Forces Intelligence, expressed the possibility that 11,^.5; A
sdiscs were, in fact, a very highly classified experiiteht of the Any or 'j. -•> .
ili&vv. Kr. $tia ^-as very much surprised whan Colcnel ^ggggj not cnl^*^-
•aereed that tui!s™as a possibility, but confidentially stavsd it was his
t^rsonal opinion that such t.t.s a probability. Colonel ^JSHBl indicated , , .. . y-
Confidentially that a Kr .jggjSBk•who is a scientist attached to the Air J \. fyf
Forces Intelligence, was oi uie same opinion. .• •••.":' •($%•' "

Colonel H8 3 stated that he based his assumption on the
following: Ke pointed out that T;hen flying objects were reported seen over
°weden the "high brass" of the T.'ar Department exerted tremendous pressure
on the*Air Forces Intelligence to conduct research srHj-rPlect information
i'n an effort to identify these Eighties. Colonel ggggggjstated that. In
-ontrast to this, we have reported sightings of unkS^S oojects cv«ir the -

(United States, and the "Mr* brass" appeared to be totally unconcerned.
K, indicated this led him to believe that they knetr enough about these
objects to express no concern. Colonel fg£l3 pointed out farther 2?* the
objects in cuestion have been seen by many individuals^ who ar& what he
terms "trained observers," such as airplane pilots. Hs indicated also that
several of tho individuals are reliable members of the community, ne stated
it is his conclusion that these individuals saw something. He stated the
above has led him to come to the conclusion that there were objects seen
which soirebody in tho Government knows all about.

iif £^53 pointed out to Colonel ^Tari'i^ that if it is a fact
1experimentations are being conducted by the United States Government, then it
does not appear reasonable to request the FBI to spend money ^••l^jjg"3
time conducting inftulrieswnsrespect to this matter. Colonelgffca3 "J*1?** /'
that he agreed with «r. &£fcp3 in this regard and indicated that lx would ba ^
extremely embarrassing toWH* Forces Intelligence if it later is learned
that these flying discs are, in fact, an experiment of the United S^a^s
Government.

JA-.gS^SySSI subsequently discussed this matter trith Colonel L. R.
Forney of the Intelligence Division of the War Department. Colcnel Forney
stated that he had discussed the natter rreviously with General Chamcerlm.
Colcnel Forney indicated to lir. ^g^ff that he has the assurance of General <*

«5*»?S3iS3^l&£E.T!

DATE: Mtgvst i?, i&?-
f. £ 4. •

rfcr. c;.i;
V" >=•' cu.ir-

*S-. Mr. »:;a<u • -

^S-|c) /., ' £:KSnfer=^l
Hof the Liaison Section, wr.ils_dis- Su*i£/*=^=: j

Kit* hiLrJT"
kiw c*aay *

SrtR:Ll r%* U-64 lRu«2E5 »"--4c
34 l-f.? t'" >1/

o;""" ri't'ST'

270
&

li

FBImemorandum, August 19, 1947, in which Special Agent Reynolds queries theAirForceabout theflying disks. Based
on the lack ofconcern "topside, "Col. Garrett speculated that they were anArmy orNavyproject. Continued onnextpage.
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i'r'UuiiANDll! FOR KIR. LADD

Chamberlin and General Todd that the Army is conducting no experimentations
•with anything which could possibly be mistaken for a flying disc.

-—^l°n«l.E88L°f tje Air Forces Intelligence subsequently ccntacted
£r. fjgajgap and maicated that he had discussed this matter -rath On-ral

; Schuif;l" m *he ATs"i' Air£ircef- General Schulgen had previously assured both
Kr' ^2!sS»and Colonel m^| that to the best of his knowledge and in-
fera&xToTS no experiments ware oeing undertaken by the Covemn—-t r-^-n -»,-,* >,„
mistaken for flying discs. Colonel ^j& indicated to Kr "^'^ that
ha had pointed out his beliefs to.CferleraTSchulgen and had ner^f^Tthe
possibility of an embarrassing situation arising between the Air Forces
Intelligence and the FBI. General Schul£en agreed -with Colon-1 gEES
that a memorandum would be prepared for the signature of General iSnlld
A2, to General IaKay,who_is in charge of Research and Development in the'
Air Corps. Colonel \^p^ indicated that this nenorandum will set forth
the characteristics 01 the objects seen by various reliable individuals **• •
The nenorandum will then request General LelSiy. to indicate whether or not"
any experiments are being undertaken by tho Air Forces which could po«ibly •
be connected with any of the observed phenomena. Colonel |^jffg| stated "
that when a reply is received from General leJiay, a communication will be
addressed to the Bureau,

Vr. ^T^daifr will follow this matter closely with -Colcnel
and General Schulgen so that the Bureau will be pronotly advised of aU
information regarding the flying discs, especially any information indicating
that they are, in fact, an experiment of some Governmental agency.

:/:
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APPENDIX R: LETTER FROM GENERAL N. F. TWINING

TO COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY AIR FORCES
23 SEPTEMBER 1947

SUBJECT: AMC Opinion Concerning "Flying Discs" 23 September 1947

TO: Commanding General
Army Air Forces
Washington 25, D. C.
ATTENTION: Brig. General George Schulgen

AC/AS-2

1. As requested by AC/AS-2 there is presented below the considered
opinion of this Command concerning the so-called "Flying Discs". This
opinion is based on interrogation report data furnished by AC/AS-2 and
preliminary studies by personnel of T-2 and Aircraft Laboratory, Engineer
ing Division T-3. This opinion was arrived at in a conference between
personnel from the Air Institute of Technology, Intelligence T-2, Office,
Chief of Engineering Division, and the Aircraft, Power Plant and Propeller
Laboratories of Engineering Division T-3.

2. It is the opinion that:

a. The phenomenon reported is something real and not visionary
or fictitious.

b. There are objects probably approximating the shape of a
disc, of such appreciable size as to appear to be as large as man-made
aircraft.

c. There is a possibility that some of the incidents may be
caused by natural phenomena, such as meteors.

d. The reported operating characteristics such as extreme
rates of climb, maneuverability (particularly in roll), and action which
must be considered evasive when sighted or contacted by friendly air
craft and radar, lend belief to the possibility that some of the objects
are controlled either manually, automatically or remotely.

e. The apparent common description of the objects is as follows:

(1) Metallic or light reflecting surface.

COPY

Letterfrom the headofAirMateriel Command, Lt. Gen. Nathan Twining, tothe chiefofAirForceintelligence, Brig. Gen.
George Schulgen, September 23, 1947, callingfor an official study of the flying disks. Continued onpp.32-33.
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Basic Ltr fr CG, AMC WF to CG, AAF, Wash. D.C. subj "AMC Opinion Con
cerning "Flying Discs"

(2) Absence of trail, except in a few instances when the
object apparently was operating under high perfor
mance conditions.

(3) Circular or elliptical in shape, flat on bottom and
domed on top.

(4) Several reports of well kept formation flights varying
from three to nine objects.

(5) Normally no associated sound, except in three instance
a substantial rumbling roar was noted.

(6) Level flight speeds normally above 300 knots are esti
mated .

f. It is possible within the present U. S. knowledge — pro
vided extensive detailed development is undertaken — to construct a
piloted aircraft which has the general description of the object in sub
paragraph (e) above which would be capable of an approximate range of
7000 miles at subsonic speeds.

g. Any developments in this country along the lines indicated
would be extremely expensive, time consuming and at the considerable ex
pense of current projects and therefore, if directed, should be set up in
dependently of existing projects.

h. Due consideration must be given the following: - '•

(1) The possibility that these objects are of domestic «
origin - the product of some high security project
not known to AC/AS-2 or this Command.

(2) The lack of physical evidence in the shape of crash
recovered exhibits which would undeniably prove the
existence of these objects.

(3) The possibility that some foreign nation has a form
of propulsion possibly nuclear, which is outside of
our domestic knowledge.

3. It is recommended that:

a. Headquarters, Army Air Forces issue a directive assigning ';
a priority, security classification and Code Name for a detailed study of^
this matter to include the preparation of complete sets of all available!

m
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Basic Ltr fr CG, AMC, WF to CG, AAF, Wash. D.C.
cerning "Flying Discs'*

subj "AMC Opinion Con-

and pertinent data which will then be made available to the Army, Navy,
Atomic Energy Commission, JRDB, the Air Force Scientific Advisory Group,
NACA, and the RAND and NEPA projects for comments and recommendations,
with a preliminary report to be forwarded withing 15 days of receipt of
the data and a detailed report thereafter every 30 days as the investi
gation develops. A complete interchange of data should be effected.

4. Awaiting a specific directive AMC will continue the investi
gation within its current resources in order to more closely define the
nature of the phenomenon. Detailed Essential Elements of Information
will be formulated immediately for transmittal thru channels.

N. F. TWINING

Lieutenant General, U. S. A.
Commanding
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DRAFT INCLOSUftE MO. 1

1. Research and Development

a. What German acientista had a better-than-average knowledge of the Horten
brothers' work and perspective thinking; whore ara these acientista now
located, and what is their present activity? These should be contacted
and interrogated.

b. What is the present activity of tha Horten brothers, Walter and Riemar?

c. What is known of the whereabouts of the entire Horten family, particularly
tha aiater? All should -be contacted and interrogatad regarding any con
templated plana or perspective thinking of tha Horten brothers, and any
interest shown by the Russians to develop their aircraft.

d. Are tiny efforts baing mada to develop tha llortan "Parabola" or modify
this configuration to approximate an oval or disc?

a. What ia tha Horten parspectiva thinking on internal controls or controls
that are affective mainly by streams of air or gas originating from with
in the aircraft to supplant conventional external surface controls?

2. Control

For any aircraft whose shape approximates that of an oval, disc, or saucer,
information reagrding the following items is requested:

a. Boundary layer control method by suction, blowing, or a combination of
both.

b. Special controls for effective maneuverability at very slow spends or ex
tremely high altitudes.

c. Openings in either tha leading edge top and bottom surfaces that are em
ployed chiefly to accomplish boundary layer control or for tho purpose
of reducing tha induced drag. Any openings in the leading edge should be
reported and described as to shape, size, etc. This investigation ia
significant to justify a disc shape configuration for long-range applic
ation. '

d. Approximate airfoil shape in the center and near the tips.

e. Front view and rear view shape.

3. Items of Construction

a. Type of material, whether metal, ferrous, non-ferrous, or non-metallic.

b. Composite or sandwich construction utilizing various combinations of
metals, metallic foila, plaatica, and perhapj balaa wood or nimilar muturial.

c. Unuaual fabrication methoda to_ achieve extreme light weight and structural
stability.
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U. Itana of ArraiiKement

a. Special provisions such aa retractable domeo to provide unusual obser
vation for the pilot or crew members.

b. Crew number and accomodation facilities.

c. Pressurized cubin equipment.

d. High altitude or high speed escapement methods.

e. Methods of presaurization or aupercharging from auxiliary units or from
the prime power plant.

f. Provisions for towing - especially with short fixed bar, and for re-fuel
ing in flight.

g. Provisions for assisted take off application.

h. Unusual feutures or provisions regarding tha opening and closing of the
doors.

i. Bomb bay provisions, such aa dimensions and approximate locution.

5. Landing Gear

a. Indicate type of landing gear - whether conventional, tricycle, multiple
wheel, etc., or of an unconventional type such as tripod or skid.

b. Retractable, and jettison features for hand geur.

c. Provisions for takeoff from ice, snow, sand or wutor.

6. Power Plant

a. Information ia needed regarding the propulsion ayutorn used in the uircruft.
Possible types of engines that could be employed include:

(1) Reciprocating (piston type) engine or gas turbine. Either or both
of these could be used to drive propellers of conventional or
special design, rotating vanes, ducted fano, or compressors.

(2) Jet propulsion engines including turbo Jets, rockets, ramjots, pulse
Jets, or a combination of all four.

(}) Nuclear propulsion (atomic energy). Atomic energy onginou would
probably be unlike any familiar type of engine, although atomic en
ergy might be employed in combination with any of the above types.

Aircraft would be characterized by lack of fuel systems and fuel
storage space.

The presence of an unconventional or unusual type of propulsion system
cannot be ruled out and should be considered of great intereut.
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b. Tho power plant would likely be an integral part of the aircraft and
could possibly not be distinguished as an item separate from the aircraft.
If jet propulsion ia used, large air handling capacity, characterized
by a large air inlet and large exhaust nozzle, should be evident. The
size of entrance and exit areas would be of interest. It is possible that
the propulsive jet is governed or influenced for control of the aircraft.
The presence of vanes or control surfaces in the exhaust or methods of
changing the direction of the Jet should be observed.

c. Information desired on the propulsion systems pertains to the following
items:

(1) Type of power plant or power plants.

(.*>) C«.nurul description.

(3) Rating (thrust, horsepower, qr air flow).

(1+) Type of fuel, or, conversely, lack of visible fuel supply.

(5) Catulytic agents for super-performance or normal cruising power.
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Roswell investigation notes

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

• • Don Schmitt is CUFOS director of special in
vestigations. Kevin 0. Randle, a former Air Force
intelligence officer, is a professional writer and
author of The UFO Casebook (1989).

In an editorial entitled "Enough is Too Much!" pub
lished in Focus (Vol. 5, No. 7-9, pp. 8-12), Bill
Moore and Jaime Shandera present a litany of charges

about our investigative sources and methods, based on their
reading of our article "Did a Balloon Crash at Roswell?"
(IUR, July/August 1990; revised in this volume as "Why
the Roswell Crash Was Not a Balloon," on pages 70-73).
The following quote from that piece summarizes their com
plaint:

"Whereas Schmitt, Randle and their colleagues at
CUFOS have continuously ballyhooed their claim that S/
R's forthcoming book [UFO Crash at Roswell] is the
product of 'original' research, and that 'it is the result of an
extensive independent investigation based on primary
source material,' this particular excerpt provides us with an
excellent opportunity to demonstrate that this just isn't
true—that in fact the S/R book relies upon and liberally
borrows (without due credit or permission) from material
previously published by Moore, Berlitz, Friedman and
Shandera."

In their editorial they list eight specific points and then
a number of general comments that they believe support
these charges. We'll use the same format inexamining their
charges, but first it is important that we explain for the
record what reliance, if any, we placed on previous inves
tigations into the Roswell event.

After Don Schmitt learned from Stan Friedman in

1988 that there was much work still to be done on the

Roswell case, we decided to begin a reinvestigation. Nei
ther of us had read much of the literature on crashed saucer

stories until then, and we found such reports generally un
believable. This made it possible for us to purposefully
refrain from using any of the existing literature or investi
gator's files on the case. In other words, as much as
possible, we conducted our investigation from scratch,
finding and interviewing both those who had already been
contacted and, as we note below, many new witnesses, to
the events associated with Roswell. This is why our work
is, indeed, "the result of an extensive independent investi
gation based on primary source material."

One more point about sources before we discuss

Moore's and Shandera's specific charges. For the record, a
primary source is one who has firsthand knowledge of an
event. Walter Haut, for example, is a firsthand witness to
some of the activities that surround the recovery of the
debris at Roswell, New Mexico. The writings of Charles
Berlitz and William L. Moore, Jaime Shandera, and Stan
ton T. Friedman are secondary sources. Or if it is a story,
such as that told by Vern Maltais about what Bamey
Barnett said, and repeated by others, then that report by
others becomes a thirdhand source. The important fact is
that Walter Haut remains a primary source, no matter how
many people he has spoken to, or in what order.

Now, to the specific complaints raised in Focus.
First, they point out that Moore, in The Roswell Inci

dent, had already observed that the men of the 509th Bomb
Group were highly trained experts. The implication is that
if Moore had already said it, then we couldn't have learned
of it for ourselves.

The 509th Provisional Group was the special unit
created to drop the atomic bombs on Japan. Paul Tibbets
and the Enola Gay were photographed at the Roswell Army
Air Field. Reports of their expertise were in the newspapers
of the day. All these items are things that anyone in any
library can learn. Our own knowledge is based on inter
views with former members of the 509th, the Roswell Daily
Record, the Roswell Morning Dispatch, and the unit history
of the 509th available through the Air Force Archives at
Maxwell Air Force Base.

The one fact that Moore didn't know was that Randle's

uncle had been a member of the 509th Bomb Group. He de
scribed the activities at Roswell in depth for Randle and
pointed out that the members of the bomb group were
transferred frequently to form or upgrade other bomb
groups. They were the experts, used to train others.

Second, they suggest that we learned of Circleville,
Ohio, from The Roswell Incident. An incomplete account
of the Circleville find was included in that book. With the

assistance of the Roundtown UFO Society, including Pete
Hartinger, Delbert Anderson, and John Fry, we were able
to take it much farther. We learned that the balloon was kept
by the Campbell family for a number of years and we were
able to interview Jean Romero, the daughter of Sherman
Campbell.

We learned of the Circleville case from the Des Moines

Register, which carried the story in its July 6,1947, edition,
along with a picture of Jean Romero. (The Register incor
rectly identified the person in the photo as Mrs. Sherman
Campbell. We learned it was in fact the daughter.)
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The chronology we reported was based on when the
stories broke. Circleville was reported before Roswell. An
examination of the whole story, however, reveals that our
chronology was correct. According to the Circleville Her
ald, Campbell first sighted the "wreckage" about July 1, a
day before Brazel made his discovery north of Roswell.
Our information stems from interviews with Pete Hartinger
and Jean Romero and reports from the Herald, the Des
Moines Register, and the Cedar Rapids Gazette.

Third, Moore and Shandera report that Berlitz and
Moore wrote that Mac Brazel had discovered the wreckage
of two balloons long before he found the debris field.
Moore and Shandera claim that we merely verified the fact
by contacting Bill Brazel.

While it is true that Bill Brazel told us his father had

found other weather balloons, we learned about it through
the Roswell Daily Record. The July 9 edition reports that
Mac Brazel had found weather balloons on two previous
occasions. But we took it farther, learning from Loretta
Proctor, Juanita Sultemeier, Tommy Tyree, and Jeff Wells
that weather balloons are often found on the ranches in that

area of New Mexico. This was a fact easily uncovered
through independent research.

Fourth, they talk about the testimony of Floyd and
Loretta Proctor, pointing out that we couldn't have spoken
with Floyd because he died several years earlier. While that
is true, we have spoken with Loretta about the crash several
times. We've also spoken with her brother, Robert Porter,
and her sons, William D. and Norris Proctor, not to mention
two of her daughters, Loretta and Alma. Each of them gave
us new insights into what happened in July 1947. Loretta
even tried hypnosis to bring new details to the surface for
us.

Again, they are correct that Jesse Marcel Sr. is not a
primary source for us. We have, however, seen the state
ments he made on In Search of (aired before The Roswell
Incident was published) and the statements he gave to
Johnny Mann for Channel Four News, and we interviewed
Jesse Marcel Jr., Viaud Marcel (his mother), Len String-
field, who spoke with Marcel a number of times, and Stan
Friedman, who was the first researcher to find Marcel.

And while it might be true that Bill Moore made the
analogy of fiber optics in 1982, Bill Brazel himselfpointed
to Randle in front of additional witnesses (Shirley Brazel
and Don Berliner) and claimed that Randle was the first to
suggest it to him. Do we think Bill Moore didn't make the
analogy? No. We believe the account. But it is such an
obvious analogy, given the description by Bill Brazel of a
wire through which a light can be shone, that it is no wonder
that others have come up with it.

Fifth, they return to the Jesse Marcel accounts of the
crash site and claim that the only place we could have
learned of them is from the previously published material.
Except that Jesse Marcel told others about the crash site.
We used Jesse Jr., Viaud Marcel, Stringfield, Walter Haut,
Mann, and Friedman. We did not need to use anything from
The Roswell Incident.

Shandera and Moore believe they have a prima-facie
case against us because Marcel is dead. Such would be true
if Marcel never talked with others about the crash. As we

have cited, once Stan Friedman spoke with him in 1978,
Marcel talked with many others, including reporters Steve
Tom, Bob Pratt, and Mann. He was interviewed dozens of
times for radio and television shows and he spoke with
many interested people. Marcel's words were spread far
and wide without the help of TheRoswell Incident.No foul
here. It's just that a dozen or more independent sources are
available.

Sixth is the claim that they had reported civilians
turned back by the military cordon. They cite a paper
published in June 1990 as one of our sources. Our story,
however, was published in the July/August 1990 issue of
IUR and written long before their June publication. (Our
sources include Bud Payne, Jud Roberts, Loretta Proctor,
William Woody, and Marian Strickland.)

As the witnesses all point out, it was no secret that the
military cordoned off the area. Again, we took it further,
and discovered how the cordon was set. We cited a source

who told us that the military had parked to the side of the
road and that the MP stopped each approaching car, turning
it back. That information had not been printed.

Seventh, while it is true that Moore had reported that
the crash site was swept clean by the military, our article
explains the techniques used to do it. That information was
certainly the result of our independent investigation and
was original research. Reporting by others does not auto
matically negate our discoveries concerning specific as
pects of the information. (One of our sources was Robert
Smith.)

And eighth, we are attacked because the information
that Mac Brazel was held by the military had been pub
lished in the past. Bill Brazel was quick to point out that his
father took an oath of secrecy and was held in Roswell.
Marian Strickland told us that Mac Brazel was kept in jail,
though he was actually held in the guest house on the base.
All this is information that came from primary sources,
even though some of it had been reported previously. Our
sources? Bill Brazel, Marian Strickland, and Loretta Proc
tor, among others.

Moore and Shandera finish by claiming that there is
not one single example of original research anywhere in
our article. Let's look at that claim.

First, we reported our interview with Jean Romero, the
daughter of Sherman Campbell. Her name is an example of
original research. We learned it in the Des Moines Register.
The Roundtown UFO Society provided the location of Jean
Romero so that we could interview her.

Second, in our list of witnesses to the material we
include Robert Smith. That was the first time that Smith had

been mentioned in connection with the crash. Nowhere in

their article do Moore and Shandera identify Smith, and in
fact they ignore him in their editorial.

Third, we mentioned for the first time that the material
was so densely packed on the crash site that the sheep
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refused to cross it. (Tommy Tyree told us that.)
Fourth, we mentioned for the first time the gouge that

had been described by some of the witnesses. Bill Brazel
told us that it was still visible two years later.

Fifth, as mentioned earlier, we described for the first
time that 50 or 60 soldiers, using wheelbarrows, collected
thedebris. Nothing like that had been published prior to our
piece.

Sixth is the description of three additional flights of
material out of Roswell. (We mentioned only those three
because they were germane to the article. There were at
leasteight flightsout of Roswell.)And,althoughwe didn't
reportit there,thedestinationof thosethreeaircraftwasnot
Wright Field as might have been expected.

Seventh, in connection with criticism from the skepti
cal community, we revealed that Marcel had a radar inter
pretation officer on his staff. We had been told that Marcel
mightnot have recognized the balloon if he wasn't trained
in radar. Our response was that the officer assigned to him,
trained in radar, would have. We later learned that Marcel
had been trained in radar operations, which rendered the
criticism irrelevant. (This information comes from the
Roswell Army Air Field unit history and a personal inter
view with Jesse Marcel Jr.)

And last, we mentioned the daily launches of weather
balloons from downtown Roswell and that one had been

launched from Alamogordo on June 28. (Jud Roberts, Art
McQuiddy,andtheRoswell DailyRecordweresomeofour
sources.)

These are eight facts that couldn't have been lifted
from Berlitz, Moore, or Shandera, because they have not
reported on them to date.

But then Moore and Shandera prove our case for us. In
their article they quote from a transcript of an interview
with Jesse Marcel, one published in The RoswellIncident.
It begins,"We heardabout it on July 7 ..." They then point
out that it was a typo that should have read July 6. If we had
been copying their work, wouldn't we have made the same
mistake rather than correcting it? No original research?
Doesn't that alone suggest we have been conducting our
own independent investigationand interviewing the wit
nesses ourselves?

They also charge that our discussion of the photos
taken in Fort Worth is either plagiarism pure and simple or
an extremely unfortunate coincidence.

The truth of the matter is that none of the photos, not
those of Marcel or of Ramey, DuBose, or Newton, shows
the real debris as Moore and Shandera now assert. We have

shown in the first article (see "The Fort Worth Press
Conference: The J. Bond Johnson Connection," IUR,
November/December 1990; reprinted in this volume on
pages59-70) thatMarcelwasmisquoted, as theirowntran
scripts show,and that he later said that all the Fort Worth
photos werestagedfor thepress. And wehave discovered
that there were at least seven photos, not six as Shandera
and Moore report.

Our report, then, is neither plagiarismnorserendipity.
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It is an example of original research providing new answers
to old questions. It demonstrates how in our work we have
taken the inquiry in new directions.

They continue, reporting once again that Shandera
cited 29 mistakes in our first article and 22 instances of

lifted information. Continual repetition of numbers does
not make them accurate.

In their piece they claim that Marcel, Blanchard and
Wilcox are dead, and since Cavitt told us very little, there
are no other firsthand witnesses to what happened in the
sheriff's office. Again, this is a mistake.

We have spoken with one deputy sheriff who was in
the office on July 6. We have spoken with both daughters
of Sheriff Wilcox. They were in the office when the
military arrived. We have interviewed Jay Tulk, who was
also there. And we have read the relevant parts of the diary
kept by Mrs. Wilcox. All gave us a good idea of what was
happening in the sheriff's office that day.

We did say that Marcel, Cavitt and Blanchard re
sponded to the sheriff's call. While that statement is accu
rate, it can also be misleading. According to the witnesses,
after Gen. Clements McMullen in Washington called Blan
chard, he did go to the sheriff's office. In fact, there were
quite a few military vehicles parked outside the sheriff's
office on the afternoon of July 6, causing several people to
comment about it.

Moore and Shandera go on to condemn our chronol
ogy of the events at Roswell, questioning our statement that
the military, within hours, changed the flying disk into a
weather balloon. Again, the answer is simple. We were
referring to the published reports.

Look at it from that point of view. Blanchard ordered
Walter Haut to issue his press statement at 11 a.m. on July
8. By noon, according to Art McQuiddy (editor of the
Roswell Morning Dispatch), the information was out over
the radio wire. (That from a personal interview conducted
with McQuiddy in January 1990.) At 6:17 p.m. there is the
FBI memo (discovered by Brad Sparks) that refers to the
weather balloon. That is a matter of hours, however you
slice it.

Shandera and Moore finish their editorial declaring
that they had compiled "a list of no less [sic] than sixteen
specific grievances" against us. But of the 16 grievances,
15 of them are irrelevant, blatantly untrue, or both. And the
16th refers to t-shirts commissioned by CUFOS to defray
the costs of the September 1989 expedition to New Mexico.
Neither Schmitt nor Randle had anything to do with the t-
shirts and received no profits from them.

Other charges, such as that "during the summer of
1989, Schmitt and Randle, acting in conspiracy with Stan
ton Friedman and with the knowledge of CUFOS, deliber
ately and maliciously misrepresented facts and slandered
my [Moore's] name and reputation to various individuals
connected with the UnsolvedMysteries show, based in Los
Angeles, so as to keep them from contacting me for either
information or an appearance, and to keep them from
making any mention on their show of the existence of The



Roswell Incident book which was current in paperback,"
are absurd.

Don Schmitt had no connection with the program
whatever. CUFOS was not consulted. Neither Randle nor

Friedman had any role in the selection of the guests for the
program. If UnsolvedMysterieswere inclined to mention
any books, wouldn't Randle have had them report on his
own UFO Casebook which was released on September 1,
1989, just three weeks before the broadcast was aired?

Moore also claims that "Schmitt and Randle deliber

ately and negligently failed to inform their publisher, Avon
Books, about the existence of our additional published
material and our ongoing investigations of the Roswell
Incident because they knew that to do so would diminish
their chances for a book deal."

Once again, that simply is not true. Both our editors at
Avon knew of the work done by others (including Timothy
Good, Len Stringfield, and Stan Friedman), but both edi
tors also had seen the scope of our work. In other words, the
editor who bought our book bought it because of the work
we had done and not because we failed to disclose the work

done by others. In fact, if Moore and Shandera have new
information or a new book, there is nothing to stop them
from taking their manuscript to any of the other dozens of
publishers listed in Writer's Market.

At the end of his August 17 letter, Moore writes,
"Examination of them [our manuscript, research files,
notes and tapes, which he threatened to obtain through sub
poena] will determine whether we will take this thing any
further by initiating additional complaints in federal court
for copyright infringement and plagiarism."

Yet in August, while talking with Jerry Clark, Moore
said that he knew they had no case for plagiarism. If so, then
why the continuing complaints of plagiarism by us? What
could be his motive? What is his and Shandera's true

agenda?Are we to be their next Bennowitz?

Roswell, July 9,1947

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

Almost everyone has seen the headline from the
Roswell Daily Record of July 8, 1947. In bold
type, the paperannounced that the RoswellArmy

Air Field had captured a flying saucer. Few have seen the
paperfor thenextday.Someresearchersareawareof itsex
istence, but because it offers a mundane explanation for all
the evidence of the crash, they have ignored it.

On the surface, that paper from July 9, 1947, is a
devastating document. Mac Brazel says that he found the
object on June 14, that his wife, a son and daughter were

In his letter he writes, "I allege a deliberate and
malicious conspiracy to slander my name, defame my
reputation, and deprive meofdeserved publicityand much-
needed income through careful manipulation of people and
events connected with the September 1989 UnsolvedMys
teries television show."

Could that be the motive here? He wasn't invited to

participate in the Unsolved Mysteries program and blames
us. He feels we cost him "several thousand dollars in

consultation fees" though no such fees were paid, except
for a small honorarium to Friedman. It is also interesting to
note that Moore told Schmitt in December 1989 that

Charles Berlitz called him the night the Unsolved Myster
ies segment aired in September. He charged that he was
going to sue Kevin Randle for "talking about Roswell."

These are the sorts of unsubstantiated assertions that

Moore and Shandera made in their August 17,1990, letter
to our publisher. It should also be pointed out that Moore
never sent copies of it to either Schmitt or Randle, whose
copies arrived eventually from third parties. We are happy
to report that their efforts to sabotage and derail our book
were unsuccessful.

Alas, the sad thing is that we must continue to defend
ourselves against baseless charges. We have published
information to share it with those who have an interest in

Roswell. We have published minor updates as we have
learned more from the primary sources, the men and
women who lived the adventure. We have published all of
this because Roswell is too important to be ignored or rele
gated to periodic update papers. The world needs to know
about it—now.

With professional debunkers questioning everything
that anyone says, we don't need this infighting, especially
over the sort of nonissues to which we are being forced to
respond here. •

with him, and that they carried most of it to ranch headquar
ters. He says that the material was flimsy, basically tinfoil
and sticks, and that he thought nothing of it until he heard
about flying saucers a couple of weeks later. Then, while in
Roswell to sell wool on July 7, 1947, he mentioned to the
sheriff "kind of confidential" that he had found something
unusual.

According to the article, which describes the material
at length, a portion was smoky gray rubber and it was
scattered all over an area about 200 yards in diameter.
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There were no words or writing on it although there were
some letters on some of the parts. Considerable scotch tape
and some tape with flowers printed upon it had been used
in the construction. According to the article, there were no
strings or wires but there were some eyelets in the paper to
indicate that some sort of attachment may have been used.

The story ends with Brazel's saying that he had found
weather observation devices on two other occasions but

what he found this time did not resemble those. "I am sure

what I found was not any weather observation balloon," he
said, "but if I find anything else besides a bomb they are
going to have a hard time getting me to say anything about
it."

The facts

Our investigation over the past 18 months has shown
conclusively that the newspaper account of July 9 is false,
the product of coercion to which Mac Brazel was subjected
by military investigators. Testimony from other primary
witnesses who were at the site in the days after the crash
contradicts what Brazel told the Daily Record. We also
have descriptions of the recovered material from several
witnesses whose reports differ radically from the July 9
account.

First, we have learned that the alleged date of Brazel's
find, June 14, is incorrect. In an interview conducted in
early November 1989, Don Schmitt learned that Brazel
himself told investigators from the Roswell Army Air Field
on July 8 that he found the debris on July 3.1Moreover, he
knew there could have been no material in the field as early
as June 14 because he had visited the site while tending his
sheep on or about June 30 and had seen nothing. Brazel's
statement to the investigators is confirmed by other sources,
including the Proctors, his nearest neighbors.

We have also learned from a variety ofsources, includ
ing Bill Brazel, Mac's son, and from Jesse Marcel, Jr.,
whose father investigated the find, that the debris was
scattered over an area three-quarters of a mile long and 200
or 300 feet wide, and that there was a gouge in the ground
about 500 feet long.2 Maj. Marcel, in taped interviews,
often said that the debris field was quite large.3 Others
whom we have interviewed have said the debris was dense

and that there was a large amount of it. On his first trip to
the site on July 7, Marcel filled the back of his '42 Buick
station wagon and a counter-intelligence agent who ac
companied Marcel loaded his jeep carry-all. Marcel said
that after a full day of collecting it a great deal of material
still remained at the site.

One of the counter-intelligence agents says he and
others were dispatched the next morning (July 8) to bring
back more of the debris.4 Bill Brazel said that his father had

carted the largest piece, about 10feet in diameter, from the
field to store in a livestock shed. This was certainly more
material than would be found in a simple balloon.5

Tommy Tyree, who came to work as Mac Brazel's
hired hand after this event, told us that Mac had complained
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that the find caused him problems in his work. The mate
rial, spread out over the field, formed a barrier that the
sheep would not cross. According to Tyree, Brazel had to
drive the sheep around the debris field to get them to water.
That also suggests that whatever had fallen in the field was
much larger than the weather balloon suggested by the
military.6

Descriptions of the material, coming both from Mac
Brazel and Jesse Marcel and from those who saw it later, do
not agree with what was printed in the newspaper. Bill
Brazel, for example, described metal so tough that he
couldn't cut it. It was lightweight, like balsa wood, but was
much stronger. He has also talked about material that
looked somewhat like the fiber optics of today.7 In taped
interviews, Jesse Marcel described metal that was as thin as
foil but that couldn't be dented. He related that he and the

counter-intelligenceofficer used a 16-poundsledge ham
mer without effect.

There was indeed lettering on some of the wreckage,
but it was not in English. Jesse Marcel, Jr., described it as
geometric symbols. He drew those he could remember on
a pad for us. They were embossed on an I-beam and were
purplish. The I-beam itself was strong and slightly flex
ible.8

But maybe the most devastating testimony comes
fromMaj.Marcel.Inan interviewforaTV documentaryhe
said, "It was not anythingfrom this earth. That I'm quite
sure of. Because being in intelligence, I was familiar with
all materials used in aircraft and in air travel. This was

nothing like this. It could not have been."9
Other portions of the newspaper story also fall apart

upon examination. The story claims that Brazel was not
alone at the ranch when he found the object. According to
his son and his neighbors, there was no one at the ranch
house other than Mac in June and July 1947. The family
was living in Tularosa, New Mexico, then. In fact, Loretta
Proctor told us that it was her son who was with Mac when

he found the debris. The young Proctor was only seven at
the time and remembers almost nothing about it.10

In a number of interviews, Bill Brazel told us that not
only was his father alone at the ranch, but when Bill read the
story in an Albuquerque newspaper, he decided that some
one had to go to the ranch to care for the livestock. There
was no one there when he arrived on July 12 or 13."

The article claims that Mac Brazel came to Roswell to

sell wool when he revealed his find to the sheriff, but Bill
Brazel told us that his dad would never have gone into
Roswell to sell wool. The ranchers in the area sold their

wool to the highest bidder, who then toured ranches shear
ing the sheep and gathering the wool himself. Brazel didnot
shear sheep and take the wool anywhere. Moreover, the
stockyard where some wool was sold was in Corona, not
Roswell.

Finally, for a relatively insignificant event—the dis
covery of a weather balloon—the Army went to some
trouble to ensure that the new "facts" got out. There are at
least six witnesses who saw Mac Brazel in Roswell on July
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9. Floyd Proctor, his closest neighbor, said that Brazel was
escorted by several military officers and that he did not
acknowledge his friend on the street. Frank Joyce, a re
porter for KGFL radio, claimed that Brazel visited him at
the station on July 9 and told him a story significantly
different from the one he had given on July 6. And Paul
McEvoy, editor of the Roswell Daily Record, mentioned
the military officers who brought Brazel by the newspaper
office.12

A weather balloon?

Inside the newspaper story from July 9 are a few clues about
what the Army was trying to accomplish. On July 1, 1947,
Sherman Campbell found a strange object on his farm in
Circleville, Ohio. The local sheriff identified it immedi

ately as a weather balloon, and on July 6 there were pictures
printed in papers around the country of Jean Campbell
holding the kitelike structure.

According to the Roswell Daily Record of July 9,
Brazel, accompanied by Marcel and the counter-intelli
gence agent, took the material home and tried to make a kite
out of it but couldn't get the pieces to fit together. There was
no reason for him, or the military officers, to try to make a
kite out of it, unless they were constructing a story to
parallel the explanation for the Circleville find.

In the following days, the type of explanation changed
until the debris was finally identified as a weather balloon
with an attached Rawin Target Device, used for estimating
the altitude of the balloon.13 This demonstrates that the

balloon explanation hadn't been fully developed at the time
Brazel gave his story to the Daily Record.

The question that no one asks is how the sheriff in
Circleville could identify the balloon but the officers at
Roswell were so surprised by their find that they an
nounced the recovery of a flying saucer. Marcel failed to
make the identification, but so did Col. William Blanchard,
the base commander; so did his staff. No one at Roswell
was able to identify the balloon. It had to be flown to Fort
Worth where a rather low-ranking officer, Warrant Officer
Irving Newton, announced that it was a weather balloon
(though he didn't mention the Rawin Target Device).

The facts, again

We have found no facts to dispute in the article of July 8,
which announces the discovery of a flying saucer. A
rancher in the Roswell area did find something and he did
tell SheriffGeorge A. Wilcox, who did notify authorities at
Roswell Army Air Field. The material was loaded on a
plane and flown to a higher headquarters just as the story
claims. We have even interviewed people involved with
that flight.

On the other hand, nearly every detail in the July 9
article is, we contend, incorrect. It appears that the article
is the result of a cover story in the making. It is filled with
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lies that firsthand testimony has recently exposed. Our
investigation has shown that Mac Brazel told the July 9
story under duress while in the company of officers from
the 509th Bomb Group, that he lied during the interview,
and that those officers knew he was lying.14 It was the
beginning of the cover-up that lasted, almost intact, for 40
years.

As a revealing point, we have also learned from Bill
Brazel that his father took an oath that he would not reveal

the details of the find.15 Why would the Army ask Mac
Brazel to take an oath of secrecy concerning the ordinary
weather balloon he found? We suggest the reason is that
whatever he found was secret and had to remain so. Thus

the need for the cover story he gave on July 9 to the Daily
Record.

Skeptics may say (and in fact have said) that Mac
Brazel, byhis own words, invalidates the hypothesis thathe
found a flying saucer. They point to the July 9 article—
which they have not bothered to research—and accuse us
of not telling the whole story. Our investigation of the
Roswell crash and its aftermath has considered all the

available evidence, much of which we have unearthed
ourselves.Wehave discoveredthat the events surrounding
the crash are not as described in the July 9 article.

As one of the skeptics says, I'll let Mac Brazel tell the
story in his own words:

"I am sure what I found was not any weather obser
vation balloon," Brazel told reporters on July 9 to end the
interview. We think that says it all. •
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The Chaves County Sheriff

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

Years later George A. Wilcox, the Chaves County
Sheriff in July 1947, would complain about the
way the military handled the retrieval of the

"flying saucer." He wasangry withhimself for bringing the
military into it because they claimed jurisdiction and
completely cut him out of it. If he'd had it to do over again,
he said, he would have notified the press first and let the
reporters get to the crash site before he told the military a
thing about it.1

Brazel arrived at the jail sometime on the afternoon of
Sunday, July 6, 1947, according to the witnesses. Deputy
B. A. Clark took the initial report and then turned it over to
Sheriff Wilcox. Because Brazel was an old-time cowboy,
dressed in old clothes and scuffed boots, Wilcox didn't pay
much attention when Brazel walked in. But Brazel not only
brought a story of a crashed flying saucer, he had some of
the material with him—material neither Wilcox nor Clark

could identify.2
Although Brazel's ranch was in Lincoln County,

Roswell is in Chaves County. Roswell was the hub of that
area in New Mexico. The local ranchers didn't worry about
fine lines between counties. Roswell was the place where
business was conducted and it would have been natural for

Brazel to go there rather than Carrizozo.3
Wilcox figured the best thing to do was call the

military at the base. According to his daughter, Phyllis
McGuire, the military arrived at the office almost as the
sheriff got off the phone. There had been no discussion
about Brazel being crazy or whether the sheriff was sure if
the material was unusual. The military officers came as
soon as they were notified.

McGuire doesn't remember exactly who arrived. She
was chased out of the jail while the men discussed what
Brazel had found. They were in a small room, off the main
office, with Brazel and a box of the debris that he brought
with him. She did remember, however, that her father sent
two of his deputies out to the ranch.4

The two deputies left the office for the Corona area,
leaving Brazel at the sheriff's office. Although the military
officers might not be familiar with the ranches outside of
Roswell, the sheriff's deputies were. Brazel had described
the location of the debris field and they felt confident that
they could find it.3

When they returned later in the afternoon, they said
that although they had seen no debris, they did find an area
of blackened ground. It looked as if something large and
circular had touched down. The ground had been baked to
a hardness that surprised them both.6

Jay Tulk, the husband of Wilcox's daughter Elizabeth,
arrived at the jail after the military arrived. He asked the
sheriff what was going on with the military vehicles parked
outside. Tulk and Wilcox went into the small room and

talked about it there.7

The soldiers and Brazel left the office before the

deputies returned. Wilcox called the base but no one there
had any new information. With Brazel and the officers
gone, and because the deputies had found nothing but the
circular burn on the ranch, things quieted down.8

On Monday, July 7, there was no further news. But on
Tuesday things changed radically. Wilcox, wondering what
was happening, dispatched another two deputies to the
ranch. McGuire and her sister, Elizabeth Tulk, thought that
the sheriff might have traveled out there himself.9 Barbara
Dugger, Elizabeth's daughter, also told us that Wilcox him
self had gone.10It doesn't matter now whether it was two
deputies, or the sheriff and a deputy—whoever it was, they
couldn't get close. The Army had cordoned off the roads
and was stopping and turning back all traffic, even deputy
sheriffs. Since they were from Chaves County, they had no
real legal status in Lincoln County, and in any case the U.S.
Army was in control."

Wilcox then tried to get more answers from the mili
tary at the base but, again, no one had much to say. Then,
a little before noon, Walter Haut issued the famous press
release. From that point the sheriff and his deputies were
busy fielding phone calls from around the world. McGuire
said that her father was up all night taking calls from
Germany, England, France, and Italy as well as every state
in the union.12

Soon afterward, on July 9 or 10, Wilcox was visited by
military officers. They wanted to retrieve the box of debris
that Brazel had left in the small room in his office. The

sheriff had made sure that the box had been guarded. Now
the military wanted it, and they ordered the sheriff to say as
little as possible about recent events, and to refer all calls to
the base.13

Although Wilcox was a civilian law enforcement
officer, he did have a working relationship with the base.
When one of the men at the base got into trouble in town,
the sheriffwould alert the provost marshal. To maintain the
status quo, and because it seemed that the crash was a
military matter, Wilcox felt obligated to keep the facts to
himself.

Phyllis McGuire wanted to know more about what
happened. She pestered her father, asking questions about
what Brazel had found, what the military had been doing
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there, and about the flying saucer itself. Finally her mother,
Inez Wilcox, knowing that the military had ordered her
husband to keep quiet, told Phyllis to stop asking ques
tions.14

Years later, Barbara Dugger, while living with Inez,
learned more about the events of July 1947. According to
Dugger, Inez (known as Big Mama by the family) told her
that a flying saucer had crashed near Roswell. She made
Barbara promise never to tell because the military had
sworn her and her husband to secrecy.15

According to Dugger, the sheriff knew more about the
crash than he would ever let on. Inez told her granddaughter
that there had been bodies found, though Inez didn't know
much about them. The military had cordoned off the area.
Dugger didn't know whether the sheriff had seen the
bodies, or if he'd heard about them from some of the
military officers.

The important point was that Inez had told Barbara
Dugger about the bodies in the early 1970s. She must have
learned about them from another source—directly from the
military.16

Dugger pointed out that the sheriff's job was one that
required both her grandfather and her grandmother to
spend days at the jail. Inez Wilcox took care of the record
keeping and the day-to-day administration. It meant that
Inez knew as much about the operation of the sheriff's
office as her husband. And, if the military had been in there,
warning the sheriff about keeping the secret, they would
have warned Inez as well.

Dugger made one other point. Her grandmother had
been greatly disturbed by the military's attitude. Rather
than just telling the sheriff and his wife to remain silent, the
soldiers told them that ifeither of them ever talked, not only
would they be killed, but the wholefamily would be wiped

out.That was why Inez didn't want Dugger to say anything
about it.17

It now appears that although Wilcox's role was minor,
it was important. Without his phone call, the information
might have spread farther faster so that the Army would not
have been able to contain it. With that one phone call,
Wilcox played a major but unwitting role in one of the most
successful military disinformation operations of all time.
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At the Roswell site, 1989

by Mark Rodeghier

• • Mark Rodeghier is president and scientific
director of CUFOS.

TheRoswell UFO crash of 1947 remains one of the

great unsolved mysteries of ufology. Something
peculiar crashed on an isolated ranch in south

central New Mexico in early July 1947. The U.S. military
went to extraordinary lengths to investigate the crash and to
conceal its interest and the true nature of the object. An
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initial press release, dated July 8, claimed that the Army Air
Force had recovered a flying disk, as UFOs were then
called. Later that same day, the claim was retracted and the
object was said to be a weather balloon.

Behind the scenes the government was using all avail
able means to quash public interest in the story. The site
was sealed and reporters were not allowed access. Agents
visited radio stations and seized notes that reporters had
made. Military personnel ferrying the debris from Roswell
were given misleading stories about what they were guard
ing. The intelligence officer (Jesse Marcel) who first re-
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Figure 1. A sketch ofthe crash site showing the 150-
yard gouge runningfrom northwest to southeast.

trieved some of the debris was not allowed to see the report
on the incident.

The cover-up was executed with such dispatch and
precision that the Roswell event faded quickly from public
view. Early UFO investigators paid no attention to the
incident, and Ted Bloecher in his excellent catalog, The
UFO Waveofl 94 7, lists the cause of the event as a downed
weather balloon.

No government secret seems safe these days, however,
and the Roswell crash is no exception. In the late 1970s,
Jesse Marcel decided to reveal his role in the event. Until

then most ufologists had put little credence in stories of
"crash-retrievals" of UFOs, with the notable exception of
Len Stringfield. Marcel's story was so convincing and he
was such a compelling witness that William Moore and
Stanton Friedman decided that the Roswell crash deserved

further attention. The result of their work was published in
1980 in Moore and Charles Berlitz's book, The Roswell
Incident.

Since then Moore has added somewhat to the book's

details in several papers he wrote on various aspects of the
Roswell cover-up. Interest among ufologists in the event
has increased greatly in the 1980s, and the crash has been
discussed in the print and broadcast media with some

frequency. This is how matters stood in the fall of 1988,
when CUFOS became involved in the investigation.

Don Schmitt, CUFOS director of special investiga
tions, has been meeting quietly with Friedman and Moore
for several years, keeping tabs on their investigationof the
MJ-12 document and discussing aspects of the Roswell
event. At one of these meetings, Schmitt discovered inad
vertently that, contrary to everyone's understanding, the
investigation of the Roswell incident was incomplete.
Friedman revealed that many witnesses remained to be
interviewed in full and that new witnesses, both civilian
and military, could likely still be located.

This important (and startling) information came to my
attention at a fortuitous moment. A CUFOS associate in

Chicago, interested in government involvement in UFO
investigations, had been studying the details of the Roswell
incident as described in the book and in Moore's papers. He
had found inconsistencies in the timeline of events, puz
zling omissions, and odd behavior on the part of the
military that Moore did not discuss. Together we were
unable to make much headway in resolving these prob
lems, and it was clear that additional investigation was
necessary. Schmitt's report that more potential witnesses
were available came as welcome news.

Also in the fall of 1988, Schmitt began working closely
with Kevin Randle, whose UFO Casebook would be pub
lished a year later. Randle, who is a former military intel
ligence officer, became interested in the Roswell event
after talking with Schmitt at a debate on UFOs held at a
science-fiction convention. Initially skeptical, Randle
became convinced that something unusual had occurred at
Roswell, and he and Schmitt have worked steadily on the
reinvestigation.

As the CUFOS investigation proceeded, two lacunae
in the prior investigations of Roswell became quickly
evident. The first was that many of the primary witnesses
had not been interviewed systematically or in depth. The
second was that the actual site of the crash had not been

studied. No search had been made for possible debris still
remaining at or near the impact point.

We have been working diligently to remedy these
shortcomings. In 1988-89 alone, Schmitt and Randle inter
viewed more than 150 individuals who were in some way
connected with the event. Almost everything they have
learned further confirms the extraordinary nature of the
Roswell event.

We have used the results of their interviews, especially
those with Bill Brazel, son of the ranch hand who first
discovered the debris, to plan and execute a systematic
study of the Roswell crash site. As far as I am aware this
investigation by CUFOS is the first-ever scientific study of
any site where a UFO crashed and was then retrieved by the
military. The remainder of this article is a preliminary,
nontechnical report concerning the activities and results of
the CUFOS Roswell expedition, conducted from Septem
ber 15 to 19, 1989.
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Photo 1. A view ofthe crash site at the time ofthe 1989 CUFOS expedition, takenfrom the south, looking northwest.

The Roswell site

The Roswell crash, though named after the town and
military base where the debris was taken, actually occurred
over 80 miles to the northwest. There is no town, of any
size, within 30 miles of the site. The site is located in
Lincoln County, famous for range wars in the late 1800s.
Billy the Kid is buried not far away. The area consists of
large ranches which raise mainly cattle and sheep. In many
respects the area is little changed from the 1940s. It is
difficult to convey just how isolated is this portion of New
Mexico, but one detail should give you a sense of it: the
current manager of the ranch got his first phone in 1986.
The extreme isolation ofthe crash site in 1947 made it much

easier for the military to put the cover-up in place.
Most of the CUFOS team stayed in Vaughn, New

Mexico, each night. This town, the largest in the area, is still
quite small but did have a 24-hour convenience store and
gas station, a boon to the expedition. We drove 90 minutes
each morning to get to the site and 90 minutes back in the
evening. As befits the isolationofthe site, the roads become
progressively worse as one nears the area. The last 10 to 15
miles consist ofhorribly rutted dirt roads and, finally, about
one mile over open range land. The motel was a welcome
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sight each evening. We had considered camping near the
site, and two members of the team did so in a small camper,
but we were unable to secure the necessary equipment for
everyone.

The CUFOS team had 10 members, three of whom
were scientists, two with training in archeology and the
collection of soil samples. Mimi Hynek, Allen Hynek's
widow and CUFOS board member, was a member of the

team, as were Don Schmitt and Kevin Randle. We were in
New Mexico for five days, three days of which we were
actually at the site. The first day, September 15, was spent
gathering equipment, supplies, and additional maps in
Albuquerque. The last day, September 19, was occupied
with packing, reviewing our work, and making future
plans.

The site itself is at an elevation of approximately 6000
feet on the broad plateau from which the Rocky Mountains
rise. It is a semi-desert environment, and though there are
some trees nearby, the site itself has no large vegetation. It
is covered by short grasses and yucca plants (with sharp
leaves, I can personally report), scattered irregularly about
the area. There are several types of rocks in the area, though
limestone is predominant. The ground is covered exten
sively by rocks of all sizes, making digging somewhat
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Figure2. Artist'sdepictionofthedebrisfield, lookingsouthwest. Theobjectmostprobably explodedover thesite, showering
debrisalong its initial trajectory, includinga largerpiece thatcreated thegouge. The main body ofthe object continued
on towards the southeast. Artwork ©1991, Don Schmitt.

Figure3. Artist's renderingofthe impactsite wherethemainpart oftheobject (andpossibly bodies) werefound. Theobject,
travelingeastward,appeared tostriketherockybluffbeforesettling to theground. Thissite is about twomilesfrom thedebris
field. Artwork ©1991, Don Schmitt.
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Figure4. The main debrisfield, from above. A likely scenario is: theobjectexplodedatpoint (A), the largestpart of the
scattereddebrismaking thegouge; theremainder ofthedamagedobject(B)was impelledtowardstheeast. Point (C)shows
the spot where Photo 1 was taken. Artwork ©1991, Don Schmitt.

Photo 2. Rusted canfound at the site during the 1989
CUFOS expedition.
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Photo 3. Don Schmittand Kevin Randle at the debrisfield.



difficult. Photo 1 is a view of the crash site, taken from the
south, looking northwest. Figure 1 is a sketch of the site,
giving an idea of the size and local topography.

We were able to locate the site with the kind assistance

of Bill Brazel. As you might expect from the description, it
is basically impossible to find the site without help. There
are few natural or man-made features for orientation (the
nearest ranch house is six miles distant), and the land
consists of gently rolling hills between 20 and 60 feet in
height. Even plotting the exact position of the site on U.S.
Geological Survey topographic maps was tricky and not
completed on the first day. This was chiefly because the
contour interval on the map was too crude to capture the
details of topography visible to the eye.

As we discovered on the second day at the site, the area
is infested with rattlesnakes. Two were seen by members of
the team during our stay, so the decision not to sleep on the
ground in sleeping bags turned out to be wise. We asked a
ranch hand about the snakes, and when we told him we had
seen two, he thought for a second, and then said, "Only
two?" Luckily no cattle or sheep decided to graze on the site
during our stay (though some came at night), but we did see
jackrabbits, deer and elk.

The spot of initial impact is located in a small draw
(valley), about 600 feet wide and 800 feet long. Bill Brazel
saw the site a few days after the soldiers had picked up what
debris they could find, and he remembers a shallow gouge
in the soil running from northwest to southeast, about 150
yards long. He describes the gouge as incomplete, as if the
object skipped as it struck the ground. No obvious evidence
of the crash is now visible, either as disturbed vegetation,
as a low spot in the ground, or as rocks strewn in some clear
pattern. The rocky nature of the soil implies that an object
crashing at a low angle of incidence might skip rather than
penetrate softer soil, consistent with Brazel's testimony.

Jesse Marcel reported finding debris scattered over an
area several hundred feet wide by over three-quarters of a
mile long. As we did an initial inspection of the site by foot,
it became evident that, as we had suspected, three days
would not be sufficient to do more than a preliminary study.
There was simply too much ground to be covered system
atically by 10 people.

The amount of discretionaiy funds available to CUFOS
has increased in past years, but while solvent, we must still
watch costs closely. We had thought carefully about how
many people to include on the trip and how much time to
spend at the site, balancing cost against potential results.
Our estimates that three days would be sufficient for a first
reconnaissance turned out to be correct. We had decided

that this first trip would be devoted more to learning about
the site than actually searching for debris.

Following this plan, the various team members spent
the first day photographing the area and marking the
primary site with a square grid pattern 100 feet on a side
(see Photo 4). We next walked the area systematically,
looking for any likely areas where debris may have been
concealed by soil deposition or vegetation. Several poten

tially interesting spots were marked, including one large
yucca plant that may well have been there in 1947.

During the initial inspection, we found several sink
holes that might have collected stray debris. Sinkholes are
caused by erosion of the underlying rock by rainwater.
They are typically circular, from 10 to 30 yards in diameter,
and about five to 10 feet in depth. According to local
sources, even during heavy rains, standing water does not
often collect in the sinkholes, but simply seeps through
openings to lower levels. Water is precious on the high
plains, and the nearest well on the ranch had to be drilled to
a depth of700 feet. The natural drainage patterns of the site
run toward the many sinkholes.

The team was also advised to search carefully for any
man-made debris on the site. Only one artifact was found—
a rusted, large can which had been opened with a knife
(Photo 2). It was sitting on the surface, and it was not
possible to estimate how long it might have lain there. We
found nothing else that would indicate that the military had
visited the site in 1947. From Brazel's testimony, though,
we do know that the military cleaned the area thoroughly
before leaving, so the lack of debris is not surprising.

The search for debris

Before proceeding with an account of the work, I want to
explain briefly why we believe that a search for debris is not
a futile endeavor. For two months following the crash, Bill
Brazel was on the ranch assisting his father. During this
period he found several pieces of the object, scattered
nearby but not buried. His descriptions ofwhat he found are
consistent with those of Jesse Marcel and Marcel's son,
Jesse, Jr., who saw the debris when his father brought it to
their house in Roswell the night of July 7. Unfortunately,
when the military discovered two years later that Brazel
had pieces of the object, officers confiscated everything.
But the fact that Brazel found debris after the military left
the site implies that more debris still exists on the site. And
there is no evidence that the military ever closely searched
the site again after July 1947.

Of course, it's one thing to deduce that there is still
debris at the site, but another matter entirely to find it. One
complication is that the debris was reported to be quite
light. The winds in this part of New Mexico blow strongly
for much of the year, and in 44 years remaining debris
might have scattered widely. As we have joked privately,
perhaps the Roswell expedition should have been based in
west Texas instead!

Another consideration is how deeply the debris would
have been buried in 44 years. Brazel found pieces on top of
the ground, but that was only two months after the event.
The military would surely have found all the large pieces
(the largest piece Brazel had was only about four inches
long), and their low mass means that runoff from a heavy
rain might have moved a piece of debris an appreciable
distance. A significant amount of soil erosion occurs be
cause of heavy rains daring thunderstorms, and even a
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Photo 4. Setting up the measurement grid on thefirst day.

Photo 5. Preparing to dig a test hole with screen. Photo 6. Conducting trowel test ofsoil.
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pieceburiedunder an inch of soil might be uncovered.
Given these uncertainties, we proceeded as follows. A

careful inspectionof the primaryarea (400 by 1500feet)
was made by teamswalking in a line from one end to the
other. We walked the site in various directions to look for
preferential scattering of sunlight fromanydebris (though
it is possible that dirt may cover the material now). The
weather during the three days was favorable, with sun
shine, low humidity, and few clouds. We found nothing
(except the can), and roughly estimate that this method
wouldhavelocatedanydebrisover one inch in size that lay
on the surface. No one really expected to find anything this
easily.

The secondday at thesite was spent digging test holes
tovariousdepthsin a systematicpatternin the primaryarea
nearthegouge. Standard archeological screenswereused
with 74-inch screening(see Photo5). The methodconsists
of digging a hole, placing all shovelfuls in the screen,
shaking thescreen to remove the dirt, and examining the
remaining contents. Anything above 74-inch in size will
still be in the screen. A large number of rocks remained
aftersifting out thedirtat everyspot,complicating exami
nation of the screen's contents. About 200 test holes were
dug inall. Theprocess isinherently time-consuming, made
even more so by the tough grasses and rocks.

We alsodug in the spots we had markedthe first day,
including around thelargeyuccaplant. Some ofthedigging
was done with the shovel test method, without the use of a
screen. Here, oneperson digsupa shovelor twoofsoiland
spreads it out, and then a second person uses a trowel to
separate the soil and look for anything unusual. Photo 6
depicts the work in progress.

A testhole toa depthof 46.5centimeters wasdugand
the soil face sketched in detail. The soil at the site consists
ofbrown, sandy loam. Theamount oforganic matterislow.
Chalk deposits areevident atlower depths. Later intheday,
another team member and I took shovels in hand and
explored a sinkhole some distance from thepoint of initial
impact. Here the soil was clearly affected by runoff during
rainstorms, with more fine soil on the surface.

We had decided not to bring any sophisticated equip
ment into the field for this trip, though we did have a
theodolite for surveywork and a metal detector. A search
with the metal detector discovered nothing of interest, but
as the composition of the debris is unknown the lack of
results is not conclusive evidence of absence.

The last day at the site was spent with final measure
ments, a drive around the boundaries of the site, cleanup,
and,mostimportant, a closescrutiny of thelocation where
Bill Brazel found the debris after the military had left. That
spot, notfarfrom theinitial impact point, isrelatively small
inextent,so I andanotherteam memberwereable tosearch
closely for debris. We raked the area, dug around small
clumps of grass, turned oversome shovelfuls of dirt,and
looked under large rocks (after first checking for rattle
snakes). Nothing unusual was discovered.

To facilitate future work, we marked the location of the

prime reference point and the baseline of the grid that was
constructed. After the cleanup, very little evidence re
mainedof theexpedition.Ouragreementwith theownerof
the ranch stipulated that we disturb the site as little as
possible. The team departed the site on September 18 at
5:00 p.m., with one vehicle in need of repair. The pickup
truck had overheated and a radiator hose had to be replaced
at a service station in Corona.

Future work

The work at the site was not the end of our activities in New

Mexico. The next day at the Technology Applications
Center, near the University of New Mexico, we obtained a
list of all available aerial photographs of the area in which
the site is located. The first was fortuitously taken in 1946.
Copies of some of these photos have beenobtained. Until
the expedition it was not possible to order the correct
photos because the site's location was not known with
enough precision.

Thoughno piecesofdebriswerefound,theexpedition
wasgenerally asuccess. Wehavelearned aboutthesiteand
now know what additional information and equipment is
needed to do a more complete job the next time. Since then,
experts in the ecology and geology of New Mexico have
been consulted. Information has been requested on soil
erosion and deposition rates, the growth rates of yucca
plants and other vegetation, the action of water in sink
holes,andtheadvanceor retreatof vegetationacrossrocky
soil. More interviews have been conducted with Brazel and
others toreconfirmcertainpoints.Whileat thesite, Schmitt
and Randle located several leads to persons whom they
later interviewed.

We also hope that someone on the military team that
picked upthedebris will come forward. That individual can
helpus locate probable spots where debris might remain.

Much more work remains to be done before a second
expedition tothesite.Asacourtesy totheranch owner and
out of a desire to protect the site, I have purposely not
specified theexactlocation of thecrash. CUFOS wishes to
preserve the site for future scientific research; conse
quently, theforeman of theranch where thesiteis located
has restricted free access.

It is, of course, entirely possible that we will never
recoverany debrisfromthecrash,no matterhowelaborate
the effort. But it is imperative that someone try to do so. It
is a shame that this work is occurring nine years after the
book on Roswell was published,but Moore and Friedman,
for whatever reason, did not plan, or even suggest, an onsite
study. Forty-four years after the event is a long time, but
CUFOS has high hopes that scientific methodology,com
bined with trained personnel and the proper equipment,
may just open up this secret chapter in UFO history.

At some time in the future, I will be recruiting person
nel for a second expedition. If any reader of this book
believes he or she can help with this work, I invite that
person to contact me. •
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Fort Worth, July 8,1947:
The cover-up begins

by Don Schmitt and Kevin Randle

Author's note: The March/April 1990 Interna
tional UFOReporter carried an article written by
Don Schmitt and Kevin Randle that dealt with the

witnesses to the July 8, 1947, press conference held in
Brigadier General Roger Ramey's office in Fort Worth.
That article was attacked by Jaime Shandera in a report
called "CUFOS Goes to Roswell: The Disaster Begins."1
Now, for the first time, you'll be able to see the article as it
was originally written and judge whether Shandera's criti
cism of it and our investigation is valid.

Our article was originally designed to provide infor
mation about new witnesses that we had discovered. It was

not designed as an argument about the authenticity of the
find at Roswell, or to eliminate the balloon explanation.

After wesubmitted thearticle to CUFOS, somechanges
were made by the IUR editorial staff: the last half of the
second paragraph and all of the third were paragraphs that
we didn't write. Nine ofthe mistakes that Shandera accuses

us of were also made during that editorial process.
Of the remaining mistakes, most were the result of

photographer J. Bond Johnson changing his story. But
there were a couple additional errors that have been de
tected now that our investigation has progressed farther.
For example, in this article we mention six pictures, but we
now know there are at least seven. Johnson had said he took

two pictures. Evidence now shows that he took four. See
our follow-up article on pages 59-70.

We did say, in the original article, that reporters from
other newspapers went to the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
That was an outgrowth of Johnson's story of Associated
Press personnel coming from Dallas on the bus. We be
lieved, incorrectly, that some of these were reporters be
cause it was obvious from articles in the Dallas papers that
no reporters from there went to Ramey's office.

Another area of confusion must be clarified. We write

that Marcel was photographed with the wreckage and that
Charles Cashon took the pictures. In this instance we are
referring to the weather balloon wreckage and not the
debris brought from Roswell. The way it appears in the
article should make that clear, but to avoid confusion we
should have inserted the words "weather balloon" in front

of the word "wreckage." However, we prefer to print the
article as originally written, without editorial comment or
changes.
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Had Johnson not changed his story and had our article
not been altered, all of this controversy might have been
avoided. The focus of the investigation might have re
mained in Roswell where it belonged, not in Fort Worth,
where it, like the debris, was diverted.

The world press was in an uproar on July 8, 1947,
following the announcement by Lieutenant Walter Haut
thatmembers of the509thBombGroup, Roswell Army Air
Field (later Walker AirForce Base), hadcaptured a flying
saucer. Phone lines into Roswell, including those to both
local newspapers (the Roswell Morning Dispatch and
Roswell Daily Record), both radio stations, (KGFL and
KSWS), thesheriffs office, and thebaseitselfwere tied up
as reporters from around the world tried to learn more about
the crash.

Focus shiftedlate in the day to the Fort WorthArmy
AirField(laterCarswell AirForceBase),whereBrigadier
General Roger Ramey, commander of the Eighth Air
Force, announced thatthewreckage recovered wasnothing
more than a weather balloon. That press conference—held
latein thedayso that theafternoonpaperson thewestcoast,
and the early morning editions on the east, would have an
explanation about the Roswell wreck—has become the
focus ofacontroversy. Itwasthere thatthecover-up began.

Major Jesse A. Marcel, the air intelligence officer of
the 509thBombGroup,was ordered to Fort Worth by the
EighthAir Force commander.According to Robert Porter,
a sergeant with the 509th, Marcel along with a very small
amount of the wreckage, was loaded onto his B-29 and
flown to Fort Worth. That was about three in the afternoon.

J. Bond Johnson, a reporter for the Fort Worth Star-
Telegram, was the man sent out to the air base. According
him, "The AP [AssociatedPress] picked up that they were
flying it [the wreckage] down there. [When] I walked into
the Star-Telegram, I was primarily a reporter, but I had a
camera that I carried in the car. The city editor came over
and said, 'Bond, you got your camera?' and I said, 'yes,'
and he said to get out to General Ramey's office. 'They've
gota flying saucer andthey'rebringing it upfromRoswell.'"

Johnson drove out to the base and was surprised when
the guard had a pass for him already. He was taken to
Ramey's office where there was wreckage scattered on the
floor. According to Johnson, it was flimsy stuff—alumi-



num foil, balsa wood, and some rubber material that had
been burned and that was "stinking up the place." Johnson
said that he was surprised that Ramey would allow it in his
office.

They talked about it for 15 or 20 minutes and then
Johnson took two pictures of the wreckage. One of them
showed Ramey crouched by it and the second showed both
Ramey and his chief of staff, Colonel Thomas DuBose. It
was obvious from the pictures that the material there was
nothing extraordinary.

Johnson, having used all the film he had with him,
returned to the office where he found several reporters
waiting for him. A bus had brought them from Dallas, along
with a portable machine to send wire photos. Johnson was
rushed into the darkroom to develop the film and make the
first prints. He brought them out, dripping, because the
editor wanted them right away. The pictures were put on the
transmitter and sent out with the story that it was nothing
more than a weather balloon.

In fact, Ramey had brought in Warrant Officer Irving
Newton, a weather officer, who agreed that what was in
Ramey's office was nothing other than a weather balloon.

Newton said that he had been alone in the weather

office, that Ramey had told him "to get my ass over there."
When he arrived, he knew immediately that the debris was
nothing more than a weather balloon. Newton said that
Marcel was in the office then, that there were several
military officers and a couple of reporters. The reporters
were probably from the local radio stations.

As had happened in Roswell, once an announcement
had been made by General Ramey, the world press began
calling Fort Worth. Johnson said that he received dozens of
calls, all from newspapers or photo services asking for
exclusive pictures, but Johnson had only taken two. There
were no others to be had, at the moment.

Ramey about that time was appearing on a local radio
program, saying that nothing interesting had been found at
Roswell. The officers there had been panicked into making
a snap decision because of all the talk about flying disks.
When a rancher brought the weather balloon to their
attention, they had been caught in the hysteria. There was
nothing to the story.

It seemed fairly cut and dried. Some unusual material
was found, brought in and identified. Nothing to get excited
about: a weather balloon found under unusual circum

stances.

But there are a few problems with the story. First, what
happened to that material that Porter reported being loaded
on his aircraft? Was that a weather balloon or something
else?

According to Porter there were only a few packages.
One of them was triangular, two or three feet long, and
wrapped in brown paper. They handed him three or four
small shoebox-sized packages, also wrapped in brown
paper. The packages, according to Porter, felt as if they
contained nothing. All the packages were kept up front,
close to the cockpit.

Upon arriving in Fort Worth, the crew was told to stay
with the aircraft until it had been refueled and readied for

the return to Roswell. Marcel and the packages apparently
were taken to Ramey's office for inspection.

Marcel showed the general what he had brought.
According to Marcel, it was on the General's desk. Ramey
then wanted to know exactly where it had been found. They
left Ramey's office and went to the map room. When they
returned, the real wreckage was gone. The weather balloon
was spread out on the floor.

Marcel was not allowed to talk to reporters. He posed
with the wreckage on the floor, had two pictures taken, and
then was gotten out of there. Ramey took over.

The confusion comes about when we start to try to
figure out who took those two pictures. According to
Johnson, he was the only reporter sent and there were no
other reporters there when he arrived. Since it was his story,
if there had been a press conference called by the Public
Information Officer (PIO) at the base, Johnson would have
been sent back out. He said that no press conference was
called. In fact, when he returned to the Star-Telegram
office and everyone learned it was a weather balloon,
interest evaporated.

There is a second point of confusion. Newton, the
weather officer, was also photographed with the weather
balloon. Again, Johnson didn't take that picture.

The chronology, as we now understand it, and this is
based on interviews with the participants, was that Marcel,
on a special flight, brought only a few pieces of the material
to Fort Worth. While the flight crew stayed with the plane
and then headed into the mess hall for coffee, Marcel took
the wreckage to Ramey's office where they examined it.
Then Marcel and Ramey left to look at the maps; when they
returned, the real stuff had been replaced by a ripped-apart
weather balloon.

Marcel was then photographed with the wreckage,
probably by the base PIO, Major Charles A. Cashon.
Marcel said later that he was not allowed to talk to the press.
Ramey had told him that he would handle the reporters.
Marcel left the office.

Johnson arrived sometime after Marcel had been told

not to talk to reporters. Johnson talked to Ramey who told
him it was nothing more than a weather balloon, allowed
the pictures to be taken, and sent Johnson away with the
false story. Ramey then brought in the radio reporters. They
saw Newton and Marcel with the weather balloon, saw

Newton identify it, and heard Ramey tell his aide to cancel
the flight.

With all of that accomplished, Ramey then went on
radio station WB AP to explain that nothing interesting had
been found. The radio reports were the quickest way to
defuse the situation. The print media had to wait for their
papers to hit the streets, but the broadcast journalists could
get the story out immediately. They could tell the world that
it was all a misidentification.

For all the talk of multiple press conferences and
dozens of reporters, there is no photographic evidence of
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that. Each of those reporters would have taken his own
photos. Johnson said that he received dozens of calls asking
for "exclusive" pictures, and yet only six have ever sur
faced. Two were taken by Johnson and two others by the
PIO at Fort Worth. Newton was photographed only once.
It suggests that there was no real press conference. Ramey
had managed, with his story of a weather balloon, to short
circuit the press.

Marcel stayed at Fort Worth but he didn't speak
directly to reporters there. If a cover-up was beginning,
they had to keep him out of the line of fire. Haut had
identified Marcel in the press release. Ramey didn't want
some wise guy reporter finding Marcel in Roswell and
talking to him. The reports, confirmed by Jesse Marcel, Jr.,
are that his dad was gone for more than 24 hours. That gave
the story enough time to die an unnatural but quick death.

Questions that were never asked by the men involved
now came from everywhere. Johnson said that he never
thought to ask Ramey why the highly trained officers at
Roswell had not been able to identify the weather balloon
when they saw it. He didn't ask why the weather balloon
was in such sorry shape. Weather balloons don't normally
explode. And he didn't ask what on the balloon had burned,
creating the stench of burned rubber.

The problem here is that the weather balloon story
wasn't fully evolved. They had started, as evidenced by the
story in the Roswell Daily Record, with the idea that it was
a different kind of balloon. They remembered the story
from Circleville, Ohio, and the picture of Jean Campbell
holding a kite-like appendage from a balloon. That was
their first idea and in the pictures they have pulled a piece
of the wreckage around so that it has a kite-like appearance.

Then they realized they needed something disk-like
because the assumption had been that it was a flying disk.
They came up with a new idea and launched into it, talking
about a six-sided figure that was used to reflect the radar
waves. This was what they claimed was found but is not
what was displayed in Ramey's office. Newton is quoted in
more than one article saying, "When rigged up, the object
looks like a six pointed star, is silvery in appearance, and
rises in the air like a kite." That pretty well covered all the
bases.

Johnson wrote his story for the Fort Worth Star-
Telegram, saying that it was nothing more than a balloon.
All the reporters who had ridden over on the bus returned
to Dallas, taking their portable wire transmitter with them.
As the explanation filtered out, the phones stopped ringing
and reporters lost interest.

By July 10 or 11, worldwide interest in the Roswell
story had faded. There was nothing new being told to the
press. The work of picking up the wreckage from the ranch
was still going on and reporters who tried to get out there
were turned back. When no new information develops,
when all sources are saying the same thing, and when there
is no reason to suspect that the military is lying, the funnel
of information dries up.

That was the key here. The military controlled every
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thing, including the town of Roswell. They were able to
snap the lid down with the confidence that no one would lift
it. This was different than Watergate. The people involved
in Watergate believed that they were participating in
something that was wrong. They felt compelled to talk.
With this story, those involved believed that they were
participating in something that was right. It was their duty
not to talk. Colonel Thomas DuBose, Ramey's chief of
staff, was quoted in 1989 saying that General Ramey had
told him that he never wanted DuBose to bring up the topic
again.

So, there wasn't much of a news conference held at

Fort Worth. There weren't hard questions asked. Ramey
was there with a torn-up weather balloon and there was no
reason for Johnson or theothers tosuspect that he was lying
at that time. Brazel, the man who had found it, had made a
mistake. Marcel had made a mistake. The officers at

Roswell had made a mistake.

The problem was, the only mistake was made by the
reporters. They believed the military when they said it was
a weather balloon. They should have asked some hard
questions when they had the chance. Unfortunately, they
didn't and that's why this story was buried for more than
thirty years.
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The Fort Worth press conference:
The J. Bond Johnson connection

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

Who would have thought that an incident out
side the normal flow of the events at Roswell

would now generate more controversy than
the crash itself? Who would have thought that a new
witness uncovered by us in the course of our investigation
would now change his story significantly? Who would
have thought that we would have to impeach our own
witness to protect the integrity of our research and the
credibility of our work?

These are the unfortunate circumstances we now face,

after a series of public and private assaults on our integrity
and competence as investigators. We must now go into
detail, extreme detail, about the so-called press confer
ences in Fort Worth on July 8, 1947, that we dealt with
originally in our "Fort Worth, July 8,1947: The Cover-up
Begins" (see pp. 56-58). (According to the dictionary, a
pressconference is themeeting of anycelebrity or official
with several members of the press.)

And we must trace the path that led us to our discov
eries about the events of July 8 so that readers will under
stand how we came to our particular conclusions about
what did and did not happen on that important day in the
history of the UFO phenomenon.

We first learned of J. (James) Bond Johnson while
trying to track down the photographs taken of Brig. Gen.
RogerRameyin his officeat 8thAir ForceHeadquartersin
Fort Worth, Texas, on July 8, 1947. We learned that the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram, for which Johnson worked, had
turnedits photo files over to the Special Collections Divi
sion of the University of Texas at Arlington Library.

When we called there, we learned that we were not the
first to ask for those specific photographs. In fact, Betsy
Hudon said that she had talked with a man who claimed he

had taken the pictures. We realized that this man would be
a particularly valuable witness, another source who was in
Ramey's office during that critical July 8 period. He could
tellus what Ramey said, what he did, and what he observed.

Hudon did not want to violate the man's privacy but
did say she would forward a letter to him from us. Then, if
he wanted, he could call us. We quickly sent off a letter
explainingthat we were researching the Roswell crash and
expressing a desire to speak with him.

J. Bond Johnson called shortly after receiving the

letter. He was excited about the event now and said that he

had not spoken to any investigators in the past. The first
long interview with Johnson, lasting 40 minutes, took
place on February 27, 1989. With Johnson's consent, we
recorded that call. Copies of the tapes and the transcripts
are on file at the CUFOS offices. A transcript of part of that
interview follows.

CUFOS: You took the pictures ofMarcel and the guys
with the wreckage?

JBJ: I took the picture with Gen. Ramey and the
wreckage. [It now appears that Johnson actually took four
photos, three of which, Figs. 3-5, are shown here.] Gen.
Ramey was the commander of the 20th Air Force at that
time. Or maybe not the 20th, maybe the 15th.

C UFOS: I think it was actually the 8th Air Force at that
time.

JBJ: I think that's not right. [It was, in fact, the 8th Air
Force.] I have the information anyway. I went to Texas
around Christmas just before and went down to the news
paperand theyturnedmeover to the libraryandI foundand
went back in the microfiche. I found the pictures. Interest
ing. I looked for the— they had turned the negatives from
those years over to UTA [University of Texas at Arlington]
where you had contacted—

CUFOS: I found that out as well.

JBJ:They, interestingly, they could not find the nega
tives that I had taken. They had disappeared which is kind
of interesting. [Actually, some of the negativesare on file
at the library.] But of course I got copies from the paper. It
ran in both the morning and afternoon editions.

CUFOS: That was the Star-Telegram.
JBJ: The Star-Telegram. The interesting things that

you can get into, that you may know about... oh, those
pictures have been used on a couple of TV shows One
was Star Trek... no, Star.. .In Search of, which Leonard
Nimoy was the host of. [Johnson's photos were not used on
In Search of] And I was sitting watching the TV and it
popped up and showed this picture and oh, there's my
picture. That kind of thing. Then another time it was on
ABC. They had done a similar sort of thing and I was going
to ... Alan Landsburg puts together the In Search of and
he invited me over to a party at his house and this major was
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Fig. 1. Maj. Jesse Marcel and the alleged Roswell debris, most
likely taken by Maj. Charles A. Cashon, the Fort Worth PIO.
Dotted lines indicate the dimensions ofthe croppedphoto in
Berlitz and Moore's The Roswell Incident. Credit: Fort Worth

Star-Telegram Photograph Collection, Special Collections
Division, The University of Texas at Arlington Libraries.

going to be there, the one from Roswell.
CUFOS: Marcel?

JBJ: Is he the one that got the—
CUFOS: He was the one that went out and picked up

the material.

JBJ: Marcel, yes. He has a son. I saw the son inter
viewed on TV recently.

CUFOS: Yeah, that is exactly right.
JBJ: The son said interesting things. That the father

came home and told us about the bodies and so forth.

[According to Jesse Marcel, Jr., his father never mentioned
bodies.] And then said that we can't talk about or don't tell
anybody and so forth.

CUFOS: Marcel mentioned bodies?

JBJ: No, the son.

CUFOS: Marcel says that his father mentioned bod
ies?

JBJ: Came home and told us about it. [The information
aboutthebodieshere is inaccurate.] Myinteresting partof
this, having taken the picture and now going back and
looking at the picture because I didn't have a copy of it...
is that I don't know whether the Air Force was pulling a
hoax or not. It looks like a kite. There was another thing that
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Fig. 2. SecondphotoofMarcel, also probably taken byCashon.
"We even tried making a dentin it with a 16-pound sledge
hammer, and there was still no dent..." —Major Jesse A.
Marcel (The Roswell Incident). Credit: Fort Worth Star-
Telegram PhotographCollection, Special Collections Division,
The University ofTexasat ArlingtonLibraries.

thegalfrom UTAgaveme... thereisa negative theyhave
of Ramey looking at thisray-wind [sic] kite or something
and it was printed in the paper a couple of days earlier. [In
fact, this is one of the photos Johnson took. There is no
evidence that Ramey was photographed with a Rawin
target device earlier.]

CUFOS: Marcelis orderedoffRoswelland they load
thematerial intoa B-29andflewit toFortWorthforRamey
to look at.

JBJ: That's whenIgotintoitbecausetheAPpickedup
that they were flying it down there. And I walked into the
Star-Telegram. I was primarily a reporter but I had a
camera, Speed-Graphic, that I carried in my car. I worked
night police. I was a back-up photographer.The city editor
came over and said, "Bond, you got your camera?" And I
said yes and he said, "Get out to General Ramey's office.
They've got a flying saucer and they're bringing it from
Roswell." And they were flying it down there.

CUFOS: I thinkwhathappenedwasthat theyrealized
what they had. They realized that it was something ex
tremely unusual. That it really was an alien spacecraft.
Then Ramey comes up with this weather-balloon non
sense.



Fig. 3. AJ. Bond Johnson photo of Gen. Ramey with the alleged
Roswell debris. "Bond touched thefoil-like material and
discoveredthat it was very light, butrigid, not likeanything he
wasfamiliar with. He askedthegeneral whatit was and Ramey
answeredsomethingto the effect thathe didn'tknowwhat in
hell it was. " ("Three Hours That ShookthePress ") Credit: Fort
Worth Star-Telegram Photograph Collection, Special
Collections Division, The University ofTexas at Arlington

Libraries.

JBJ: Right. That wasa hoax, I think. That's when they
called and what I saw. I think I was duped. [Emphasis
added.]

CUFOS: Yes. You and all the rest ofthe reporters were
duped.

JBJ: That we saw . . . that they came up with this
weather-balloon thing as an added . .. that's my feeling. /
never saw the real stuff. [Emphasis added.]

CUFOS: Okay.
JBJ: Then they came out with that story almost simul

taneously [about] the weather-balloon thing.
CUFOS: They came out with a weather-balloon story

from Circleville, Ohio, where it really was a weather
balloon. And the local sheriff identified it. I couldn't

believe that a sheriff could identify this thing and the
intelligence officer of a bomb group wouldn't be able to.

JBJ: And it's interesting that if it was a ray-wind [sic]
or a balloon that the commander of Roswell wouldn't have

known that and that—

Fig. 4. Johnson'sfirst photo ofRamey and DuBose.:"...they
both smiled that self-conscious kind ofsmile that this was an
importantpicture and that they were somehow more important
for being in it." ("Three Hours ThatShookthe Press ") "Gen.
Ramey and his adjutant[sic] Col. DuBoseposing withthis
substitute 'wreckage.'" (The Roswell Incident) Credit: Fort
Worth Star-Telegram Photograph Collection, Special
Collections Division, The University of Texas at Arlington
Libraries.

CUFOS: The intelligence officer should have known
that.

JBJ: That's right but they had to get some warrant
officer to chop on it at Carswell. [Technically it was the Fort
Worth Army Air Field.] What I want to find now is that
negative and see what that picture is that happened to be in
the paper just a couple of days sooner with Ramey looking
at the weather balloon. I have one identified on the caption
of Ramey looking at it and it was published in the Star-
Telegram. That's from the Star-Telegram file that is in
Arlington [Texas]. [The photo he thought to be of Ramey
taken earlier is in reality one of his own photographs. There
was no picture of Ramey and a Rawin target balloon in the
paper prior to July 8.]

CUFOS: So you've been through the files at Arling
ton?

JBJ: No, no. I'm just talking to the same girl.
CUFOS: Okay.
JBJ: She sent me the list for all Ramey's photographs
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Fig. 5. Johnson's secondphoto ofRamey
and DuBose. "A secondpicture ofRamey
and DuBose was taken and this time they
weren 'tsmiling. They looked very grim. "
("Three Hours That Shook the Press ")
Credit: J. Bond Johnson.

Fig. 6. Warrant Officer
Irving Newton with the
alleged Roswell debris.
"What he [Newton]
identified was handed to
him; it was not what was on

Ramey'sfloor." ("Three
Hours That Shook the

Press") Credit: UPI.



at the Star-Telegram. At first I didn't know how to identify
them. She sent a list of all the Ramey pictures but mine was
not included.

CUFOS:She's doing the same thing for me because I
had asked her about Ramey and that stuff. I said, "How
about Marcel?" And she said that the other fellow didn't

know about Marcel. So I thought maybe the picture... I've
got a couple of questions that I need to ask you that might
help me out later on. Is there any way that you could find
out who would have been at the first press conference and
taken the other pictures of Marcel? [Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.]

JBJ: Never heard of that. They ran in the Star-Tele-
graml

CUFOS: There are pictures of Marcel—
JBJ: I didn't know about that at the time and I can't

imagine that I wouldn't have.
CUFOS: There's a picture of him holding the wreck

age. There's a picture of Marcel.
JBJ: You're sure that's not Ramey.
CUFOS: No, it's Marcel. It's Marcel holding the

wreckage. [According to Berlitz and Moore] Marcel said
later that if yousee the pictures ofhim in Ramey's office it's
the real wreckage and if you see Ramey and his aide, it's the
balloon. Marcel knew there were two sets of pictures.
That's why I suspected there were two press conferences.
One when the stuff first arrived and one—

JBJ: When I went there, there was no press confer
ence. I just went out and Ramey was there and thestuff was
scattered... spread out on the floor in his office. He had a
bigofficeas mostof themdo. Andhe wentoverandI posed
him looking at it, squatting down, holding the stuff.

CUFOS: What Marcel said was that they wouldn't let
thephotographers in the room when he was there.They had
the stuff on the floor and there's a picture of him crouched,
holding up a piece that looks, basically, like a white sheet
of paper. You can't see any detail on it. It's different than
the pictures of Ramey holding the weather balloon stuff.
[The picture in The Roswell Incident, by Charles Berlitz
and and William Moore (New York: Grosset and Dunlap,
1980) looks different from the pictures of the material
showing Ramey and Col. Thomas J. DuBose. It apparently
had been cropped for that purpose. See Fig. 1.]

JBJ: Have you seen that picture?
CUFOS: I have a copy of the picture.
JBJ: That's the one I took. Of Ramey.
CUFOS: Did you only take one picture?
JBJ: I took one. I had one holder. I took... they were

essentially duplicates. I took two shots. I just had one
holder. That's all I had with me. [He actually had two
holders and took four photos.]

CUFOS: So you used all your film.
JBJ: That was it. I got back at the newspaper. The

newspapers had gotten excited. The AP had sent over a
portablewire photo transmitter and I got a call from Black
thorn or whatever or all the newsphoto people. Everybody
wanted an exclusive and I'd taken two [i.e., four] pieces of
film.

CUFOS: Your big chance for fame and you blew it.
JBJ: Exactly. But it was not an exciting thing. It was

just a bunch ofgarbage anyway. [Emphasis added.]
CUFOS: Apparently there was a press conference held

when the stuff first arrived.

JBJ: Okay.
CUFOS: Marcel was still there.

JBJ: I don't know who would have been at the press
conference.

CUFOS: There were reporters there.
JBJ: They weren't from our paper.
CUFOS: The pictures are from the Star-Telegram.
JBJ: Okay.
CUFOS: That's what it says. I had Betsy [Hudon of

UTA] looking for the pictures as well. She's sending me the
list too. I figure someone is going to go to Fort Worth to
look through them to find out if the stuff is really missing.
I have seen— I've got one picture and it's a very bad copy
of Marcel holding the wreckage. I've seen pictures of
Ramey with the stuff. Look magazine did something in
1966 and talked about this; it showed Ramey holding the
stuff. [Fig. 6; it's really a picture of Irving Newton with the
debris. Newton was one of the weather officers at Fort

Worth and was the one who identified it as a Rawin target
device for Ramey.]

JBJ: It might be my picture. He was squatting down
and looking at it. It was on the floor in his office. There were
no other reporters there. I went in and I don't remember. I
think there was some aide there.

CUFOS: His aide was there.

JBJ: Okay. And that's all I think were there. I took the
two pictures and then they said— butthattimetheysaid,oh
we'vefound out what it is and you know, it's a weather
balloon and so forth. No big deal. [Emphasis added.] I
didn't press it. I accepted that. I was rather naive. I accepted
it.

CUFOS: Everybody did.
JBJ: I had no reason to come on then and say, "oh,

you've got to be lying."
CUFOS:Why couldn't your intelligence officer iden

tify this?
JBJ: See, I was not pressing him.
CUFOS: Okay. So you went to Ramey's office, you

saw the wreckage, you took the two pictures, you talked to
Ramey, he said it's a weather balloon, you went back to—

JBJ: The Star-Telegram and gave them the wet prints
of the thing. They wanted them right out. I went in and de
veloped them and gave them wet prints. And I wrote—

CUFOS: And you don't know of any other photo
graphs taken at the Star-Telegram of Marcel when he first
got there or anything like that?

JBJ: I never have heard that mentioned.

CUFOS: I wonder if they got the newspaper wrong.
How about the other newspapers in the area like the
Dallas—

JBJ: The Fort Worth Press was the only other one.
CUFOS: The Dallas Morning News—
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JBJ: They would not have been over there. I don't
think they came. I never saw any other pictures at that time.
They wouldn' t have been so anxious to get mine if they had
had any others. Particularly if they had some earlier. When
I got back there they... there were a whole bunch of people
there. We didn't normally send wire photo directly. They
had... in fact they went out of Dallas. And they had to send
over . . . any time they wanted something they'd have to
send over a portable transmitter. That's what they had done
just while I had gone out to ...

CUFOS: The Dallas paper did.
JBJ: No, the AP did. Then we put it right on the air

from there. Because we were late ... it was late in the

afternoon. On the east coast it would have been deadline

time. And that's why they wanted it... for the New York
papers and all. That's why they were rushing me. This is
towards the end of the day.

CUFOS: [According to Berlitz and Moore] Marcel
subsequently said that if you've got the pictures with me in
them, then it's of the actual wreckage. If you've got Gen.
Ramey it's the weather balloon. So obviously there was
another photographer at Ramey's office at some time.

JBJ: I don't know who that would have been. Let me

look at my UFO file. I have Ramey squatting down. That's
July 10 and then there's a consolidated news story right by
it from news dispatches. "Fireballs Dim Disc over Texas."
And then I have the other one. On Sunday, July 6, the front
page of the Star-Telegram: "Sky Mystery Mounts as More
Flying Disks Are Sighted All over the Country." It men
tions Texas and New Mexico and Washington and Oregon.
But it does say New Mexico in that article. And then on July
7, Monday, on the front page again, "Flying Disks Cavort
All over U.S. as Mystery Continues to Mount." Seven-nine
[July 9] is mystory on thefrontpage thatwas in earlier that
day. [Emphasis added.] That's when they debunked it. Oh,
[paraphrasing] object found at Roswell was stripped of its
glamour as flying disk by a Fort Worth Army Air Field
weather officer late Tuesday . . . identified as a weather
balloon. Warrant Officer Irving Newton from Medford,
Wisconsin, weather forecaster at the base, said the object
was a ray-wind target used to determine the direction of
wind at high altitudes. Hurried home and dug up the
remnants and so forth. It had been found three weeks

previously by a New Mexican rancher, W. W. Brazel on his
property 85 miles northwest of Roswell and thirty miles
from the nearest telephone. He had no radio and so forth.

CUFOS: What we've got to do is find the name of the
photographer who took the picture of Marcel. From what
you're saying, it wouldn't be a Star-Telegrampicture. You
were the only reporter, photographer, who went out there.

JBJ: Yes, right.

We finished the interview with some discussion about

other crashes that have been reported, for example those at
Del Rio, Texas, and Kingman, Arizona. Johnson then
asked if we could send him some material and we agreed
to put something together for him.
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Naturally there were additional questions to be asked.
But some of the information that Johnson gave us contra
dicted earlier printed accounts. He said there was no press
conference in Fort Worth and that he was the only reporter
there to take pictures; had there been a real conference later,
he would have been the one assigned to attend it.

The problem we had was trying to fit Johnson's ac
count in with what Berlitz and Moore had reported in their
book. They described a press conference with numerous
reporters who also took pictures of the actual wreckage, as
well as the substituted balloon. According to their version
of events, Marcel stated that if he was in a picture, then it
was some of the less spectacular but real wreckage, and if
it was anyone else, it was the weather balloon.

Later we learned that the real wreckage had never been
photographed at Fort Worth by any members of the press.
According to testimony, Marcel said that the few pieces he
had brought from Roswell had been spread out on Ramey's
desk. The general, wanting to see exactly where the craft
had crashed, took Marcel to the map room. When they
returned, the real wreckage was gone, replaced by the
weather balloon. There was no real wreckage available
when Johnson or any other reporters arrived.

On March 24, 1989, we called Johnson again. We
wanted to clarify some of the points raised in the first
interview. Although the call lasted 44 minutes according to
our phone bills, very little of it related to the press confer
ence in Fort Worth. A complete copy of the tape is in the
Center files.

CUFOS:Could you just sort of tell me what you did—
what transpired when your editor gave you the assignment
to go out to the base?

JBJ: Okay. My name is initial J. Bond; it's also James
BondJohnson. I'm theoriginal. Iwas a reporter and backup
photographer for the Fort Worth Star-Telegram in July of
1947 after having served in the Air Corps as a pilot-cadet
in World War II.

On Tuesday, July 8, 1947, late in the afternoon, I
returned from an assignment to my office in the city room
of the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, which was both a morn
ing and afternoonnewspaper. My city editorof the morning
paper ran over and said, "Bond, have you got your cam
era?" Isaid yes, I had it in my car. I had a four-by-five Speed
Graphic that I had bought recently and I kept it in the car
because I was working nights and police and so forth and
had it at the ready. He said go out to Gen. Ramey's office
and ... He said they've got something there and to get a
picture. I don't now recall what he called it. He said they've
flown something down ... I don't think he called it
something ... he gave it a name because I was kind of
prepared for what I was going to see. He said something
crashed out there or whatever and they're— we just got an
alert on the AP wire ... though it might have been the UPI
[He means the United Press; the UPI wasn't formed until
1958.]... that the Air Force or the Air Corps as it was called
then is flying it down from Roswell on orders from Gen.



Ramey. It would be located in his office. It was or would be
by the time I got out there.

So I drove directly to Carswell and my recollections
are now I went in and I opened my carrying case with my
Graphic and Ihad broughtjust one holder with me with two
pieces of the four-by-five film. [Inan interview on Decem
ber 23,1990, Johnson told us he had two holders and four
pieces of film.] Black and white of course. I posed Gen.
Ramey with this debris piled in the middle of his rather
large and plush office. It seemed incongruous to have this
smelly garbage piled up on the floor... spread out on the
floor of this rather plush, big office that was probably, oh,
16 by 20 at least.

I posedGen.Rameywith thisdebris.Atthat time I was
briefed on the idea that it was not a flying disk as first
reported but infact wasa weather balloon that hadcrashed
[Emphasis added.] I returned to my office. I was met by a
barrage of people that were unknown to me. These were
peoplewhohad come over from Dallas. In those days, any
time we had—we normally bused any prints that we were
sending to the AP, we bused them to Dallas to be transmit
ted on the wire photo machines. We had a receiver but not
a sender in Fort Worth in those days. And no faxes.

So Cullen Greene, who was my city editor, said "Bond,
give us a wet print," which was not unusual. I normally
operatedon a very short time span at night or whatever...
on an accident or a murder or whatever which I usually
wound up taking pictures of. And, ah, he said, "Give us a
wet print." So I went in. They had brought up a portable
wire photo transmitter and had it set up there in the
newsroom. There was some assorted people around there.

CUFOS: Other reporters?
JBJ: No, these were technicians that had come over in

the time that it had taken me to drive out to Carswell and

interview Gen. Ramey, get briefed and come back to the
office. They had come from Dallas and set up this wire
photo machine. They were people I did not know. They
were AP personnel.

CUFOS: Did you talk to Gen. Ramey very long?
JBJ: No. There wasn't much to say. As I remember, I

probablywasn't there more than 20 minutes which was not
unusual. Generals are pretty busy. You get in and I didn't
have a whole lot to question him on. This was a very new
thing because the very first article I saw in going back and
researching it much later—the first story I found in the
paper was July 6.

I went in and developed those two [four] pictures and
theywerejust identical almost [Figs. 3-5]. I came out with
8-by-10 wet prints and gave them to our photo people and
they said thank you and by that time the telephone operator
gave me a whole stack of messages that had come from all
over the country. Everybody— photo services like Black
thorn wanted exclusive photos and I could have retired very
early. I had those two pictures so I had nothing to sell. I
printed those two and that was it. The picture—it was too
late in the day as I remember it. They didn't run it in the
morning paper but they did run it the next afternoon and the

following morning. Because the photographs I have now
are—it ran on the morning of July 10 and the afternoon of
July 9. It is entirelypossible thatI was briefedbythePIO.
[Emphasis added.] [Johnson's second photo, one of Gen.
Ramey alone, appeared in the Star-Telegram on July 10; it
is not reproduced here.]

On August 4, after a couple of letters, we again spoke
with Johnson for 28 minutes. Unfortunately, the tape mal
functioned so that all we have of that conversation are the

notes we took. We simply wanted to go over some of the
things again and check the exact sequence. We weren't
concerned. All the information, with one minor exception,
was on the other tapes.

Johnson said that it was late in the afternoon when he

went to Ramey's office. He mentioned that he was mildly
surprised that they were ready for him when he arrived. The
front gate had been told he would be coming and there was
a pass waiting there. He was sent to Ramey's office and
shown the weather balloon. He said that it smelled of

burned rubber and wondered why it was so important that
they would bring it up to the general's office.

Johnson said that it took him about 30 minutes to get
to the office after he had been alerted. They had received a
teletype message that the material was on its way to Ramey.
When he got there, the balloon was spread out on the floor,
filling up one part of the room. He took his photos of it,
spoke with the general, and then left.

That, of course, was not our last contact with Johnson.
We spoke with him again in November and December and
then, finally, on May 28, 1990. Suddenly, his story was
different. Now he said that Ramey had told him at the very
start that he—Ramey—didn't know what the wreckage
was. Johnson now thought he had photographed the real
wreckage and that the balloon answer did not surfaceuntil
after Johnson returned to the newspaper.

Again we taped the conversation. In the beginningof
the conversation, we discussed the pictures that were taken
in Ramey's office. We were positive that all the pictures
taken there showed the weather balloon which had been

substituted while Ramey and Marcel were out of the office.
(That was obviously done on Ramey's orders.)

JBJ: Why would Ramey have told me he didn't know
what it was?

CUFOS: I have no idea.

JBJ: It was kind of like— I don't recall the words, but
when I went back they asked me, "What did he say it was?"
He [Ramey] didn't have any idea.

CUFOS: In the story you wrote you said it was a
weather balloon.

JBJ: [Long pause.] Well, I didn't know that; I don't
know what I wrote. Unless that was what you were just
saying. [Long pause.] Because I didn't know that; I don't
yet know that. And I'd have to look at one and see if it
looked like it to me. I don't know what size they are—

CUFOS: They did this because the debris had been
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quoted as being torn up and wrecked. They ripped the thing
apart when they brought it into Ramey *soffice so it grossly
resembled the debris they had at Roswell.

JBJ: I remember that after I got out of the darkroom
they had several messages to call people. That's what took
up my time. I didn't even write an article then. But it was
shortly after that that they received this cover story.

CUFOS: The cover story went out right away.
JBJ: They did not have it when I got back until after I

had developed the pictures because then there would have
been no urgency.

CUFOS: What you'd said to me was, "These were
people who had come over from Dallas. In those days, any
time we had... we normally bused any prints that we were
sending to the AP, we bused them to Dallas to be transmit
ted on the wire photo machine. We had a receiver but not
a sender in Fort Worth in those days. And no faxes."

JBJ: I would not have said bus unless that was just a
slip of the tongue.

CUFOS: That may well be. Then it talked about they
had come from Dallas and they set up the portable.

JBJ: Yes, they had come from Dallas. These were the
technicians. These were people I didn't know. They were
pushing me.

With that we discussed the genesis of the term flying
saucer and some of the technology available during the late
1940s. Johnson mentioned that the Star-Telegram did a
morning radio program from the news room where the late-
breaking stories were read for the listeners. But then we
returned to the discussion of the factual errors that Johnson

now claimed had crept into our article.

JBJ:That was [a] factual error that Ramey, you said in
here [IUR], that Ramey told me that it was a weather
balloon.

CUFOS: That's what you told me.
JBJ: No. That was in error because—

CUFOS: That's what you told me.
JBJ: Okay. He didn't know because I remember ask

ing him and he shrugged and he said, kinda like, "How the
hell should I know?"

CUFOS: You told me originally that Ramey told you
it was a weather balloon.

JBJ: Well, I wouldn't have because even when we got
back to the office and I know he didn't say that. The facts
of the other people. They were very excited and anxious to
get that and get it on the air and they were, ah, to get it
transmitted. That's why I had to rush it out so quickly, to
give them a wet print and, ah, they were on the deadline of
the East Coast with the— it was late in the day and they're
three hours later [sic]. This is what I remember talking
about, and they had an East Coast deadline.

But they didn't at that time know there had been no
cover story. That came some time later before I left the
office. I think I normally left there about seven or seven-
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thirty unless I went to a dinner meeting to cover that or
something.

Okay, because Ramey, whatever, when he explained
about the weather balloon, came along after.

CUFOS:You said to me and I quote exactly from our
March 24 interview. You said to me, "I posed General
Ramey with this debris. At that time I was briefed on the
idea that it was not a flying disk as first reported but in fact
was a weather balloon that had crashed." That's exactly
what you told me on the tape so if there is a factual error it's
because I was going with what you told me.

JBJ: Okay. Well. I don't know. I didn't make a record
ing of it. I'd like to hear it. Ah, but, that wouldn't have
figured. I wouldn't have said that.

CUFOS: That's exactly what you said to me.
JBJ: Okay.
CUFOS: Exactly.

There are other ways to verify what happened in Ra
mey's office that day.

Walter Haut, the Roswell PIO, released the original
press statement about the recovery of a flying disk. Accord
ing to Haut, "As soon as he [Marcel] returned from Fort
Worth, he complained that he was ordered to be photo
graphed in the staged balloon pictures while in Ramey's
office."

Irving Newton, the weather officer, reported that he
saw it and that it was nothing more than a Rawin target
device. He was called in to identify it for the assembled
reporters—the very reporters that Johnson said were not
there.

Jesse Marcel, in taped interviews with Stan Friedman,
talked about the reporters being there too. How can we
explain the difference between what Johnson claimed and
what others have said?

Quitesimple. Johnsonnever saw the other reporters.
He went to Ramey's office long after the real material was
removed. Ramey explained it as a weather balloon. Johnson
took his four pictures and then left, driving back to the
newspaper office.

Johnson is now convinced that he saw and photo
graphed the real debris. He asked us in August 1989
whether we thought it could have been the real stuff. This
was our first indication that Johnson was beginning to
change his story. No longer was he sure that it was the
weather balloon. Now he wanted to know ifit couldn't have

been the real thing. We replied, as we have all along, that
it wasn't. The real debris had not been photographed in
Ramey's office.

In TheRoswellIncident, Berlitz and Moore, in an inter
view with Marcel, claim that Marcel told them: "There was
half a B-29-ful outside. General Ramey allowed some
members of thepress in to takea pictureof thisstuff.They
took one [emphasis added] picture of me on the floor
holding up some of the less-interesting metallic debris. The
press was allowed to photograph this, but were not allowed
far enough into the room to touch it. The stuff in that one



[emphasis added] photo was pieces of the actual stuff we
had found. It was not a staged photo. Later, they cleared out
our wreckage and substituted some of their own. Then they
allowed more photos. Those photos were taken while the
actual wreckage was already on its way to Wright Field. I
was not in these." (The Roswell Incident, pp. 67-68.)

There are major problems with that statement attrib
uted to Marcel. First, there was not one photo ofMarcel, but
two. The single photo published in the book was cropped
(see Fig. 1) in such a way that the majority of the wreckage,
spread out on the floor, was not visible. Had it been, it
would have been obvious to anyone that the debris in that
picture was the same as the debris in the other photos.

Second, in a transcript that Bill Moore provided of his
February 1979 interview with Jesse Marcel Sr., it now
reads, "There was half a B-29 full outside. General [Roger
Maxwell] Ramey allowed the press in to take TWO pic
tures of this stuff. / was in one, and he and Col. DuBose
were in the other [emphasis added]. The press was allowed
to photograph this, but weren't allowed far enough into the
room to touch it. The stuff in the PHOTOS was the actual

stuff we found. THESE WERE not 'staged' photos."
Third, in their article "Three Hours That Shook the

Press," Focus, new series, Vol. 5, nos. 4-6, June 30,1990,
Jaime Shandera and Moore write: "In his interview with

Moore (77ieRoswell Incident) Maj. Marcel maintained that
the debris in the two photos with him is the real stuff."

And fourth, in their editorial "Enough Is Too Much,"
Focus, new series, Vol. 5, nos. 7-9, September 30, 1990,
Shandera and Moore again quote Marcel. "They took one
[emphasis added] picture of me on the floor holding up
some of the actual stuffwe found. It was not a staged photo.
Later, they cleared out our wreckage and substituted some
of their own."

The question is: which quote is accurate? The numbers
of photos taken of Marcel changes, and then other officers
are added to the list of those photographed with the debris.
And it suggests that Marcel was photographed either with
the real material, as was everyone else, or with none of it,
including the photo that was alleged by Berlitz and Moore
to show the real material.

Though the photographs certainly speak for them
selves, are there other witnesses to the activities in Ramey's
office on that day? Marcel, unfortunately, died in 1986. But
there are others who still live and who can testify about
those activities.

Johnson, of course, was one of them. A copy of one
photo, available through the Bettman Archives (902 Broad
way, New York, NY 10010), gives the cutline that ap
peared on the pictures he took. According to that, "Briga
dier General Roger M. Ramey, Commanding General of
8th Airforce [sic], and Col. Thomas J. DuBose, 8th Air-
force Chief of Staff, identify metallic fragments found near
Roswell, N. Mex. as a raywin [sic] high altitude sounding
device used by airforce and weather bureau to determine
wind velocity and direction, and not a flying disc. Photo by
J. Bond Johnson. 11:59 PM CST."

That, and his original testimony that he was told it was
a weather balloon, seem to rule out the possibility he saw
the real debris and was allowed to photograph it. Now he
claims that if we report this fact he will deny it. He claims
that when he got back to the office, he didn't know what it
was. Ramey didn't know. It wasn't until later that the
answer was handed out to reporters.

Again, can we prove otherwise? If Johnson now denies
he said those things to us, is it his word against ours, and his
word against his own on the tape, or is there more evidence
that can be brought to bear?

There is indeed. Irving Newton was there on July 8,
1947. In an interview with Newton, conducted after we'd
talked with Johnson the first time, we learned more about
the events.

According to Newton, he was alone in the weather
office when a colonel called and told him to get over to
Ramey's office. Newton explained that he was alone and
couldn't leave. A few minutes later the general himself
called and ordered Newton to get over to his (Ramey's)
office. Newton was to drive over and, if he didn't have a car,
to take the first one that had the keys in it. Ramey wanted
him there immediately.

When Newton arrived, he was met by a colonel and
briefed. According to Newton, he was told: "Some officers
in Roswell found what they think is a flying disk. The
general thinks it's a weather balloon [emphasis added]. He
wants you to take a look at it."

Newton then entered the office. He said there were 10

or 12 people there. Marcel was one of them, also DuBose
and Ramey and a few other officers. Maj. Charles A.
Cashon, the base PIO, was there, as was Ramey's aide,
Capt. Roy R. Showalter. There were no more than four
reporters.

Newton looked at the debris on the floor and

announced that it was a Rawin target balloon. "There was
a pile ofdeteriorated neoprene rubber and pieces offoil and
wood sticks," he told us. In The Roswell Incident he was
quoted (Moore interview, July 1979): "It was cut and dried.
I had sent up thousands of them and there's no doubt that
what I was given were parts of a balloon ... It was very
flimsy." (Emphasis in original.) There was no question in
his mind. As soon as he said that, Ramey turned to his aide,
Showalter, and ordered the special flight to Wright Field
canceled.

Newton crouched near the debris and his picture was
taken—the very same debris that Johnson photographed,
that Marcel was photographed examining, and that Ramey
and DuBose were photographed with—the debris that
Berlitz and Moore claimed was both the real stuff and the

weather balloon.

Interestingly, Berlitz and Moore suggest that the pic
ture on page 33 in their book shows Ramey holding the
press release that would announce that the wreckage was
nothing more than a weather balloon. The obvious question
is, if Ramey had the press release already written and is
holding it in the photograph taken by Johnson (which it is),
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why would Ramey tell Johnson that he didn't know what it
was?

Thomas DuBose remembers the event well. He ap
pears in two of the pictures that were taken (Figs. 4-5). He
is glancing down at the debris. When we asked if he ever
saw the real stuff, his answer was quick and to the point.
"Never," he said.

DuBose was insistent on that point. He never saw the
real material and it was not on display in Ramey's office,
although Moore now claims that Marcel said it was. The
only conclusion that can be drawn is that either Marcel was
mistaken or he was misquoted. And since the quotes from
the book by Berlitz and Moore, and later by Shandera and
Moore, are different from the quotes being circulated now,
logic dictates that we believe that Marcel was misquoted.
We asked DuBose about the weather balloon in the gen
eral's office. DuBose told us, "Actually, it was a cover
story, the balloon part of it... That part of it was a story we
were told to give to the public and news and that was it."

DuBose, then, was involved in part of the cover story.
Gen. Clements McMullen was Ramey's superior in Wash
ington, D.C. According to DuBose, "He [McMullen] called
me and said that I was— there was talk of some elements

that had been found on the ground at Roswell, New Mex
ico, that the debris or elements were to be placed in a
suitable container and Blanchard was to see that they were
delivered ... to McMullen in Washington. Nobody, and I
must stress this, no one was to discuss this with their wives,
me with Ramey, with anyone. The matter, as far as we're
concerned, it was closed."

What DuBose is clearly stating is that the material
from Roswell was ordered to be taken to Washington.
According to him, the material was sealed in a bag when it
transited Fort Worth. But the most important thing that
DuBose said was that it was two or three days before the
press conference. Then, when the press learned about the
debris and demanded answers, McMullen or someone in

Washington provided the balloon answer—before the press,
any of the press, arrived at the Fort Worth Army Air Field.

DuBose claimed he never saw the real debris and that

the balloon answer was in place before the press arrived.
He said that Washington was orchestrating the balloon
answer. The press was never allowed to see the real debris.
Every piece of information was handed by Maj. Cashon,
the PIO, to the reporters.

Ramey, on the other hand, did see some of the debris,
which was brought to Fort Worth by Marcel. Ramey,
without DuBose's knowledge, got a look at some of it.
Ramey then made sure it was out of the office before any
reporters were allowed in to take photographs or interview
the officers.

That, of course, supports what Johnson told us origi
nally. It supports what Newton and DuBose said. And most
important, it supports the visual evidence of the photo
graphs. They all show the same balloon debris.

Stan Friedman interviewed Johnson in July 1989. At
that time Johnson asked if Friedman thought that he,
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Johnson, had photographed the real debris. For a man who
had been in Ramey's office, he didn't have much ofan idea
of what happened. First he asked us if itmight have been the
real debris and then he asked Friedman. Just as we had done,
Friedman replied, "I don't think so."

Johnson told Friedman, as he had us, that he thought he
had been duped and that Ramey had substituted the real
material with a weather balloon. Friedman said, "He didn't
impress me as having a clear memory of the event."

Jesse Marcel Jr. saw the material when his father

brought it home on the evening of July 7, or early morning
of July 8,1947. He has seen the pictures. And, accordingto
him, they do not show the real debris. He said that it looked,
in a gross sense, like the debris he'd seen, but it was not the
same. It was too shiny and too wrinkled.

Friedman, who interviewed Jesse Marcel Sr. a number
of times, said that Marcel never said anything to him about
the pictures. He certainly didn't tell Friedman that the one
photo of him showed the real debris.

Len Stringfield, who interviewed Marcel during April
1978, was never told about the photos: "If there had been
pictures of actual debris available, I'm sure he [Marcel]
would have mentioned them—he never did."

Reporter Johnny Mann interviewed Marcel at length
and in fact accompanied Marcel to Roswell to shoot seg
ments of a five-part TV series he prepared about the events
in Roswell. The question of the pictures came up in their
discussions of the crash.

Mann believed that there was some confusion about

which pictures Marcel was talking about. When Mann first
asked Marcel if there had been pictures taken of the debris,
Marcel said that there had been. Mann, while researching
the newspaper files in Roswell, found a copy of the photo
(July 10, 1947, edition of the Roswell Daily Record) that
had appeared in a number of papers around the country.
That was the picture of Marcel crouched by the weather
balloon (Fig. 1). Mann said that when he saw it, he was
disappointed. "I thought we'd wasted our time."

As they finished shooting in Roswell, they went to one
of the local book stores, and Mann bought two hardback
copies of TheRoswell Incident.He opened one and showed
Marcel the picture published there. Mann said, "Jesse, that
looks like a weather balloon."

According to Mann, Marcel's response was, "No. No.
That picture was staged. That's not the stuff I brought
home."

In fact, Marcel said that all the pictures taken in Fort
Worth were staged by Ramey for the benefit of the press.
Ramey had the balloon brought in and then had Marcel pose
with it, allowing the pictures to be taken.

The confusion, then, was about which pictures Marcel
was referring to when he said that he was photographed
with the real debris. According to Mann, Marcel talked
about pictures of the debris being taken, but it seems those
pictures had been made in Roswell. The photos taken in
Fort Worth had been staged.

Trying to get to the bottom of this, we asked Jesse



Marcel Jr. if he had ever discussed the pictures, or the book,
with his father. He said that neither he nor his father ever

read the book. They had skimmed it but did not discuss it.
And they had never talked about the pictures.

The important point here, however, is that Marcel,
when he saw the picture in The RoswellIncident, explained
that it didnotshow the real debris. The picture there was the
weather balloon.

The conversations between Mann and Marcel were

witnessed by a third person, Julian Krajewski. There was
no question that when he saw the photos, Marcel said that
they showed the weather balloon. Once again, the state
ments fit with the facts as we've been able to learn them.

So what did happen in Fort Worth on July 8, 1947?
Why,if thematerial,someof it,had alreadypassedthrough
Fort Worth, were they suddenly holding press conferences
about it? That seemed to be letting the press in on some
thing that they didn't know much about.

Walter Haut had issued a press release on the morning
of July 8. (Haut has said repeatedly that he was ordered to
make the release by Col. William Blanchard, the com
manding officer of the 509th Bomb Group.) He told the
world that officers at Roswell had recovered a flying disk
and that it was being taken to Fort Worth.

The question has always been, why would Blanchard
order Haut to make such a statement? If they kept quiet, the
press wouldn't have knownabout it and the trouble in Fort
Worth would have never happened.

The answer is damage control. Roswell was already
filled with rumors of what was happening at the base.
Peoplewere talking about the crash. Frank Joyce, of radio
station KGFL, had broadcast the news. The sheriff's depu
ties and his family were talking about the crash.

On orders from Washington, Blanchard instructed
Haut to say they had a flying disk. Later, when the balloon
answer was given, it would shut down all the rumors. A
mysteryforacoupleofhoursandthensomethingso normal
that no one gave it another thought.

Emphasis was shifted from Roswell, where the recov
ery was still underway, to Fort Worth. They provided an
answer to get the reporters off their back. That was the
reason for the reporters being allowed out at the Fort Worth
ArmyAirField. Ramey and his staff were putting out a fire
that had been ignited in Roswell. At no time on July 8 did
they or Ramey tell anyone that he didn't know what was
found. Ramey told everyone that it was a weather device.
And that includes J. Bond Johnson as he stood in Ramey's
office.

The conclusions to be drawn from this are obvious.

Something crashed at Roswell and it was not a weather
balloon or a Rawin target balloon. Those who were there,
in Roswell, and who saw the material on the debris field say
it was not a weather balloon. The men in positions of
authority in Fort Worth, Col. (now Gen.) DuBose, said that
the balloon was a cover story. The material found in
Roswell was not the material seen and photographed by the
press in Ramey's office. There is no reason to believe that

a balloon of any kind played any role in the true episode at
Roswell.

Johnson took four pictures of the weather balloon in
Fort Worth. (Two of these were then provided to the Asso
ciated Press as a matter of routine.) Other people took the
rest of the pictures—DuBose has said one was Maj. Char
les A. Cashon (we asked Cashon directly whether he took
them, but he refused to answer). There are at least seven
photos: two of Marcel, two of Ramey, two of Ramey and
DuBose, and one of Newton. All show the same thing: the
weather balloon.

Now we come to the saddest part of the story. Since we
identified Johnson in January 1989 and interviewed him in
February and March, it is clear that he has consciously
changed his account for unknown reasons. He changed his
story so that, if he were testifying in a court, his testimony
would be worthless. The question would be: was he telling
the truth in February and March 1989, or is he telling the
truth now? And how do we know?

Don Schmitt talked with Jaime Shandera in California

in July 1990. At that time, Shandera said that he and Moore
had a new star witness. They were preparing an article that
would blow us out of the water. Once they introduced their
star witness, our attempts to report about Roswell would
end. Shandera also insisted that we had interviewed Johnson

only once, and if we produced a tape, he would say that it
was doctored. He refused to listen when Schmitt explained
that we had interviewed Johnson a half dozen times and we

had tapes and transcripts of those interviews.
Both Shandera and Moore have accused us of sloppy

reporting and of changing the facts to fit the scenarios that
we developed, all the time ignoring the fact that The
Roswell Incident contains many errors of fact. (Bill Moore
has called TheRoswell Incident"a disgraceful hodgepodge
of fact and fiction.") They quote it as a source as if to
suggest that because it is in print, it must be correct. Their
own articles dismiss as hearsay or speculation facts that
don't fit their scenarios. They have threatened our pub
lisher with legal action if the book is published. They
accuse us of not acknowledging their work on the case.

But who is their new star witness? J. Bond Johnson, the
man we located in January 1989. Unfortunately, he now
has a new story. Johnson told Randle on August 13,1990,
that if we printed our story, he would deny it. He would
deny that he said the things that he originally said. And
Shandera refused to believe that Randle could produce
tapes and phone bills that showed the calls to Johnson—not
one bill, but several, each lasting about thirty minutes or
more.

What has happened is that Moore, who claimed as
recently as June 14, 1990, in a letter to researcher Herbert
S. Taylor, that he would welcome a reinvestigation of
Roswell, apparently will do so only under his conditions.
He has moved to block the publication of our book, which
would deny everyone a complete account of what hap
pened in Roswell.

When we again contacted Irving Newton about the
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current claims—that he is pictured with actual pieces of a
UFO (Fig. 6)—he reiterated: "Absolutely not! I told them
at that time I would eat it without salt and pepper if it was
not a balloon. This is nonsense." IUR editor Jerome Clark

states, "If those pictures contain the real thing, then the
object at Roswell was a balloon. It's that simple."

But as we have demonstrated, the object at Roswell
wasnota balloon.It was trulysomethingextraordinaryand
still remains a government secret.

The questionnow is: why are we again being asked to
swallow the balloon story? •

Why the Roswell crash was not a balloon

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

As the Roswell case has become an ever more

prominent issue in UFO research, a growing
chorus of would-be explainers is insisting that

the object that crashed in the New Mexico desert in July
1947 was nothing more than a balloon. The balloon expla
nation is not a single hypothesis, but several. We are told
that the object was a regular weather balloon, or perhaps a
radiosonde balloonor Rawinweatherballoonor a Skyhook.
One theorist has even suggested that it was a Japanese
atomic weapon, launched before the war ended but not
located until two years later.

Because the Army announced within hours that Mac
Brazel had discovered a balloon and Brig. Gen. Roger
Ramey displayed a balloon in Fort Worth, it seems that the
evidence would support such an interpretation. Until, that
is, all the facts are examined, all the witnesses heard, and all
the evidence reviewed.

The first question that leaps to mind is why the men of
the 509th Bomb Group, the only atomic-bomb group in the
world—men selected for their expertise, training and
skills—would not be able to identify a simple balloon when
they saw it. Even one of the Rawin target devices, which
was a series ofballoons and a "tail" offoil reflectors, should
have been identifiable as a balloon. Such balloons, of
course, were constructed of very common, conventional
materials that could not have been mistaken for anything
extraordinary.

The Circleville connection

Only a few days earlier, Sherman Campbell of Circleville,
Ohio, had found a similar balloon on his farm. Members of

the Roundtree UFO Society, including Pete Hartinger,
Delbert Anderson, and Jon Fry, investigated the story.
Their investigation provides us with some information that
sheds light on the Roswell event.

According to the newspaper accounts, Campbell found
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the device on his farm and knew immediately that it was
some kind of weather balloon. Thinking that it might
provide a solution to the reports of "flying disks," he took
it to the local sheriff, who also recognized it as a weather
balloon. It wasn't necessary for either Campbell or the
sheriff to call the military to have the balloon identified.

The balloon was described in the newspaper as "about
fifty inches high,forty-eight incheswide,and [it]weighed
about two pounds. . . . Silver foil was stretched over a
woodenframe [It] was a star-shapedobject [and]had
six points."

Campbell said he didn't know how big it was when
inflated, and his discovery was the first reported in the
United States during theearlypost-Arnold UFOflap. The
balloonwas unusualenough to lead Campbell to wonder if
a fully-inflated version, seen reflecting the sun, might
resemble one of the flying saucers. But at no time did
Campbell think that it was a flying saucer.

The wreckage was taken to the office of the Circleville
Heraldand placed on displayfor several days. The wreck
age was finally returned to Campbell. His daughter Jean
Romero says it was left in the barn for several years.

The Roswell material

The Circlevillestory was pushed off the front pages by the
recoveryof debris in New Mexico.There are some signifi
cant differences between the Circleville event and the

Roswellcrash, and we shall examine these presently.First,
however, we need to look at the firsthand testimonyof the
persons involved in the latter occurrence.

Mac Brazel, the rancher who discovered the material,
had lived in Lincoln County, New Mexico, all his life. He
had found weather balloons on a number of occasions and

was familiar with them. According to his son Bill Jr., the
family had turned in the instrument packages from two of
these for the five- or ten-dollar rewards. What Brazel found



on July 3, 1947,did not look like any balloon he had ever
seen, nor did the material resemble anything he had ever
examined before.

According to Brazel's closest neighbors, Floyd and
Loretta Proctor, Brazel decided to take his find into Roswell
to show the sheriff. Friends living in Corona suggested the
samething.OnSunday,July6, Brazel left forRoswellwith
the material.

The descriptionsof what this material looked like are
remarkably consistent. It was lightin weight, almostweight
less, like balsa wood but could not be cut and would not
burn. Foil-like pieces could be crushed but would unfold
with absolutely no sign of a fold or crease. This is what
Loretta Proctor says. It is also what Jesse Marcel, the
intelligence officerof the509thBombGroup,said, as have
Robert Smith and counterintelligence agent Lewis Rickett.
The dull, gray material was unusual by all conventional
standards. Its strange qualities made an impression on all
who saw it.

Brazel showed some ofit to the Chaves County sheriff,
George A. Wilcox, who thought enough of it to call the
military at the RoswellArmyAir Field.Maj. Marcel,Col.
William Blanchard, the 509th commanding officer, and a
counterintelligence (CIC) agent in civilian clothes re
sponded to the call.

Unable to identify the material easily, Blanchard dis
patched Marcel and the CIC agent to the Brazel ranch.
What they foundtherewas not a weatherballoon. Marcel
said that the debris was scattered over three-quarters of a
mileby 200or 300feetwide. Others whowereon thesite
also described the debris field—a much larger area than
even the largest balloon could possibly cover.

Marcel, Brazel and the others said that the debris was
torn up, as if something had exploded in the air. Small
pieces were scatteredsothickly thatBrazel'ssheep refused
to cross the field but had to be herded around it.

Those who were on the field and those who saw it in

later weeks talked about a gouge caused by the crash. It
started at the northern end of the site and ran for 500 or 600
feet. It looked as if something had struck at a low angle and
skipped across the high-desert ground.

The wreckage was not a single piece that could be
thrown into the back of a car. It was collected by the
military under the highest security by 50 or 60 men who
spent two or three days cleaning thefield ofall thewreck
age. They used wheelbarrows and collected the debris at
sentry points where it was loaded into trucks.

Marcel flew a small portion of it to Fort Worth on July
8. While Marcel was flying to Eighth Air Force Headquar
ters, there were still men on the field collecting the debris.
Robert Smith told us that he saw no fewer than three C-54s

loaded with debris. These are in addition to the B-29 in

which Marcel flew to Fort Worth. Once in Fort Worth,
Marcel was photographed with a balloon. It was not,
Marcel said, the real wreckage. It was, in fact, a weather
balloon,but there was no evidence in those photographs of
the six-pointed star that provided a framework for the

Rawin target device. And even if Marcel wasn't familiar
with radar, as suggested by more than one skeptic, he
should have been able to recognize a balloon as such. In any
case, on his staff Marcel had a radar-interpretation officer
who would have been able to recognize the balloon.

What we have is a story that is in no way consistent
with a weather-balloon interpretation. We have a rancher
whomighthave been fooled but probablywasn't. We have
militaryofficers who were trained in the identification of
various military and civilian aircraft, both foreign and
domestic, and who knew something about weather bal
loons. They were aware that the base weather officer
releaseda balloondaily from the tallestbuildingin Roswell.

We have a military unit that responded rapidly, cor
doning the area and collecting the debris. We have men
givingus descriptions that are not of any kind of weather
balloon. These descriptions speak of a foil that when rolled
into a ball would unfold itself, material resembling what
today we would call "fiber optics," and sheets of material
as thin as newsprint that could not be dented with a
sledgehammer. No claim that these were part of a balloon
is sustainable.

Yes, there were balloon launchings, including one
from Alamogordo on June 28 and the already mentioned
daily launchfrom Roswell. Moreover, the retrieveddebris
in no way matchedthe materialused in the construction of
balloons from that era. And the first Skyhook balloon was
not launched until September 1947—2]/2 months after the
Roswell incident.

Now let us return to the Circleville recovery. Sherman
Campbellknewwhatit wasassoonas hesawit.Thesheriff
recognized it immediately when it was brought in, and the
military did not spirit it away. The newspaper that dis
played it knew what it was and when interest in it died, the
balloon was returned to Campbell.

By way of contrast, the Roswell object was unrecog
nized by everybody, and the military moved in and recov
ered every piece of it. Brazel was held by authorities in
Roswell for a week and forced to take an oath of secrecy
before his release.

Yet strangely, skeptics continue to insist the Roswell
objectwasa balloon. Theyinsistthattheeventgrewoutof
hysteriaamong the officersand men who belongedto this
extraordinarily important military base. But the skeptics
have failed to produce one firsthand witness who was on
thecrashsite anywhere from July 7 to July 16and whowill
assert the material was from a downed balloon. Nor have

theybeenable tocitea singlewitnesswhosaw thehypothe
sized balloon at the ranch or at the base in Roswell in July
1947.

All the evidence suggests that the object recovered at
Circleville was definitely a balloon. All the evidence sug
gests that the object recoveredat Roswellwas something
far more fantastic. At this late stage it is strange that this
argument must be made; the facts rule out the balloon ex
planationat Roswell, and not a single reason to believeit
has ever emerged. It is time to take the inquiry elsewhere.
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Anatomy of a weather balloon

After World War II neoprene rubber balloons,
developed by the U.S. Army Signal Corps, were
used for meteorological data collection and re
search. Grouped in clusters to attain greater lift,
they were also used in cosmic ray experiments.
Uninflated, these balloons were commonly 17 feet
in diameter.

The radiosonde was a device that contained a

radio transmitter to broadcast temperature, pres
sure, and humidity measurements. Itwas suspended
from a balloon at the end ofa silkor paper parachute
that brought the unit to the ground when the balloon
burst after reaching ceiling altitude.

The rawinsonde unit, unlike the radiosonde,
could measure wind direction and velocity. This
balloon carried a device that emitted a continuous

radio signal which could be picked up only by
special direction-finding equipment.

The Rawin target device was a lightweight
reflector, made out of aluminum foil or a foil-like
fabric, that provided a solid radar echo for tracking
by ground radar stations. Prior to the development
of radar, similar reflectors were used for visual
tracking through a theodolite (a specialized instru
ment that measures balloon elevation or

azimuth).The photos taken of the Rawin target at
Fort Worth clearly show creased and crinkled metal
foil, not characteristic of the foil-likefabric (the dark
material in the photos is probably the neoprene
portion of the sounding balloon).

Skyhook balloons, developed by the Navy,
were made of polyethylene, a lightweight plastic
that handles well in a wide range of temperatures.
First launched in September 1947, the nondilatable
skyhooks were preferred for high-altitude data col
lection over the rubber sounding balloons, which
burst at a certain height.

In1947, the Watson Laboratories were the only
manufacturers of high-altitude weather balloons for
Air Materiel Command (AMC) facilities in New
Mexico. Unlike the Skyhook balloons, these sound
ing balloons were never classified secret.

On July 10,1947, the Alamogordo News ran an
article about the flying disks, attempting to show
that they could easily be explained by balloon
launches. The newspaper included a report, with
photographs from the White Sands Proving Grounds
Guided Missile Project, that described the balloons
and their Rawin reflectors. Some extracts from that

report bear on the debris found at the Roswell crash
site:

"In flight the reflectors and their towing balloons
climbed by stages in the mid-day hot air currents
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and at times oscillated and appeared to the eye
sight as ofvarious shapes withthe reflectors losing
their identity as they changed.

The towing balloons, however, remained iden
tified throughout the seven to ten-mile flight and
was observed by motor-operated tracking sights,
field-glass and radar contact with the reflectors.

". . These corner reflectors when packed be
fore attaching to the towing balloons, are about 48
inches across and are a perfect triangle.

The balloon,or balloons, are then attached by
a string to the center of this triangle and it then
opens into a paper covered by tinfoil with six
triangles pointed at the top and braced by strips of
wood which always present to the radar and to
observing groups one flat shiny surface no matter
at which angle viewed.

"It is very light and is towed by a synthetic
rubber balloon made of neoprene which is boiled
an hour before use so as to increase its life and
resistance to atmospheric conditions.

"At times a ballooon bursts soon after ascent
with the reflector then falling to the earth and at
othertimes the air currents force the balloons down
with their burdens.

The balloons are about four feet in diameter
and light-colored. [They could attain an altitude of]
30 to 40-thousand feet. . .

"Each of these corner reflectors is held to the
other and the two supporting balloons by twine
[which any NewMexico rancher wouldhave recog
nized]. On the edges of the board frames of each
[reflector] is stapled a slip of typed paper bearing
the words, 'Property of AirMateriel Command Wat
son Laboratories, Army Air Field [then the launch
facility would fill in its local address]." —GME

Radar target device, 48 inches in diameter, shaped like
a 6-pointedstar, covered with tinfoil, braced by wooden
strips, assembled with twine, and towed by a synthetic
rubber balloon(s) made ofneoprene.



More against the balloon theory

Since the above information appeared in the International
UFO Reporter, July/August 1990, much has come to light
that further runs the balloon theory into the ground.

General (at the time Colonel) Thomas J. DuBose has
explained that the balloon answer, as handed out in Fort
Worth, was a cover for the real story. (His testimony given
here, taken from a hypnotic regression session in August
1990, has been chosen for its completeness. He provided
essentially the same informatoin when he was interviewed
in 1979.)

DuBose told us, "I have the deep impression that his
conference was not held in any conference room. It was
held in Ramey's office. He sat at his desk. I sat on his left
side in a chair, and in front on the floor was the weather
balloon that had been found." But he went on to explain that
the Eighth Air Force was in the covert operations business
and that the reporters there knew it. They were trying to
ferret out if this was all part of a cover-up.

"Actually it was a cover story," DuBose said. "The
balloon part of it . . . the remnants [from Roswell] were
taken from this location and Al Clark took [them] to
Washington and whateverhappened then, I have no knowl
edge. That part of it [the weather balloon] was in fact a story
that we were told to give to the public and the news and that
was it."

He went on to say, "I mean, there wasn't any question
about it. We were told this is the story that is to be given to
the press and that is it. Anything else, forget it.

"He [General Clements McMullen] called me [and
said] there was talk of some elements that had been found
on the ground outside Roswell, New Mexico, that the
debris or elements were to be placed in a suitable container
and Blanchard was to see that they were delivered. They
were placed in a suitable container and Al Clark, the base
commander at Carswell, would pick them up and deliver
them to McMullen in Washington. Nobody, and I must
stress this, no one was to discuss [this] with their wives, me
with Ramey, with anyone. The matter, as far as we were
concerned, was closed as of that moment."

When asked if he had ever seen the real debris, the
material that had been picked up near Roswell, DuBose
said, "Did I ever see it? Never." There are pictures, how
ever, of DuBose, along with Ramey, with the weather
balloon. DuBose was quick to point out that this was part
of the cover story and not part of the material that had been
recovered near Roswell.

What it shows is that no one who was involved in the

case, from Mac Brazel to the top levels of the military
command, thought they had a weather balloon. Brazel, in
private and in the July 9 article, said that it wasn't any kind
of weather device. Marcel, in later interviews said that it
wasn't a weather balloon. DuBose, who was photographed
with a balloon in Fort Worth, said that the balloon was part
of the cover story. Given all this evidence—the eyewitness
testimony, and the facts told by officers who were in a
position to know—it seems reasonable to believe that a
balloon figured only in the cover story but not in the crash
itself. •

Why the Roswell crash was not a practice
atomic bomb or experimental aircraft

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

Balloons aren't the only mundane objects that have
been suggested as explanations. Given the extraor
dinary measures taken to hide the identity of the

object, it had to be something more extraordinary than a
type of balloon that had been around for more than twenty
years.1

Practice A-bombs

One of the theories is that the object was a practice atomic
bomb. These were massive things, dummies weighing as
much as a real bomb and often shaped just like them. It is

questionable whether the Soviets could have gleaned any
intelligence ofvalue from one of these, but the fact that they
existed and were being used by the 509th Bomb Group for
practice was classified information. Civilians and others
without a need to know were not authorized to see the

dummy bombs, and had one been dropped by accident on
the Brazel ranch, the military certainly would have taken
precautions to keep the secret.

Of course, the practice ranges were far enough from
the site of the Brazel ranch that such an accident was

unlikely. And the bombs, designed to be dropped from a
great height so that the accuracy of the bombardiers could
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be graded, did not break up. They were made of iron and
created a crater when they hit. They did not explode, did not
break up, and usually did not even skip across the ground.

One former member of the 509th, Curt Piatt, told
Randle that once the bombs had been dropped, they were
recovered to be used again. Loading them onto the trans
port plane for the trip back to the base was quite a task, and
three of them alone could easily overload the transport.2

The amount ofdebris at the Roswell site is inconsistent

with the impact pattern and size of the practice bombs.
Even if one had broken up, it wouldn't have scattered the
debris as far as Marcel described, and that debris would
have been easily recognizable by Marcel. He knew all
about the practice bombs.

It is conceivable that a cover story, to hide the fact that
practice atomic bombs existed, might have been created
had the debris come from one. The problem is that Marcel
would not have said, in 1978, that it was nothing manufac
tured on Earth had it been a practice bomb. Marcel would
have known.

The unit history of the 509th Bomb Group, a document
that was originally classified secret, contained no reference
to an accident involving the practice bombs. In fact, there
is nothing in any of the documentation to suggest that the
debris could be accounted for by a practice bomb.3

Experimental aircraft

The same thing can be said for an experimental aircraft
accident. There are those who have suggested that the
wreckage was the result of an aircraft accident and that the
aircraft was an experimental plane, possibly a jet. If it was
a secret plane, then Marcel and the officers of the 509th
might not have known about it. But at the very least the
debris would have been recognizable as something that had
been manufactured on Earth.

The important point here is that no one was searching
for the plane. No one knew anything was missing until
Brazel walked into the sheriffs office and reported the
debris. The information then made its way up the chain of
command until the top officers in the Pentagon knew that
something had been found in the high desert in New
Mexico.

Orders from the Pentagon were directed to the Eighth
Air Force, where Colonel Thomas DuBose passed them on
to Colonel William Blanchard in Roswell. Those orders

were to collect some of the debris and fly it immediately to
Washington, D.C. This is not the reaction of men who had
lost an experimental aircraft.4 Although Blanchard and the
officers in Fort Worth might not have known about a
missing experimental aircraft, the brass in Washington
would have known if one was missing. Their reaction
wouldn't have been to order debris samples flown to
Washington; rather they would have ordered the crash site
cordoned off immediately on Sunday, July 6.

Searches of various records—the National Transpor
tation Safety Board, military archives, the National Ar
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chives, and the Air Force archives—have failed to produce
any document that suggests the crash in Roswell was the
result of an experimental aircraft accident.

Other sources of information available now—includ

ing notifications of death by the military—give no indica
tion that any pilot or pilots were killed or injured in
experimental aircraft accidents during the first week in July
1947 in New Mexico.

Various histories of military aircraft development and
the research and development records of civilian defense
contractors yield no evidence to suggest that the Roswell
debris was the result of an aircraft accident.

Once again, the unit histories of both the Eighth Air
Force and the 509th Bomb Group are relevant. Both docu
ments were classified secret at the time they were written
and filed.5 Both contain information that, if put into the
hands of Soviet agents, would have adversely affected the
safety and security of the United States at the time. Both
documents were safeguarded until they were declassified
and released into the archives. Neither mention a thing
about the retrieval of a crashed experimental aircraft.

We have looked for mundane explanations, but none
are to be found. A craft classified top secret in 1947 would
no longer be secret today. Experiments with the SR-71, the
stealth fighters and bombers, were all classified in their
time. The crash of a SR-71 in the mid-1960s is still

classified, to an extent, but information about it has gotten
out.6 A limited amount of information about stealth tech

nology is now known, and a videotape of the F-117 in
combat was broadcast by CNN on the day the aircraft went
into combat in the Gulf War.

Balloons, practice atomic bombs, and experimental
aircraft have been ruled out as the source of the debris

discovered by Mac Brazel. None of them account for the
strange metal with bizarre properties that was described by
the men and women who handled it. There is no documen

tation available suggesting that any of above explanations
account for the debris. There are no eyewitnesses on the
debris field to the balloon, no eyewitnesses to the practice
bomb, and no eyewitnesses to any experimental aircraft.
Unless someone is able to provide some evidence that such
witnesses exist, these explanations should not have to be
addressed again. •
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Why the Roswell crash was not a
Japanese balloon bomb

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

John Keel, a researcher of paranormal phenomena,
said he believed he had come up with an explanation
for the Roswell events twenty years ago and pub

lished an article about it in Fate magazine in March 1990.
In his attempt to equate Roswell with the mundane he
didn't even review the current state of the investigation
other than to quote from Majestic, a work of fiction.

Keel's theory is that Mac Brazel came across a rice-
paper Japanese balloon bomb some two years after World
War II had ended. He concluded that the object lay hidden
on a remote part of the ranch until freakish winds during a
thunderstorm uncovered it, and that government embar
rassment about the Japanese project kept the officers of the
509th Bomb Group from revealing the real nature of
Brazel's find. Keel suggests that officers at Eighth Air
Force headquartersin Fort Worth then substituted a weather
balloon for the balloon bomb to keep the myth of American
invulnerability alive.1

To make his theory work, he has to accept the idea that
in postwar America there was a reason to keep this a secret.
He quotes from Robert C. Mikesh's Japan's World War II
Balloon BombAttackson NorthAmerica, published by the
Smithsonian Institution in 1973 as part of their multivolume
Annals ofFlightseries: "On January 4,1945, the Office of
Censorship asked newspaper editors and radio broadcast
ers to give no publicity whatsoever to the balloon incidents.
This voluntary censorship was adhered to from coast to
coast, a remarkable self-restraint in a free-press-conscious
country..."

The same publication also points out the reason for this
request. The government feared that spies for the Japanese
would read the stories and report to their headquarters that
the balloon bombs were reaching the United States.2Docu
ments secured after the war told of Japanese plans to use
biological warfare against the United States if the bombing
had been successful.3 But the Japanese abandoned the plan
when they could confirm no reports of any of their balloons
reaching the North American continent. They assumed,
falsely, that all the balloon bombs had fallen harmlessly
into the ocean.

The plan of censorship was abandoned in the summer
of 1945 when six (not four as Keel writes) picnickers (not
campersas Keel claimed) were killed by a balloon bomb in

Oregon (not Montana as Keel suggested).4 According to
the Reverend Archie Mitchell, he was on the picnic with his
wife and several children. While he was parking the car, his
wife and the kids found the balloon in the woods. By
tugging on it they triggered one of the bombs, causing an
explosion that killed Elsie Mitchell and Jay Gifford, 12;
Eddie Engen, 13; Sherman Shoemaker, 12; Joan Patzke,
HjandDickPatzke, 13.

These six deaths were the only casualties recorded in
the continental United States resulting from enemy action
during World War II. In 1949a Senate committee approved
a House bill to pay $20,000 to the families of those killed.
The deaths caused one other action. The War Department
began a "whispering campaign" to alert the general public
about the dangers from the balloon bombs. Programs were
presented in schools, in public halls, and through various
civilian agencies so that the public would be aware of the
danger. They felt that a well-planned, well-coordinated,
low-key program could inform the public without letting
the Japanese know the balloons were reaching the United
States.5

When the war ended the secrecy was lifted. Grace
Maurer of Laurens, Iowa, remembered the balloon bombs.
She had prepared an article for a local newspaper tellingof
the discovery of a balloon bomb on February 2,1945. Other
balloons fell near Holstein and Pocahontas, Iowa, and Civil
Defense Director George Buckwalter carried the debris
away.6

Maurer was visited in February 1945 by the FBI who
asked that she not publish her story. They explained the
situation and Maurer complied, waiting until August 16,
1945, after the end of the war, to publish her article, which
was a full account of the Japanese bombing of Iowa.

Maurer's story wasn't the only one published at the
time. The New York Herald-Tribune on January 2, 1945,
ran a story on a "Balloon Bomb in Alaska." On August 16,
1945, the New York Times reported, "Bomb-Laden Bal
loons Fizzle." The Washington Post on January 16, 1946,
carried a report that "Nine thousand balloon bombs were
used against the United States." The New York Timesof
February 9, 1946, reported "raids by Japanese balloons."

In fact, the New York Times ran a series of articles
about the bombs in 1947, headlined "Piccard Flies Japa-
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"Smilin' Jack "takes ona Japballoon bomb in this pre-Roswell comic strip. Chicago DailyTribune, August 7-8, 1945.

nese Paper Balloon," on February 17,1947, and "Balloons
. . . But Japan Never Knew The Outcome," on May 29,
1947.

There were also magazine articles about them. The
Engineering Journal for September 1945 reported on
"Japanese Paper Balloons," and George E. Weider in an
unclassified report for the U.S. Army wrote about "Japa
nese Bombing Balloons," in January 1946. It should be
emphasized that Weider's report was unclassified.

These, plus other stories carried in local newspapers,
informed the public about the balloon bombs. The secrecy
imposed was only for the time of war and did not extend
beyond the signing of the Japanese surrender in 1945. In
fact, it wasn't even effective during the war, as shown by
the Alaska article. Afterwards there was no reason for

secrecy, no reason to deny that the bombs had been launched
and had reached the United States and, more importantly,
no evidence that the topic was still classified. Again,
Weider's report for the Army demonstrates that.

Keel claimed that Mac Brazel found a pile office paper
in his field that was in keeping with his balloon bomb
theory. But Keel never bothers with descriptions of the
material or the crash site. He dismisses the testimony of
more than a dozen witnesses who were there and who

witnessed it.

According to Major Jesse A. Marcel, intelligence
officer of the 509th Bomb Group, the debris was spread
over an area three-quarters of a mile long and 200-300 feet
wide. That was too much debris for a Japanese balloon
bomb, which was about 33 feet in diameter. In fact, in the
very beginning of Mikesh's Japanese balloon bomb report
there is a picture showing about a dozen military and
government officials inspecting one of the balloons. It did
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not come apart, it did not scatter debris over a large area,
and it is easily identifiable as a balloon.

Marcel did mention the parchment that Keel seizes
upon, but then Keel ignores the other descriptions. Marcel
talkedof metal that was as thin as newsprint,as light as a
feather, and nearly indestructible. He described small I-
beams made of metal that seemed as light as balsa wood,
flexedslightly, and were incrediblystrong.

Marcelsaidin manyrecordedinterviewsthattheyhad
tried to burn some of the material found on the ranch but

couldnot.Rice paper wouldhave burnedeasily.They tried
to dent some of the larger pieces with a sixteen-pound
sledgehammer and could not. Rice paper would have torn
and, if the material was some of the rubberized stuff used
on a few of the balloons, it certainly would have shown the
effects of the hammer. (Keel seems to think that Marcel
wouldn't have attempted to burn the material if it had been
part of a flying disk. Of course, if Marcel's description of
the debris field is correct, there were literally tons of it
scattered over the field. One small piece, more or less,
wasn't that important.)

Marcel had no idea what the material was and loaded

as much as he could into the back of his Buick. The CIC

agent with him filled a jeep carry-all and they drove the
wreckage to the Roswell Army Air Field.

Bill Brazel later reported that he had found some
additionalpieces that the militaryhad failed to pickup. He
described a slender strand of wire that he called monofil

amentfishing line.Brazelsaid that he could shine a light in
one end and it would come out the other.

Brazel also described a small piece of metal that he
tried to whittle with his buck knife (which he had used in the
past to cut barbed wire) but that it would not cut. It was a



short piece of tan-colored material, light as balsa wood, but
stronger than anything he'd ever seen.

Finally, Brazel described lead foil-like material that,
when wadded into a ball, would unfold itself with no sign
of a crease.

That was the material Bill Brazel found in the two

years following the crash. His father, when he saw it, told
Bill that "it looks like some of that contraption I found."
Nowhere in his descriptions did Bill Brazel ever mention
rice paper, parchment, or the flowery pictographs that Keel
harps upon. (Brazel's sister, Bessie, did; but all evidence
suggests that Bessie was not at the ranch at the time).7

In any case, the Japanese didn't decorate the bombs
with pictographs because the whole wartime project was
carried out under the strictest security precautions. "While
Japanese markings and stamps would normally be used to
facilitate assembly of components, alphabetical letters and
figures were used instead. No trace of origin of the balloon
was to be allowed and inspectors were reprimanded on any
infringement of this rule. Fear of disclosing the manufac
turing location or launch site which would result in reprisal
attacks by B-29s were responsible for these harsh meas
ures."8

Bill Brazel also told us that the field where the thing
crashed had been gouged. There was a shallow trench about
500 feet long but no more than 10feet wide at its widest. It
was a straight trench that looked as if something had hit at
a low angle and skipped. The pasture is not soft earth like
that of a farm, but solid with little topsoil and a rocky
substrata. Whatever hit had been traveling fast and at a low
trajectory.

Jesse Marcel, Jr., the son of the intelligence officer,
also saw the material. His father was so excited by the
material that he stopped at the house on the way back to the
base. Although it was after midnight, he wanted his wife
and son to see the wreckage. Remember, nothing had yet
been classified, so Major Marcel was not violating any
security.

Jesse Jr. told us that he noticed some writing on one of
the I-beams. He described it as purple and resembling
Egyptian hieroglyphics but without the animal shapes.
Later, he said that a better description was of geometric
symbols.9

Captain O. W. Henderson said that he had flown some
of the wreckage from Roswell to Wright Field in Dayton,
Ohio. He described it as something he had never seen
before—dull-colored metal that was very thin and very
lightweight. Henderson was sure that it was metal; cer
tainly nothing like the remains of a paper and rubber
balloon launched by the Japanese during the war.10

Robert Smith, a sergeant with the 509th Bomb Group,
reported that he and a number of his friends loaded three C-
54s with crates that contained some of the debris found on

the Brazel ranch. The only piece of it that Smith saw was a
small chunk of metal. He said that it looked like heavy-
gauge tin but was stronger than anything of its size he had
ever seen.11

But investigation is a search for the truth, whatever that
truth might be. Even though Keel's contention that the
balloons were classified in 1947 was wrong, even though
there were no remote sections of the ranch for the balloon

to remain hidden for two years, and even though he ignores
the descriptions of the material and crash site that don't
agree with his theory, we decided to look into the matter
more closely.

Art McQuiddy was the editor of the Roswell Morning
Dispatch in July 1947. He remembers Walter Haut bring
ing him the press release that said the 509th Bomb Group
had recovered a flying saucer. But since his was a morning
paper, there was nothing further he could do about it until
the next day. By then, according to McQuiddy, the weather
balloon answer had been issued and the story was dead.

We asked McQuiddy if he had ever heard the rumor,
story, or explanation that Brazel had found a balloon bomb.
"Never, ever, ever," he said. "It's not even a theory. If
anyone would have suggested it, I would have heard it."12

Jud Roberts was the minority owner of radio station
KGFL in Roswell in July 1947. When asked if the find
could have been a balloon bomb, he said, "No. This is the
first time I've ever heard it."13

In July 1947, George Walsh worked at radio station
KSWS, the other station in Roswell. According to Walsh,
he had heard rumors about the flying saucer, but said of the
balloon bomb, "That's one that missed me."14

Reporter Johnny McBoyle worked with Walsh in the
summer of 1947. When we asked him if he had ever heard

the theory, rumor, or explanation that Brazel had found a
balloon bomb, he said, "I don't remember it. I never heard
it."15

Al Stubbs worked for both the daily newspapers in
Roswell at one time or another. It was in 1949 that he left

the Morning Dispatch to go to work at the Daily Record.
When asked if he had ever heard the theory, rumor, or
explanation that it had been a balloon bomb, he said, "No.
I never heard that."16

Because Roswell was a military town and because
there was a good working relationship between the base
and the town, it was possible that the military had been able
to hide the truth from the representatives of the local media.
It wouldn't have been the first time that reporters had
missed a good story.

In July 1947, Phyllis McGuire's father, George Wilcox,
was the sheriff of Chaves County. Brazel, when he went
into Roswell, took the material to the sheriff's office.
Because it was the Fourth of July weekend, McGuire was
home. She was there as the military swarmed over the
office. She knew of the special meetings, the search for
more debris, and the reaction of both the local law enforce
ment agencies and the military to the find.

We asked McGuire if there was a possibility that what
was found was a Japanese balloon bomb. McGuire said,
"No, I never heard that. I don't think he [Keel] knows what
a balloon bomb is. It's not logical."17

Most of the deputies who worked for the sheriff in July
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1947 have long since died. But one of them still lives and
his reaction to the theory it was a balloon bomb was, "I
never heard a thing like that. Nothing at all."18

Of course, if Keel's theory is right, even the local
sheriff might have been cut out of the loop. He, or in this
case, his daughter and his deputy, might not have been told
what Brazel found. Members of Colonel William Blan-

chard's staff (Blanchard was the commanding officerof the
509th Bomb Group) would have known. They were the
men charged with cleaning up the debris.

In July 1947, Joe Briley was a lieutenant colonel and
assigned as the base operations officer. When asked about
the balloon bomb, he said, "I never heard that mentioned.
There were no rumors about it. It certainly was not talked
about at the base and if it had ever been suggested, I would
have heard it."19

In July 1947, Patrick Saunders was a major and as
signed as the base adjutant. His job would have required
him to accomplish the paperwork surrounding the assign
ing of troops to cleanup the debris. Whenwe asked if he had
ever heard about the recovery of a balloon bomb, he said,
"I don't remember it. If it had been one, I would have
remembered that."20

Blanchard's provost marshal, the military equivalent
of a chiefofpolice, was Major Edwin Easley. His job would
have been to cordon off the area with troops and to protect
the crash site until the material had been recovered. When

asked if he had heard that the debris was a balloon bomb,
he said, "No. Never heard anything like that and I would
have if it had been. It's an idiotic story."21

There was always the possibility, however remote,
that all these people had been kept in the dark. It is possible
that the military officers were sworn to secrecy and were
lying. But that doesn't explain why the reporters would say
they'd never heard it. It doesn't explain why no one in
Roswell heard that it might have been a balloon bomb. It is
possible that the coverup was so well constructed that even
after 40 years, we couldn't break it talking to the people
who where there. Not very likely, but just barely possible.

We took our investigation further. The Smithsonian
AnnalsofFlight reference contained a listing of nearly 300
balloon bomb-related incidents. It gave the location where
the bombs were recovered. The farthest east was Michigan,
the farthest north was Alaska and Canada, and the farthest

south was Mexico City. There were no listed recoveries in
New Mexico.22

Thinking that Mikesh might have missed something in
his research, we contacted the Museum of New Mexico in
Santa Fe and asked if there were any documents, records,
or stories of any balloon bomb recoveries in New Mexico.
Charles Bennett said that he knew of "no records or any
indications of any balloon bomb attacks." In fact, Bennett
told us that he looked for that sort of thing and that he had
never seen anything like it.23

Bennett did say, however, that he might have missed
something and suggested that we contact Robert Torres,
also with the Museum. Torres said, "I've never seen any
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thing like that. No indication that any did [reach New
Mexico]." Torres said that he would check the various
indices, records, and charts to see if anything had been
found. If he learned that one or more had been reported in
New Mexico, he would call with the information. If not, he
wouldn't bother to call. He didn't.24

But the Museum of New Mexico in Santa Fe, with all
its state records, files, and documents, might have missed
a single story of a balloon bomb in Chaves or Lincoln
Counties, New Mexico. We called the Chaves County
Historical Museum. David Orr told us that he'd neverheard

anything like it. "Not that I know of," he said. "Maybe it's
too wide open here so no one found anything. I have heard
of them on the west coast."25

Keel might claim that all these people were kept from
knowing the truth, though there is no evidence that such is
the case. It might be said that after all these years, the people
at the Museum of New Mexico and the Chaves County
Historical Society justweren't aware ofthe balloon bombs.
It could be that the people seeing a balloon bomb might not
have recognized it as such.

In September 1947, Lewis S. Rickett, a master ser
geant with the Army's Counter Intelligence Corps, was
ordered to escort Dr. Lincoln LaPaz around central New

Mexico as they tried to determine the speed and trajectory
of the device that crashed on the Brazel ranch—an unnec

essary exercise if the object was known to be an ordinary
Japanese balloon bomb.

According to Rickett, who had top secret clearance,
LaPaz had formed the opinion that whatever hit the Brazel
ranch was a probe from another planet. At no time did
LaPaz tell Rickett that he thought the material was a
balloon bomb. There would have been no reason for LaPaz

to tell Rickett it was extraterrestrial if it really was a
Japanese balloon bomb. According to Rickett, there was
never any discussion of the Japanese balloon bombs.26

LaPaz's opinion was important for one other reason.
During the Second World War, LaPaz had investigated the
balloon bombs. He had worked with officers at Second Air

Force Headquarters near Colorado Springs as the first of
the balloons arrived. He had investigated a number of
reported finds, and was there when the first intact balloon
bomb was captured in January 1945. LaPaz would have
easily recognized the material as a balloon bomb if it had
been one.

In January 1953, LaPaz wrote an article about the
balloon bombs. He related the story of a number of finds,
of Japanese plans to use biological warfare, and the capture
of the first of the balloon bombs. Nowhere in that article is

there a mention of anything found in Roswell.27
Rickett, in fact, was fully aware of LaPaz's research

into the balloon bombs. When we asked Rickett, based on
his own knowledge and his association with LaPaz, whether
the Roswell material could have been one, Rickett replied,
"No way. These people [Keel] don't know anything about
this country [New Mexico], the mountains, or the winds."28

LaPaz was the director of the Institute ofMeteoritics at



the University of New Mexico. According to them, most of
LaPaz's records from his government days have been
destroyed. There was no indication that LaPaz had any
thing to do with balloon bomb research after the war,
however.29

The last place to check seemed to be the Air Force's
Project Blue Book. Lieutenant Colonel Robert Friend was
the head of that office in the late 1950s. When we asked if

Roswell might have been a balloon bomb, he said, "I've
heard that theory. I suppose it's possible, but this was some
time after the war. It would have been easily identifiable. I
think that it's a very, very, very remote possibility."30

Of all the people we contacted, Friend was the only one
to say that he had heard the theory, and even he didn't like
it. He was the one to point out that it was so long after the
war had ended and he was the one who said that the officers

at Roswell should have been able to identify it. Friend did
say that he remembered reading a file about Roswell and in
it there was nothing about a balloon bomb.

Keel, in his response to our article in the January 1991
Fate, claims that he talked to a historian in Roswell who
told him that it was a balloon bomb. We are asked to accept
this pronouncement, even though everyone we contacted
said they hadn't heard such a story. We are asked to believe
this though Keel admits that he can't supply a name.

In fact, the majority ofKeel's story hinges on our faith
in his research. He belittles our witnesses, claiming they
were contaminated and that he could find hordes of wit

nesses alleging to have been in Roswell, but he provides us
with no facts. Just his stories.

Keel offers no documentation for his claims. He ig
nores the UnitHistory prepared by the 509th Bomb Group.
These were detailed accounts of the unit's activities in

1947. While flying saucers are mentioned, the recovery of
Keel's balloon bomb is not. Since the documents were

originally classified, there is no reason for the recovery of
the balloon bomb not to be mentioned if that is indeed what

it was. In fact, in our search we have not found a single
document to support the theory that Brazel discovered a
balloon bomb.

Keel claims that in 1947 the Army covered up the
recovery of the balloon bomb because the military and the
government wanted to maintain the myth of American
invulnerability. He offers no proof that this was the case.

We can prove, through documentation, that the bal
loon bombs were not a secret in 1947. There were dozens

of articles published about them. Keel himself admits that:
"Actually there were hundreds of articles published be
tween 1946-1970, particularly in regional journals and
local newspapers." That's our point exactly. By 1947 there
was no secrecy surrounding the balloon bombs.

Keel reports on rice paper and strings and ignores all
the descriptions of the metal found at Roswell. He rejects
the testimony of the witnesses, dismissing it with the
ridiculous sentence, "I suppose by 1999 there will be
thousands of Roswell witnesses from that long-gone era."31

Keel ignores what he can't explain, belittles what he

can't ignore, and offers us nothing to prove what he says.
Our witnesses are unimportant, according to him, because
he could find a like number. Using that reasoning, we may
as well give up solving crimes when there are more than
250 witnesses to them.

In return, Keel offers no documents, no names of
witnesses, no proof at all—just innuendo suggesting that
we have been duped by all the charlatans operating. He
accuses us of religious-type pilgrimages to the crash site
when this is simply good investigative technique. Do we
expect to find any metal after more than forty years? Not
necessarily. But you have to look. After seeing the site, we
do know that there are no remote parts of the ranch where
a balloon bomb might have remained undiscovered for
more than two years. There are fence lines that would have
prevented the winds from blowing the debris to the field
where Brazel found it, and there are cattle that would have
eaten the rice paper long before it blew onto the field.

Keel's theory breaks down under objective research. If
it had been a balloon bomb, why are there no witnesses to
it? Can Keel offer us a single name? If it was a balloon
bomb, why is there no documentation for it? Can Keel offer
a single newspaper article, a single report, or a single
statement from the historical societies and museums in

New Mexico supporting his claims that the Roswell find
was a balloon bomb? Can Keel offer us any proof at all?

And if Keel can't provide any of that, why should we
listen to a thing he has to say about it? Keel believes that he
has solved the mystery of the debris at Roswell with his
balloon bomb theory. The simple fact of the matter is that
Keel has solved nothing. •
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Why the Roswell crash was not an
experimental V-2 rocket

By Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

There have been in recent years half a dozen expla
nations for the material found near Roswell, New

Mexico, in July 1947. John Keel claimed it was
the remainsof a Japaneseballoonbomb;a researcherat the
J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies suggested that it
might even have been a Japanese balloon-carried atomic
bomb; some people, like Philip Klass, believe the Army's
original explanation thatitwasaneoprene balloon carrying
a Rawin radar reflector. Recently Ron Schaffner, writing in
UFO Brigantia, has proposed that it was the nose cone and
parachute assembly from a stray V-2 rocket.

Unfortunately, Schaffner, like many other Roswell
theorists, has done no first-hand research. He quickly
dismissesas hearsay the reportsof the men who were there
(though thetestimony is theresultofdirectobservation by
theparticipants and therefore not hearsay), he ignores the
reports fromUFOcrashresearcher LenStringfield (though
with some justification because Stringfield routinely re
fuses to name his sources), implies that the photographs of
bodies mentioned in connection with early UFO crash/
retrievalsmight be the burned results of failed V-2 experi
ments, and suggests that Major Jesse A. Marcel might not
have been fully aware of all the facts about the find.

There are certain reasons why the government, the
military, or the range officers and scientists at the White
Sands Proving Grounds (later the White Sands Missile
Range) mighthave wanted to coverup an errantrocket.
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According to Schaffner, a V-2 rocket with a faulty
gyroscope strayed offcourse on May 29,1947. The missile
crashed into a cemetery about one-half mile south of
Juarez, Mexico. According to the records from White
Sands, this was a modified V-2 made from captured Ger
man rocket parts. It was the second in a series of rockets
fired by General Electric and Army Ordnance in connec
tion with their Hermes II missile project. The official report
reads: "The rocket left the launching platform normally but
no program was evident after 4 seconds. Observers at the
emergency cut-off station realized the rocket was moving
to the south slightly but judged the angle was so steep that
the rocket would fall within the limits of the proving
ground. Cut-off occurred at 46 seconds and the rocket
landed near the site of Juarez in the Republic of Mexico."

The result of this incident, according to Schaffner, was
a suspension of firings until the Chiefof Ordnance could be
convinced that future missile launches would be con

trolled. If a rocket had been fired in violation of those orders

only to fall onto open rangeland in central New Mexico, the
men involved would certainly want that information kept
secret. Schaffner points out that a V-2 was tested on July 3,
1947, and if witnesses had described the recovered debris
erroneously, then this V-2 might account for the wreckage
found by Mac Brazel on the morning of July 3, 1947.

An examination of the facts surrounding the Brazel
find and the V-2 firings in July 1947 will shed additional



V-2 rocket, as it was instrumentedfor its
firing on March 7, 1947. From J. Gordon
Vaeth, 200 Miles Up(Ronald Press, 1955).

A-9/A-10 V-2 Human , »«• aJ/iWl

Anatomy of a V-2 rocket

The V-2 rockets tested in the United States in the
late1940s had been captured from Germanyat the
end of World War II. Manufactured at an under
ground factory at Mittelwerk, the V-2 carried almost
a ton ofexplosives, which itdelivered to targets in
London and Antwerp with little warning. Traveling
at supersonic speed, the rocket could not be heard
approaching its target—unlike the earlier V-1
weapon("buzz bomb") thatwas really a pilotless jet
aircraft.

Allied scientists began studying unfired and
unassembled V-2's in Germany inApril 1945. The
peacetime scientific value of these rockets was
recognized immediately. As J. Gordon Vaeth writes
in 200 Miles Up (N.Y.: Ronald Press, 1955):

"The availability to the United States of cap
tured V-2's and components was the immediate
cause for the activation of this nation's present
upper atmosphere program with rocket vehicles...
[and] provided the means ofenlarging and extend
ing basic research from the lower stratosphere into
the ionosphere. The Germans had fired V-2's
horizontally through the air to strikeat targets 180
miles awaywhile carrying a warheadweighing one

ton; the scientific world thrilled at the idea of the
heights that these missiles could attain when fired
vertically."

The first launch of a V-2 in the United States
took place on April 16, 1946, at White Sands
Proving Ground, New Mexico. Atotal of 47 rockets
were launched before the V-2 upper air program
ended in the fall of 1952, to be replaced by more
sophisticated domestic ballistic missiles and
Skyhook balloons.

The V-2 had twoflight control systems. Rud
dertabs on itsfour largetailfins provided guidance
at lower altitudes where the air is dense. As the
rocket ascended, the effectiveness of the fins
diminished and soon becameuseless in very rari-
fied air,putting the V-2 into a spin.At high altitudes,
stability was accomplished by carbon steering
vanes mounted in the engine's exhaust outlet.
Positioning of the vanes was monitored by gyro
scopes located in the control compartment. The
gyros automatically compensated for the rocket's
exhaust flow and thrust, sendingelectrical signals
to the vanes and rudder tabs to maintain a desired
trajectory. —GME
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light onthistheory. Descriptions of thecrashsite,descrip
tions of the debris, the extraordinary efforts to cordon off
the area and silence the witnesses, and the multitude of
special flights transporting the wreckage all suggest that
the crash was not a V-2 but something else. When all the
facts arebrought intoplay, theroom forspeculation about
a V-2 crash shrinks to non-existent.

Schaffner's timeline, for example, is severely flawed.
When used to create a case for an errant V-2, it is totally
based on inaccurate information. We now know that civil
engineer Grady L. "Barney" Barnett, who allegedly saw
thebodiesanda portionof the debris,probablycameupon
the wreckage onJuly 8,1947,asallinformation suggests,
and notonJuly 3ashadbeenpreviously reported. Weknow
this because Alice Knight, Barnett's niece, recently found
adiary written by Barney's wife Ruth in1947. Init, we dis
covered that Barnett was in his office with numerous
witnesses during the day of July 3, 1947.

Allof the witness testimonypoints to the bodiesbeing
moved fromthecrashsiteonJuly8,1947. Theyweretaken
into Roswell to the base hospital where a preliminary
autopsy was performed, placed incrates ina hangar, and
finally taken toBomb Pit number 1justbefore being loaded
on a B-29, aircraft number 7301.

Schaffner goes on to suggest that Barnett may never
have actually seenthebodies andthathisinvolvement was
acomponentofthe cover-up, designed tohide the errant V-
2. It would be easy to acceptthisscenario if therewereno
corroborating witnesses to the bodies. If Barnett was our
only source, we could write him offaseither acrackpot, an
accomplice, or mistaken, but he was not.

Melvin E. Brown, a sergeant with the 509th Bomb
Group, told his family that flying saucers were real. He
knew, because he had helped recover the wreckage and
bodiesfrom a crashedcraft near Roswell in 1947.Accord
ing to Brown, he was ordered to guard the bodies inthe back
ofanarmy ambulance truck. They had been covered with
a tarp and Brown was told not to look under it. When the
officers turned their backs, Brown lookedunder the canvas
and saw the remains of three or four beings killed in the
crash.

Mary Ann Gardner, a nurse ina Florida cancer ward,
related thatshehadunexpectedly heard thestory first-hand
from a terminally ill patient. According to Gardner, the
patient had been one of the rock-hunters whom Barnett
mentioned when he told the story. (Later, she said the
woman wasn't a rock-hunter, but had accompanied them
onJuly 8,1947). The woman confided toGardner that she
hadseen thebodies and thecraft, and that theyhad been told
by the military officers who arrived onthe scene that the
incident wasclassified. Theyweretoldnevertomention it.
The woman pleaded with Gardner not to mention this to
anyone because shewould getinto trouble.

It seems reasonable then to believe that bodies were
found on the crash site. While Barnett might have been
mistaken, or an unwitting part of the cover-up, it seems
there are too many others who have spoken about the
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bodies. Barnett, Brown, and Gardner, all from different
locations, all with different functions, have essentially
described the same events.

In recounting the events of July 1947, Schaffnersug
gested that Major Jesse A. Marcel, intelligence officer of
the 509th Bomb Group, along with a Counter Intelligence
Corps agent, accompanied Brazel to thecrashsiteonJuly
7. There Marcel and the CIC agent inspected the remaining
wreckage and loaded the material into the car.

Marcel, among others, said that the debris field was
three-quarters of a mile long and200-300feetwide. The
debriswas so denselypackedthat the ranch sheep refused
to cross it and had to be herded around it. While it is true that
MarcelandtheCICmandidpickup as muchdebrisas their
vehicles could hold, they did not clean the field. Much
material remainedwhen they returned to Roswell around
sundown.

Marcelwas so impressedwith what he'd seen thathe
wanted his wife and son to have a chance to examine its
strange properties. Jesse Marcel, Jr. reported thathe'd seen
a small I-beam with strange writing on it. He described the
symbols asmore like geometric shapes thananything else.
There were no numbers, letters, or words that he could
recognize. That description became important astheinves
tigation continued.

The senior CIC man at Roswell in July 1947 was
Captain Sheridan Cavitt. Although Cavitt denies (contrary
to other accounts) that he was on the debris field, when
asked ifhehadeverparticipated intherecovery ofmaterial
from a crashed V-2 rocket, Cavitt said, "No. After the one
that almost hit a town [Juarez] they made sure that no errant
rockets gotclose to theground again." Cavitt later under
scoredthathehadneverparticipated in the recovery ofany
rocket or missile while he was stationed at Roswell.

Cavitt also said that the men at Roswell wouldn't have
retrieved the material Brazel had found if it had merely
been a V-2. It is not that far from Alamogordo and White
Sands Proving Grounds to theBrazel (Foster) ranch. Had
it been a V-2, the material would have been promptly
reclaimed by the officers and men at White Sands. The
debris would not have been loaded on several aircraft and
flown to Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio, andWashington,
D.C. It would have stayed in New Mexico and, in fact,
returned to White Sands.

RobertSmith,an NCO atRoswell in July 1947,toldus
that he, along with several others identified to us, loaded
three aircraft with additional debris. He explained that fifty
orsixty soldiers, using trucks, spent three days cleaning the
debris field. That material was placed into crates marked
top secret and loaded into C-54 cargo planes for immediate
flight toLos Alamos. That was inaddition tothe material
recovered and taken to Roswell by Marcel.

Schaffner in his timeline suggests that Lieutenant
Walter Haut, the public information officer at Roswell,
prematurely released the story that the509th Bomb Group
had recovered a flying disk. Haut has said repeatedly that
hewasorderedtodoso byColonelWilliamBlanchard,the



base commander. Schaffner suggests that a major discrep
ancy exists because Marcel, in a 1979 interview, said that
thepress release was issued on July 7, but the dates from the
newspapers and all other printed sources prove that it was
issued on July 8.

But this is not a major discrepancy. Marcel, when first
contacted by Stan Friedman in 1978, wasn't even sure of
the year when he found the debris. It wasn't until the
photos, released throughout the world, were rediscovered
that a date could be established for the events. It was in the

reconstruction of events by investigators that the wrong
datewasassigned to thepress release, whichobviously was
issued on July 8.

Schaffner goes on to explain that the Army released a
photo of Marcel holding material that resembled tinfoil. He
writes that there was a second photo released on July 9
showing Brigadier General Roger Ramey and Colonel
Thomas J. DuBose.

There were at least seven photos taken in Fort Worth.
All were taken on July 8,1947, and all were released on that
date. Two of them show Marcel, two show Ramey alone,
two show Ramey and DuBose, and one shows Warrant
Officer (later Major) Irving Newton, a weather officer
stationed in Fort Worth. All show the same shiny, foil-
covered and ripped-apart radar target and black rubber
remains of a balloon.

Schaffnersays thathe isnot muchof a betting man, but
he would be willing to bet the pot that the photos taken in
Fort Worth are identical to the parachute of a V-2. In that
case, he would lose the bet. Irving Newton, the weather
officer who was called in by Ramey, was convinced by his
first sight of the debris that it was part of a Rawin target
device.

The evidence in the photographs themselves prove
that Newton was right. The remnants show the radar
reflecting targets, the balsawood sticks to support that
structure, and even the rubberized sections of the balloon.

There is no doubt that the debris photographed in Ramey's
office was the remains of a balloon. There is no evidence,
from any of the witnesses who were there, in the office, or
on the photos themselves to support Schaffner's belief.

Marcel, when interviewed more than thirty years after
the event, described the size of the debris field, which
would clearly rule out an aluminum foil parachute eight
feet in diameter, made of ribbons covered with metallic
mesh, or the second chute, about fourteen feet in diameter,
that was deployed to slow the descent. Neither contained
enough material to cover the field to the extent that Marcel
reported. It wouldn't have taken fifty or sixty soldiers three
days to pick up the debris.

Bill Brazel, the son of Mac Brazel, found about eight
stray pieces of the material and saw the debris field after the
soldiershad gone.Brazelsaid that throughthecenterof the
fieldwasa long,narrowtrenchthat lookedas if something
had come in at a low angle, struck the ground, skipped and
struck again. The ten-foot-wide gouge was only an inch or
two deep, and it had apparently not been excavated.

Brazel, in describing the material he found, said that
there was a leadlike foil that could be crumpled into a ball
but then would unfold itself so that it was flat, without the
slightest wrinkle or crease. There was some wirelike stuff
that he said resembled monofilamentfishing line but, with
hindsight, lookedverysimilar to modernfiberoptics.And
there was a piece of metal that felt light like balsa wood but
was so tough that Brazel couldn't even scratch the surface
with his hardened steel buck knife.

All of these facts, based on the direct testimonyof the
participants, suggests that Schaffner's theory is incorrect.
While it is certainly possible that Marcel, even as the head
of theintelligencesectionof the509thBombGroup,might
not have known about the experiments with V-2 rockets, he
certainly would have been able to identify terrestrial com
ponents.

Even if Marcel had somehow been fooled, would the
other officers of the 509th, including the base commander
and his engineering department, have been unable to iden
tifythefoil, theparachute,and thecapsuleasmaterialmade
on Earth? The important point is that they didn't have to
know it came from an errant V-2, only that it was made of
material manufactured elsewhere on the planet.

Schaffner's biggest mistake is that he presumes that
only the nose cone crashed on the Foster ranch. The
German-manufactured V-2 was a single-stage rocket. It
was 46 feet long, 5 feet 5 inches in diameter, and weighed
nearly three tons without its ethyl alcohol and liquid oxy
gen fuel supply. This was hardly the weightless, paper-thin
material described by first-hand military witnesses to the
actual debris. Schaffner does not say what happened to the
rocket's engine, the firing chamber, vacuum tubes, fuel
lines, propellant pump motor, or its sophisticated guidance
system.

Marcel, among others, said that some of the metal
recovered was as thin as newsprint but so strong that it
couldn't be dented or scratched with a sixteen-pound
sledgehammer. He said they tried to burn it and that it
would not bum. They tried to cut it and it would not cut.
This was true even for some brown, parchment-like paper
that was mixed with the debris. None of this material

sounds like anything made on Earth in 1947.
Is it possible that all these highly trained military

experts were somehow fooled? It seems highly unlikely.
But that doesn't address the major point of Schaffner's
argument, that the errant V-2 would have been kept secret
because officials at White Sands had attempted the launch
in violation of an alleged ban imposed after the crash in
Juarez. Schaffner seems unaware that there were two other

misfirings within 30 days prior to the Juarez accident: one
rocket landed four-and-a-halfmiles south of Alamogordo,
while another crashed only two miles south of Las Cruces.
Although faulty parts and human error were blamed, re
cently released Army records indicate that sabotage was
suspected, especially since five cameras attached to one of
the rockets were missing after the launch, and parts from
another missile were never found.
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However, a ban seems unlikely especially as late as
July2.Theflyingdiskseennear LasCrucesonJune29was
observedby four civilians on their way to a White Sands V-
2 launch, and there were attempted launches on July 3 and
July 10.

Schaffner points out that if Brazel had been mistaken
about the date, the July 3 launch might account for the
debris. The problem is that the July 3 rocket never got off
the launchingpad. According to an article in the Chicago
Sun forJuly4: "A faultymechanism wasblamedtodayfor
a V-2 rocket accident in which eight persons were sprayed
withacidyesterday. Lt. Col. HaroldR.Turner,command
ingofficerat the White SandsProvingGround,said the ac
cident occurred while the Army prepared to fire the 25th
German V-2 rocket from the field."

This news item demonstrates that the officers and of

ficials at White Sands were not trying to keep the launch a
secret—not when the commander was issuing statements
to thepressabouttheaccidentat theProvingGround.Italso
casts doubt on the theory that there may have been "unof
ficial" V-2 firings; even in 1947 the exact number of
assembled V-2s was known to the public. The last V-2
launch, the 47th, took place in 1952.

In checking out the V-2 possibility further, we inter
viewed Dr. Gerald Brown, a former NASA engineer and
noted authority on the V-2 rocket program. When we
described the debris field and the metal to him, he made the
following observations. First, he explained that after the
Juarez accident, the V-2s were equipped with radio detona
tors to disintegrate the rocket in the event that the gyro
scopes would malfunction and send the rocket off course.
Second, he explained that, because of the tailfins, the V-2s
descended vertically and created circular impact craters,
not horizontal gouges. Third, he pointed out that the A-9, a
two-stagerocketdesignedby the Germansat theend of the
war, might have created the gouge reported on the crash
site. He told us that the duraluminum used in its nose cone

was extremely tough and could account for some of the
debris found. In both the V-2 and A-9 rockets, heat caused
the interior of some of the wiring to melt, leaving a hollow
tube that might look like modern optical fiber. The Ger
mans, in labelingsome of the interior componentsof their
rockets, used a combination of the Greek alphabet, scien
tific notation, numbers, and geometric symbols. As for the
dead bodies, Brown mentioned that there were a few
experiments where animals had been launched into space
possibly as early as 1947.

In researching duraluminum, we learned that it is very
strong and that it has very desirable properties at high
temperatures. In other words, if Marcel had found a piece
of duraluminum, he might not have been able to bum it.
However, repeated blows from a sledgehammer would
have caused it to shatter. Marcel didn't report that the metal
shattered—only that they had been unable to scratch or
dent it.

Bill Brazel's description of the monofilament fishing
line does not sound like wire with the center melted away.
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Brown also mentioned that the wire he described was

brittle and snapped easily with very little pressure.
Most of Brown's suggestions didn't really fit the

descriptions of the material as reported by more than a
dozen independent witnesses. Brown's duraluminum and
partially melted wire in a very broad sense resemble the
material but do not match its characteristics.

Jesse Marcel, Jr. said that he recognized none of the
symbols he had seen on the debris. Had they included
Greek letters, scientific notation, Arabic numerals, or
German words, Marcel would have recognized them as
such. He might not have been able to decipher them, but he
certainly would have been able to identify them.

Under hypnotic regression in May 1990, Marcel was
asked to draw the symbols as he originally saw them. He
drew a line of them on a sheet of paper. Some of the symbols
contained circles, but they resembled nothing that the
Germans would have marked on a rocket component. None
of the symbols resembled scientific notation or Greek
letters.

June Tyree, wife of former Brazel ranch hand Tommy
Tyree, has lived in the Corona, New Mexico, area all her
life and she discounts the V-2 or errant rocket theory.
According to her, there were no rumors of such an event
among the ranchers. Even when a secret, experimental
plane crashed in the mountains not far from Corona during
World War II, the ranchers heard about it, and many of the
teenagers drove up to see it. But there was never a rumor of
a rocket or missile from White Sands crashing so close to
the town of Corona.

Gerald Brown really could not explain the bodies.
Eyewitness descriptions suggested that they were neither
humannor animal. Even human bodies burned in an intense

fire didn't match the descriptions. Those who were on the
debris field or at the impact site where the bodies were
found were uniform in their descriptions. There was no
evidence of fire or a chemical spill.

Captain O. W. "Pappy" Henderson saw the bodies.
They were smaller than a human being, only four-and-a-
half to five feet tall. Their heads and eyes were large in
proportion to their bodies. All were wearing a one-piece
garment like a flight suit.

Glenn Dennis, a mortician in Roswell in 1947, re
ported that all but one of the bodies recovered by the Army
were in bad shape, having lain in the high-desert sun for
about a week. He did say that they were humanoid, with
very thin arms and legs. Their bones were fragile, and the
skull was soft like that of a baby's. They had hands with
four long, slender fingers and no thumbs.

Ron Schaffner mentions that rhesus monkeys were
launched during the rocket experiments in the early 1950s.
Rhesusmonkeys are small animals, about thesize of a large
house cat, and certainly wouldn't be confused with the
remains of humanoid pilots. In fact, the alleged alien body
photographto which Schaffnerrefers was taken in 1948in
Mexico and shows the body of a human pilot killed in an
aircraft accident. A close examination of the picture shows



the very recognizable remains of aviator-style glasses
partiallyhidden by the body. We have never suggested that
the picture showed any of the debris or the bodies that were
recovered near Roswell.

Gerald Brown would not give up the possibility that
the debris or the gouge could have been caused by an A-9
rocketexperiment.He didsay, however,"If yougentlemen
can prove it wasn't a rocket, then I don't know what else it
could have been."

What Brown didn't know was that there was only a
four-day window of opportunity for a rocket crash. Mac
Brazel told Lewis S. Rickett, one of the two counter
intelligence agents who eventually went out to the crash
site, that he had been in the area four days earlier and there
had been no debris then.

The only V-2 activity in that time frame was the ill-
fatedJuly3attempt. It nevergotoffthe launching pad,was
reported in the newspapers, and therefore cannot account
for the debris found by Brazel. The records from White
Sandsshow a V-2 launchon May 16,an attempton July 3,
and another attempt on July 10. On May 29 there was the
Hermes II launch and on June 12 a WAC B missile was

launched. Nothing in the record fits into the four-day
window for a crash on the Foster ranch.

Schaffner's theory, that the Roswell debris was the
wreckage of a V-2 rocket, covered up by officials at White
Sands because of an alleged ban on launches, is idle
speculation. The description of the debris by the men who
were there does not match that of an aluminum-and-mesh
parachute. The debris field was too large for a V-2. The
gouge is inconsistent with a V-2 impact crater. The ac
counts of thebodies do notmatchthehypothesis that they
were animals. The photos taken in Fort Worth, which
Schaffnerdidn't examine, clearly show the remnants of a
Rawin target device and a rubber balloon.

While it is hypothetically true that men trying to
protect theircareers after being responsible for an errant V-
2crash might hide thetruth, it is nottrue that thecover-up
wouldhave lasted more than forty years. When those men
moved on or retired, the evidence of the cover-up would
have surfaced.

But the most damaging item is the report from the
Chicago Sun. The story of that attempted launch was
spread over the papers for the world to see. If there was a
cover-up, it wasn't very effective in 1947. Had the debris
discovered near Roswell been the result of a V-2, docu
ments to prove it would exist. None do.

While Schaffnermight be right—thatwe should con
tinue to search in directions other than the crash of an
extraterrestrial UFO—it is also true that the search no
longer needs to consider the V-2 theory. It just fails to
account for all the facts. •
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Gerald Anderson and

the Magdalena connection

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

A confusing sidebar to the events surrounding the
Roswell crash has been the Barney Barnett story
and the true location of the impact site where the

bodiesandintactportionof thecraftwereallegedly found.
One scenario places this at the edge of the Plains of San
Agustin, a 60-mile-long basin (actually the bed of an
ancient lake) to the west of Magdalena, New Mexico. It was
at this second location, so the story goes, where the bodies
oftheflight crewandthemainbodyof thecraftwerefound.
It washere thatBarneyBarnettsaw thecraft,met thearche-
ologists, andwasthenthreatened by themilitarywhowere
sealing off the area.

The Barnett story

According to this version, Grady L. "Barney" Barnett, a
civil engineer, stumbled across the wreck before anyone
else arrived. Alice Knight, theniece of Barney's wife Ruth,
claims that Barnett saw it crash, while Vern Maltais, a close
friend, said that Barnetthad seen the sunlightwinkingoff
the metal and had walked over to see what it was.

Outside the smashed, disk-shaped craft were the bod
ies of four dead crew members. Barnett described them as
short, with large heads, thin arms and legs, and wearing
gray, one-piece flight suits. Harold Baca, Bamett'sneigh
bor for a number of years, said that Barnett was close
enough totouchone,andinfact, actually leaned overitand
stared down at it.

Barnett told others that while he was standing there, a
group offour orfive archeologists whowere working inthe
area walked up. They too saw the craft and the bodies,
though noneof themapproached as closeas Barnetthad.

Within minutes, the Army arrived. The officer in
charge told Barnett and the archeologists that they were
looking at something that was classified. It was national
security and theywereneverto mention it again. Allwere
escorted from the site by the military.

None of the archeologists mentioned the event to
anyone. Barnett, however, told several others. Alice Knight
wassure thatBarneyhad toldherhe'd beenworkingin the
high country around theMagdalena andDatil area when he
had seen the craft. Vern Maltais wasn't sure if Barney had
ever given him a location, but the generally accepted
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information said it was on the Plains of San Agustin.
James "Fleck" Danley was Bamett's boss in 1947.

Bamett tried to tell Danley about the crash a couple of times
but Danley didn't want to hear about it. He did remember,
however, Barnett saying that he had come across the crash
northwest of Magdalena on the edge of the plains.

According to Harold Baca, Bamett also told him of the
crash but mentioned few details. Baca was sure that Barney
had told him that the crash site was to the west of Magdalena.

The problem is that there are no living witnesses who
were with Barnett on the crash site. Barney Bamett died in
1969. All efforts to locate the archeologists have failed. No
one has been able to identify or locate any of the members
of the first military team to arrive. We are left with second
hand sources reporting what Bamett told them 25,35, or 40
years ago.

Enter Gerald Anderson

At least there were no living witnesses until Unsolved
Mysteries repeateda programabout the Roswell crash in
January 1990. Using the toll-free number, Gerald Ander
son called the show and then wrote a letter, explaining that
he had seen the bodies. He had been there in July 1947 just
before the military arrived. In his letter to Kevin Randle he
said, "If you are interested in hearing a first-hand account
of what really took place that morning at the crash site, let
me know." He also wrote that, "They [the aliens] were not
all dead. The Army Air Corps also didn't get all the
wreckage."

Naturally, we wanted to talk to anyone who had been
on the crash site. We made contact with Anderson on

February4,1990, andaskedhimto tellus what he hadseen.
This was the first interview that Anderson had with any
UFO investigator.

According to Anderson, he was rock-huntingwith his
family on the Plains of San Agustin when they "came over
a small rise, walking down into not a real deep gully. There
was this object impacted on the slope."

Anderson explained that he didn't get real close. His
dad grabbed him and told him not to move. To Anderson,
who was five years old at the time, it looked like a bomb
lyingthere. In theshadowof the objectwerethe bodies of



theflightcrew."They [thebodies]wereupunder thisthing.
It wasn't torn up and they weren't scattered around." Note
that this is consistent with the way the discovery of the
bodieswas portrayedon the Unsolved Mysteries program.

Hesaid that there were fouroccupants. Onewassitting
up, leaning back on his hands, looking like he was sunning
himself.It wasasmall being withaslight nose, a largehead,
and big, milky-blue eyes. The skin was pale and there was
no hair at all. The side of its face was abraded and oozing
red blood. It appeared as if it had tried to help its fellows,
but they were all dead.

The living creature was frightened, according to
Anderson. It flinched as the people moved or when they
spoke. It kept its eyes on them, watching every move they
made.

Anderson said that they had been there only a moment
or two when a group of people came from the southwest.
Theywerearcheologists from the UniversityofPennsylva
nia. Theyhad been working at an old cliff dwelling ruin to
the southwest and had been seen the craft. They had come
down to investigate.

When asked if he was sure they were from the Univer
sity ofPennsylvania,Andersonsaid thathe was. They were
conducting an excavation on the rim of the rock rise near
thecliff dwelling.The previousnight they had seen a light
as theobjectcame down.They couldsee theobject from the
cliff dwelling. They didn't know what it was and had
walked to the site to find out.

It wasn't very long before the "military types showed
up." There was a captain who had red hair and who was in
command.Hewas angryabout thecivilians being there and
ordered them around. According to Anderson, all the
militarymen were ill-tempered, very rude, and very arro
gant.

The officer threatened everyone. He told Anderson's
father that if he ever said anything about what he had seen,
he would be thrown into a military prison and would never
see his children again. He told Gerald, the five-year-old
child, that if he opened his mouth, he would never see his
parents again.

Andersonsaid that they ran everyone off but made one
mistake. The archeologists had picked up some of the
debris.Andersonsaid that the object had hit hard, bounced,
and cut a gouge before it came to rest on the short slope.
There werepiecesof metal, metallic foil,andotherscraps
scattered everywhere. Anderson said that it looked as if an
aluminum factory had exploded. The archeologists had
pocketed some of the smaller pieces. The military didn't
search anyone, so the archeologists did not get caught.

The object itself, according to Anderson, looked like a
discus. It was tilted up at an angle so that Anderson couldn't
tell if therewasa domeon top of it. Andhe didn't see any
hatch.

The only other detail that Anderson remembered was
a strong acetate-like odor in the area. One of the archeolo
gists started to light a cigarette and Anderson's father
advisedhim not to smoke. He was afraid of an explosion.

Anderson also told a story about A. C. Whitney, a
family friend, who told Anderson's brother that sometime
in the summer of 1947 he had been awakened by govern
ment agents. He was taken out into a field where there was
a large object covered with canvas. Whitney was told to
open the object and that he would be provided with what
ever tools he needed. After 24 hours he and his two fellow

workers succeeded in opening a hatch. They were immedi
ately escorted from the site, given $10,000 and told never
to mention what had happened or what they had seen.

In September 1990, Stan Friedman and Don Berliner
accompanied Anderson to the crash site in New Mexico.
Anderson remembered new details about the crash as he

walked around the field.

First, he said that the object was about 50 feet in
diameterwitha small domeon top.The beingswere lying
undertheobjectin theshadethatitwascreating. According
to Anderson, two of them were dead, one was dying, and
thefourthwassitting there,watchingthehumansapproach.

Now Anderson recalled that they arrived as much as 15
minutes before the archeologists did. He thought that one
was a girl named Agnes. Barney Barnett arrived moments
later, walking over the ridge from the southwest and he was
followed closely by the military.

Anderson again described the red-headed officer,
whose name he now remembered was Armstrong (Curi
ously, in Berlitz and Moore's TheRoswell Incident,Brazel
mentions an Air Force captain from Roswell named Arm
strong, who in 1949confiscated the scraps of debrishe had
accumulated). He was with a black NCO by the name of
Roosevelt. Both these men threatened the civilians. Arm

strong supposedly threatened to shoot some of the arche
ologists on the spot.

Anderson also said that he had touched one of the

creatures. He had thought they were dolls of some kind
because they were about his size, and they looked so
strange. The flesh, he said, was cold. Not cool, but cold.

Theyhadbig eyes, whichhe had said weremilky-blue.
They had small, delicate hands, almost like those of a
violinist. There was no blood on any of them.

He did remember that all the soldiers were wearing
fatigues, helmets with the letters "MP" on them, and
insignia from Sandia. These men were not from Roswell or
Alamogordo.

Anderson also remembered a car on the site. It had a
white star on the door and on the bumper were the letters
USA and the numbers 509. The implication is that the car
belonged to the 509th Bomb Group in Roswell.

And he was able to put a date on the discovery. He was
thereon Saturday, July5,1947. Thearcheologists reported
theyhad seen the object crash the night before,so the crash
must have occurred on the night of July 4.

If true, that rules out a connection between what
happened nearRoswell, andwhathappened nearthePlains
of San Agustin. It must have been a separateevent.

In later interviews Anderson added still more detail.
He said the leader of the archeological team was a Dr.
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Buskirk. Agnes's last name was Shedlefski or Shedlefsky.
He also remembered a huge gash in the side of the craft that
made it look as if it had collided with a similar ship. The
collision explained why the craft had crashed. He said that
he thought the other ship must have fallen in pieces near
Roswell.

As they were escorted from the crash site, they passed
what Anderson described as a battalion-sized operation.
According to him they had a "real invasion force." There
were trucks, airplanes landing on a section of the road they
had blocked off, ambulances, and radio gear.

The date

This is an interesting story, but it generates more questions
that it answers. It potentially provides some very interest
ing insights into the Barney Bamett story. But there are
some problems with it, too.

First is the date. Alice Knight discovered that Ruth
Bamett had keptadiary for the year of 1947.Knight located
it in September 1990 and allowed us to borrow it for a
couple of days.

According to the diary, Barney Bamett was at home in
Socorroon July 5,1947. The Bametts were building a new
house and on that day Barney worked with a hired man
named Lopez installing the plumbing. He also bought the
glass for the windows. He did not have time to drive from
Socorro to the west side of the Plains of San Agustin, find
the remains of a crashed saucer, and to get back to town.

On July 3, the day on whichsome investigators thought
he had found the crash site, Bamett was in his office. Fleck
Danleydidsay that theyhad twooffices,oneinSocorroand
thesecond in Magdalena. Barney split his time between the
two. Even if he was at the Magdalena office for most of the
day (though Knight said the diary entry meant he was in
Socorro),there was no time for him to get to the far side of
the plains. Again, he was in a location where there were
witnesses. That date seems to be eliminated too.

In fact, the only possible dates that do work are July 2
andJuly8.Bamettwasoutof theofficeon thosetwodates,
and could have stumbled across the flying disk then. On
July2 Bamettwasworking in thehighcountry nearDatil,
New Mexico. According to Anderson, the crash site is
about 30 miles from Datil.

OnJuly 8, accordingto the diary,Bamett was near Pie
Town, New Mexico. Pie Town is about as far west from
Socorro as Corona is to the east. We believe that Bamett,

returning to Socorro after discovering the craft and being
threatenedby the military,was reluctantto give the correct
location. He told his wife he had been in Pie Town because

it explainedwhy he had not returnedhome until 8:30 p.m.,
and he didn't want her to know that he had been to Corona

The archeologists

Thesecondproblemwith theAndersonstory is the arche
ological team. Likeeveryone else,he said theywerefrom
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the University of Pennsylvania. Repeated searches at the
University of Pennsylvania have failed to produce a single
university dig in New Mexico at the time.

Knight said that she thought they were from Pennsyl
vania, but couldn't remember if Barney had said it origi
nally or if someone else had made the statement to her
sometime in the last ten years.

Maltais, on the other hand, had a clear memory.
According to him, Barney never mentioned Pennsylvania.
Barney said there only a few archeologists, four or five of
them, and that they arrived after he did.

Tom Carey, a MUFON state section director in Penn
sylvania, has made repeated searches at the University of
Pennsylvania and has been unable to locate anyone from
that institution who was doing archeological research in
New Mexico in the summer of 1947.

Our own research, conducted at the University of New
Mexico and with the assistance of the Museum of New

Mexico in Santa Fe, also failed to turn up anyone from
Pennsylvania doing research in the Plains area in 1947.
That seemed to be a dead end.

Whenwe expanded the scope of our search, we learned
that a number of teams were on the Plains in 1947. In the

summer of 1947, Herbert W. Dick, an archeologist who
still lives in New Mexico, was excavating for Harvard
University an important archaic Cochise site at Bat Cave on
the southeastern edge of the Plains. Several cultivated
corncobs carbon-dated to about 3,500 B.C., the earliest
evidence of agriculture north of Mexico, have been found
in Bat Cave. According to Dick, there were no stories of any
kind of crash at the time. He did mention that someone had

asked him the same questions ten or fifteen years earlier,
but he remembered nothing new.

We also found that between 1946 and 1948 a major
archeological reconnaissance had been conducted on the
Plains of San Agustin. A team from the University of New
Mexico was assisted in locating various habitation sites by
Jack De Vaux and Lee Gamer ofMagdalena. The team was
led by Wesley R. Hurt, Jr., and Daniel McKnight; archeol
ogy students Albert Schulman, James T. Crow, Herman
Kaiser, and Robert Drake assisted with the excavations and
submitted the artifacts they uncovered to Frank C. Hibben
at the University of New Mexico. There is no indication
from anyone who knew the individuals involved that they
had encountered anything unusual in the summer of 1947,
but the search continues.

Then we located a Dr. Buskirk. Tom Carey found a
book written by Winfred Buskirk and published in 1986.
The accompanying information suggested that Buskirk
had received his Ph.D. in anthropology from the University
of New Mexico at the age of 41. We looked Buskirk up in
the telephonebook and discovered that he still lived in New
Mexico.

In his book, The Western Apache, Buskirk states
unambiguously that from June through September 1947he
was at the Fort Apache Indian Reservation in Arizona
doing research for his Ph.D. thesis on the Apache.



In fact, Winfred Buskirk must have been nowhere near
the Plains ofSan Agustin during the first week of July 1947
because his book contains a photograph that he took, at Fort
Apache, captioned: "A World War II veteran celebrates the
Fourth of July, 1947."

When Buskirk was contacted, he denied any knowl
edge of the event. Stan Friedman said that it had to be the
wrong Buskirk, but no other Buskirk with any kind of an
thropological or archeological experience has yet been
found. Curiously, Anderson supplied an Identikit sketch of
Buskirk that, according to Carey, was a dead ringer for
Winfred Buskirk's photo on the dust jacket of his book.

Our strong suspicion was that Buskirk was not in
volved in the recovery.

Agnes Shedlefski, according to Anderson, was from
Toms River, New Jersey. Carey, attempting to follow
every lead, tried to track her down. Carey searched local
high school yearbooks back to 1919 but could find no one
with that name or any variation in the spelling of it.

All this leads directly into another problem with the
Anderson claim. Originally Anderson told us that he could
see the cliff dwelling where the archeologists had been
working. It was on a bluff to the southwest. From that
vantage point, the archeologists had seen where the craft
had come to rest. No such structure is visible from the

claimed location.

Now Anderson was claiming that they had seen it
crash, but couldn't see the craft from where they were.
They had seen a flaming meteor that they tried to locate the
next day. They were on the far side of the plains and had
driven across them in the morning. They then walked
around, searching for the crash site. Anderson watched
them approach from the east.

As they stood looking at the crashed disk, Bamett
appearedfromthesouthwest. The militarywas rightbehind
him, making one wonder whether they were actually fol
lowing Bamett.

But Vern Maltais remembered Barney saying that he
had been first on the scene. No one was there. He watched

the archeologists arrive and never mentioned anyone else,
especially a family with a five-year-old boy. Moments later
the military arrived, told them never to mention what they
had seen, that it was a classified government experiment,
and then escorted them off the site.

More discrepancies

Danley said that Bamett told him that the crash was to the
northwest of Magdalena. Harold Baca said that Barney told
him it was to the west of Magdalena, but didn't pinpoint the
position any further. Anderson put it to the southwest, on
the far side of the Plains near Old Horse Springs. In itself
this isn't much of a discrepancy, but when added to the
other inconsistencies, it begins to loom large.

Anderson also told us that he had seen blood on the

aliens. He thought that it was red. He mentioned that the one
living creature had been injured in the crash. It looked as if

it had bounced off something inside the craft. Anderson
described the wound as looking like the injuries sustained
a motorcycle accident. The skin was scraped away and
there was a red smear. He also mentioned seeing blood
stains on the gray coveralls worn by the others.

In September 1990 he said that there was no blood. In
December 1990he went farther, saying that one apparently
was uninjured and had been trying to help its fellows.
Under hypnosis, Anderson explained that only two were
dead when he and his family arrived. One was moaning and
died while they were there.

It might be argued that a five-year-old boy might not
have recognized a badly injured being that was about to die.
He might have thought that it was already dead and that his
attention would be drawn to the one that was still alive. It

might be argued that only under hypnosis would such a
detail emerge, giving some credence to his story.

In fact, most of the discrepancies between what he told
us in February 1990 and what he remembered and told to
Stan Friedman under hypnosis seven months later could be
explained by his age. A five-year-old's perspective on the
world is certainly different than an adult's.

But there are a couple ofproblems that Anderson's age
can't excuse. First, according to Don Berliner, Anderson
was able to take them right to the crash site. He had to walk
around for a few minutes, but once he spotted a windmill,
he knew he was close. Even after 43 years, he was able to
find the site easily.

The next day, Berliner, who was trying to find the site
again, got lost. He had been there only about 24 hours
earlier, had flown over it in a helicopter, but still had trouble
finding the right place. Anderson, who claimed he hadn't
been there for more than 40 years, was able to find it
quickly.

And remember Maltais's claim that Bamett was the

first one on the scene. Bamett never mentioned a family
group with a small child. Maltais was sure that Barney told
him that he was there first.

Knight is even more adamant about it. She was posi
tive that Bamett would have mentioned the presence of a
child had he seen one, but he never did. The only people he
ever talked about were the archeologists.

Anderson's insistence that the archeologists were from
Pennsylvania suggests contamination. In other words, he
may have read or heard somewhere that the archeologists
were from Pennsylvania. (The Unsolved Mysteries pro
gram did not give an affiliation for the archeologists.)

We can take the contamination claim further and

identify the source. In a newspaper account, Anderson
mentioned the news reports ofJuly 7,1947, concerning the
debris found near Roswell. In their 1980 book, The Roswell
Incident, Charles Berlitz and William L. Moore report,
erroneously, that the first stories appeared on July 7. Later
research shows conclusively that the first newspaper sto
ries appeared on July 8. Anderson, since he gave the wrong
date, must have read The Roswell Incident. It had been
released as a paperback in 1988 by Berkley Books.
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That book provides us with an additional clue about
the Anderson story, and it might explain why Anderson
suggested the crash site was near Old Horse Springs. In the
book there is a map of the Plains of San Agustin taken from
an article in American Antiquity that details the location of
archeological sites examined during the years 1946 to
1948. Most of the locations were clustered within a few

miles of Old Horse Springs. It is the only town on that map
thatmightbe identified onastate roadmap of NewMexico.

New evidence has come to light that the group of
academics that Bamett ran into might have been geologists,
not archeologists. According to one witness, the group had
been rock hunting. Given the surprise and strangeness of
the episode, it would have been easy for Bamett to confuse
geologists with archeologists. Anderson, of course, would
not have known about this latest wrinkle.

Anderson has made other changes in his story. Now he
says there was no blood on the injured and dead (though he
describes a clear fluid on them). But in February 1990 he
gave us a good description of the scrape on the side of the
living creature's face. When he spoke to us, it wasn't just
something he mentioned in passing, but a vivid description.
It was Anderson who said the scrape reminded him of the
injuries that result from motorcycle accidents.

The story, in fact, seems to be like a fine wine. It gets
better with age. More details are added, others are changed,
and a few drop out. An eyewitness, repeating a story he has
lived, will make minor changes in each telling of it. But
here we have major revisions. It smacks of a tale that has
been constructed rather than lived.

No corroboration

But the real problem with the Anderson story is that there
is no corroboration for it. According to Anderson, everyone
who was with him that day has since died. All those who
have heard his story through the years are gone, with the
exception of a 93-year-old aunt. He says that there are
family letters and documents that attest to the incident, but
these all have been supplied by the same source, Gerald
Anderson.

A diary he submitted, when examined by a forensic
analyst, revealed that although the paper was available in
1947,the ink was post-1970. That didn't bother Stan Fried
man because, according to Anderson, the diary was a copy.
And since the information in it could still have been copied
prior to 1980 when the Berlitz and Moore book was first
published, it meant to Friedman that there was nothing to
suggest an outright hoax.

Supposed corroboration from a nurse who heard the
story from a patientdying of cancer in a Florida hospital has
evaporated. The nurse never said that she had been told that
the crash site was on the Plains of San Agustin. Her patient
never suggested that an alien was still alive. In fact, the
story told by the nurse differs from Anderson's on anumber
of important points.

It is also interesting that none of the military witnesses
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from this battalion-sized operation with trucks and air
planes landing on the road have ever been identified.
Anderson said that the area was cordoned off and there

were a large number of troops. A battalion could easily
consist of 500 men. Not one of them has come forward.

At Roswell we have been able to identify dozens of
military witnesses. Some of them, such as S. M. "Sav"
Dodson, only remember being unable to gain access to
certain parts of the base at Roswell that he had been allowed
to enter prior to July 1947. Others, such as Robert Smith,
have told of loading aircraft with debris, and still others tell
of cleaning up the field. In contrast, the only source of
information about the Magdalena end of it is Barney
Bamett. There is a long list of second-hand witnesses to
that, but no other first-hand sources.

Len Stringfield, who for the last decade has been
collecting stories of crash/retrievals, underscored that point.
Military officers and NCOs involved in a number of such
cases have contacted Stringfield with their information, but
of the dozens he has interviewed, not a single one ever
mentioned being on the Plains of San Agustin or involved
with a retrieval there.

Anderson said that they knew that the MPs, including
the red-haired Armstrong, were from Sandia because of the
distinctive insignia they wore. Patty Welsh from Kirtland
Air Force Base was unable to confirm that, saying that all
such records had been transferred to Maxwell Air Force

Base.

In fact, according to Air Force records, Kirtland Field
and the Sandia Base were under the command of the Air

Materiel Command in July 1947. The patch described by
Anderson does not resemble the Air Materiel Command

patch. In a search ofmore than 3,500 patches from a variety
ofsources, we were unable to locate any that resembled the
one Anderson described. The closest was a distinctive

patch worn by soldiers assigned to Sandia, but it is also
distinctly different from the one Anderson described.

Anderson's suggestion of a car from Roswell also fails
to hold up. The date Anderson provides suggests that this
happened prior to July 8 when the 509th became heavily
involved. If the Roswell debris had not been discovered at

the time of the Anderson story, there would have been no
reason for anyone from the 509th to be there. Roswell was
150 miles away and the base was under a different com
mand. No one would have notified the 509th.

When subjected to close scrutiny, Anderson's story is
found to be seriously flawed on several counts:

1. Anderson first told us information about the event

that he later changed radically after talking to other inves
tigators.

2. His description of the aliens does not match that of
either other witnesses at Roswell or any other reliable
account found in UFO reports involving humanoids.

3. The date of the recovery as supplied by Anderson
contradicts testimony from dozens of witnesses and is
inconsistent with the Bamett diary.

4. No verifiable first-hand witnesses to the recovery



efforts on the Plains of San Agustin have come forward in
support of Anderson's tesimony.

5. Anderson's claim that Dr. Buskirk was on the arche

ologicalteamon thatdate is impossible,since Buskirkwas
in Arizona the entire summer.

We see no reason to devote further investigative re
sources to an unverifiable story offered by a dubious
witness. •
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New Status Report from Len Stringfield

In May 1991, Len Stringfield previewed his new
report on UFO crash/retrievals for the Centerfor
UFO Studies:

"The impetus for my new Status Report VI,
entitled UFO Crash/Retrievals: Inside the Inner
Sanctum, is the recent influx of new and perhaps
significant information from a number of knowl
edgeable sources. Much of their material con
cerns UFO crashes and recoveries, including
Roswell and Kecksburg, Pennsylvania. Other
informants go further, relating the names and
purposes of secret projects and official concern
over incidents of UFO landings at military instal
lations.

"This new monograph will be thick compared
to my previous status reports, and will be worthy
of sitting on the coffee table of professional
people to show to their friends why the UFO
phenomenon is serious business.

"Status Report VIwill be published privately in
the summer of 1991."

For more information, write: Leonard H. String-
field, 4412 Grove Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45227.
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Crashed saucers of the 1950s

by Jerome Clark

•• Jerome Clark is editor of the International UFO

Reporter for the J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO
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UFO books and articles. This article is reprinted
with permission from his massive work, The
Emergence of a Phenomenon: UFOs from the
Beginning through 1959—The UFO Encyclope
dia, Volume 2 (Detroit: Apogee Books, © 1991).

For all the stir they would cause from 1980 on,
following the publication that year of Charles
Berlitz and William L. Moore's The Roswell

Incident, stories of flying saucer crashes received rela
tively little attention from early ufologists. The bulk of the
attention early crash reports attracted is retrospective, as
the bibliography following this article attests. The empha
sis in the paragraphs below is on the crashed-disk issue as
it was perceived by early ufologists; thus crashes that were
alleged to have occurred in the 1940s or 1950s but were
reported only after 1959 are not discussed here. They will
be examined in Volume 3 of The UFO Encyclopedia.

Roswell

Though the Roswell incident (which actually took place
some 75 miles away, on a ranch in the Corona, New
Mexico, area) is now generally regarded as one of the most
important UFO events in history, an extensive review of the
UFO literature of the 1950s finds little mention of it beyond
the first press accounts in early July 1947. The only known
references to it as a UFO crash are in a paragraph of Harold
T. Wilkins' Flying Saucers on the Attack (1954) and in a
question-and-answer session following a 1956 lecture to
Civilian Saucer Intelligence of New York by broadcaster
and UFO enthusiast Frank Edwards. Edwards stated, inac
curately, that at Roswell a "farmer reported that he saw
something strike a mountainside and crash" (Public Meet
ing, 1956). In 1955England's FlyingSaucerReview briefly
recounted the experience of entertainerHughie Green who,
while driving across the United States in June 1947, heard
an announcement that a flying saucer "had crashed in New
Mexico and that the Army were moving in to investigate.
Later the program was interrupted again and quite a few
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details were given." On his arrival at his destination,
Philadelphia, he found nothing in the newspapers, and
"questions at the radio stations just drew a blank" ("Star
Puzzled," 1955). Possibly Green heard early news ac
counts of the Roswell incident, prior to the release of the
official explanation that the object in question was a tem
porarily unrecognized weather balloon. Roswell is not
mentioned in FlyingSaucer Review's account, however—
an indication of how obscure the event had become.

In the 1960s the UFO literature mentioned it only
rarely. In 1966 it was cited once (Edwards, 1966)—or
arguably twice, if one counts the Green story as a citation
(Trench, 1966)—asthecrash of a spaceship. Two mentions
the following year endorse the Army Air Force's claim that
the wreckage was of nothing extraordinary (Bloecher,
1967; Whitney, 1967). In a 1968 book Robert Loftin
devoted a paragraph to the incident, asking (his italics),
"Was aflying saucer crash in the UnitedStates explained
away as the crash ofa burning box kite [sic] with a non-
inflammable pie pan tied to its tail?" (Loftin, 1968). In
1969 a magazine article quoted two sentences of Loftin's
short account (Binder and Whritenour, 1969).

The reconsideration of the Roswell/Corona eventbegan
in January 1978, when ufologists Moore and Stanton T.
Friedman compared notes from two separate interviews
Friedman had conducted. The interviews were with a

woman and a man who had been in New Mexico in July
1947 and who knew of the crash of a mysterious craft. The
man, a retired Air Force officer, Maj. Jesse A. Marcel,
claimed to have been involved in the retrieval of a great
quantity of a strange material believed to be the remains of
an extraterrestrial vehicle. The woman, Lydia Sleppy, had
worked at Albuquerque radio station KOAT and remem
beredhow themilitary had squelched coverage of a crashed
saucer and the bodies of "little men," even to the extent of
stopping the transmission of a teletyped news report.

Moore and Friedman linked these accounts with an

obscure episode which occurred a week and a half after the
June 24, 1947, Kenneth Arnold sighting brought the term
"flying saucers" into the popular vocabulary. For a brief
period, nomorethana fewhours, a widely published story
reported that personnel from Roswell Field had a flying
disk in their possession. When the material was flown to
Eighth Army Air Force Headquarters in Fort Worth, Texas,
thecommander, Brig. Gen. Roger M. Ramey, told the press



that the disk was really just a weather balloon and produced
balloon remains to "prove" it. Pictures were taken, there
were chuckles all around, and the press fell victim to a lie
and a cover-up authorities were able to maintain without
challenge for over three decades.

Even today,however,the hiddenhistoryof the Roswell
wreckage—what was done with it, who studied it, what
conclusions were drawn from it—remains a mystery, though
a controversial document, purportedly a briefing paper
prepared for President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower on
November 18, 1952, asserts that on September 24, 1947,
President Harry S Truman ordered the creation of superse-
cret "Operation Majestic-12" (or, more simply, "MJ-12")
to study the remains and to make recommendations. The
document appeared one day in December 1984 in an
unmarked manila envelope, postmarked Albuquerque, in
the mail of Los Angeles television producer and Moore
associate Jaime Shandera. In early 1987 a copy of the same
document was given to British ufologist Timothy Good,
who released it to the British press in May, at the same time
Moore and Shandera released theirs to American media.

The result was ceaseless controversy, charges, suspicion,
ambiguity, and dead ends. By the end of 1990 no conclu
sion, positive or negative, about the document's origins,
much less its authenticity, could be declared with any
degree of confidence.

Yet all the while, where the Roswell incident itselfwas
concerned, the investigation was making significant head
way. In 1980 Moore, with popular occult author Charles
Berlitz, wrote a premature and sketchy book on his and
Friedman's research up till then (Berlitz and Moore, 1980).
Fortunately Moore and Friedman continued to locate and
interviewpersons who were insome way,direct or indirect,
involvedin the episode. Within five years they had talked
with over 90 persons, one-third of them direct participants
(Moore, 1985b). In the late 1980s Don Schmitt and Kevin
D. Randle of the J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO Studies
(CUFOS) started an independent investigation and added
considerably to ufologists' knowledge through extensive
archival research and interviews with some 300 persons,
ranging from on-site witnesses to Air Force generals
(Randle and Schmitt, 1991; Schmitt, 1990).

A hoax and its aftermath

In August 1949 stories began to circulate in Hollywood to
the effect that a soon-to-be-released science-fiction movie,
The Flying Saucer, would contain actual footage of a
spaceship the U.S. government had captured in Alaska.
Mikel Conrad, the producer, director, writer, and star, even
produced an alleged FBI agent, one "William McKnight,"
to attest to the authenticity of the footage. When an agent
of the Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI)
interviewed him, Conrad admitted he had invented the
story to publicize his movie.

Not coincidentally, around this time a veteran confi
dence artist, Silas Newton, was introducing to well-heeled

acquaintances a mysterious "Dr. Gee," identified as a
world-class scientific authority on magnetics. According
to Newton, Gee, who worked on top-secret projects for the
U.S. government, had a magnetic device from a crashed
flyingsaucer. With this devicehe could detect oil deposits.
In reality Gee was no scientist but a swindler with a long
arrest record, Leo GeBauer, and the flying-saucer story was
thrown into what otherwise would have been a routine oil

scam to add extra authority to Newton's pitch.
But the UFO angle took on a life of its own when a

naive Variety columnist, Frank Scully, published Newton
and GeBauer's tale in a best-selling book, Behind the
Flying Saucers (1950). In 1952, however, Truemagazine
commissioned reporter J. P. Cahn to investigate the claims,
and Cahn devastatingly exposed the hoax in a long article
(Cahn, 1952).

Nonetheless, the Scully hoax led to questions and
some extraordinary answers at a Washington meeting, the
minutes ofwhich did not come to light until the early 1980s.
On September 15,1950, a group of Canadian government
scientists and engineers conferred in the office of Robert I.
Sarbacher, a physicist associated with the U.S. Defense
Department's Research and Development Board. One of
the Canadians, Wilbert B. Smith, said, "I am doing some
work on the collapse of the earth's magnetic field as a
source of energy, and I think our work may have a bearing
on the flying saucers." Smith asked if there was any truth
to stories, such as those in Scully's book, about crashed and
recovered UFOs. Sarbacher said there was, adding, "We
have not been able to duplicate their performance.... All
we know is, we didn't make them, and it's pretty certain
they didn't originate on the earth." But the subject "is
classified two points higher even than the H-bomb. In fact
it is the most highly classified subject in the U.S. govern
ment at the present time." He would say no more.

In the early 1980s Canadian ufologist Arthur Bray
found the memo in Smith's files (Bray, 1982; Maccabee,
1987), and subsequently Sarbacher, then living in Florida
(he would die in 1986), confirmed to several inquirers,
including Friedman, Bruce Maccabee, and Jerome Clark
(Clark, 1985), that he had said these things. Pleading poor
memory, explaining that he had not been personally in
volved but knew of the events because he was acquainted
with the scientists, including President Truman's chief
science adviser Vannevar Bush, who worked directly on
the problem, Sarbacher was hazy on details. He was not
sure where the crashes had occurred, but that the recovered

debris was "extremely light and very tough" (which is how
those who saw it described the Roswell debris). "There
were reports that instruments or people operating these
machines were also of very light weight, sufficient to
withstand the tremendous deceleration and acceleration

associated with their machinery. I remember in talking
with some of the people at the office that I got the impres
sion these 'aliens' were constructed like certain insects we

have observed on earth, wherein because of the low mass
the inertial forces involved in operation of these instru-
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ments would be quite low" (Maccabee, 1987). (For further
details see the entry on Robert Irving Sarbacher in my book
UFOs in the 1980s.)

If Sarbacher's testimony had been made known in the
1950s, it is likely that ufologists would have been far more
willing than they were to take crash claims seriously. But
even before Cahn's expose, the Scully book generated little
enthusiasm among the more sober early ufologists, largely
because of the book's manifest lack of documentation—it

was clear, for example, that Scully had done little more than
transcribe Newton and GeBauer's account and made no

attempt to verify it—and also because of the story's almost
comically pseudoscientific overtones. According to the
Gee-headed "division of top scientists," the dead occu
pants were deduced, by virtue of their size, to be from
Venus. Since Martians "would probably be three or four
times as large as human beings on this planet, and since
people on the grounded disc ship [allegedly found near
Aztec, New Mexico] ranged in height from 36 to 42 inches,
that... ruled out Mars" (Scully, 1950).

Typical of the ludicrous hoaxes occasionally surfacing
in print was one printed in the February 12,1950, edition of
La Hora, a Quito, Ecuador, daily. La Hora reported that a
small flying saucer had crashed at the Laredo, Texas,
airport. As its sole occupant, a badly injured little man, was
administered oxygen in an effort to revive him, he suddenly
leaped up and struck a National Guardsman in the face. He
collapsed again, was revived again, and fought again, but
eventually died. Despite his small size, LaHora related, he
weighed 300 pounds (Barker, 1982a). This was a story the
Laredo newspapers somehow managed to miss. In 1950 a
Belgian newspaper, Burgerwelzijn, reported that a flying
saucer with 26 occupants had landed in the centerof the city
of Bruges and that the beings, believed to be Martians, were
taken to a camp to be interrogated. Accompanying photo
graphs,apparently the creation of a community gag, showed
citizens standing in front of the saucer and also the Martian
captain dressed in a rubber suit with a breathing apparatus.

As rumors continued to circulate, ufologists responded
to them in print from time to time. In 1952 Ed Sullivan of
the Los Angeles-based Civilian Saucer Investigation (CSI)
wrote that "we do not believe that any facts are in anyone's
possession to support such claims." In CSI's view such
stories "are damned for the simple reason, that after years
of circulation, not one soul has come forward with a single
concrete fact to support the assertions. If there were one
single iota of fact, certainly someone, somewhere, would
be willing to bring it into the open... We ask you to beware
of the man who tells you that his friend knows the man with
the pickle jar. There is good reason why he effects [sic] an
air of mystery, why he 'has been sworn to secrecy'—
because he can't produce the friend—or the pickle jar"
(Sullivan, 1952).

If Sullivan/CSFs sentiments were an understandable
response to a notorious hoax and to fantastic tales which
may have seemed then to be no more than carbon copies of
it, it would turn out to be the wrong response. By the time
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serious investigators were willing to reconsider the crash
question, nearly three decades later, many potential wit
nesses to seemingly plausible cases, notably the Roswell
incident but possibly others from the early 1950s along the
Texas/Mexico border and in the Kingman, Arizona, area,
would be dead or untraceable. Yet even ufologists such as
Donald E. Keyhoe who were convinced the Air Force was
hiding significant UFO secrets paid crash tales no heed.

Though the Corona/Roswell event has rewarded those
who belatedly concluded it was worth looking into, it was
ignored or shrugged off by persons who heard of it when it
could more easily have been investigated. An apparent
reference to the incident appears in a 1957 letter from Los
Angeles ufologist Max B. Miller to a New York colleague,
Ted Bloecher. Bloecher had mentioned Scully in passing,
leading Miller to remark that he had heard stories ofcrashes
and retrievals but "made no notes or special effort to
remember." For example, "a close friend of mine—an
engineer now employed by NAA [National Aeronautics
Administration] at Patrick [Air Force Base]—once told me
that he was riding on a train between some city an[d]
Washington] about 1949 when he struckup a conversation
with an Army Sergeant sitting next to him. He was told—
and this was apparently prior to publication of [the] Scully
book—by this fellow that he had driven part of the saucer
that had landed in the SW [southwest] to a specific AFB
(unrecorded); that several tourists nearby photog's [sic] the
FS [flying saucer]; that he did not know what had become
of them. That is just about that" (Miller, 1957). A number
of informants in the Roswell case have since testified that

a group of civilians came upon part of the landing site,
though nothing has been reported about their taking pic
tures (Moore and Berlitz, 1980; Randle and Schmitt, 1991).

The Edwards AFB enigma

On February 17, 1954, President Eisenhower went to
California on what his spokesman said was a vacation trip,
even though only days earlier he had come back from
another such outing, this one spent shooting quail in Geor
gia. On February 20 he disappeared from Smoke Tree
Ranch near Palm Springs, where he had been staying.
Rumors quickly circulated that he had suffered a serious
illness, and Associated Press even reported, very briefly,
that he was dead, only to have to retract when Eisenhower's
press secretary James Haggerty vehemently denied it.
Soon it was announced that the President had "knocked a

cap off a tooth" while eating and had slipped away to be
treated by a local dentist, C. A. Purcell.

Though reporters and the public were satisfied with
this explanation of the President's whereabouts, another
kind of rumor began to circulate in southern California: that
Eisenhower had been secretly taken to Edwards Air Force
Base, near Palm Springs, to view alien wreckage and
bodies. The origins of the rumor are obscure, but the
allegation that saucerwreckage was being stored at a "West
Coast military field" was noted as early as January 13,



1954, by Mutual radio broadcaster Frank Edwards
("'Object' Studied," 1955). The story of Eisenhower's visit
made it across the Atlantic Ocean by April 1954, when
British writer Harold T. Wilkins received a letter from an

unnamed "friend in California." In a book published the
next year (Wilkins, 1955), Wilkins wrote, "I am assured
that these five saucers actually did land voluntarily at this
Edwards Air Force base. They were discs of different types
and their entities invited the technicians and scientists to

inspect their aeroforms and witness a demonstration of
their powers." Wilkins' informant claimed to have the
story from three sources, but none are named. Nonetheless
from some of the references it is clear that one source was

Gerald Light, a mystic also known as "Dr. Kappa."
On April 16, 1954, Light wrote N. Meade Layne, the

director of an occult organization called Borderland Sci
ences Research Associates, to claim that he and three
prominent men had actually been at the base and seen
"human beings in a state of complete collapse and confu
sion as they realized that their own world had indeed ended
with such finality as to beggar description. The reality of
'otherplane' aeroforms is now and forever removed from
the realms of speculation and made a rather painful part of
the consciousness of every responsible scientific and po
litical group. ... It is my conviction [Eisenhower] will
ignore the terrific conflict between the various 'authorities'
and go directly to the people via radio and television"
(Crabb, 1959).

Light's letter fails to make clear that he was claiming
not to have visited the base in his physical body, as the
reader would assume, but to have gone there in an out-of-
body state ("Ike and Aliens," 1985). If the Edwards story
began with him, it could be dismissed easily as a hoax or
fantasy, but apparently it did not. In the opening paragraph
of his letter to Layne, Light declares, "The report is true—
devastatingly true!" suggesting that Layne knew what the
"report" referred to. Frank Scully's widow told William
Moore that in June 1954 a carpenter who had been at
Edwards came to work on their house and asserted that

Eisenhower had secretly visited the base earlier in the year
(Berlitz and Moore, 1980).

Unfortunately no serious investigation of the rumor
was conducted until many years later, when Moore inter
viewed Dr. Purcell's widow. Moore found that she was

"curiously unable to recall any specifics relating to her
husband's alleged treatment of the president. . . . Yet her
memory appeared flawless when asked to relate details of
her and her husband's attendance (by presidential invita
tion) at an outdoor steak fry the following evening, where
her husband was introduced as 'the dentist who had treated

the president.'"
This in itself may not have meant much, except that in

the course of further research conducted at the Eisenhower

Library, Moore delved into the former President's exten
sive health records, including a file titled "Dentists," and
uncovered nothing that would confirm dental treatment in
February 1954. Another file consisting of thank-you notes

to various persons connected with the Palm Springs trip had
nothing addressed to Purcell. Yet, Moore noted, there were
letters to "people who sent flowers, people who met the
airplane, people who had offered to play golf (or even
chess) with the president, etc., etc. There is even a thank-
you note to the minister who presided over the Sunday
service attended by the president." Secretary Haggarty's
private diary, however, mentioned that on Febmary 20
"Pres broke cap offtooth—had it fixed at local dentist—Dr.
C. A. Purcell."

Moore concluded that barring unexpected develop
ments the investigation could proceed no further ("Ike and
Aliens," 1985).

Capt. Nash's story

On the morning of July 15,1952, in the wake of a dramatic
encounter with UFOs over Norfolk, Virginia (the classic
Nash-Fortenberry sighting), Project Blue Book investiga
tors interviewed the two principal witnesses, pilot William
Nash and co-pilot William Fortenberry. Prior to the inter
view Nash and Fortenberry agreed to ask the Air Force men
if there was any truth to persistent rumors about one or more
crashed disks in custody at Wright Field. But when the two
were interviewed separately, in the excitement Nash forgot
to raise the issue. According to Nash, however, Fortenberry
did not, and one of the investigators replied, "Yes, it is
true." When the two pilots and the investigators met to
gether, Nash suddenly remembered what he had intended
to ask. In a written account Nash recalled, "They all opened
their mouths to answer the question, whereupon Maj. [John
H.] Sharp[e] looked at them, not me, and said very quickly,
'NO!' It appeared as if he were telling them to shut up rather
than addressing the answer to me."

Later Nash appeared on a show on radio station WJZ
in New York City, where he was to debate three scientists
convinced of the nonexistence of UFOs. Before the show

started, he wandered into the hallway to get a drink of
water. He was unable to find a fountain until he met a man

who seemed to know his way around and who led him via
a complicated route to his destination. According to Nash,
"From his voice timbre he might have been a commentator,
but he said that he could not identify himself, even though
I specifically asked for his name. He was about 6'1", 200
lbs., intelligent in appearance. He told me that he had just
returned from Washington, and had been given the whole
story, said the flurry of sightings over Washington [the
Washington National Airport sightings of 1952] was due to
Air Force operation of a radio that had been found in a
saucer.... He said the Wright Field story (about having a
saucer) was true; that he and a New England reporter, along
with a Life reporter, had just been briefed, but were told to
keep it quiet until they were given permission to break the
story. He appeared quite excited and sincere. He would not
or could not tell me if the radios they found would send only
a carrier wave signal, or if words were transmitted" (Nash,
1955).
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When Nash spoke to the Greater Miami Aviation
Associationin February 1954,he was asked why he thought
the Air Force was withholding UFO information. In his
reply he speculated that a statement attesting to extraterres
trial visitation would be followed by a demand for proof. If
that proof consisted, as Nash suspected, of hardware, the
Air Force would be reluctant to produce it, since then
Soviet agents would know of its existence and do every
thingtheycouldto learnits secrets. Onemonth laterthe Air
Force issued a heated denial that it possessed such evidence
or that it deemed UFOs anything out of the ordinary
(Haugland, 1954).

Other ultimate secrets

In 1952 an airman confided to Jim and Coral Lorenzen,

directors of the newly formed Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization (APRO), that four years earlier, while sta
tioned in Arizona, he and other members of a scientific-
military team were ordered to go to a site in New Mexico
where a flying saucer had crashed. At the heavily guarded
site the airman saw a metallic disk with a small cabin at top
center. The bodies of "little men" had been removed from

that cabin, he was told. He and his associates were to find
a way to dismantle the ship. In due course they learned that
the vehicle consisted of interlocking sections pinned to
gether at the bottom center, but the power source remained
a mystery; the only clue, according to the Lorenzens'
account, was a "ring of components resembling electro
magnets mounted in a protuberance directly below the
perimeter of the cabin where the airfoil joined the central
core." The Lorenzens discounted the story, assuming it to
be a yam inspired by Scully's book, but a few years later
they learned of an Albuquerque resident's claim that in
1948, while driving near Taos, New Mexico, he heard—
apparently viaa radioreport—that a "strange aircraft" had
crashed in the area. Not long afterwards he came upon a
military guardwhoorderedhimtogetoutof thearea.Ashe
prepared to do so, he spotted a large flat-bed semi-trailer
truck carrying a tarpaulin-covered load. Jim Lorenzen
wrote, "Other reports have come from various sources to
support the actuality of the above incident but that's an
other story" (Lorenzen, 1958).

Anotherstory set in New Mexico concerneda "Father
Lux" who gave last rites to little men at a crash site ("Could
the Scully Story Be True?" 1955). In 1990 Schmitt and
Randle went through Roman Catholic Church records but
could find no record of any such priest in the Southwest in
the late 1940s.

Army Intelligence took note of a story related by a
strangerto M/Sgt. RalphE. Brownof FortHayes,Colum
bus, Ohio. There is no evidence, beyond an official report
written on April 27, 1953, and sent to the Chief of the
Security Divisionat Armyheadquarters in Washington, of
a follow-upinvestigation,so the incidentis nomorethanan
anecdote,butpossiblysignificantin thecontextof taleslike
theoneimmediatelyfollowing this one. On April24 Brown
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was waiting for the bartender at Columbus' Deshler-Wal-
leck Hotel when a man at the bar asked him where he was

stationed. In the conversation that followed, the man, who
claimed to be associated with Wright-Patterson AFB, said
he knew, having seen them himself, of three crashed
spaceships held at Wright-Patterson. One was badly dam
aged, but the other two were relatively intact. Bodies of
UFO occupants were also being kept there. Deeply dis
turbed and unsure how to release this information to the

public, the Air Force had given the problem to a small group
of prominent Columbus residents. Brown asked if he could
meet them, but the stranger said that any meeting would
have to be arranged by them; they would know how to get
in contact with him. The man was sober and refused

Brown's offer to buy him a drink. Nonetheless, after the
stranger left, Brown asked the bartender if he knew him.
The bartender said yes and described him as a "drunk."
Brown felt, however, that the man seemed knowledgeable
and convincing (Gross, 1989). Probably the exchange was
somebody's idea of a practical joke, but it is interesting to
note that in 1951 the Air Force had brought its UFO
problem to the Columbus-based Battelle Memorial Insti
tute, a scientific think tank, and asked for its assistance in
dealing with UFO data. The result was Project Blue Book
Special Report 14, released four years later. The report, of
course, says nothing about crashed saucers.

In May 1954 James W. Moseley, editor of a UFO
magazine titled Nexus (later Saucer News), heard a tape
recording made by UFO buff George Wolfer. It was of a
telephone conversation with the wife of a salesman who
worked at the Miami office of a Wisconsin-based cookware

company; Wolfer worked in a managerial capacity for the
same company but out of Milwaukee, making occasional
business trips to Miami. Wolfer told Moseley that the
salesman was a new employee to whom recently he had
happened to mention his fascination with UFOs. When
later the salesman remarked on Wolfer's interest to his

wife, she had surprised him with her response: that she
knew a great deal more about the subject than Wolfer. She
told her husband a story about her knowledge of a recov
ered UFO. Her husband passed the story on to Wolfer, who
subsequently phoned her and had her relate it as his tape
recorder ran without her knowledge.

Moseley, who spent much of the 1950s exposing
flying saucer charlatans and was not easily impressed,
wrote in his private notes, "I listened to this tape recording
very carefully, and could not detect anything that would
indicate that the woman knew she was being recorded or
that it was a fixed conversation. She seemed uninterested in

the subject of saucers, and also very hazy on details as
apparently she had not paid a great deal of attention to the
incident at the time" (Moseley, 1991). Wolfer refused to
give Moseley her or her husband's name and likewise
would not tell him who "Joe" was, though Wolfer said he
knew.

Through some intricate and clever detective work in
Milwaukee and Miami, however, Moseley learned that the



couple were Ray and Vivion Walton. He was able to inter
view Mrs. Walton and get a fuller account. As a Signal
Corps employee working the night shift, so her story went,
she handled decoded teletype messages inside a high-
security building at the Columbus Army Supply Depot.
One night in the late summer of 1952, she walked into the
photography laboratory, where "Joe" (whose last name she
could not remember but thought might be "Hershey") was
developing photographs relevant to her work. But she
noticed some other pictures of a strange object, and when
she asked him what it was, he told her that it was a flying
saucer which had come down in the hilly country north of
Columbus. At first she assumed he was joking, but he
turned out to be serious. Mrs. Walton was told the saucer

was 30feet in diameter and unoccupied. Military personnel
had had a hard time finding a way to enter the ship, which
apparently had sustained minimal damage.

A few days later a two-week "red and white" alert was
sounded. At one point either during or immediately after
wards, military authorities briefed her and others in the
building and explained that the alert was related to a fear of
attack by UFOs, following the recovery of one such craft.
The alert was terminated only after it appeared no such
attack would occur.

Mrs. Walton also said the UFO had gone through the
Columbus depot on its way to Wright-Patterson AFB. She
heard nothing more about it after that. Around that time
though, "rumors" circulated of other recoveries, some
involving bodies offive-foot beings who look much like us.
The government keeps all this secret out of fear of panic.

Moseley thought she seemed sincere, with no apparent
reason to concoct such an unlikely tale, and so he went on
with the investigation. In Columbus he learned that "Joe
Hershey" was really Joe Sheehy, who, Moseley found
when he met him in person, was exactly as Mrs. Walton had
described him: the depot's staff photographer and an older
man suffering from recent eye trouble. Though they admit
ted having known "Viv," as they called her, Sheehy and his
superior, Clarence Thome, disputed her claim that she had
worked with classified decoded messages or that they
knew anything about flying saucers. They said they had no
idea why she might want to lie about this, but they were
going to report her, according to Moseley's notes, to the
"CIA." Moseley noted, "When I spoke to Sheehy alone, he
made one statement that may or may not have been a
significant slip. He said, 'She's been talking out of turn,'
which would imply that she is telling the truth, without the
right to do so. When I pointed this out to him, he corrected
himself (Moseley, 1954a).

And so, all leads exhausted, nothing conclusively
established one way or another, the investigation ended.

Another inconclusive but intriguing story from the
1950s concerns Nicholas von Poppen, an Estonian said to
be of aristocratic background. UFO publisher Gray Barker
learned of him after George Tyler, a Los Angeles sub
scriber to Barker's The Saucerian, died in October 1954.
Tyler had given Barker a manuscript marked, "Do not open

except after my death." When opened, it was found to
consist of 50 typed pages titled TheFlying Saucer Reports
ofDr. George Tyler, U.S.A. One of these reports was from
von Poppen, with whom Tyler had been involved in a
mining venture in the 1930s. Just before the war, according
to Tyler, the two were about to embark on a project in
Estonia when the U.S. State Department warned them not
to go, because intelligence reports indicated that Stalin's
armies were about to invade the small Baltic nation. Von

Poppen went anyway; the invasion occurred, and Commu
nist troops murdered every member of his family except
him. He managed to escape and returned to the United
States after the war, toset up asmall photography business.

"During 1949," Tyler wrote, "I received an unusual
phone call from the Baron. His voice sounded agitated and
I sensed the matter was urgent. He said he must talkwith me
immediately. I was to meet him in the coffee shop of the
Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles, and I had to promise him
I would tell nobody of the meeting either before or after it
took place. I was to keep the meeting secret and not to ask
for him by name at the hotel" (Steinman and Stevens,
1987).

Von Poppen fearfully confided to Tyler that the week
before, two intelligence agents, warning him that he would
be deported if he talked, asked him to participate in a
photographic project for the government. They drove von
Poppen to an airport, where the three boarded a military
aircraft and flew to a base that von Poppen was told was Los
Alamos (in reality Los Alamos did not have an airfield).
There von Poppensaw several hundred men milling around
a large flying saucer. Over the next two days he took
numerous pictures from every conceivable angle. These
included pictures of the interior and of the four dead
occupants, all still strapped in swivel-back seats. Von
Poppen, according to Tyler, reported that the beings were
four feet tall, albinolike, with "intellectual and refined"
faces. The captain's hand was on something that resembled
a book, perhaps the ship's log, on which symbols like
hieroglyphics were written. On the wall was a device that
looked like a "large electronic tube" which emitted a beep
every seven minutes. Von Poppen also photographed the
mangled remains of two other craft.

Barker determined that a Nicholas E. von Poppen did
exist in Los Angeles, and he wrote to him twice, with no
response. In January 1955 he flew to Los Angeles, and he
and an associate called on von Poppen at his apartment.
When Barker introduced himselfand mentioned Tyler, von
Poppen, a frail old man, shouted, "Tyler! Tyler! Tyler had
told in death! Please, go away! I have been troubled
enough!"

Barker also learned that on October 16,1954, the day
after Tyler's funeral, a man visited the apartment building
where Tyler had lived. Speaking in a formal English "with
a slight Oriental accent of a sing-song quality," he showed
a room key to Tyler's landlady Eliza Bates and said he was
there at the request of relatives to pick up some of the
deceased's belongings. An hour later Mrs. Bates checked
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on him, only to discover the room had been ransacked,
though valuables had not been stolen. She phoned William
Conway, executor to Tyler's small estate, and Conway
came over to investigate. According to Barker's account,
only Tyler's UFO writings were missing (Barker, 1960,
1977).

Von Poppen died in Hollywood Presbyterian Hospital
on March 16, 1976 (Barker, 1982b). A sensationalistic
book would assert that he was murdered (Steinman and
Stevens, 1987), but there is nothing in the coroner's report
to support this lurid interpretation. The cause of death was
officially listed as arteriosclerotic cardiovascular disease.
Von Poppen had been in the hospital nearly five weeks after
falling and breaking his hip in his home. He passed on
without shedding further light on the remarkable tale George
Tyler attributed to him.

Crashes elsewhere

According to a story published six years later ("Has the Air
Force Secured," 1955), an automobile dealer named Ernest
Gates, driving near Flint, Michigan, one day in 1949, heard
a strange story on his car radio. A program he was listening
to was interrupted by an announcement that a flying saucer
had crash-landed near Mexico City. Inside it the bodies of
dead little men were visible. The area was roped off as
authorities tried without success to find some way to enter
the craft. There was no follow-up.

On March 9, 1950, the Los Angeles Herald-Express
reported that a local businessman, Ray L. Dimmick, claimed
to know of a flying saucer crash near Mexico City. His
sources were two unnamed "mining engineers"—Newton
and GeBauer?—who supposedly had seen the craft and its
23-inch occupant before U.S. Air Force personnel had
taken them away. A prominent Mexican executive had
taken him to a base to see the saucer. Dimmick further

claimed to know of other crashes in America and Mexico

(Gross, 1983).
Two crash stories, both hoaxes of murky origin, came

out of northern Europe in the early 1950s. One supposedly
tookplace on the German island of Heligoland, 28 miles off
the West German coast, the other on the island of Spitzber-
gen, 400 miles from Norway. Both apparently were in
spired by the Scully account, and the latter probably was the
invention of a German tabloid (Bontempo, 1989; Gross,
1986; Keyhoe, 1953). In its October 15, 1954, edition the
newspaper Le Lorrain, published in Nancy, France, re
ported that the Spitzbergen disk was a remote-controlled
German experimental aircraft which had crashed in Febru
ary 1945. The source for this allegation was identified as a
just-published document from the Swiss Territorial Air
Defense (Moore, 1990). There is, however, no independent
evidence that such a document—or such an aircraft—ever

existed.

On May 23, 1955, popular newspaper columnist
Dorothy Kilgallen wrote, "I can report today on a story
which is positively spooky, not to mention chilling. British
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scientists and airmen after examining the wreckage of one
mysterious flying ship are convinced that these strange
aerial objects are not optical illusions or Soviet inventions,
but are actual flying saucers which originate on another
planet." Her source, she said, was a "British official of
cabinet rank who prefers to remain unidentified" (Jessup,
1956). Kilgallen had no more, then or later, to say on the
subject, and nothing has surfaced in the years since to
substantiate it. Gordon Creighton, a retired British foreign
officer who now edits Flying Saucer Review, has claimed
that Kilgallen got the story at a May 1955 cocktail party
hosted by Lord Mountbatten; at least one ofthe crashes, she
was told according to Creighton, took place during World
War II. Mountbatten's private secretary at the time, Mollie
Travis, denies this claim, according to Timothy Good, who
has written extensively on the British government's in
volvement with UFO research (Good, 1988).

Another story, first circulated in South America where
it is supposed to have occurred, is unique in that it alleges
a crash but not a retrieval; the UFO disappeared before the
U.S. or any other Air Force could claim it. The tale seems
to have appeared first in El Universal, a Caracas, Vene
zuela, newspaper, on May 7,1955. Its next major appear
ance in print was in a 1956 issue of the Swiss UFO
magazine Le Courrier Interplanetaire, in which a Novem
ber 1, 1955, letter from the alleged witness was translated
into French.

The story goes like this: Driving on a rural road in
Argentina on May 10,1950, the witness saw a flying saucer
on the ground not far away. He stopped his car, got out, and
approached the object, then entered it through a side door.
Inside he found various instruments and the bodies of three

little men. After touching one of the beings, he panicked
and fled. The next day he and two friends returned to the
site, only to find a pile of warm gray ashes where the craft
had been. In the sky they saw a cigar-shaped object and two
smaller disks nearby. The latter entered or merged with the
former, which then turned a blood-red color and shot off at
a rapid rate of speed (Lorenzen, 1962).

A review of the various versions of the story uncovers
some contradictions (Smith, 1986), though these may be
more the fault of reporting inaccuracies and poor transla
tion than the failings of a hoaxer who could not keep his
story straight. Little is known of the claimant, and even his
name varies from account to account. Leonard H. String-
field, who received a registered letter from him in the fall
of 1955 through the assistance of Horacio Gonzales,
APRO's Venezuelan representative, identifies him, pre
sumably accurately, as Dr. Enrique Caretenuto Botta.
Gonzales, the only ufologist to interview the man face to
face, described him as an "architectural engineer with a
well-known real estate company in Caracas" (Stringfield,
1977). The names of the two friends who are supposed to
have accompanied him on the return trip to the landing site
are not given in any of the accounts, and they—if they ever
existed—were never contacted for verification. Of the

story all that can be stated with certainty is that it was never



investigated properly.
The February 14, 1957, issue of La Prensa, a Lima,

Peru, daily, related an outrageously improbable crash tale.
The event is said to have occurred in Chile, a few miles
from the Bolivian border, where authorities discovered on
a volcanic slope a 3000-foot-long, slender, translucent
craft. Inside it were various objects, including an oval
object one foot in circumference and of an aluminumlike
substance. Though the authorities supposedly were inves
tigating, no further announcements followed ("UFO
Found," 1957).

Contact?

One theme of crash lore, more prominent in the 1980s
(Clark, 1990) than in the 1950s, is that the Air Force's
recovery of interplanetary wreckage led to direct commu
nication between the U.S. government and alien beings.

Those stories began to circulate in the early 1950s,
mostly but not exclusively in contactee circles; George
Adamski, for example, alleged that Washington had ongo
ing communications with "Space Brothers." Outside con
tactee circles these stories rapidly became a form of UFO-
age urban folklore, though printed references to it are scant.
In his dismissal ofcrash reports, Ed Sullivan made a cryptic
reference to rumors of a "mysterious top-level rendevous
[sic] in the Australian Bush" (Sullivan, 1952). In 1955 Ohio
UFO enthusiast Thomas M. Cornelia claimed to have

"astounding information concerning a flying saucer land
ing. The exact date is not known although it is put near the
middle of 1948. If the information is correct, a giant 150
feet (diameter) flying saucer landed near Juneau, Alaska.
The president (at that time it was Truman), his top aides and
generals were supposed to have attended. . . . [L]ive
humanoid space men emerged from the craft and took part
in an interplanetary parley. The meeting was supposedly
the first with the saucer race [T]he earth members of the
meeting could not understand some of the space people's
humble beliefs and actions" ("Report Tells," 1955).

In January 1956 two magazines with the same name,
FlyingSaucer Review,reported two versions of the contact
rumor. In each case its source was an anonymous contribu
tor citing an anonymous source. In the American Flying
Saucer Review, edited by Robert J. Gribble, a writer iden
tified only as a radio executive stated that in 1949 he
worked at the Los Angeles ABC affiliate and in that
capacity joined a "research expedition... which was slated
to explore the upper reaches of the Amazon River in search
of some proof of the origin of civilization on that conti
nent." Members of the expedition, the author said, included
a number of prominent scientists (none named), one of
whom told him that "flying saucers exist in fact" and "they
are from another world, possibly 5000 years advanced
from ours." The UFO beings "are definitely akin [to] the
Earthlings in appearance." The article goes on: "He [the
scientist] and his associate geophysicist . . . had been
connected to Project Saucer as civilians, and had become

disgusted with the manner in which the officials were
handling this greatest of world developments since the
Birth of Christ. He described how the government agency
in charge of the saucer information planned, over a course
of many years, to purposely 'leak' bits of authoritative
information to the public in the form of official statements,
novels, 'sightings,' and even through the medium of mo
tion pictures. This, he explained, was their way of 'indoc
trinating' the country into a state of mind whereby the
people could accept the full truth about the space visitors
without literally [sic] flipping their collective lids" ("A
Newsman's," 1956).

Rumors of an indoctrination program are still heard,
but a story related at the same time in England's Flying
Saucer Review is mostly forgotten. A writer identified only
as a "special correspondent" wrote of his alleged conversa
tion with a "highly placed American who was in touch with
Air Force Intelligence and in a position to know the facts
about flying saucers." Through communications with the
aliens, the U.S. government knew UFOs to be "visitors
from another planet... completely friendly... undoubtedly
trying to work out a method of remaining alive in our
atmosphere before landing and establishing friendly com
munications." On three occasions the spaceships had tried
to land, with disastrous consequences; "breathing the
heavily oxygenated atmosphere of this Earth had literally
incinerated the visitors from within and had burned them to

a crisp" ("Let's Talk Space," 1956).
Nine years later Flying Saucer Review identified the

"special correspondent" as "Rolf Alexander, M.D.," and
"Alexander's" source as the famous American general and
diplomat George C. Marshall (Creighton, 1965; "Rolf
Alexander," 1965). Though the magazine assured readers
of "Alexander's" credibility, characterizing him as a promi
nent medical scientist, "Alexander" was in fact Allan
Alexander Stirling, a New Zealand seaman who had jumped
ship in 1920 and entered the United States illegally. To
support himself he promoted various dubious health cures,
meanwhile concocting a fictitious personal and profes
sional history. His activities were interrupted by occasional
prison sentences, including one for mail fraud and grand
embezzlement (Hyman, 1949; Carpenter, 1955). Alexan
der/Stirling also claimed the power to break up clouds with
his psychokinetic powers (Ross, 1955). •
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Crashed disks—maybe

by Richard Hall

• • Richard Hall, a writer-editor in the Washing
ton, D.C, area for more than 30 years, was assis
tant director of the National Investigations Com
mittee on Aerial Phenomena in its heyday in the
1960s.

The time has come for a fresh look at the nearly 40-
year-old rumor that crashed flying saucers and
alien bodies are in the possession of U.S. govern

ment authorities. Of course, if we believe this "ridiculous"
idea with all its sensational implications, then clearly we
are paranoid and muddleheaded. We must be accepting tall
tales and rumors at face value—stories largely circulated in
sleazy tabloids and denounced as nonsense by almost

everyone on both sides of the UFO controversy.
No idea has been so uniformly unpopular throughout

UFO history as "pickled alien bodies"—outside of tab
loids, that is. But unpopular ideas sometimes prove to be
true in the final analysis. At any rate, this is not a popularity
contest; it is a search for truth.

Like most of my peers who date back to the Scully-
Keyhoe-Adamski era (1950s), I was strongly influenced by
the so-called Scully hoax (his sources for crashed disk and
alien bodies stories, as recounted in his 1950 book Behind
the Flying Saucers, were exposed as hoaxers) and was
scornful of later claims. Even to this day, some of my
respected colleagues turn livid at the mere mention of the
topic and berate the leading investigators in this area. But
there is no single scientific principle more important than
the willingness to question one's own preconceptions and
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to consider changing one's mind on the basis of new
evidence.

New evidence does exist in the form of a small but

growing body of credible reports, along with some supple
mentary data and documentation. It threatens to contradict
my (our) previous evaluations. The information is of a
caliber that cannot be offhandedly dismissed. Unless we
choose to adopt the debunker mindset we must give this
new information a fair hearing. Better to admit possible
past error and press on. Let us evaluate the new evidence
and the crashed-disk hypothesis carefully.

First it is necessary to make a few philosophical points
to place the issue in context. "Flying saucers" burst onto the
American scene in 1947 and the popular theory (extending
even into high places) was that they might be spaceships.
Those few scientists known to have conducted purportedly
scientific studies of the matter for the government ridiculed
the extraterrestrial hypothesis. Sporadic studies over a span
of about 35 years have led to "findings" (or prejudices)
such as these:

"They can't get here from there."
"Anyway, if they did, they wouldn't behave in the

manner reported."
Notwithstanding the blatant preconceptions and ap

palling logic of these scientists, the skeptical attitude has
persisted to this day. With little sign of the sort of dispas
sionate examination of evidence that is supposed to be the
hallmark of science, UFOs were rejected as a popular myth.
To the scientific community at large, the UFO myth is
supported by a "will to believe," opportunists with axes to
grind, crackpots and purveyors of anti-scientific mystical
beliefs. This conviction is so deeply ingrained that truly
objective investigation of UFO reports is considered un
necessary; it would only dignify an "obvious" popular
fantasy.

Now comes the claim that flying saucers have crashed
and both craft and bodies are secretly stored at government
facilities, stories widely rumored in the news media during
1950. One can easily imagine the apoplectic response of
skeptical scientists. Obviously, they couldn't crash if they
weren't really there in the first place! Exposure of the
Scully story as the creation of con-men with ulterior mo
tives no doubt pleased the skeptics. More importantly, it
established long-term attitudes of ufologists toward crashed
disk reports. The whole idea became sort of an embarrass
ment to ufologists who were trying to persuade scientists to
take UFOs seriously.

Rethinking the question

When I became an officer of the National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) in 1958, I
learned that several crashed disk stories had been reported
to Maj. Donald E. Keyhoe prior to the formation ofNICAP;
letters addressed to him in care ofhis publishers were in the
files. The reports continued to trickle in to NICAP over the
next 10 years. Although the more credible-sounding sources
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were not ignored, they weren't exactly greeted with open
arms.

Many years later, after both Maj. Keyhoe and I had left
NICAP, I managed to retrieve the "crashed saucers" and
"rumors" files as they were being discarded from a ware
house. They contained the original letters and carbon
copies ofmy replies. Re-reading them was an after-the-fact
education for me. Typically, I had expressed severe skep
ticism based on Scully, more or less sneered about the fact
that such stories always were second- or third-hand, and
(quite properly) insisted on being put in touch with first
hand sources. The tone of the letters didn't encourage
cooperation (in case the reporter really was onto some
thing) and no first-hand sources emerged during those
years.

Ironically, one of the retrieved letters was from re
searcher Todd Zechel, then employed by the Army Secu
rity Agency, who had picked up crashed disk rumors from
seemingly credible Army sources. To make up somewhat
formy earlierfailure to pursue the stories more vigorously,
I later supplied the leads to Zechel and encouraged him to
do so. From the old NICAP material, Zechel was able to
track down and interview two first-hand sources. At his

invitation, I sat in on one of the interviews at a motel in the
Washington, D.C, area.

The man we met with had been an Army command
helicopter pilot and aide to a general; in the latter capacity,
he claimed he had viewed craft and alien bodies at Langley
Air Force Base in Virginia. He was told these were from a
New Mexico crash site in 1953. Now a reservist and active

in religious affairs, he was attending a church conference at
the time of our meeting. His military connections had been
checked out and verified. This experience totally contra
dicted my prior belief that such tales never came first-hand
from credible sources. The possibility of a hoax seems
extremely unlikely. He had not sought us out; our first lead
to him had not been followed up for 13 years.

Furthermore, the officer was not a cooperative wit
ness. Feeling the public had no right to know about such
matters, he confirmed only reluctantly the story first told to
NICAP by one of his former students. His demeanor was
low-keyed, cautious.

My recollection is that Zechel later tracked down the
general but could get no confirmation. For now, the case
appears to be at a dead end; however, these sources could
be subpoenaed to testify before a congressional committee
if one or more cooperative witnesses were to start the ball
rolling. At least two other sources have reported that alien
spacecraft were held at Langley (Stringfield, 1980 MUFON
UFO Symposium Proceedings, Cases A-3 and B-6).

Crashed disk criteria

The criteria for a credible crashed disk report are relatively
simple and straightforward: 1) The claimant must have
been in a job or assignment that would plausibly place him
at a crash site or storage area; 2) he must pass the usual



screening for personal character and reliability, and 3) he
must be able to supply military service records or relevant
information that would permit verification through histori
cal records and official documents where possible.

A growing number of cases fit these criteria wholly or
in part. Some facets of so-far credible reports remain to be
investigated, and this often is hampered by witness reluc
tance to cooperate fully for fear of government reprisals
(usually because the witness has signed secrecy papers
and/or has a pension and retirement security at stake).

The more credible reports have come from military
intelligence and security personnel trained to work in
secrecy and conditioned not to talk about it. Credibility
comes from the very nature of the witnesses' training.
Consistently credible military sources have guardedly told
their stories to only one or two persons and insisted on total
anonymity. Sometimes they have talked to "get it off their
chests" or because the public ought to know. Occasionally,
a story comes from someone who is bragging to close
friends about being "in the know." The degree to which a
given source is willing to cooperate varies according to
individual personality and circumstances, but almost unani
mously the willingness to "go public" is restricted by
perceived fears of the consequences of going too far.

Crashes and credibility

One of the most complete and compelling cases is A-3
(Stringfield, 7985 MUFON UFO Symposium Proceed
ings), a former Air Force Security Service policeman, who
has permitted lengthy interviews, responded to important
questions, provided a key document and furnished full
details ofhis background and life history. As a result he has
experienced some harassment and is concerned about the
consequencesof going public. But he is a stable individual
who doesn't like being pushed around.

His report is summarized below along with other first
hand, so far credible cases in various stages of investiga
tion:

July 2,1947, Roswell, New Mexico: Military intelli
gence officers, ranchers, others. Disk-shaped UFO, explo
sion, fragments with unusual characteristics spirited away
to Wright-Patterson AFB under cover story of "balloon."
Associated rumors of bodies found at separate site 150
miles away. Extensive witness interviews and cross-check
ing. (Sources: UFOCrashatRoswell, KevinD. Randle and
Don Schmitt, Avon, 1991; The Roswell Incident, Charles
Berlitz and William L. Moore, Grosset & Dunlap, 1980.)

1953, near White Sands, New Mexico: Army lieu
tenant-colonel, command helicopter pilot, aide to Air Force
general. Observed alien bodies and craft from New Mexico
crash site stored at Langley AFB, Virginia. Direct inter
view by Todd Zechel and Richard Hall. Military record
verified. (Source: Leonard Stringfield, UFO Crash/Re
trievals: Amassing the Evidence, Status Report III, The
author, 1982, Case B-5; personal notes.)

1953, Arizona: Businessman-pilot, former Naval

Intelligence officer. Observed bodies in crates being
offloaded at Wright-Patterson AFB from Arizona crash
site. Direct witness interviews and background check by
Len Stringfield. Witness discouraged from further coop
eration by reference to secrecy oath. Report coincides in all
major particulars with the following reference and could
well be an independent confirmation. (Source: Leonard
Stringfield, The UFO Crash/Retrieval Syndrome: Status
Report II, New Sources, New Data, Mutual UFO Network,
1980, Case A-l.)

May 21, 1953, near Kingman, Arizona: Project
engineer on Air Force contract with Atomic Energy Com
mission. One of group of specialists taken to the crash site
by Air Force investigators in a bus with blacked-out win
dows. Exact site not known. Saw and took impact measure
ments of a 30-foot oval craft embedded at an angle in sand;
glimpsed 4-foot humanoid body under guard in nearby tent
Direct interview, affidavit and extensive background and
character check by Raymond E. Fowler. (Source: Ray
mond E. Fowler, Casebook ofa UFO Investigator, Pren
tice-Hall, 1981.)

1966, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio: Businessman,
former Army Intelligence officer. Observed alien bodies in
storage. Direct interviews and extensive background infor
mation by Len Stringfield. (Leonard Stringfield, 77ze UFO
Crash/RetrievalSyndrome: Status Report II, New Sources,
New Data, Mutual UFO Network, 1980, Case A-3.)

January 18,1978: McGuire AFB, New Jersey: Air
Force security policeman ("Blue Beret"). UFOs observed
over Fort Dix-McGuire complex; shooting incident re
ported by Army MP. Observed dead body taken into
custody by Air Force Office of Special Investigations and
saw it crated and loaded on a special plane from Wright-
Patterson AFB by a special Blue Beret team. Direct inter
views with witnesses by Len Stringfield and Richard Hall;
extensive background check and life history, Air Force
incident report form and officers' military records verified.
(Sources: initial report, Leonard Stringfield, UFO Crash/
Retrievals: Amassing the Evidence, Status Report HI, The
author, 1982, Case A-3; full report, Leonard Stringfield,
"The Fatal Encounter at Ft. Dix-McGuire: A Case Study,
Status Report IV," 1985 MUFON UFO Symposium
Proceedings, Mutual UFO Network, 1985, pp. 41-65;
personal notes.)

Partially supporting testimony

All of these sources have been checked out to be reliable,
responsible persons who were in positions that would
plausibly allow them to observe what they said they saw. In
each case, they either were on the periphery of the investi
gation or observed a portion thereof. If their reports are true
(and there is at present no reason other than a priori
skepticism to doubt them), they represent small pieces of a
much larger puzzle that can only be pieced together if more
direct participants are willing or able to talk.

What are we to make of these stories? Obviously, in
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their present fragmentary form they prove nothing. But
they do suggest caution about writing off crashed-disk
stories without a more careful appraisal of the new evi
dence.

A steady trickle of partially supporting testimony also
has emerged in recent years. I will mention only two of the
more significant examples. As Stringfield reported (The
UFO Crash/Retrieval Syndrome: Status Report II, New
Sources, New Data, Mutual UFO Network, 1980, Case A-
7), he obtained partial autopsy information from a doctor
who said he examined alien bodies in the 1950s. Crackpot?
Hoax? Planted story? What is overlooked is the fact that
Stringfield visited the doctor at his place ofemployment—
a major medical facility in the Midwest—thus verifying his
credentials, establishing his reputability and making him
an extremely unlikely hoaxer. Why would a responsible
medical official risk his reputation and career by participat
ing in a hoax, likely only to impress a small coterie of UFO
buffs?

Also, a prominent physical and engineering scientist,
Dr. Robert I. Sarbacher, has surfaced recently. He has been
interviewed by Bill Moore, Stan Friedman, and Jerry
Clark. The gist of Sarbacher's story is that he is aware of
crashed-disk information from colleagues who partici
pated directly in crash/retrieval investigations, and he has
implicated other prominent scientists by name. Sarbacher
also says that he was personally involved in analysis of
physical-trace evidence at UFO landing sites.

On the basis of the more credible first-hand sources

and this sort of supporting testimony, it is beginning to look
as if crashed disks may have really happened. This ought to
be thoughtfully considered on the merits of the best avail
able evidence.

Summary and conclusions

What we are faced with in the better crashed-disk reports is
a small body of highly credible witnesses (unusually so
because of their special training and sensitive positions)
who are telling a highly incredible story. In the Hynek
matrix these are "high credibility/high strangeness" re
ports. Under the circumstances, there are severe problems
of "evidence" and "proof," because extraordinary claims
do demand extraordinary evidence. But if it really hap
pened, the witnesses' plausibility would be under severe
restraints; they would be unable to do more than tell one or
more UFO researchers the basic story in confidence and
then withdraw into silence.

Having now interviewed several of the claimants face-
to-face and others via telephone (having personally checked
their backgrounds and psychological make-up), and hav
ing examined many of Stringfield's files which he opened
to me in confidence, I would counsel my skeptical col
leagues not to risk throwing out the baby with the bathwa
ter. I would suggest that they reexamine their preconcep
tions and carefully sort through the crashed-disk reports,
discarding those that have no evidential value or that
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emanate from dubious sources. Then, they should look
anew at the more credible and better established cases,
watch for new evidence and keep an open mind. Any other
course is unscientific and potentially foolhardy.

In the context of the larger UFO question, this is the
factor separating the signal from the noise. Perhaps there is
some other explanation for the data reported here, but if so,
it is up to others to come up with a plausible scenario. Short
of a Byzantine hoax across the years and generations,
through changes of government administration and per
sonnel turnover (for reasons that do not readily come to
mind), I am hard-pressed to come up with an alternative
hypothesis to account for this evidence. Perhaps we have
been deafened or confused by the noise related to crashed-
disk reports. At the very least we ought to consider that
possibility.

After all, the signal/noise problem is basic to the entire
question of UFOs. •

STAR PUZZLED
BROADCASTS reporting a

Flying Saucer crash picked
up on his car radio as he

drove across America has
baffled stage and radio star
Hughie Green since June, 1947.

He was driving alone from
Hollywood to Philadelphia for
u business appointment and
was tuned in to broadcastiug-
stations most of the time " be
cause it's a long and boring
trip."

But let Mr Green take up
the story.

" About 250 miles out of
Philadelphia," he said, " a
commentator interrupted the
programme to announce that a
Flying Saucer had crashed in
New Mexico and that the Army
were moving in to investigate.

" Later the programme was
interrupted again and quite a
few details were given.

" Several newsflashes about
the incident from various sta
tions followed. The last I heard
was just before reaching Phila
delphia. The announcer pro
mised further bulletins. None
followed.

" When I got there I bought
all the newspapers I could lay
my hands on. But not one car
ried the story. And questions at
the radio stations just drew a
blank. It's mystified me ever
since."

This is not the first time the
story has been heard. But it is
the first time someone who
actually listened in to the
transmissions has been inter
viewed.

The question arising from
Hughie Green's account is:
" Do the Americans have a

Flying Saucer in their posses
sion?'

Reports from America sug
gest that the U.S.A.F. has
more than one. One, or parts of
one, at Wright Patterson Field,
the American Famborough, and
another at Edwards Air Force
Base, the U.S. equivalent of the
Ministry of Supply's experi
mental station at Boscombe
Down*

Flying Saucer enthusiasts all
over the world believe there is
some truth in the story but that
it is being as carefully guarded
as any atomic or military secret
for fear of causing public
panic.

In London the Air Ministry
persists in not having a clue
about Flying Saucers. And the
indications are that they would
give a lot to know what they
really are.

The date is too early
(June 1947), but ifMr.
Green's memory ofthe
incident had faded a
bit by the time this
news item was pub
lished in the British

Flying Saucer Review
1, no.l (Spring
1955):3, it might
actually refer to the
Roswell crash.
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COPY ONE OP ONE.

BRIEPING DOCUMENT: OPERATION MAJESTIC 12

PREPARED POR PRESIDENT-ELECT DWTGHT D. EISENHOWER: (EYES ONLY)

18 NOVEMBER, 1952

WARNING 1 This is a TOP SECRET - EYES ONLY document containing

compartmentalized information eeaentlal to the national seourity

of the United States. EYES ONLY ACCESS to the material herein

is strictly limited to those possessing Majestic-12 clearance
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AllegedEisenhower briefingpaperregarding RoswellandOperation Majestic-12, November 18,1952. Continuedonpages
106-109.
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SUBJECT: OPERATION MAJESTIC-12 PRELIMINARY BRIEPING POR
PRUDENT-ELECT EISENHOWER.

DOCUMENT PREPARED 18 NOVEMBER, 1952.
BRIEPING OPPICER: ADM. ROSCOE H. HILLENKOETTER (MJ-U

5R •swsrs sua ffcsaatrffraa sssss-
briefing intended to follow.

OPERATION MAJESTIC-12 is aTOP SECRET Research and Development/
?n?SlligenSe operation responsible directly and only to the
President of the United States. OP*™**0^0* **•'!"$ Grouu
carried out under control of the Majestic-12 <M*^i«-12> J"UJ,
whfrhwae established by speoial classified executive order of
££.id£t SSS S 24 September, 1947, upon recommendation by
£! VannevarBuah and Secretary James ^restal. (See Attachment
W.) Members of the Majestic-12 Group were designated as follows:

Adra. Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter
Dr. Vannevar Bush
Secy. James V. Porrestal»
Gen. Nathan P. Twining
Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg .
Dr. Detlev Bronlc
Dr. Jerome Hunsaker
Mr. Sidney W. Souers
Mr. Gordon Gray
Dr. Donald Menzel
Gen. Robert M. Montague
Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner

The death of Secretary Porrestal on 22 May, 1949, c^a*ed,inon
a vacancy which remained unfilled until 01 August, 1950, upon
which date Gen. Walter B. Smith was designated as permanent
replacement.
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On 24 June, 1947, a civilian pilot flying over the Cascads
Mountains in the State of Washington observed nineflyin*
dise-shaped aircraft traveling in formation at a high rate
of sosed. Although this was not ths first known sighting
of suoh objects, it was the first to gain widsspread attention
in the public media. Hundreds of reports of sightings of
similar objects followed. Many of these came from highly
credible military and civilian sources. Thess reports res
ulted in independent efforts by several different elements
of the military to asoertain the nature and purpose of these
objeots in the interests of national defenes. A number of
witnesses were interviewed and there were several unsuccessful
attempts to utilize aircraft in efforts to pursue reportad
dlsos in flight. Public reaotion bordered on near hysteria
at times.

In spits of thsss efforts, little of substance was learned
about ths objeots until a local rancher reported that one
had crashed in a remote region of New Mexico located approx
imately seventy-five miles northwest of Roswsll Army Air
Bass (now Walker Field).

On 07 July, 1947, a secret operation was begun to assure
recovery of ths wreckage of this object for scientific etudy.
During the courss of this operation, aerial reconnaissance
discovered that four small human-like beings had apparently
ejected from the craft at some point before it exploded.
Thess had fallen to earth about two miles east of the wreokags
sits* All four were dead and badly decomposed due to action
by predators and exposure to the elements during ths approx
imately one wssk time period which had elapsed before their
discovery. A spscial soientlflo team took charge of removing
thess bodies for study. (Sss Attachment "C".) Ths wreckage
of ths oraft was also removed to several different locations.
(Sss Attachment "B".) Civilian and military witnesses in
ths area were dsbriefed, end news rsportsrs were given the
effective oover story that ths objeot had been a misguided
weather ressarch balloon.

• TOP SECRET •
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A covert analytical effort organized by Gen. Twining and
Dr. Bush acting on ths direct orders of *hs Presidsnt, res-
ultsd in a preliminary ooncsnous (19 Septsmbsr, 1947) that
ths disc was most likely a short range rsoonnaissance craft.
This concluoion was baaed for the most part on ths craft's
size and the apparent lack of any identifiable provisioning.
(Sss Attachment "D".) A similar analysis of ths four dead
occupants was arranged by Dr. Bronk. It was ths tentative
conclusion of this group (30 November, 1947) that although
thsss creatures are human-like in appearance, the biological
and evolutionary processes responsible for their development
haa apparently been quite different from thoss observed or
nostulated in homo-sapiens. Dr. Bronk's team has suggested
the term "Extra-terrestrial Biological Entities", or "EBEs",
bs adoptsd as the standard term of reference for thess
creatures until such tirse as a more definitive designation
can be agreed upon.

Sinoe it is virtually certain that these craft do not origin
ate in any country on earth, considerable speculation has
centered around what their point of origin might be and how
they gat here. Mars was and remains a possibility, although
some scientists, most notably Dr. Menzel, consider it more
likely that we are dealing with beings from another solar
system entirely.

Numerous examples of what appear to be a form of writing
were found in ths wreckage. Efforts to deciphnr these have
remained largely unsuccessful. (See Attachment "E".)
Equally unsuccessful have been efforts to determine the
method of propulsion or the nature or method of transmission
of ths power source involved. Research along these lines
has bsen complicated by the complete absence of identifiable
wings, propellers, jets, or other conventionsl methods of
propulsion and guidance, as well as a total lack of metallic
wiring, vacuum tubes, or similar recognizable -lectronic
oomponentc. (See Attachment "P".) It is assumed that the
propulsion unit was completely destroyed by the explosion
which caused the crash.
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A need for as much additional information as possible About
these craft, their performance characteristics and their
purpose led to the undertaking known as U.S. Air Porce Project
SIGN in December, 1947. In order to preserve security, liason
between SIGN and Majestic-12 was limited to two individuals
within ths Intelligence Division of Air Materiel Command whose
role was to pass along certain types of information through
channels. SIGN evolved into Project GRUDGE in December, 1948.
The operation Is currently being conducted under the code name
BLUE BOOK, with liason maintained through the Air Porce officer
who is head of the project.

On 06 December, 1950, a second object, probably of similar
origin, impacted the earth at high speed in the El Tndio - •
Guerrero area of the Texas - Mexican boder after following
a long trajeotory through ths atmosphere. By ths time a
search team arrived, what remained of ths objeot had been almost
totally lnoinsrated. Such material as could bs recovered was
transported to the A.E.C. facility at Sandia, Nsw Mexico, for
study.

Implications for the National Security are of continuing im
portance in that the motives and ultimats intentions of these
visitors remain completely unknown. In addition, a significant
upsurgs in ths surveillance activity of thess crsft beginning
in May and continuing through the autumn of this year has csused
considerable concern that new developments.may be imminent.
It is for thsss reasons, mb well as the obvious international
and technological considerations and the ultimate need to
avoid a public panic at all costs, that the Majestic-12 Group
remains of the unanimous opinion that imposition of the
strictest security precautions should continus without inter
ruption into the new administration. At the same time, con
tingency plan MJ-1949-04P/78 (Top Secret - Eyes Only) should
he held in continued readiness should the need to make a
public announcement present itself. (See Attachment »G".)

TOP SECP.5JR5.MAJIC
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 24, 1947.

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Dear Secretary Forrestali

As per our recent conversation on this matter,
you are hereby authorized to proceed with all due
speed and caution upon your undertaking. Hereafter
this matter shall be referred to only as Operation
Majsstic Twelve.

It continues to be my feeling that any future
considerations relative to the ultimate disposition
of this matter should rest solely with the Office
of the President following appropriate discussions
with yourself, Dr. Bush and the Director of Central
Intelligence.

TOP SECRET
eye:; only.

1)0 8

i) n q

Alleged Truman-Forrestalmemorandum ofSeptember24, 1947, one day after the Twining letter (see pages 31-33).
This memorandumformed "Attachment A" ofthe Eisenhower briefing (see pages 105-109).
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MEMORANDUM POR GBIHSRAL TWItfTJTG

SUBJECT! 1J5C/KJ-12 Special Studies Project

The President ha3 decided that the KJ-12 SSP briefing
should take place during the already scheduled White Hones
Meeting of July 16, rather than felloving it as previously
inttoded* Kore precise arrangements vill be explained to
you upon arrival. Please Biter your pinna accordingly.

Your concurrence in the above change of arrangements
is assuncd*

ROBERT CUTLER
Special Assistant
to the President

Aaikwttf.

itfflEg

«~Jjiftit.u*M. y/z/zy

Crcir.

KffiOKAL tt»^ Records af th0 Head(luflrterS United
rd Group No--^waBsJAir Tores

AllegedCutler-Twining memo ofJuly 14, 1954, referring to an MJ-12meeting.
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The MJ-12 debunking fiasco

by Stanton T. Friedman

• • Stanton T. Friedman, an American nuclear
physicist who lives in Fredericton, New Brun
swick, Canada, has been interested in the UFO
phenomenon for 30 years. A well-known lecturer
on the subject, he has devoted the past few years
to an intensive investigation of the U.S. govern
ment's role in the UFO story. He works profes
sionally as an industrial science consultant.
© 1988 Stanton T. Friedman.

Philip J. Klass has been a persistent debunker of
UFOs for two decades. Because he is a profes
sional writer for a respected Washington

magazine,Aviation Week and Space Technology, his de
bunking sounds legitimate and receives far more accep
tance than it deserves from the news media. Unfortunately,
when carefully compared with the evidence, his explana
tions collapse. Klass has started from two false premises.
The first is that all UFO sightings have prosaic explana
tions. The second is that there cannot be a cover-up of UFO
data by the U.S. or any other government. To buttress his
case, he employs selective choice of data, positive and
negative name-calling and misrepresentation, as I have
noted elsewhere.1'2

Since mid-1987, Klass has been attacking the "TOP
SECRET/EYES ONLY" MJ-12 briefing document (No
vember 18, 1952), allegedly prepared for President-elect
Eisenhower (se pp. 105-109), the top secret accompanying
executive order (Truman-Forrestal memo of September
24,1947) putting MJ-12 in place (p. 110), and the support
ing top secret Cutler-Twining memo ofJuly 14, 1954 (p.
111). An error-filled press release3 from the self-anointed
Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims of the
Paranormal (CSICOP) was widely distributed, as have
been numerous "White Papers" and, more recently, two
articles4 5in the CSICOP bible, TheSkeptical Inquirer (SI).

On occasion Klass has been willing to acknowledge
error. For example, in a radio station discussion with me in
June 1987, he claimed that Adm. Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter
(RHH)could not have been the officer who briefed Eisen
hower (as the document alleges) because he went on sea
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duty in 1950 in Korea and didn't get back until 1956. Later
he claimed that RHH hadn't even been in Washington
during the 1946-1950 era. On the latter point he admit
ted—in a rare concession—that he had misspoken in the
heat of battle. I pointed out that not only was RHH head of
the CIA in Washington from September 1947 through
October 1950 but he had returned to New York to head the

Brooklyn Navy Yard in September 1951 and then in June
1952 became the head of the Third Naval District (head
quartered in New York). In his SI piece Klass almost gets
it right by saying RHH became head of the Third Naval
District in 1951. At least he admits RHH wasn't working
far from Washington.

When all else fails, Klass turns psychic—strange for
an individual who is so prominent in the virulently antipsy-
chic CSICOP. He "knows" what people were thinking, and
knows what they would have written, even though he is
unable to provide documented evidence to support his
paranormal perceptions. The subtitle of Klass' first SI
article reads, "Numerous flaws and inconsistencies reveal
that 'top secret' papers, including one allegedly found in
the National Archives, are fraudulent." The fact is, as we
shall see, that it is Klass' arguments that are loaded with
flaws and inconsistencies. That his arguments do not with
stand scrutiny, however, does not prove the documents are
legitimate. At this stage, when we consider the flimsiness
of the critics' arguments along with the positive findings
about the internal information in the documents (ignored
by the debunkers), it is safe to say that the documents, if
they turn out not to be genuine, at least are far better frauds
than any of us on the outside could have hatched.

In his Skeptical Inquirer article4 Klass raises two
questions about the roll of 35mm film on which the briefing
and the Truman-Forrestal memo (Attachment A of the
briefing) were located: "Why would the film be sent to
[Jaime] Shandera, who has never published any papers on
UFOs or crashed saucers and does not even consider

himself a ufologist? How could the sender of the 35mm
film even know that Shandera and [Bill] Moore were
friends and that the contents would find their way to
Moore?" This seems to echo a concern of Barry Green
wood in an article in Just Cause.6 The answer is simple:
Shandera, Moore and I worked together on a UFO movie in



1980. I moved to New Brunswick several months later.

After many months, Moore resumed his association with
Shandera and, with permission from contacts within the
cover-up, shared information received from them. These
contacts (now numbering 10 in all) knew very well that the
two were working together and keeping me informed in
person and by phone. In fact, Shandera has spent far more
time at various archives than has Klass, even though Klass
lives in Washington not very far from the National Ar
chives or the Library of Congress Manuscript Division
(LCMD) where we long ago found many useful docu
ments.

Klass goes on to claim that Shandera must have had
"psychic powers" because Shandera called Moore prior to
processing the film. More nonsense. There had been cryp
tic postcards and other communications from inside sources
hinting of important developments to come. Even the
postmark might be a connection with inside sources. One
wonders how often Klass receives an undeveloped roll of
film in the mail.

Klass claims that "it would have been more logical for
Ike to be briefed by the chairman of MJ-12, who had
remained in the U.S. close to the Committee's activities.

Presumably this would have been Dr. Bush." No explana
tion is offered for these presumptions. Investigation has
established that Ike was indeed briefed in the Pentagon
vault by various members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on
November 18, 1952. Bush could have been present or
brought in. But a briefing to a general from an admiral or
another general seems far more probable, though Bush
knew Ike. Even more interesting is the fact that Gen.
Twining was one of the briefers that day, as the Vice-Chief
of Staff of the USAF and the only Second-in-Command
listed in the newspaper article.7The controversial briefing
paper, called "preliminary," lists seven more attachments
besides the Truman-Forrestal memo but does not include

them. I certainly would like to see them.
Klass then comes to what he describes as "the most

revealing substantive anomaly," the format used to write
dates.

Here we can checkon the adequacy of his research. His
complaint is that the format "18 November, 1952" (note
what Klass calls "the unnecessary comma") and 01 August,
1950, with the zero preceding a single-digit date (according
to Klass), provides an erroneous mixture of civil and
military formats. Klass claims that the zero was not used to
precede a single digit date until very recent years, asserting,
"Examination of numerous military and CIA documents
written during the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s shows the
standarddate format was to write: 1 August 1950."Hethen
notes, as he has in many letters, that Moore uses the same
format for dates in his letters since 1983. Obviously by
Klassical reasoning the document with its consistent
"wrong" date format must have been forged by Moore.

I have no idea how many documents Klass checked
(probably very few) but I was able to find many with the
"wrong" date format. One, for example, was a letter from

RHH himself. Others show up (xeroxed, not retyped) in
Timothy Good's Above Top Secret (p. 446), in the Alsos
Mission (pp. 84,98), and perhaps most damningly in a 1954
document JANAP 146(C) as located by Bill Moore. Two
different sources having far more military background
(WWII) than Klass, Moore, Shandera or I have said this to
Tim Good:

1. You raise the query that the prefix "0" as in "02
July 1947" was not used until modern computer
technology was developed. I beg most strongly to
differ. Certainly my experience in wartime in the
Navy was that the "0" was a vital prefix whether in
the date as in "02 July" or the hour as in "0300." I
should think such methods were still used in NATO.

2. NATO documents always used the 0 in front of
single date figures in my day, but I do not know when
it started.

A military directive from 1954, JANAP 146(C), says
the following:

(6) The date and time of the sighting are expressed by
the use ofsix digits and the time zone suffix. The first
two digits denote the date, the second two digits
denote the minutes of the hour. Greenwich Mean

Time (GMT) must be used in all instances, and shall
be indicated by the use of GMT or by the addition of
Z to the date time group.

The day of the month in the example immediately
following is rendered as "07."

In addition, there are numerous examples ofthe MJ-12
date format in Ewen Montague's fascinating book, The
Man Who Never Was (1953), an excellent account of how
disinformation was used to fool the Germans during World
War II.

In short, nothing about the date format suggests the
document is a fraud. Consider, too, that RHH was an
attache in France prior to 1947 and the French and NATO
date formats apparently are also, if we are to take Klass
seriously, "erroneous."

Klass moves to an even weaker argument than his date
format one. He acknowledges that the signature on the
Truman-Forrestal memo is genuine, but that the content is
not, having been placed there by a forger's Xerox machine.
In his CSICOP press release Klass referred to the "memo"
as a "letter" nine times so that he could state that its format

was unlike that of "genuine" Truman "letters." For ex
ample, "the counterfeiter forgot to type Forrestal's name,
title, and address in the lower left portion of the page and
used 'Dear Secretary Forrestal' instead of Truman's typi
cal 'My Dear Secretary.'" Apparently in response tomy an
notations on the press releases pointing out that a memo
randum is not a letter and does not have the same format,
Klass refrains from using the term "letter" in his SI piece;
yet he claims that "the format differs significantly from that
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used by the president's secretary in other memoranda
written to Forrestal, and others during the same period." In
his SI article Klass provides no examples. But he does
provide three in a White Paper. At least he shows the date
and salutations. Interestingly enough, he does not show the
heading, the security markings, the sign off, or the contents.

Significantly, perhaps, although the SI article uses a
full page to show date formats, no space is given to the
memo formats. In his letter to me ofJanuary 8,1988, Klass
states that "the three authentic memoranda use the same

format." This statement is false, as anyone with eyes can
determine simply by reading the examples Klass offers.
There are three different addresses: "Members of the

Cabinet," "James Forrestal, Secretary of Defense," and
"Secretary of Defense." One has MEMORANDUM FOR
and FROM all in capital letters. Two use upper and lower
case. Perhaps equally important, none of these were execu
tive orders, as the Truman-Forrestal (TF) memo ofSeptem
ber 24,1947, was referred to in the briefing text and clearly
is, since it contains the expression "you are hereby author
ized to proceed" from the Chief Executive. All are only
three sentences long (as the TF memo); none are on White
House stationery; none are signed though each is initialed
H.S.T.; none are classified. Each would be considered a
note. Two are single-spaced; one is double-spaced. One
has the first word of each brief paragraph indented; two do
not. One may well have been typed on the same typewriter
as the September 24, 1947, memo.

Klass' arguments provide no basis for charges of
fraud, or forgery, or counterfeit. Having looked at thou
sands of documents, I can safely say inconsistency is the
rule rather than the exception. This is not surprising since
major offices such as the White House and the NSC have
many secretaries and many different typewriters. In many
offices certain typewriters are used only for unclassified
typing while others are used only for classified typing.
Ribbons on typewriters outside a vault must be either
stored in a vault overnight or destroyed.

For a stickler for date format, Klass curiously fails to
mention that the September 24, 1947, memo has a period
after the date, which none of the others do. I called his
attention long ago to this detail because essentially all
letters from Vannevar Bush have a period after the date. I
also noted to him that according to the Truman Library,
September 24,1947, was the onlydate between May 31 and
December 1947 when Bush met with Truman, that Forres
tal was also present, and that according to Forrestal's
papers, Bush and Forrestal had met together the half hour
preceding their meeting with Truman. Klass unsurpris
ingly mentions none of this. It would not have been unusual
for Bush and Forrestal, who had known each other very
well for years during and after the war, even playing tennis
on occasion, to have prepared a draft memo for the record
and then typed, or had it typed, at the White House. A three-
sentence EYES ONLY memo may very well nor have been
typed by a secretary. Truman himself had taken typing as
part of a business course many years earlier.
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In his SI article Klass psychically and confidently
suggests that Truman would have written a much more
straightforward letter, with two "hells" in it, to boot. I have
looked at many letters and memos from Truman during my
three visits to the Truman Library (most recently on Febru
ary 22-23, 1988) and other archives and found nothing to
support Klass' assertion. Equally absurd is Klass' noting
only that Bush was "President of the Carnegie Founda
tion." He was, indeed, but much more important, he had
been wartime head of the Office of Scientific Research and

Development (OSRD) which was in charge of the Manhat
tan Project (developing atomic bombs), the proximity fuse,
radar, and about 90 other scientific projects to aid the
military. Bush was the first chairman of the post-war
successor to the OSRD, the Joint Research and Develop
ment Board, on the War Council post-war, and on numer
ous other committees. He was certainly the most powerful
scientist-engineer in the United States even having served
as chairman of the National Advisory Committee on Aero
nautics (NACA) prewar and as a member during and after
the war. He was the common factor in the several organi
zations mentioned by alleged MJ-12 member Gen. Twin
ing in his important (but classified only secret) letter about
UFOs dated, interestingly enough, September 23, 1947,
one day before the Truman Executive order about MJ-12.

Klass attacks Moore for stating, "IfI was going to pick
a panel at that time capable of dealing with a crashed UFO,
I would certainly want to consider [those on] the list," Klass
takes this remark out of context and says, "In other words,
the members of MJ-12 were persons whom Moore himself
would probably have selected for such a committee." The
simple fact of the matter is that Moore, Shandera, and I had
already picked up on all the names on the list prior to receipt
of the film (except for Dr. Donald Menzel) as a result of the
many days spent in historical archival research begun a
decade ago because of the Roswell incident. We looked at
appointment calendars, at correspondence files, at the
members of the various organizations noted in the Twining
memo, at simple facts such as the special addition in 1948
to the NACA (headed by alleged MJ-12 member Jerome
Hunsaker) of Detlev Bronk, another alleged MJ-12 mem
ber. We had noted who was where in early July 1947 when
the Roswell incident occurred. We had noted that Twining
had had to cancel a trip which had long been planned to see
a new Boeing airplane in order to take a trip to New Mexico.
Unlike Klass, even now, we were doing our homework.

Klass claims, "Moore demonstrated remarkable psy
chic abilities in his 1982 MUFON paper by stating that
Bush would be the logical choice for an assignment to set
up a Top Secret project dealing with a crashed UFO." As
Klass knows, a top secret Canadianmemo ofNovember 21,
1950, received by me in the late 1970s from Canadian
researcher Scott Foster, included this (italics added):

I made discreet enquiries through the Canadian Em
bassy staffin Washingtonwho were able to obtain for
me the following information [about flying saucers]:



a. The matter is the most highly classified subject in the
United States Government, rating higher than the H-bomb.

b. Flying saucers exist.
c. Their modus operandi is unknown but concentrated

effort is being made by a small group headed by Doctor
Vannevar Bush.

d. The entire matter is considered by the United States
Authorities to be of tremendous significance.

Klass viciously attacked the authorofthis item, the late
Canadian engineer W. B. Smith, as "crazy" in a TV debate
with me. Other classified correspondence between Smith
and the Canadian Embassy and military attache also refers
to Bush. This memo is what got me started down the
historical trail after Bush and cohorts prior to 1980. In
earlier correspondence, it is amusing to note, Klass alluded
to George Bush, apparently knowing nothing about Van
Bush.

Klass prattles on as to what Moore would have done
with the documents, should "logically" have done, or
didn't do (such as sending me a complete copy of the very
"hot" briefing document as if I could do nothing without a
full copy). In fact, it was knowing that Menzel's name was
on the MJ-12 list that both made us wary of any publicity
and got me launched on an extensive investigation of the
shocking possibility that archdebunker Menzel was part of
Bush's small group. My efforts finally hit paydirt with very
surprising findings that Menzel, whom I strongly disliked
during his lifetime but now respect, had a longer continu
ous association with the supersecret National Security
Agency than any other person, had a top secret ultra
security clearance, had done classified work for the CIA
and numerous other organizations, had close connections
with Bush and other members of MJ-12 and, in short, led a
double life and definitely belonged on MJ-12.

It turns out Menzel was a world-class expert on cryp
tanalysis, had learned a new symbolic language (Japanese),
had written science fiction and many popular newspaper
articles, and was certainly an obvious choice for review of
the strange symbols found on the Roswell wreckage as
noted in Moore's and my research long before the MJ-12
film showed up. He was also the obvious choice for
disinformation, a role he clearly filled with relish.9"

Klass quotes various tidbits from a National Archives
report on the Cutler-Twining (CT) memo, including items
from the Eisenhower Library staff. Because these com
ments please him, he makes no attempt to determine their
accuracy. I have dealt with these at length elsewhere12but
will note here that, for example, Klass makes much of the
fact that Cutler was out of the country when the CT memo
was written. He does not mention to James Lay and J.
Patrick Coyne (referred to, inaccurately, as Cutler's "sub
ordinates") instructing them (italics added) to "Keep things
moving out of my basket." There is no signature on the CT
memo or even a symbolic /s/ next to the name clearly
indicating that Cutler had not signed the original.

Lay was hardly just a Cutler subordinate. He was the

assistant to Sidney Souers (alleged MJ-12 member) while
Souers served as the first Executive Secretary of the Na
tional Security Council 1947-1950. Souers had been re
placed in 1946 first by Hoyt Vandenberg (also MJ-12) as
head ofthe Central Intelligence Group and then by Vanden-
berg's successor MJ-12 man Hillenkoetter as head of the
renamed Central Intelligence Agency. Lay replaced Souers
at the powerful position (roughly cabinet level) of Execu
tive Secretary of NSC in 1950 and continued on in that role
until the 1960s. He actually ran the NSC and its meetings
and got copies ofall of the Cutler memos. Twining was also
a holdover from the Truman era. Surely Lay would have the
authority to pump out a quick classified administrative
memo concerning details of an already scheduled meeting
to be held two days later, on Ike's instructions. I noted
during my February 26-27,1988, visit to the Eisenhower
Library that Ike met with Lay off-the-record the afternoon
of July 14,1954—the date of the CT memo. Usually their
frequent meetings were on the record. I also noted that
many carbons of Cutler memos were on unwatermarked
onionskin, contrary to a claim by the library that they were
always on onionskin with an Eagle watermark.

Klass nowhere notes that the format and wording of
the CT memo closely match those of other top secret CT
memos found years earlier at the Library of Congress in
Twining's correspondence files. He fails to mention that
the Eisenhower Library had not found these two or a memo
from Menzel, and says nothing about the shortcomings of
the library's treatment of the NSC material which make its
comments about all Cutler memos meaningless. For ex
ample, library personnel had not searched 250,000 pages of
NSC files covering the Eisenhower era and certainly (for
several years) heavily involving Cutler.

Klass closes with quotations with great glee from Just
Cause newsletter editor Barry Greenwood's declaration
that the MJ-12 papers constitute "a grand deception and
consequently a giant black eye on the face of ufology."
Unfortunately, Greenwood's investigation was as superfi
cial as his judgment was rushed.

Of special interest to those with a serious scientific,
journalistic or historical interest in MJ-12 are some of the
things Klass doesn't discuss as well as some he does
mention elsewhere but now admits he was wrong about. He
does mention The Roswell Incident by name in the SI
article, but not in the CSICOP press release, yet neglects to
acknowledge the several papers about Roswell1316 pub
lished since The Roswell Incident. He does not inform his

readers that Moore and I have talked with more than 90

persons connected in some way with Roswell, including
five who saw the actual symbols on the wreckage, and that
he talked with none and made 22 factual mistakes in his

attack on Roswell17 as noted by me.2Klass has nothing to
say about the significance of the November 18, 1952, and
September 24,1947, dates or ofthe interrelationships ofthe
various members of MJ-12. He does correct his earlier

press-release comment (of course without mentioning it)
that MJ-12 consisted of 12scientists apparently in response
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to my correction that it was five scientists and seven
military and intelligence people.

This SI article doesn't contain Klass' off-the-wall

claim that the memo "erroneously" refers to RHH as
"Roscoe," apparently on the basis of the fact that most
RHH memos have a typed close ofR. H. Hillenkoetter. The
Truman Library appointment files clearly refer to RHH as
Admiral Roscoe H. Two of the four RHH letters I have

(writtenby him) have hand signatures "Roscoe." Klass also
doesn't mention another bizarre attempt to discredit Moore
by claiming that both Moore and the briefing erroneously
spell Air Materiel Command rather than Material. Two
minutes' worth of checking in any of many books would
have shown him that both Moore and the briefing correctly
spelled Materiel.

Yet to be explained, of course, is how any hoaxer could
have known that Menzel would pass muster, that dates
were special, and so on, when certainly no one I know had
this information before the film was received or the CT

memo found as a result of a search through over 100 boxes
of files (not fortuitously, as Klass implies). It should be
noted that my review of Menzel's papers required prior
approval from three different individuals and that my
review of Forrestal's papers also required prior approval.
Also not explained is Klass' outright falsehood in a letter to
Robert Collins dated October 5, 1987: "Fine, wise guy.
How are you going to talk away the results of the recent FBI
Laboratory analysis of the onionskin paper used for the
'Cutler/Twining memo' of July 14, 1954.1 hear the FBI
Lab analysis shows the paper used is no more than 10 years
old and probably is less thanfive years old."

Not only has there been no analysis of the paper by the
FBI, according to both Ed Reese and Jo Ann Williamson at
the National Archives, but careful research by Moore has
determined that the onionskin paper on which the carbon of
the memo appears was made only between January 1953
and 1975 at the very latest, and then only in response to bid
orders. Thus the paper, which looks aged around the edges,
has to be more than 12 years old and could not have been
found in a normal store.

Another false statement is Klass' assertion that "it did

not occur to Friedman to ask that Moore send him a copy
of the MJ-12 papers, nor did he request a copy during the
subsequent two years."

Klass' second article for the Skeptical Inquirer5 con
tains so much baloney it should be distributed by a delica
tessen. Here we have the sad spectacle ofan avionics writer
pretending to be a combination psychiatrist-historian. Over
and over again he tells us what the main players in the MJ-
12game "logically" or "certainly" or "surely" would have
done in hypothetical situations. One would think Klass had
really gone all out to study these famous people. The simple
fact is that Klass has never been to the Eisenhower or

Truman Libraries, or spent much time at the National
Archives or the Library of Congress Manuscript Division.
His superficial knowledge of the activities of the people
leads me to conclude he hasn't gone beyond a quick look at
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a Who's Who biographical dictionary. To add insult to
ignorance, he also concocts hypothetical actions and atti
tudes for the supposed counterfeiter of the documents and
for the supposed head of a group that he thinks didn't exist
in the first place!

What is even more depressing, given Klass' long
residence in Washington and his concern with various
classified space systems, is his seeming ignorance of the
operation of intelligence agencies, of cover stories, of
compartmentalization. Less surprising, considering that he
writes what is supposedly nonfiction, is his complete lack
of imagination as to why people would take certain actions.
He presumes that his suggested reason is the only possible
one.

Klass claims that people would have been chosen for
MJ-12 because of the positions they held as of September
1947. "When they left these posts for other assignments or
retired from government, their successors in those posts
would logically have replaced them on MJ-12," he writes.
My far more intensive investigation of the people and of the
Washington scene leads me to the notion that people would
have been chosen for their skills, competence, background
knowledge, and demonstrated capabilities, not for their
titles. I have read many recommendations for government
positions including some from the MJ-12 people. The
focus was always on capabilities, not on job title. Donald
Menzel, for example, while an astrophysics professor at
Harvard, served on a host of committees and maintained a

long classified contact with the National Security Agency.
He also did classified work for the CIA and 40 industrial

companies, yet was still a professor at Harvard.
Particularly misleading are his comments about MJ-

12 member Gordon Gray: "Gordon Gray, who had become
assistant secretary of the army about the time MJ-12
allegedly was created, would have been a most unlikely
member based on background and position. Gray was
trained as a lawyer and had spent the previous ten years as
publisher of two newspapers, and he did not hold a top-
ranking Pentagon position. In mid-1949, Gray was named
secretary of the Army, but he resigned April 12, 1950, to
return to civilian life and was succeeded in that post by
Frank Pace, Jr."

One might think that Gordon Gray did his stint and
then went back to be president of the University of North
Carolina and, of course, couldn't have been on such a
powerful group as a "mythical" MJ-12. Once again the
facts say otherwise, though they may not be apparent to one
who, like Klass, knows Gray only from the briefest of
biographies. Gray was chairman of the highly secretive,
low-profile Psychological Strategy Board (PSB) from July
to December 1951. The PSB, most of whose records even
from that era are still classified, was a kind of Cold War
CIA and also reported through the NSC. Gray later served
as the Special Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs, in effect the liaison between the Execu
tive Branch of the Government and the NSC, the same job
held by Robert Cutler in 1953-55 and 1958-61. He also



was a member of the President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board. Most important of all as an indication of
the regard with which he was held in the intelligence circles
of Washington and by people like President Eisenhower,
he was Ike's Directorofthe OfficeofDefense Mobilization

and then Chairman of the 5412 Committee often referred to

as the "Special Group" and including only the Secretaries
of Defense and State and the Director of Central Intelli

gence. Stephen Ambrose, author of Ike's Spies, calls it "the
most secret committee of the U.S. Government. No covert

action could be taken without the prior approval of the
committee." Ambrose writes that Dr. Richard Bissell,
longtime CIA official, said that operations once approved
by 5412 would not even go before the full NSC because
they were too sensitive.

Here is Klass' comment about MJ-12 member Sidney
W. Souers: "Souers might have been a logical choice as an
original member of MJ-12, because on September 26,
1947, he was named executive secretary of the president's
newly created National Security Council. Souers, a naval
reservist, had risen to the rank ofrear admiral during World
War II to become deputy chief of Naval Intelligence and
played a role in organizing the then-new CIA. Souers
retired from his NSC position in early 1950 to return to
civilian life, but he, rather than his successor at NSC, is
listed in late 1952 as an MJ-12 member." The implication
is that Souers was finished with Washington and would
have been replaced with his successor James Lay.

In reality, Souers was appointed as the first Director of
Central Intelligence (DCI) by Truman on January 23,1946.
A fellow Missourian, he obviously had Truman's full
confidence. According to John Ranelagh (TheAgency) the
appointment was made on the recommendation of James
Forrestal, then Secretary of the Navy. Not only was Souers
the first executive secretary of the NSC, to which the CIA
reported after September 1947, but he groomed his succes
sor, his assistant James Lay, and even maintained an office
at the White House after officially going back to the
business world at the end of 1950. He was a consultant to

Truman until the end of the Truman term in January 1953.
Souers also served as a member of the first "President's

Board of Consultants on Foreign Intelligence Activities"
appointed by Eisenhower in January 1956. This clearly
proves that Souers had maintained his high-level security
clearance involvement in intelligence matters, and the
respect of such outstanding Eisenhower associates as Gens.
Omar Bradley and Jimmy Doolittle who were also on the
board. There is, of course, a Souers file at the Truman
Library and, as a matter of fact, it is clear that Truman and
Souers had a long relationship well after Truman returned
to Missouri. Souers did indeed have a low public profile.
But he had the full confidence of Harry Truman, FBI head
J. Edgar Hoover, Vannevar Bush and other top officials
inside the U.S. government, as his correspondence files
attest.

Here is Klass' comment about MJ-12 member Gen.

Hoyt S. Vandenberg: "General Vandenberg, as vice-chief

ofstaff in 1947 ofnewly created U.S. Air Force, who would
soon become chief of staff and hold that position until he
retired in mid-1953, would also be a logical original member
who would likely remain on MJ-12, because of the USAF's
vital role in protecting the nation's air space and operating
its network of early warning radars."

Klass seems unaware that Vandenberg was already
dying of cancer when he retired (he died in 1954 at the age
of 55), that he had been present at the Teheran, Cairo, and
Quebec conferences with Roosevelt, that he had been head
of G-2 (military intelligence) at the War Department in
1946 and was personally picked by Truman as the second
DCI succeeding Sidney Souers. He was reluctantly re
leased back to Europe to be succeeded by Hillenkoetter.
Surely his very, very strong background in military and
civilian intelligence work would have had a great deal to do
with his selection for MJ-12. Early warning radar indeed.

Speaking of the unique Bush-Forrestal-Trumantnemo
establishing MJ-12, Klass claims its only purpose was to
prevail upon Bush to serve as chairman of the new Joint
Research and Development Board and notes that in his
acceptance letter Bush emphasized "my wish ultimately to
be free of governmental duties in order to return more
completely to scientific matters" and that Bush resigned on
October 1,1948. Considering that the job at the DRDB was
primarily an administrative matter of getting together a
huge number ofcommittees spanning a very broad range of
technological and scientific specialties and that nobody
was better at this than Bush, as demonstrated during his
incredibly productive tenure as wartime head ofthe OSRD,
it is not surprising that Bush wanted to drop administrative
matters. But it is perfectly clear that he was still heavily
involved in official Washington activities. There was direct
correspondence between him and Robert Cutler and him
and the President and many other members of MJ-12.
Klass, of course, makes no note of this, nor does he tell us
that Bush was famous for his focus on compartmentaliza
tion of classified activities, that a cover story would have
been needed for the visit because newsmen caught up with
Bush and Forrestal as they left the White House, that this
was the only meeting between Bush and Truman in the last
eight months of 1947, that Bush and Forrestal met together
prior to the meeting with Truman, and that the official
record of the meeting does notgive a reason, often implying
security. Bush even was a member of the 1953 Rockefeller
Commission. He turned 65 in 1955.

Klass claims that hard evidence that the MJ-12 docu

ment was a fraud can be found in the December 10,1948,
declassified top secret document, "Analysis of Flying Ob
ject Incidents in the U.S." This document provides no such
evidence. It is clear that the group preparing it had been
given specific guidelines for its work, not unusual for a
classified task force. For example, the three task forces set
up on Project Solarium were each directed to look at one
particular approach to containment of the Soviet Union.
Many books about the CIA have stressed that there were
often groups set up completely independently to look at a
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particular problem and with no knowledge of the existence
of the other group or groups concerned with the very same
problem. There is no reason to deny the possibility that
those who wrote the 1948 document had no "need-to-

know" for Majestic-12 or Majestic material.
During World War II after the British had broken the

German codes and were getting copies of official German
communiquees almost as soon as the German High Com
mand, only a very few key people were given access to
these messages even though obviously many more could
have benefited from such access. The need to protect the
breakthrough was of overwhelming importance.

The above examples (there are many more) establish
that the Klass criticisms represent a kind of whistling-in-
the-dark bravado by a man who perhaps himself fears that
he has lost the argument. He cannot have taken any comfort
from a poll taken on March 14, 1988, by the New York
television program People Are Talking on which we both
appeared. The poll revealed that 83 percent of the phone
respondents said UFOs are "real," not imaginary. Klass'
UFO debunking has become as credible as the pronounce
ments of the Flat Earth Society. •
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'Spacemen'Faster Than We or Reds'
.H57

WASHINGTON, Jan. 15 (AP).—

Retired ' H,eav Adm. Delmer ' S.
Fahrney, onca head of the Navy's

guided missiles program, said

today reliable reports Indicate that

"there are objects coming Into our

atmosphere at very high speeds."

Fahrney told a news conference,
"No agency In this country or Rus
sia is able to duplicate at this time
the speeds and accelerations which
radars and . observers Indicate
these flying objects are able to
achieve." -V-j •. .-.••.'

Fahrney said he never has seen
a flying saucer but has talked with
a number of scientists and engi
neers who reported seeing strange
flying objects. ' ' ;."
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'. ..He added there arc signs that

"an Intelligence" directs such ob

jects "because of the way they

fly." .'
"They are not entirely actuated

by automatic equipment," he said.
"The way they change position in
formations and override each
other would indicate that their
motion" is directed." . . . .'

An Air Force spokesman said
that service is still Investigating
all reports but has found ab
solutely no concrete evidence that
there are flying saucers. He said
a majority of the reports are found
upon checking to have Vome logi
cal explanation, but that sorr)e re
main unexplained. , •;. ,• ,'

Fahrney called a news-confer

ence after an organizational jneet-
ing of a hew private group, the
National Investigations Commit

tee on Aerial Phenomena, of which

he is board chairman. '

Fahrney said the committee was

set up largely to tie together a

number of ITFOt—meaning "un
identified flying objects"—clubs
being formed throughout -the
world. Fahrney said his commit
tee will collect and Investigate fly
ing saucer slghthig reports,
evaluate them and make public
its findings. Retired Gen. Albert
C. Wedemeyer, of Poolesville, Md„
will serve the committee as
"evaluations adviser." .. • . <

Fahrney pioneered In the de

velopmcnt ot< radio.- controlled
drone aircraft targets in the Sec

ond World War. He coined the

phrase, "guided missile," to dis
tinguish that product from the Hy

ing bombs and atrial torpedoes ol

the time. He was commander ol

the Navy's missile test center si
Point Mugu, Calif., from June 1949
until his retirement a year later.

Fahrney said he has' no in
formation or preconceived ideas as
to whether the unidentified Hying
objects are from outer space, but
believes they involve "a tremend-
ous'amount of technology of which
we have no knowledge," and that
their development must have
taken a long period of time.



The crashed-saucer forgeries

by Joe Nickell and John F. Fischer

• • Joe Nickell, former private investigator for a
world-famous detective agency, teaches business
and technical writing at the University of Ken
tucky. His investigative work has been featured in
such magazines as Scientific American, Omni,
and Discover, and he is the author of several
books, including Pert, Ink, and Evidence (Univer
sity Press of Kentucky).

• • John F. Fischer is a forensic analyst in a
Florida crime laboratory. He is also president of a
corporation specializing in forensic research, es
pecially that relating to laser technology. His ar
ticles have appeared in such publications as Iden
tification News, Fire and Arson Investigator, and
Law Enforcement Technology.

I am glad ofall details.... whether they seem to
you to be relevant or not.

—Sherlock Holmes

Whether it was an extraterrestrial craft or an or

dinary balloon-carried weather device, it ap
pears to have been swept in by the wave of

UFO reports that began on June 24, 1947, with pilot
Kenneth Arnold's fortuitous sighting.1 And now, alleged
government documents purport to reveal the "Ultimate
Secret": how a crashed saucer and its little humanoid

occupants were recovered and hidden away at a secret
government installation—all part of something called
Operation Majestic-12 (MJ-12), after the top-secret panel
of a dozen scientists, military officers, and intelligence
officials who allegedly comprised it.

Whatever the object was, it crashed, about the begin
ning of July, on a ranch near Corona, New Mexico. Al
though a young public information officer at nearby Roswell
Army Air Field issued a press release stating that a "flying
disc" had finally been retrieved,2 he was soon reprimanded
and the object subsequently identified as a "Rawin target."
(That was a radar target formed of foiled paper fastened to
a balsa wood frame and carried aloft by balloons.)3 Never
theless, rumor would soon claim that some half-dozen
"humanoid creatures" had been recovered, one possibly
alive,4 and that they were hidden away at a government

facility—possibly (nonexistent) "Hangar 18" at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base,5 or even CIA headquarters at
Langley, Virginia.6

The years brought other "crash/retrieval" stories—
ranging from outright hoaxes (like that described in Frank
Scully's 1950 book Behind the Flying Saucers)1 to the
dubious accounts of anonymous informants (like the prolif
erating tales collected by Leonard Stringfield).8 There was
even a brief revival of the 1897 Aurora, Texas, crashed
"airship" story (another hoax, albeit one that has been
compounded over the years).9

Then, in 1987, came documentary evidence which
proved—«/the documents were genuine—that the "Roswell
incident" was not just an absurd mistake but instead ufol-
ogy's most crucial case.10 The purportedly top secret docu
ments did appear under very strange circumstances. They
were released by a trio of UFO researchers: William L.
Moore and two associates, Stanton T. Friedman and Jaime
Shandera. Because of their crucial involvement in this

important case, it will be useful to take a brief look at each.
William Leonard Moore, Jr., a self-described political

independent who lives in Los Angeles, was born October
31,1943, in Sewickley, Pennsylvania, son of a steelworker
and an archivist/historian. He received an A.B. degree in
1965 and later (1968-1972) attended Duquesne University
without, however, receiving a further degree. He taught
French and Russian in Pennsylvania public schools and
English and French in high schools (1966-1979) before
becoming a "full-time writer and lecturer."11 Moore tried
his hand at creative writing with a couple of one-act dramas,
and wrote with Charles Berlitz two sensationalistic books

which relied heavily on shadowy sources to "expose"
alleged government cover-ups: The Philadelphia
Experiment (1979)12and The Roswell Incident (1980).13

The former was panned by the WashingtonPost,14 and
investigative writer Paul Begg labeled the "experiment" a
hoax, hinting that one source—a photocopied newspaper
clipping "received by Berlitz and Moore from an anony
mous source"—may have been forged.15 Of The Roswell
Incident, Moore later wrote:

Stan Friedman and I did the bulk of the research for

the book. Berlitz was largely responsible for creating
the text and format If, however, there is any blame
to be taken for the disgraceful hodgepodge of fact and
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fiction to be found in The Roswell Incident, then I am

willing to accept it.16

Since 1984 Moore has operated (with himself as presi
dent) something called the Fair-Witness Project, the avowed
purpose of which is to investigate allegedly paranormal
cases of "high-strange singularity."17 He has also operated,
as a business, "William L. Moore Publications and Re
search" (his letterhead featuring a caricature of Moore as a
paste-up artist).18 In 1989, in a speech at the MUFON
symposium, Moore acknowledged that he was suspected
of having forged the MJ-12 documents. Mentioning that a
1983 divorce had left him "with virtually nothing" and that
he had experienced bankruptcy thereafter, he defended
himself by saying: "Rest assured, if I was trying to perpe
trate a hoax, I would have played it for all the cash I could
get a long time ago and then taken the money and run."19

Moore also shocked and angered many in the UFO
community by alleging he had formerly acted as an unpaid
government agent, providing information on several indi
viduals as well as helping to disseminate disinformation
(ostensibly as a sort of self-appointed counter-counterin-
telligence operation). As to his reportedly once having
flashed "an official identification card" linking him with a
government intelligence agency, Moore claimed: "The
I.D. card thing stems from nothing more than a practical
joke on my part that has simply gotten out of hand."20

Stanton T. Friedman, now living in Fredericton, New
Brunswick, Canada, was born July 29,1934, in Elizabeth,
New Jersey, and receivedhis B.S. degree in physics in 1955
and his M.S. in 1956 from the University of Chicago.21
Until 1970 he worked as a nuclear physicist on classified
programs for such firms as General Motors and Westing-
house. From 1970-1982 Friedman became a full-time

speaker on various "controversial, scientific issues," and
he served as research consultant for The Roswell Inci

dent—althoughhis name is accorded only an alphabetical
position in the end-of-book acknowledgments. (But if
Moore was seemingly depriving Friedman of deserved
credit, the tables would soon be turned: a writing titled
UFO's: Earth's Cosmic Watergate, which Moore listed as
a work-in-progress with anticipated completion in 1981,22
ended up as the verbatim title of a publication issued by
Friedman that same year.)23

Since 1982 Friedman has worked as a consultant to

industry on such matters as irradiated food and radon, while
continuing as an active ufologist. According to a promo
tional release, he offers a "dynamic ILLUSTRATED,
always UPDATED lecture 'Flying Saucers ARE Real'"
which covers such topics as "saucer landings" and "abduc
tions of earthlings by aliens."24In 1989, Moore described
Friedman as "the scientist of the group," and defended him
on a charge of "gullibility" leveled by the editor of a UFO
newsletter. James W. Moseley had written in his popular
Saucer Smear:

Friedman has recently obtained a $16,000 grant from
Bruce Maccabee*s Fund for UFO Research, to con
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tinue his library research on the MJ-12 matter. We
would far prefer that this grant had gone to an
unbiasedobserver, rather than to someone so highly
committed to finding an answer that upholds the
authenticity of the documents. Quite frankly, were
Friedman to somehow find a "smoking gun" proving
the documents are fake, we wonder if he could be
trusted to reveal this information to the public & thus
reveal his own gullibility of recent years!26

Despite Moore's defense of him, Friedman reportedly
became extremely angered at the implications in Moore's
symposium speech,27 with as-yet-uncertain results as to the
pair's relationship.

Jaime H. Shandera, described in a press release circu
lated by Friedman as a Los Angeles "producer, director &
researcher for 20 years,"28 joined Moore in 1982, after
having worked with him and Friedman on a UFO movie in
1980.29 The Friedman release says he has an "extensive
background in news and documentaries."30But according
to Moseley, like Moore "He too has largely given up his
career. . . . His financial situation is better than Moore's,
however, as his wife has a very good job in the TV
industry."31

Although Shandera was a virtual unknown in so far as
ufology is concerned, and had never published any books
or papers on the subject, it was to him that the ill-fated MJ-
12 papers were sent—anonymously. Shandera supposedly
received them on December 11,1984, in the form of a roll
of unprocessed 35mm film. (It was reportedly inside a
white envelope, inside a brown-paper wrapper, inside
another such wrapper sealed with "official-looking brown
tape on all seams." The "carefully typed" address label bore
no return address.) Shandera promptly contacted Moore
and the film was developed.32

On the film were two documents. The first was a

seven-page "BRIEFING DOCUMENT: OPERATION
MAJESTIC 12 / PREPARED FOR PRESIDENT-ELECT

DWIGHTD.EISENHOWER,"datedNovemberl8,1952.
The second was a "MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRE

TARY OF DEFENSE," dated September 24, 1947, and
bearing the signature of President Truman. Both were
designated "TOP SECRET/EYES ONLY."33 If genuine,
they would prove that the United States recovered a crashed
saucer near Roswell in 1947, together with "four small
human-like beings," and that the government also retrieved
another alien vehicle which crashed near the Texas-Mex

ico border on December 6, 1950; the memo would prove
that Truman had authorized "Operation Majestic Twelve"
to handle such matters.

Then another MJ-12 document surfaced, reportedly
discovered at the National Archives by Moore and Shan
dera in the summer of 1985. (But the copy they circulated
two years later was marked with the release date, "1/12/
87.")34 If authentic, this document—ostensibly a carbon
copy of a memo from Robert Cutler (Special Assistant to
President Eisenhower) toUSAF ChiefofStaffGen. Nathan



Twining, datedJuly 14,1954—-would verifytheexistence
of an MJ-12 group operating at that time.

These were the primary (but not the only)35 MJ-12
documents under contention when we became involved in
thecase.Ourparticipationcamewiththeencouragement of
International UFO Reporter editor Jerome Clark. Many
other individuals and groups were involved in scrutinizing
the documents—generally with a view toward debunking
or defending them—but ours was to be an independent
investigation.

Questioned documents

We began our investigation by requesting from William
Moore and Jaime Shandera photographic prints from the
negatives theydeveloped, showingthe MJ-12documents,
together with a photocopy of the front and back of the
wrapper in which the film was received. Neither man
troubledto reply. Stanton Friedman,however,did send us
multiple-generation photocopies, stating: "I hereby certify
that theenclosed Xeroxcopies of the Ike briefing document
were made by me from prints received... in early August
and that to the best of my knowledge they are not re
touched."36

But Friedman was unwilling to circumvent Shandera
or Moore, who, in any event, possessed the negatives;
neither was Friedman willing to supply a copy of the
package's postmark which, he said, "we do not wish to
reveal at this time."37Jerome Clark intervened at this stage
to write Friedman. Clark stated that he had, for many years,
knownone of us (J.N.) "whose intellectual integrity I have
never had reason to question," and who "has my and
CUFOS' full confidence." Clark added: "All of us at
CUFOS were pleased when he offered his services and I
would hate to see this opportunitymissed, as will happen,
of course, if he has nothing to work with."38 Nevertheless,
we never received the photographs, leaving us to wonder
justwhat Moore, etal.,feared could occur from ourhaving
thephotos,asopposedtomultiple-generation photocopies,
to examine.

We had wanted the photographs for several reasons,
one of which was to establish the closest possible link with
the originals. Even so, without the actual papers there
would be no provenance (i.e., history or chain of owner
ship)for them,and thatwouldrepresenta seriousobstacle
to authentication. Although, as one expert states, prove
nance is a less crucial issue than "a thorough examination
of the manuscript itself,"39 in the case of the photographed
MJ-12 documents even that was problematical.

The problem is highlighted by the fact that many
notorious forgeries have involved some contrivance to
mitigatethe absenceof the alleged originals.For example,
in the case of the spurious Beale-treasure papers, the
antique manuscripts had supposedly been destroyed in a
fire, and only printed copies remained.40 Again, with the
bogus "Lincoln conspiracy" documents of the 1970s, the
"originals"couldnotbeexaminedbecause theywerein the

custody of certain "Stanton descendants" who wished to
remainanonymous, so only"transcripts"wereavailable.41

In the case of the filmed MJ-12 papers (the Cutler-
Twining memo has its own problems), the fact that the
documents were available only on film effectively pre
vented examination of the paper, ink, and so on. It was
obvious that the text and markings could easily have been
suppliedby old typewriters in conjunctionwitha cut-and-
paste techniqueusingphotocopiedelementsfrom genuine
documents. Indeed, this approach is one readily available
to the novice forger. According to an article in theJournal
ofForensic Sciences:

It has become apparent that the perpetrators of vari
ous crimes, aware of the possibility of their identifi
cation through the examinations of handwriting,
typewriting, ink,or paper,have resortedto theuseof
photocopies inanattempttoeliminate orobscure the
identifiable features of the original documents.42

We had also wanted the photographs to ensure that the
copieswe had were unaltered from the originals. (When
Moore first released the documents, they had been doc
tored; i.e., portionshad been markedoutas if theyhadbeen
censored—but the censorship had been done by Moore.43
And there are other ways the documents could have been
altered; for example, the numerical portion of the date on
the Truman memo has anomalous features44 consistent
with alteration at some stage in the document's existence.)
We had also asked for contact prints of the negatives so that
(amongother reasons) we could account for all framesand
help ensure that we had the full evidence as it had been
received.

Because the Moore-Shandera-Friedman team had

chosen to withhold crucial evidence from us, we had to
make a critical decision: whether to abort our investigation,
or continue under additionally restrictive circumstances.
We chose the latter. But we did advise Friedman that it

would be impossible for us to authenticate the documents
and that we would instead effectively be limited "to pursu
ing the alternate hypothesis of forgery."45 Friedman had
trouble comprehending this, and he seemed committed to
defending the documents—trumpeting any credible fea
tures and devising rationalizations for any problematical
ones. To an extent this is appropriate; in questioned-
document cases, however, it is not what is correct that
matters nearly so much as what is wrong, since even a
novice forger can be expected to get some things right. For
instance, the fact that a putative George Washington letter
was written on acceptably old paper would matter less than
the fact that the text was written in Palmer-style penman
ship; the latter would brand the document a fake. Less
glaring anomalies might not be individually telling, but a
number of them could represent a pattern highly indicative
of forgery.

Once fully underway, our investigation included
making trips to both the Truman Library (in Independence,
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I1
3

viaore in your agency become fully informed of the import
of thia Order. I am convinced thatgood personnel manage
ment can make a substantial contrfoutiorT^e? the efficiency
of the government. _/_. _

igetions that are properly responsibilities of the
States Government. Any arrangementprjjposed for the
ion of this currency should includ^provlB^ons designed
as possible to avoid any windfa]

of the President following appropriate discustions
with yourself, Dr. Bush and the Director of Central
Intelligence.

Figure 1.President Truman invariablyplacedhissignature closetothe textasshown inthe top two examples. With the "T"
as a radius, a scribed circle cuts well intothe typewriting. Butthequestioned "MJ-12 "example, bottom, fails this test.
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Missouri) and the National Archives, consulting old gov
ernment style manuals, enlisting the aid of a linguistics
expert, corresponding with ufologists, and much more-
work that extended over a period of two years.

Even at a first reading, we saw what appeared to be a
seriousproblemwith the Truman memo. It was a glaring
format error, yet one that seemed to have all but gone
unrecognized. A hint of the problem comes from Fried
man's berating of beleaguered Philip J. Klass, arch UFO
skeptic, for repeatedly calling the document a "letter."
Friedman stated:

Klass seems to be guilty here of an intentional mis
representation of facts by calling the memo a letter.
He is able to state that authentic letters begin "My
Dear Secretary" and have the full name and address
of the intended recipient in the lower left hand corner
of thepage. Andbeingpsychic as he seemstobe,he
states, "But in the September 24, 1947, letter, the
counterfeiter forgot to type Forrestal's name, title
and address in the lower left portion of the page and
used Dear Secretary Forrestal instead of Truman's
typical 'My Dear Secretary.'"

This is absurd. Memos—and this was a memo, not

a letter—don'thaverecipients' addresseson them.46

Unfortunately for Friedman, neitherdo memosopen with
"Dear . . . ." That element—known as a greeting or
salutation—is reserved for letters. Yet Klass acquiesced to
Friedman's heated criticism and subsequently referred to
the document as a "memorandum," while correctly observ
ingthatitsformat differed markedly from thatof authentic
Truman memoranda of the same period.47 At the very
least—based on our search through countless Truman
letters and memoranda as well as from Friedman's re
search48—we can say that the odds are thousands to one
against suchan incompetent hybrid memo/letter's having
emanated from Truman's office.

There were other problems with the Truman "memo"
(whichostensiblyserved as a presidential executive order
authorizing Operation MJ-12). Some of these we would
discover; some, others would point out. For example, soon
after the MJ-12 documents surfaced, Barry Greenwood
(editor of Just Cause) wrote:

Page2 of the BriefingPaper refers to the formation
of MJ-12 "by special classified executive order of
President Truman on 24 September, 1947 . . ." We
have checked the Truman Library's listing of execu
tive orders and found that no orders were issued on 9/

24. Executive order numbers 9891 -9896 were issued

respectivelyon 9/15, two on 9/20,9/23,9/30 and 10/
2/47, none even closely resembling the MJ-12 sub
ject.Thereisnogapin thenumbersequenceforthese
datesso none are missing. Further, the numberquoted
in Attachment "A" of the Briefing Paper, #092447
... is not an executive order number but the date of

President Truman's memo, 9/24/47. Executive or
ders are not numbered by date but are numbered
sequentially, and at the time the numberswereonly
four digits.49

Friedman's rationalization is that the document was only
designated an executive order five years later (when it
supposedly becameanattachmentto theEisenhower brief
ingdocument),and that—inanycase—we"don't haveany
definition of what was meant by 'special classified execu
tive order'";50 he would argue that one has no basis for
saying just how it might be numbered.

But the document was undeniably being cited as an
executive order (EO) by someone (Rear Admiral R. H.
Hillenkoetter, if the briefing document is genuine) who
should have known full well what an EO is. Besides, the
document seems to function as an EO when it states that

"you are hereby authorized to proceed with all due speed
and caution upon your undertaking"; yet a genuine EO
would necessarily explain what the undertaking was, and
notjust referto itvaguely as"thismatter."51 Alsoa genuine
EO would necessarily cite the authority under which the
President was acting (e.g., a specific citation, such as "By
virtue of and pursuant to the authority vested in me by the
provisions of... [etc.]," or evensimply, "By virtue of the
authority vested in me as President of the United States
. . .").52 In short, the document's content, like its format,
seems incompatible with authenticity.

There are many other problems with this document,
but we will mention only one other that we felt was quite
significant—one concerning thesignature. While it lacked
many of the obvious indicators of forgery (insofar as we
could determine from our photocopy)—e.g., tremor, re
touching, and so on53—the documentdid exhibita feature
that forensic document examiners note can indicate spuri-
ousness,namely "abnormal positioningof a signaturewith
respect to the body of the writing."54 As we learned by
studying hundreds of genuine documents, President Tru
man habitually signed his name immediately under the
bodytext,whereasthequestionedTruman-Forrestal memo
hadthesignatureplacedwellbelowthetext.(SeeFigure1.)
In combination,the apparent genuinenessof the autograph
and the unusual placement suggested to us that the docu
ment was a composite or paste-up type forgery made by
pasting a genuine signature (such as one clipped from a
photocopy) belowa typedtext, then recopying the whole
(possibly asecondtimeafterusing"whiteout"toeliminate
tell-tale margins of the cutout). That this is precisely how
the memo was faked was eventually proven, but before
consideringthat evidenceletus takea brief lookat theother
two MJ-12 documents.

TheallegedEisenhowerbriefingpaperlikewiseraised
many questions. One—the pseudomilitary date format—
has been the subject of much debate. Whereas the date on
the cover of the document should have been written "18

November 1952," it actually contained an anomalous
comma: "18 November, 1952." While Friedman has shown
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that such a feature, although rare, is not unknown in
genuine documents of the period, he has fared less well
withanotherdate feature: the useof a zerowithsingle-digit
dates—e.g., "On 07 July, 1947—" Friedman has not been
able to show the use of the zero in dates of this type. (His
citing of examples in which the representation of the date
is digital—andthe use of the zero thereforepositional—is
essentially irrelevant.)55 We find that the two anomalous
features—the comma and the zero—when taken together
are quite distinctive. Neither we nor Friedman has been
able to demonstrate the combination in a genuine U.S.
government document of the period, let alone in any
document produced by Hillenkoetter. (As we shall see,
however, a suspect in the case has used just this distinctive
date format.)

Since (unlike the brief Truman-Forrestal and Cutler-
Twining memos) the Eisenhower briefing document ran to
a fewpages,therewasa possibility ofconducting a linguis
tic study of the text to see whether it was compatible with
genuine writings of its alleged author, Hillenkoetter. In
deed, such a study had previously been commissioned by
several UFO organizations, with the result that the MJ-12
document hadsupposedly been"validated."Yet theanaly
sis seemed flawed and quickly became the subject of
controversy.56 We therefore chose to commission a new
study, and MUFON's Robert Bletchman graciously sup
plied a set of 22 Hillenkoetter examplars that had been used
as standards in the original study.

The new analysis was performed by Jean Pival, a
distinguished linguistics expert who has assisted us in
previous cases. Prof. Pival pointed out that while she could
not say conclusively whether or not the admiral wrote the
briefing document, there were certainly "some puzzling
deviationsfromthestyleof theothermanuscripts"(i.e., the
exemplars), including certain "syntactical structures found
sparingly or not at all in the other materials I examined."
She added:

Perhaps more significant is the inclusion of a contra
dictory mixing of the passive voice (elsewhere
employed in relating second-hand information) and
the uncharacteristic judgmental statements (found in
the twenty-two Hillenkoetter memos and letters only
in first-hand reporting). Phrases such as "highly
credible military and civilian sources"; "a second
object, probably of similar origin"; "the motives and
ultimate intentions of these visitors remain com

pletely unknown" probably would have been quali
fied in the same ways as these more characteristic
ones which appear in the same document: "what
appear to be a form of writing"; "it is assumed that
the propulsion unit was completely destroyed"; and
"It was the tentative conclusionof this group

Pival concluded that if Hillenkoetter did write the ques
tioned text, "the uncharacteristic judgments could have
been added by a second party." On the other hand, she said
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of thedocument, "Certainly, it couldhavebeenwritten by
someone sophisticated enough to emulate his style."57

Turning, finally, to the Cutler-Twining memorandum
allegedly discovered in the National Archives, it too raised
many controversial points. Although this copy is on thin
onionskin paperthatcoulddate fromthe appropriate time
period, it apparently fails to match that actually used by
Cutler at the time he served on the National Security
Council. Worse, the National Archives issued a statement
questioning the document's authenticity on numerous
grounds, notably that it was located in a record group in
whichdocuments are filedby "a Top Secretregister num
ber," but that the questioned memo lacked such a number.58
Moreover, although the (unsigned) copy bears the typed
name of Robert Cutler, Cutler was actually awayfrom
Washington on the date in question. (Friedman suggests
thatoneof Cutler's twoassistants—James LayandPatrick
Coyne—prepared thememo;59 buttheEisenhower Library
counters convincingly: "one would assume that if the
memorandum to Twining were genuine, Lay or Coyne
would have signed it"60—-i.e., that it would have borne one
of their typed names just as another memo did issued on the
sameday.)61 EvenFriedman—who stubbornly defends the
document against charges offakery—concedes itmaywell
havebeen"planted"at the archives (although he thinks it
more likely to have beendone by an "insider" than by an
outside hoaxer).62

In theaggregate, the manyanomalous andsuspicious
elements detected in theMJ-12 papersclearlydemonstrate
the documents are forgeries, but it is always desirable to
find conclusive proof. The typewriting might offer such
proof, but we felt our multiple-generation photocopies
were unsuitable fortheexpert examination wehadplanned.
(More recently, however, has comean indirect report that
theTruman EOwasproduced on a typewriter dating from
after 1947.)63

Wesaw theTrumansignatureas a potentially vulner
able link in the forger's chain, since we thought it was a
genuineautographaffixedto a bogusdocument. Now,one
does not sign his name precisely the same way twice—a
fact well established in the forensic literature64—and so
partofourinvestigative strategy involved ourattempting to
find a genuine document with a signature that matched the
one in the questioned Truman-Forrestal memo. One of us
(J.N.),whodid thesearchingat theTrumanLibraryand the
National Archives, was armed with a small card on which
was reproduced the target (questioned) signature. This
signature was compared with countless signatures, al
though a trained eye required only a moment or two to
eliminate eachfrom consideration. Unfortunately, although
our strategy could have yielded conclusive results, we
knew thatitwasa long-shot approach, thatwewerelooking
for a particular strawin a very largehaystack.

Eventually, after we had all but abandoned our search,
oneofus (J.N.) metKlassat a conference. Wehadinitially
avoided having any contact with him, since we wished to
work along independent lines, but he had learned of our



authentic
Sincerely your

Questioned

Figure 2. Truman signaturefrom authentic letter matches one on an "MJ-12 "memo (although multiple
copying has rendered the latter darker and slightly stretched). Since no two individual signatures are
identical, this demonstrates that the questioned document is spurious.

investigation and—since we had also shared some infor
mation with Friedman—we did briefly discuss the case to
theextent of describing ourunsuccessful tack. Eventually
this would prove fortunate.

In time, Klass found the original—penned on an au
thentic Truman letter of October 1, 1947, written to Dr.
Vannevar Bush—which he sent to us on a confidential
basis (see Figure 2).65 To his credit, he did not ask our
opinion of thematch; he knew (as indeed should anyone
witha modicumof visuospatial skills) that he had actually
discovered the signaturewhich had been purloined by the
MJ-12 forger. All he wanted from us were authoritative
forensic references about the uniqueness of individual
signatures, which wereadily supplied.66

Asithappens, Klass'sdiscovery hadbeen pre-empted
by Friedman, with onedifference: Friedman thought the
correspondence ofonesignature to theother was proof of
authenticity rather than spuriousness! In a 1987 article
Friedmansaid of the questioned Truman EO: "The signa
ture matches that on an October 1947 letter from Truman to

[Vannevar] Bush."67 Of course,at the time,neitherwe nor
Klass had any idea Friedman meant an identical match
(even as toa distinctive, anomalous penstrokeat thetopof
theright-hand vertical strokeof the "H" of "Harry").

After Klass made his discovery, acting on our advice
he contacted a forensic document examiner to obtainexpert

confirmation of his own findings. That expert was aware of
another examiner's analysis which reportedly showed the
Truman EO had been typed on a post-1947 typewriter.
Klass immediately telephoned that examinerand the two
compared notes,with the resultthat Klasssent the exam
inerthegenuine Trumansignature forcomparison withthe
questioned one.Theexaminerhadnodifficulty (despite the
fact that the latter had become slightly stretched by multiple
photocopying) in determining that the questioned signa
ture was "a classic signature transplant" (i.e., a genuine
signature employed in a photocopy forgery).68

MJ-12proponents, however,werehavingnoneof this.
The document examiner, Klass reports—having earlier
received MJ-12 material from Friedman—felt obliged to
advise him of the new, negative findings and tell him "that
heshouldjust washhis handsof this." According to Klass,
however, "Friedmanspoke at a MUFONregionalconfer
ence near St. Louisand repeatedhis earlier endorsementof
the authenticity of the MJ-12 papers."69

Neither was Moore accepting defeat. Citing the slightly
largerfeatures of theMJ-12Trumansignature incompari
son with the genuine Truman one, Moore grandly dis
counted Klass's findings. And, in a statement interestingly
revealingof his propensity (given his publishingbusiness)
to think in terms of paste-up techniques, Moore stated:
"Just as an aside, had I set out to counterfeit a signature
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usinga Xerox, I wouldhavecuta Harryfromonesignature
and a Truman from another, or even tried piecing bits of
several signatures together."70

Be that as it may, Klass is indeedcorrect in stating that
he hasuncovered the "smokinggun" in the MJ-12forgery
case. He is backed by an entire conference-roomful of
forensic document examiners,71 should our own endorse
mentbe thought insufficient. Those who attemptto argue
otherwisesimply reveal their ineptitude—orworse.

The forger

Barring either the forger's confession or a full-scale inves
tigation by the FBI or otherjudicialauthority prepared to
obtain search warrants, conclusive identification of the
MJ-12 author seems remote at this time. However, by
sifting through theavailable evidence andconsidering such
elements as motive, opportunity, modus operandi, and so
forth, including linguistic and psychological factors, we
have attempted to put togethera composite profileof the
suspect.

First of all we are convinced the forgeries are not the
work of any clandestine government agency—American
or otherwise. The documents simply lack the sophistica
tionnecessary to warrant such an attribution. Instead they
pointunfailingly to an individual hoaxer—not only in the
typical admixture of cleverness and bungling that have
characterized the solitary deceiver throughout history;72
normerely because it is thesimplest explanation involving
the fewest assumptions,73 but for manyadditional reasons.

Forexample, therearetell-tale signsofaUFOpartisan
atwork. Themostobvious example is found in thebriefing
document which lists the late Donald Menzel—the most
militantUFO debunkerof his day—among the 12names
comprising the "Majestic-12 Group." Here the hoaxer
overreached, as most ufologists quickly realized (Stan
Friedman notwithstanding).74 Jerome Clark suggested it
was a "bizarre blunder,"75 Phil Klass "an attempt at re
venge" against Menzel.76 Indeed, this posthumous conver
sion of Menzel from archskeptic to guardian of the Ulti
mate Secret is reminiscentof the treatment certain spiritu
alistshaveaccordedHarryHoudini,the late,greatcrusader
against spiritualist beliefs. More than one trance medium
has been unable to resist pretending to conjure up the
doubting magician's spirit and having him recant.77

Even more specifically, there are unmistakable indica
tors that the hoax is the work ofa crashed-saucer zealot. Not

only do the briefing paper's details tally with those of the
"Roswell incident" as mythologized in Moore's book, but
the MJ-12 papers were clearly fabricated by someone
willing toexpend a considerable amount of effortindoing
so. Forging the documents would have necessitated re
search(oraccess toanother's research)in suchrepositories
as the Truman Library, the National Archives, and the
Libraryof Congress (in the Manuscript Divisionof which
the "smoking gun" Truman signature was discovered).
Obviously, the forger was someone whose research was on
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a par with that of Moore, Shandera, and Friedman. Fried
manand Moore had, in fact, previously gone through the
very files thatwould soonbe revealed as having provided
modelsfor theMJ-12forgeries. (At thesame time, the level
of research wouldseem to eliminate one personwho has
previously been named as a suspect:78 a former Air Force
security agent, reportedly "decertified" for misconduct,
named Richard C. Doty. Sources have identified Doty as
Moore's cloak-and-dagger "source," the raconteur of in
credible tales whom Moore code-named "Falcon." On the
TV program UFO-Coverup?—Live, telecast October 14,
1988, a disguised "Falcon" stated that Operation MJ-12
wascreated"in theearlyfifties"—aglaringerrorthatcould
scarcely be expected from the archival-minded MJ-12
forger.)79

Theforger's research presupposes an intelligent indi
vidual, asdoeshischosen avocation since, according toan
authoritative source, "Forgers approach the personality
profiles of confidence men, and the latter have been shown
to have above average intelligence levels."80 Based on the
profiles of many forgers, the MJ-12 forger could also be
expected to be male, white, and (at the time the documents
were created) between the ages of about 27 and 47. He
probably comes from amiddle-class, possibly "maternally
dominated" home (his father perhaps having been em
ployed in some "semi-skilled occupation" and his mother
frustrated over her husband's resultingly limited career
abilities). Bethatas it may, theculprit mostlikely exhibits
an extroversive personality and is highly verbal and so
cially manipulative. Heprobably possesses "good organ
izational capacities."He may also be like others of his ilk
who, in McGuire's words, "rebel against all authority
figures and often arecynical about general society, institu
tions, and mores."81 And he can be expected to have "an
exceptional amount of that type of courage whichis best
described as 'nerve.'"82

As a typeof psychopath, the typical forger—and thus
almost certainly our suspect—can be expected to show

a remarkable disregardfor truth Duringthe most
solemn perjuries hehasnodifficulty atall in looking
anyone tranquilly in the eyes. Although he will lie
about any matter,under anycircumstances, and often
for no goodreason, he may, on the contrary, some
timesown up to his errors (usuallywhen detection is
certain)— Afterbeingcaughtinshameful andgross
falsehoods, after repeatedly violating his most ear
nest pledges, he finds it easy, when another occasion
arises, to speak of his wordofhonor, his honor as a
gentlemen, and he shows surprise and vexation when
commitments on such a basis do not immediately
settle the issue.83

It is well to consider, as manuscript expert Mary
Benjamin remarks, that forgers operate from a variety of
motives, includingfinancial gain, personal ambition, and
"that curious form of arrested immaturity which leads



adults to perpetrate hoaxes."84 It may be that in the MJ-12
forger's case, all of these are aspects of a larger motivation
to silence the skeptics and rejuvenate belief among the
crashed-saucer faithful. Ufologist Dennis Sailings (of the
Archaeus Project) offers an interesting suggestion in this
regard (in the context of suggesting "Moore et al." may
have concocted the hoax):

These people have been committed to the hardware
theory [i.e., the belief that UFOs are real, nuts-and-
bolts extraterrestrial craft] so fanatically and for so
longthat theymayhave tiredof the lackofsupport for
what they see as obvious truth, so to save us from
impending doom they have concocted a well-mean
ing hoax to put us on our guard This sort of thing
has happened before.85

Because of his personality and motive, a forger who is
a repeat offender (as is indicated in the MJ-12 case) will
likely exhibit a characteristic modusoperandi (or "M.O."),
a method of operation that may remain relatively un
changed. That is, the typical offender is prone to "going
about his task in the old familiar way, thereby leaving the
inevitable indications of his identity, despite the fact that he
successfully avoids leaving any other clues."86 Thus we
may hope to discover other instances of the MJ-12 forger's
handiwork should there be any. They could be expected to
involve forged documents, or their verbal equivalent, in
support of a hoax expose of an alleged government cover-
up.

A more closely focused look at just the forgery aspect
of the M.O. does reveal some additional clues as to the

personwemaybe lookingfor. Earlierwementionedverbal
skills as an expected trait; the pseudo-briefing paper, alleg
edly written by Rear Admiral Hillenkoetter and rather
cleverly imitative of his governmentese, suggests that the
author is a writer who can speak through a persona. He is
also able to visualize situations imaginatively. Therefore
we believe we may be looking for someone who has
experience in writing fiction, perhaps utilizing dialogue in
stories or plays. (Of course, his may be a previously
unrecognized talent; we do not suggest it is of a high order.)

His specific technology may be worthy of comment. It
obviously utilized different typewriters, rubber stamps (or
imitation thereof, scissors and/or a paste-up artist's knife,
white correction fluid, paper, paper paste or cement, a
mechanical page-numbering device (or means of simulat
ing same), photocopying machine, a 35mm camera, proba
bly a copying stand for the camera, film, envelopes, wrap
ping tape, and so on. Of course, some or all of these could
be bought or rented for the purpose, and our point in
mentioning them is not so much to suggest the forger was
working in an office, but that he may have had some
familiarity with the rudiments of pasting up copy, as well
as using a camera, in association with publishing, and that
may have suggested the particular approach to him. (We
are aware that virtually anyone could type and paste up

such documents and, if necessary, have someone else do
the photography.)

Finally, we think the forger left something of a finger
print on the briefing document. That is the unusual date
format (e.g., "07 July, 1947," with the anomalous zero and
comma). We know that this incorrect form was produced
by the forger himself, who probably had used it so often that
he no longer "saw" it but employed it unconsciously. (Or
for the same reason that he originally began rendering dates
in that way, he may simply have never observed that it was
incorrect.)

It has been suggested that this date format points to
William Moore, who is known to have employed it during
most of the 1980s;87 then again, it has been suggested that
the forger may have been "trying deliberately to frame
Moore."88 As to the latter possibility, we would suggest that
anyone who might have done so would have to have had a
motive commensurate with the tremendous amount of

effort required, and to otherwise fit the profile we have
sketched. (We do not feel that Friedman, for example, is a
viable suspect.)

Laymen often suggest that no one clever enough to do
A would be stupid enough (or careless enough) to have
done B. Actually, anyone who will trouble to study other
cases (e.g., that of the "Hitler diaries" or the Mormon
"Salamander" letter) will find this is not the exception but
the rule. It is fortunately so for those of us who do not wish
to be victimized by the smirking purloiners of truth.
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Copies of Volume 1 (1989), $15.00 postpaid, are also in stock.
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Some thoughts on MJ-12

by Mark Rodeghier

Before I offer my personal assessment of the MJ-12
controversy and its implication, some history is in
order.

CUFOS was an early supporter of the need for serious
verification effortsof thedocuments released by Bill Moore
and associates in the United States. We realized at the time

(the summer of 1987) that snap judgments on the status of
thedocumentswere ill-advised, and Isigned a press release
to that effect. The article by Joe Nickell and John F. Fischer
published in theInternational UFO Reporter (seeprevious
article in this volume) demonstrates the soundness of our
position; notethatit tooktheauthorstwoyearstocomplete
their investigation of the documents.

Why should it have taken so long to investigate the
status and provenance of these documents? One reason,
quite simply, is that Moore and associates embarked on no
significant validation efforts until after the documents were
released, even though they had the briefing paper in their
hands for nearly 21/2 years. Even then, it was left to Stanton
Friedman to do the yeoman's work of archival research.

A second reason is, I believe, more critical. Although
several details in the briefing paper appeared odd or ludi
crous upon initial inspection, the foremost being the pres
ence of Donald Menzel's name on the MJ-12 list, the
briefing paper is essentially a well-done forgery. This is
less true of the document's actual construction than of its

content. Whoeverwrotethebriefingpaperwasreasonably
knowledgeable about the early history of government
involvement in UFO investigation and, especially, about
the details of the Roswell UFO crash. Everything I have
learned about the Roswell event matches well the details as

reported in the briefing paper. CUFOS has uncovered
much more information about Roswell than has been

published by Moore and colleagues, but nothing we have
learned is inconsistent with the event as portrayed in the
briefing paper.

A well-done forgery must contain authentic details,
else it would not be believed. On that count the briefing
paper passes muster. To enhance its apparent validity
further,it should also contain informationnot knownby its
intended targets. Again, the document passes the test, since
Menzel served the government secretly in several capaci
ties, a fact not known to his biographers but discovered
because he was listed as one of the MJ-12 members.

But if the forger did so comparatively well in writing
the briefing paper, why make the silly mistakes in construc
tionthathave led to thedocument's unmasking? A thought
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ful forgerwouldnot use a Trumansignature from a memo
near in timeto the date of the forgeddocument,or placeit
incorrectly on the page. Nor would such a forger use so
idiosyncratic a date construction.

Only two reasons come to mind to explain these
obviousgoofs. Perhaps the forger was engaged in what I
called "perverted play,"having a good joke on ufologists
forhisownpersonal pleasure. Ifso, I canimagine mistakes
like theabovebeingmade,since the forgerwouldconcen
tratemoreonthecontentofhismessagethanon itsphysical
shell.

Butthereisasecond, moresinisterpossibility. Perhaps
the forger designed the briefing papers and the Truman
memo such that they would stand initial inspection but
would eventually be unmasked. In other words, whoever
did this wantedeventually to be caught or, at the least, to
have his workexposed. Whywouldsomeone designand
follow such a scheme? I suggest the intent was to confuse
theUFO community, make us lookgullible (wedoa good
job of thaton our own) and, most important, destroy the
credibility of the Roswell event.

As I know frommy owninvestigation and thatof my
colleagues at CUFOS, the Roswell event—the crash of an
extremely unusual objectand its subsequent cover-up by
the American government—actually occurred. That the
MJ-12 briefing document discusses the Roswell event is no
reason to confuse the two in anyone's mind. The demise of
the MJ-12 papers as authentic government documents by
no meansshouldleadanyone to rejectthereality of Roswell,
and fortunately for the UFO community and the larger
public, the rejection has come after the CUFOS reinvesti
gation of Roswell is well underway. If, then, the forger
intendedthrough his work to dimmish interest in Roswell,
he has failed, winning the battle but losing the war. •

Looking for UFO books?
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UFOand related books and magazines available,
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The MJ-12 document: A hoax

by Don Schmitt and Kevin D. Randle

Forthe last several years the controversy about the
MJ-12 briefing document has raged. Many have
pointed to its flaws, claiming proof of a hoax.

Others have said that minor mistakes in such a document

are irrelevant and no one has proven that the document is a
fake. The smoking gun has not been found.

Joe Nickell's and John F. Fischer's analysis, reprinted
on pages 119-29 of this volume, is devastating in its impli
cations and tone. They strongly suspect that it is fraudulent,
based on: the fact that it is essentially an executive order but
does not include the normal scope of an executive order, the
fact that the Truman signature included on the letter author
izing the creation of the committee is identical to another
Truman signature, and the fact that the dating format does
not fit into the normal range of dating formats used by the
military.

Stanton Friedman and Bill Moore both responded to
the Nickell and Fischer claims, but neither adequately
answered all the charges. The question of the flawed dating
format, for example, has never been satisfactorily ex
plained.The claim that other papers and letters contain the
erroneous comma after the month (07 July, 1947) does not
validate the MJ-12 paper. And the added zero is more
commonly found in computer software that requires a two-
digitdate fieldwith no blanks. Moore's claim that military
message traffic used a leading zero, as outlined in JANAP
146(C), is irrelevant. Message traffic, sent on teletype ma
chines in the 1940s, 50s and 60s, falls outside the scope of
letters, papers, and other correspondence. It is arguing
apples and oranges.

Moore also tried to validate the extra zero by referring
to statements by two military officers. One man claimed
that the zero was used in front of single-digit dates during
the Second World War. The only problem is that the source
was a British officer, and his experience was with the
British army. It has no relevance to what was happening
with American forces.1

It is important to remember, however, that the docu
ment was prepared for President-elect Eisenhower, a for
mer five-star general. In his later writings, Eisenhower
explained how, as chief of staff for Douglas MacArthur in
the 1930s, it was his job to prepare operational orders,

briefing papers, and other military correspondence.
MacArthur was a stickler for detail and the smallest error

would cause Eisenhower hours of additional work. It was

at MacArthur's insistence that Eisenhower also became a

stickler for detail.

Naturally, Eisenhower was familiar with the military
dating format, a fact that would not be lost on Rear Admiral
Roscoe Hillenkoetter, who allegedly prepared the MJ-12
paper. It is doubtful that Hillenkoetter would have given the
president-to-be a document with such an error in it.

But the date is not the only mistake in the briefing
paper; it is merely the one that others have seized upon.
There are other, less obvious errors. For example, the list of
committee names on the front is not structured by rank. The
highest-ranking man on the committee, whether militaryor
civilian, would have been listed first. That hierarchy would
have been followed unless they were listed according to
position on the committee, with Hillenkoetter filling the
position of MJ-1. There is no indication in the briefing
paper that such is the case.

That leads directly to another problem. Hillenkoetter
was not an admiral. He was a rear admiral. The difference

is the number of stars worn on the collar. A civilian,

preparing the document as a hoax, might not be aware that
flag ranks (generals and admirals) are very distinctive.
While anyone wearing stars is addressed as admiral or
general, when those ranks are written out, they are very
distinctive. Hillenkoetter's rank on the paper should have
been Rear Admiral.

On page three of the briefing paper there is a paragraph
that explains that a rancher in New Mexico reported the
crash "northwest of Roswell Army Air Base (now Walker
Field)." Both references to the base at Roswell are wrong.
It was Roswell Army Air Field and then Walker Air Force
Base. (It is interesting to note that similar mistakes about
the names ofmilitary bases are consistently made by Jaime
Shandera and Bill Moore. The Roswell Incident refers to

the base at Roswell as the Roswell Army Air Base through
out the book. In a Focus editorial, "Enough Is Too Much,"
Moore writes about the Fort Worth Army Air Base.)

Also on page three, the document mentions that the
recovery operation began on July 7,1947. Technically that
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is incorrect. It could be said that the recovery operation
began on July 6, when Marcel and a counter-intelligence
agent accompanied Brazel back to his ranch.2

Or it could be said that it began on July 8, when Colonel
William Blanchard, commanding officer of the 509th Bomb
Group, ordered more men into the field to recover the
material. July 7 is the day that Brazel (the man who
discovered the crash) showed the debris field to Marcel and
the CIC man.3

This date is not insignificant. According to General
Thomas J. DuBose (a colonel in 1947) the first load of
debris arrived at Eighth Air Force Headquarters in Fort
Worth on July 6. General Clements McMullen in Washing
ton, D.C, ordered the material brought to Washington on
July 6. This was some of the debris that Brazel had taken to
the Chaves County sheriff in Roswell.

To our way of thinking, that means the recovery
operation got underway, not on July 7 as the document
suggests, but on July 6 when Brazel reported it to authori
ties. (This sequence of events was first reconstructed in
1990. Anyone who hoaxed the MJ-12 document in the
early 1980s would not have known of it. If the document is
authentic, its author would have known the actual date of
the beginning of the recovery operation.)

Finally, a big error. Nearly all of the information on the
Del Rio, Texas, crash in December 1950 is inaccurate.
Some claim, including Colonel Robert Willingham, that
the date is wrong and the details about the craft are incor
rect. Willingham, who claims to have been there, did not
say the craft had been incinerated. He saw the gouge
created as it crashed, and he saw that the craft was embed

ded in the ground between two sand dunes. Willingham
even picked up a small piece ofmetal that he carried away.4

If the MJ-12 document was a top-secret report pre
pared for Eisenhower, all the information in it should be as
accurate as possible. The dating format should conform to
military standards, the rank structure would reflect the
position of the members of the committee, and their mili
tary grades would be correct. There would be no reason to
include disinformation in a document prepared for the
President.

Contrary to popular belief, there is no classification
above top secret. There is, however, compartmentaliza-
tion. What that means is that a subject will be classified as
top secret-code word. To have access to the file, document
or information, the requester must be code word cleared,
and there are regulations governing the selection of those
code words.

In September 1947 the code word for top-secret proj
ects, documents and files was a single-syllable word. The
nickname for that project would have been two syllables.
The use of the three-syllable word MAJESTIC does not fit
into the form used in 1947, either as a code name or a
nickname. The apparent nickname MAJIC does work, but
in that case the document would not have been classified

TOP SECRET-MAJIC because that was not the code

word.5
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But let's overlook all that and examine a few other

problems. First and foremost, the men named on the MJ-12
committee aren't the right ones. The chain ofcommand for
July 1947 was not followed. When Blanchard learned what
he had, he would have called his immediate superior,
General Roger Ramey, the commander of the Eighth Air
Force. Even though Ramey was out oftown, his staffwould
have known how to reach him.6

Ramey, in turn, would have called the Pentagon, and
talked to General Kenny, the head of the Strategic Air
Command (or in this case his deputy, General Clements
McMullen) at that time. McMullen would have alerted
General Carl Spaatz, the head of the Army Air Force in
1947. (Spaatz too, was out of town. He was in the Pacific
Northwest on a fishing trip.)7 Spaatz would have called
General Eisenhower, Army Chief of Staff, or had his staff
do it. Eisenhower would have called either the Secretary of
War (later Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal) or Presi
dent Truman.

With Ramey out of town, McMullen, on orders from
his superiors, called Colonel Thomas DuBose and issued
orders to bring some of the material to Washington. Colo
nel Alan D. Clark, Fort Worth base commander (as op
posed to Eighth Air Force commander) was ordered to fly
the material to Washington himself. That was on July 6,
1947, the true date for the recovery of the debris.8

This points up other flaws in the briefing paper.
Membersof the MJ-12committee were assigned their roles
based on their positions in the government or their inside
knowledge of the events around Roswell. If that is true,
thenshouldn't Carl Spaatzhave held the position occupied
by Hoyt S. Vandenberg in the document?

In fact Vandenberg, because he was neither the Direc
tor of Central Intelligence in July 1947 (Vandenberg was
director from June 10, 1946, until May 1, 1947) nor the
head of the Army Air Force, would not have been selected
as a primary member.9

One other fact that stands out as we trace the informa

tion about the crash through the chain of command. Eisen
hower, as the Chief of Staff of the Army, would have
already known about Roswell. It was on his watch that the
thing was found, and as the information made its way up the
chain of command, there is no way that it would have
bypassed Eisenhower. He knew about the crash in July
1947.

In other words, there was no reason to prepare a
briefing paper for the President-elect because he already
knew about the crash. There is probably nothing in those
few pages released that Eisenhower didn't already know.

For those who say that he didn't know about Del Rio
because he'd left the military by the time that occurred, and
for those who claim the briefing document was prepared to
give him updated information, the answer is simple. The in
formation about Del Rio is wrong. There is no reason for it
to be wrong, but it is. The last thing Hillenkoetter or any
other military or government employee would want is to
give the President inaccurate information.



So, with everything that is inaccurate in the document,
from the dating format and apparently incorrect code word
to the faulty information, is there anything to support the
conclusion it is authentic? Are there any independent
sources that support the authenticity of the document and
the reality of the MJ-12 Committee?

The only such concrete evidence offered is the Cutler-
Twining memo. This is a single document found in the
National Archives by Jaime Shandera and Bill Moore. It
mentions a meeting of the MJ-12 committee. The memo
appearsto be independentconfirmationof theexistenceor
former existence ofMJ-12, which makes the briefing paper
appearauthentic—at least to thosewhohavenot heardthe
whole story of the memo.10

According to Ed Reese, at the National Archives, the
Cutler-Twiningmemo was most probably planted there. It
was not where it should have been, it does not conform to
the norms of the memos of its time, and there is no record
to suggest that it is authentic. Almost everyone agrees that
it was planted. A document without the necessary pedigree
cannot be used to support the authenticity of another
suspect document.11

With all this confusion, there still seems to be no
smoking gun. That is, we are arguing over semantics and
speculating aboutwhowouldhavebeeninformedaboutthe
crash and who would not have been. We are arguing about
the dating format and the misinformationin the paper and
wondering if Hillenkoetter would have made such elemen
tary mistakes. We can argue these points, but we can't
conclusivelysettle many of them. At leastwe can't without
additional information.

That information has recently surfaced. There are
livingsourceswho canshed lighton theoversightcommit
tee that apparently governs access to UFO information,
livingsourceswhoknowwhowas in theoriginalgroupand
who can provide names. A living source is better than a
35mm piece of film showing a suspicious document.

Brigadier General Arthur Exon was a military pilot
with 135 combat missions and more than 300 hours of

combat flight time. After the war he completed an indus
trial administration course at the Air Force Institute of

Technology and was assigned to the Air Materiel Com
mand Headquarters at Wright Field. Over the years he held
a number of positions, and was finally assigned to the post
of base commander at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in
1964. Exon has had a most impressive military career.
Those who make general officer while on active duty are in
a small minority. Only the top military officers achieve the
privilege of wearing stars.12

The first thing we learned from General Exon was that
Eisenhower knew before November 1952 that a crash had

takenplace.Assoon as word of thecrash reachedWashing
ton, Eisenhower would have been alerted. All orders about
the retrieval operation, the secrecy, and the transfer of the
material would have been issued through the Office of the
Chief of Staff of the Army .. . Eisenhower.13

The second thing we were told was that Spaatz was a

member of the oversight committee. Not Vandenberg, but
Spaatz. There was no question about it.

Stuart Symington was also a member. In 1947 Syming
ton was the Assistant Secretary ofWar for Air. His position
in the Pentagon would have placed him just above Carl
Spaatz. He was the first civilian in the chain of command,
ranking below Forrestal but above Spaatz.14

Interestingly, on July 9,1947, Symingtonand Vanden
berg met with Eisenhower in his office. Vandenberg would
have also known about the events in Roswell, but he would
have only been sitting in for Spaatz in any briefings. He
wouldn't have been a primary member of an oversight
committee.

This little nugget of information about the meeting was
discovered after we learned that Symington was one of the
original members of theoversight committee. There is little
doubt about what they discussed during the July 9 meeting.
July 9 was late enough for reports of the bodies to have
filtered up the chain of command, and for those directly
involved to confirm the various details that had been

reported by Blanchard and the others in Roswell.
These were the four names that Exon and our sources

could remember: Truman, Eisenhower, Symington, and
Spaatz. They didn't know the names of the othermembers,
but did know which offices were represented. "I just know
there was a top intelligence echelon represented and the
President's office was represented and the Secretary of
Defense's office was represented and these people stayed
on it in key positions even though they might have moved
out."

So what we have is a briefing document that doesn't
contain the names of the men who have been identified as

members of the oversight committee. It is riddled with
errors in style, format, and information. And it has no pedi
gree, having arrived at the home of a researcher under sus
piciouscircumstances.Thesimple and obviousconclusion
is that the MJ-12 document is a hoax.

There was never any reason to prepare the document
for Eisenhower because he was fully aware of everything
that went on with the oversight committee. Although
Eisenhower resigned as Army Chief of Staff shortly after
the event to take a position with Columbia University, he
was kept informed as the situation changed.

Once officers reach four-star rank (and in Eisen
hower's case, five-star) they are afforded the courtesy of
periodic briefings covering items of interest.15 In other
words, even after Eisenhower retired from the service, he
was provided with updates on the Roswell event and the
UFO situation. When something interesting happened or
was discovered, Eisenhower would have been told as
quickly as possible.

But we also learned that the original members of the
oversight committee retained those positions even after
their active service was over. That was true for the civilians

and the military officers and Dwight Eisenhower.
There is one final bit of information that is central to

the whole MJ-12 story. According to several individuals, in
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1983 Moore talked about creating a document that would
appear to originate from the highest echelons of the UFO
cover-up. Moore said he had come up against a brick wall.
His idea was to try to stir the pot and see what might bubble
to the surface.16

Even after learning of Moore's statement, his support
ers are still making a last effort at damage control. They
point to Donald Menzel as one of the key members of the
committee, suggesting that anyone faking a document
would not have selected the well-known UFO debunker as

a member. Moreover, Stan Friedman's report on MJ-12 to
the Fund for UFO Research showed that Menzel had a very
active secret life in government service. That was a fact not
widely known until Friedman began his research. Their
reasoning was that only someone with inside knowledge
would have placed Menzel on the committee, and that leads
to the belief that the document is authentic.

Colonel Robert Friend, one-time head of Project Blue
Book, had something to say about that. According to him,
as Menzel put together his books about UFOs he spent time
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base gathering data. If
Menzel had access to the MJ-12 files, he wouldn't have
needed to waste his time in Ohio. And he wouldn't have

been creating a fake trail for researchers, because when he
was writing his books, he didn't know that private research
ers would eventually have access to all the Blue Book
information.17

While Science Sneers

Air Forces Intelligence Joins
Search for Flying Saucers

Army Air Force! Intelligence
yesterday disclosed it b»» joined

the search for a flying saucer.

Bizarre reports on the whirling,
high-speed discs continued to pour
in, drawing an official statement

from the AAF, much cynicism

from science and the after of $1000

lor the first one downed.

The Air Forces, which has juris
diction over the White Sands IN.
Mex.) Rocket Proving Grounds, de
nied the saucers are, any of its
doing. "No such phenomena can
be explained by any experiments
being cpnducled," the statement

From the Naval Research Lab
oratory's Rear Admiral Paul F.
Lee came the curt comment: "We
concur in the Army announce
ment."

Neither denied existence of the
discs, but'the AAF said statements
of witnesses, are being correlated
"in an effort to identify the re
ported* objects."

With few Stales In the Nation

without at least one flying saucer
report, the AAF has a chore.

A Navy flier with five yean'
experience tabbed the discs as
"space ships" after at first consid
ering ill reports u "crazy." He
changed his mind, he said lit Ala
meda. Calif., yesterday, after ht
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and about SO other persons saw a
group of about "50 of the saucers
In triangular formation near" Au
burn Saturday."

One report which won't trouble
the AAF is that of a commercially
operated, converted P-38. whose
pilot said he had knocked one of
the "pearl-colored, clam-shaped
airplanes" out of the Montana sky.
He admitted the story was a hoax.

In Washington, Dr. L. R. Haf-
stad, executive secretary of the
Joint Research and Development
Board and former director of the
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics
Laboratory, aaid:

"Poppycock!"
Dr. Jesse Sprowls. psychology

professor at the University of
Maryland, said, "There is abso
lutely no limit to the delusion that
the mind can harbor. A tremend
ously interesting social psychologi
cal delusion." he added.

Dr. Ivan E. McDougle of Balti
more's Coucher College, said he
guessed "It's one of those«,phycho-
logical epidemics where people see
things that aren't there."

But C. J. Zohn, 440 Mellon at.
se., who works In the rocket-sonde,
high altitude research section: of
the Navel Research Laboratory,
yesterday reported he and three
other men saw one "saucer" in
New Mexico June 28. He described

See SAUCERS. Page S, Cilinsiii f

The overall conclusion, then, is obvious. Based on the
information from insiders, and on the inaccurate informa
tion contained in the MJ-12 briefing paper, we can only
conclude that the document itself is a hoax. There was no

Majestic-Twelve, although there was an oversight commit
tee created after the Roswell event. MJ-12 is the figment of
an overactive and highly creative imagination. And that's
all it is.

Our attention should turn elsewhere. We should not

get caught in long debates about the authenticity of these
papers. They divert attention from the Roswell events. If
the smoking gun is to be found, it will be found in the
investigation ofRoswell. That's where our attentionshould
be focused—not on a group of documents of dubious
provenance and no real value. •
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It as a bright, silvery due, travel
ing at 10,000 feet.

"It was clearly visible—-and;
then lt waant there."

, The FBI here was noncommittal!
In Milwaukee, Wis., the FBI said

It was "not interested" la what
appeared to be a circular saw,
rigged with a few wires, which the
Rev. Joseph Brasku ssld crashed
[into his yard at Grafton. Wis. He
admitted lt probably was a joke,

Ibut was holding the disc for FBFs
[attention.

A theory that the saucers might
be artificial satellites came from
the British physicist Prof. A. M.
Low. The artificial satellite, he ex
plained, might be created by un
known scientists and could serve
many purposes, such as deflecting
television or radar beams.

Lester P. Barlow, a Stamford,
ConiL. inventor, said be believes I
the discs are jet-propelled missiles
being manufactured for the Navy
by the Martin Aircraft Co., in
Baltimore.



What the Admiral knew

by Bruce Maccabee

• • Bruce Maccabee, Ph.D., an optical physicist
who works for the Navy, is chairman of the Fund
for UFO Research. He has written extensively on
the subject of U.S. government involvement in
UFO investigation. © 1987 Bruce Maccabee.

Rear Admiral Roscoe Hillenkoetter was an exem

plary military officer. During World War II he
was the officer in charge of intelligence on the

staff of the commander in chief, Pacific Ocean Area. Later
he was the commanding officer of the U.S.S. Dixie and
director of planning and control in the Bureau of Naval
Personnel. He was awarded the Legion of Merit for his
work with personnel and, after the Japanese surrender
aboard the U.S.S. Missouri, he assumed command of that
ship. Later he was a naval attache in France.

In the spring of 1947 he was called to special duty in
Washington, D.C, under the Secretary of the Navy. On
May 1,1947, he was named director of the Central Intelli
gence Group (CIG) which became the Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) as a result of a presidential directive in
September 1947. Thus Hillenkoetter was the first CIA
director, a position he held until November 1950.

Subsequently he was assigned to duty in the Navy
Inspector General's Office and became the inspector gen
eral in August 1956.

He retired from the Navy in June 1957 with many
medals and honors for his Navy work including the Bronze
Star Medal, the Purple Heart, the World War II Victory
Medal, the Korean Service Medal, the United Nations
Service Medal, and the Presidential Unit Citation Badge.

In short, Admiral Hillenkoetter was a capable, re
spected individual who could be trusted with the deepest
secrets of the United States government. He could speak
with authority on a number of defense- and intelligence-
related issues. For that reason the credibility of UFO
research was given a boost when he joined the Board of
Governors of the National Investigations Committee on
Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) in 1957.

Three years later Hillenkoetter went even further in his
support of UFO research. In 1960 he made this public

statement: "Unknown objects are operating under intelli
gent control It is imperative that we learn where UFOs
come from and what their purpose is." He went on to charge
the Air Force with hiding the facts by using regulations to
silence its personnel. He said it was time to end official
secrecy and to reveal "the truth... in open Congressional
hearings."

Why would a man of his stature and authority, a Navy
admiral and former CIA director, join a UFO organiza
tion—reputed in popular mythology to be the domain of
kooks and nuts? And why would he even go so far as to
support vocally one of NICAP's goals, the release of
information withheld by the government? It need hardly be
said he was aware of the Air Force's repeated denials that
it was keeping secrets about flying saucers.

His UFO activities seem to make no sense in the

context of the official UFO policy of the government for
which he had worked for many years. Yet his actions do
make sense if he sought to persuade the public that UFOs
are real—without revealing government secrets about
UFOs. Is it conceivable, in other words, that, when he said
UFOs are real, he was expressing more than just a personal
opinion?

Recently-uncovered information about UFO-related
government and Air Force activities suggests that
Hillenkoetter may well have known, not just speculated,
that UFOs exist.

Rewriting history

Several years ago I wrote a paper entitled "Revised UFO
History" (available from the Fund for UFO Research, Box
277, Mount Rainier, MD 20712). In that paper I argued
that, based on what we now know about the so-called

Roswell incident, we must take a whole new look at the
early Air Force investigation of flying disk reports. I also
said that we must reconsider the possibility, the subject of
much discussion over the years, that the U.S. government
maintained a highly secret investigative effort unrelated to
Project Blue Book.

The "Revised UFO History" proceeds from the as
sumption that, as a result of the Roswell retrieval and
numerous military sightings during the 1947 flap, a very
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small group of top military intelligence officers knew by
the middle of July 1947 that flying disks were real and that,
moreover, they were not man-made. What they did not
know was the modus operandi of the vehicles' pilots.

If we assume that the Air Force's top intelligence
officials knew as soon as the middle ofJuly 1947 that UFOs
are real, we have an explanation for a statement by an Air
Force investigator, evidently not a member of the in-group,
who wrote this as part of an overview of the flying saucer
situation sometime in late July or early August 1947: "Lack
of topside inquiries, when compared to the prompt and
demanding inquiries that have originated topside upon
former events, gives more than ordinary weight to the
possibility that this is a domestic project about which the
President, etc., know."

The speculation that the flying saucers were a "domes
tic project" was incorrect but the speculation that the
"President, etc., know" may well have been correct.

It seems certain that the top generals, such as Lt. Gen.
Nathan Twining, head of the Air Materiel Command (AMC)
where the Roswell material was shipped, and Gen. Hoyt
Vandenberg, the chief of staff of the Air Force, would have
known that the flying saucers were real and not man-made.
A few other very top government scientists and Air Force
officials would also have known.
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The cover-up begins?

Brig. Gen. George F. Schulgen was the assistant chiefof the
Intelligence Requirements Branch of the Army Air Corps
intelligence (AC/AS-2). His job was to formulate informa
tion collection requirements so that the Air Force intelli
gence agents would know what types of information to
gather. Evidently, when Air Force pilots began seeing
UFOs, he decided (or was directed) to formulate require
ments for an intelligence-collection effort. To formulate
those requirements he had to know some characteristics of
the UFOs. He started collecting UFO reports early in July.

He contacted the FBI on July 10 and asked for help. He
wanted the FBI to interview civilians who reported flying
saucers so that it could be determined whether such reports
were the result of a desire to seek publicity or to advance
some political aim (such as subversive activities). Schul
gen told the FBI that the Air Force was "utilizing all their
scientists to ascertain whether or not such a phenomenon
could, in fact, occur." He promised to supply the FBI with
information gathered by the Air Force in return for FBI
help. (Only because of Schulgen's contact with the FBI are
we able to piece this early history together. The Air Force
Blue Book file has no information on this phase.)

Over the months of July and August, Schulgen's



intelligence officers succeeded in accumulating a sizable
body of testimonial evidence despite the lack of "prompt
and demanding inquiries" from Schulgen's superiors. From
this evidence Schulgen's officers derived some basic char
acteristics of the flying disks. Schulgen then submitted this
information to the AMC for a technical evaluation. At the

head of the AMC was Lt. Gen. Twining, a man who
outranked Schulgen.

On September 23 Twining wrote to Schulgen indicat
ingthathewas responding to Schulgen's request. The letter
expressed ajudgmentbasedon thetestimonial information
Schulgen had provided. Twining said the "interrogation
report data" were studied by personnel of several AMC
aircraft laboratories and these personnel, using (only)
Schulgen's information, concluded that the "phenomenon
is something real and not visionary or fictitious." (This
statement is remarkably similar to the conclusion formu
lated about two months earlier by Schulgen's officers that
"this flying saucer situation is not all imaginary or seeing
too much insome natural phenomenon. Something is really
flying around.")

Although Twining's letter listed a number of UFO
characteristics and went on to recommend that a special
project be set up to study the situation, it also stated that
there was a "lack of physical evidence in the shape of crash
recovered exhibits which would undeniably prove the
existence of these objects."

Critics of the Roswell incident have used this state

ment to discredit the case. They contend that Twining
should have known about any physical evidence if the
material had been shipped to Wright Field for analysis by
AMC. Therefore, they argue, since his letter said there was
no physical evidence, there must have been none and the
Roswell crash is fiction.

As I pointed out in "Revised UFO History," however,
Twiningwouldnot inform Schulgenin a letterclassifiedat
onlythesecret collateralclearance level of the existenceof
hard evidence. (A secret collateral clearance means that
anyone with the clearance level secret can get a copy of
Twining's letter to read. Since thousands of persons had
secret clearances, it is certain that Twining would not have
put into the letter any information that had to be restricted
to only a few individuals at the very top.) Schulgen had
asked Twining for an opinion based only on the informa
tion that had been supplied by Schulgen. Since Schulgen
had not supplied any physical evidence, the people who
formulated the opinion using only Schulgen's information
(various experts at the AMC laboratories) concluded that
there was none.

If Twining did know of the Roswell crash, he may well
have decided (or been directed) to keep this fact from the
peoplewhoevaluated the testimonial informationsupplied
by Schulgen. In other words, as I suggested in "Revised
UFO History," Twining may have covered up the fact of the
crash to minimize the number ofpeople who were aware of
it. Only persons with a specific need-to-know would have
been informed of the crash. The AMC experts did not have

a need-to-know because they correctly evaluated the situ
ation (flying saucers are real and a project should be set up)
using only Schulgen's testimonial evidence. Similarly,
Schulgen did not have a need-to-know for the hard evi
dence because he was made aware of the correct evaluation

by Twining's letter.
This evaluation was sufficient to justify an intelli

gence-collection effort by Schulgen. During October his
officers formulated the collection requirements and on
October 30 he distributed a memorandum entitled "Intelli

gence Requirementson Flying SaucerType Aircraft."The
memorandum stated that an "alleged 'Flying Saucer' type
aircraft" had been sighted in "widely scattered places, such
as the United States, Alaska, Canada, Hungary, the Island
of Guam and Japan" and had been reported by "many
competent observers including USAF rated officers."

The memorandum listed about a dozen characteristics

of flying saucers including the "ability to quickly disappear
by high speed or by complete disintegration." It stated that
the first American sightings "were reported around the
middle of May" (1947) and that the last reported sightings
"took place in Toronto, Canada, 14 September." Then the
memorandum offered an opinion of the objects: "While
there remains the possibility of Russian manufacture ... it
is the considered opinion of some elements that the object
mayinfact representan interplanetary craftofsome kind'
(my emphasis). The memorandum provided a list of items
of special interest (information "requirements") that should
be part of the intelligence-collection effort.

So, if we assume that the Roswell incident did provide
hard evidence, we may conclude that the cover-up really
got under way when Twining refused to mention in the
letter to Schulgen that a crash had occurred and that there
was, in fact, evidence of flying saucers.

A man with a need-to-know

If what we know of the Roswell incident is correct—that it

supplied physical, and perhaps biological, proof that flying
saucers are of nonhuman origin—it is certain that govern
ment and military officials at the top levels would have
been informed immediately. It would have been evident to
them that they were facing an extremely important un
known situation beyond their understanding and control.
Until they could understand it, they would want to keep the
physical proof secret.

To maintain the secrecy, a special group of highly
trustworthy individuals would have been instructed to
coordinate the analysis of the hard evidence and to study its
implications for science, military technology, and human
ity in general. Furthermore, the special group would have
been instructed to set up a secrecy barrier that would
control access to the hard evidence and even access to the

fact of the existence of the evidence. (Remember, this was
only two years after the end of the most technologically-
oriented war ever fought. People were used to extreme
secrecy in military matters.) Only those few people who
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had special qualifications and a need-to-know would be
authorized by the secret group to have access to the hard
evidence.

One person with a definite need-to-know was the head
of the civilian agency that monitors military, political, and
scientific developments in nations hostile to the United
States. This person would have been responsible for pro
viding the special group with any information that might
indicate another country had also been fortunate enough to
have a flying saucer land in its lap. This person would have
been the head of the CIA: Roscoe Hillenkoetter.

The dirty dozen?

Is there any evidence that there actually was a special group
controlling access to the physical evidence of flying sau
cers?

For roughly 30 years there was nothing other than
flimsy rumors. But in the last 10 years information from a
number of sources has contended that such a group did
exist. It appears that the group was designated by its special
access codename MJ-12.

The term MJ-12 first turned up in a document allegedly
from the headquarters of the Air Force Office of Special
Investigations (AFOSI) dated November 17, 1980. (AFOSI
Headquarters claims, however, that it is not the source of
the document.) This document is a response to a request
from the District 17 office of AFOSI at Kirtland Air Force

Base in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Evidently the Kirtland
AFOSI had asked headquarters to analyze some photos and
film taken by a civilian who lived near Kirtland AFB and
also had asked for a clarification of the policy regarding
UFO sightings and the Air Force's actions concerning
them.

The response from headquarters, besides indicating
that at least some of the film images were unidentified,
contains the following provocative statement: "The offi
cial US government policy and results of Project Aquarius
is [sic] still classified Top Secret with no dissemination
outside official intelligence channels and with restricted
access to 'MJ Twelve.'"

The genuineness of portions of this document is in
question because some of the information is known to be
false. Nonetheless through official channels I confirmed
the existence of a Project Aquarius. A report of the project
was completed in 1976.1 was not told of the subject matter
but I was told it was so highly classified that it probably
would never be released. (A recent admission by the
National Security Agency that there currently is a Project
Aquarius refers to a "new" Project Aquarius, not to the one
completed a decade ago.)

Of even greater importance in establishing the exis
tence of MJ-12 is a document Bill Moore found in the files

of the National Archives. The document, dated July 14,
1954, is a formerly Top Secret memorandum to Gen.
Twining (!). The subject of the memorandum is "NSC/MJ-
12 Special Studies Project." The memorandum says that
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"the president [Eisenhower] has decided that the MJ-12
SSP briefing should take place during the already sched
uled meeting of July 16, rather than following it as previ
ously intended." The memo adds that Twining should
make plans to attend. It was signed by Robert Cutler,
special assistant to the President.

(Investigators have assumed that NSC stands for
National Security Council. But a cursory search of NSC
recordshas failed to turn up anything on MJ-12. According
to National Archives records, there was no NSC meeting on
July 16, 1954.)

The existence of MJ-12 was independently confirmed
by researcher Lee Graham. Graham saw a Top Secret
document written in the fall of 1952 for presentation to the
"President elect" (Eisenhower). It referred to MJ-12 and to
an ongoing study of crashed saucers by a small group of
high-level government and military people. Although
Graham was not allowed to copy the document, he did write
down the list of the 12 individuals said to be members of the

group. Two of them were Gen. Nathan Twining and Gen.
Hoyt Vandenberg. Another was Vannevar Bush. That
Bush should be listed is not surprising; he was the chief
science consultant to the President.

Further evidence that Bush was involved with a spe
cial group studying UFOs comes from a completely differ
ent source, a formerly Top Secret memorandum released,
perhaps by accident, by the Canadian government in the
late 1970s. The memorandum, written by Wilbert B. Smith
on November 21, 1950, states that "flying saucers exist"
and that the subject is "the most highly classified subject in
the United States Government, rating even higher than the
H-bomb." Although it does not name the special group
working on the UFO question, it says that a "concentrated
effort is being made by a small group headed by Doctor
Vannevar Bush."

We also have the testimony of the late Dr. Robert
Sarbacher, who apparently was the original source for the
information in the Smith memorandum. Sarbacher, an
expert in missile guidance, worked on numerous defense
projects in the late 1940s and early 1950s. In the course of
a phone interview several years ago he told me he had been
invited to visit Wright-Patterson AFB to view the remains
of a crashed saucer and occupants but that he had not been
able to go. He said, however, that some of his colleagues
who also worked on classified defense projects did go.

In a 1983 letter responding to questions posed by
another researcher, William Steinman, Sarbacher stated
that all he could remember (about 30 years later) was that
"certainmaterials reported tohave come from flying saucer
crashes were extremely light and very tough." He also
remembered that the "people operating these machines
were also very light weight, sufficient to withstand the
tremendous acceleration and deceleration associated with

their machinery." Sarbacher said he had the impression
from talking with the men who saw the remains that the
aliens were "constructed like certain insects we have ob

served on earth." Sarbacher repeated this when I talked



with him in 1985. He believed Vannevar Bush was in

volved with a group of people studying the saucers; so, too,
was Dr. Robert Oppenheimer. (Oppenheimer's name was
not on the MJ-12 list seen by Graham.)

I have heard from a source who was once in a well-

connected position at Wright-Patterson that a small group
has continued to work on UFO hardware. This source told

me that he first heard about the ongoing work in the mid-
1960s and that he heard more about it a decade later.

Although unaware of the precise nature of the work, he
claimed it involved the analysis of alien bodies.

Other names on the MJ-12 list include well-known

scientists and government officials including James For
restal,whoinSeptember1947becamethefirst Secretaryof
Defense, and Sidney Souers, who organized the Central
Intelligence Group which became the CIA. He "retired"
when the name was changed and Hillenkoetter took over.
Subsequently,on September 26,1947, Souers became the
first executive secretary of the National Security Council
(which had its first meeting on that same day).

One name on the list is a complete surprise: Donald H.
Menzel, the famous and widely respected Harvard Univer
sity astrophysicist. At the time the special group was being
formed (presumably in the fall of 1947),Menzel had made
nopublicstatements regarding flying saucers; in fact hedid
not become a public skeptic until the middle of 1952after
Life magazine published a major story supporting the
existence of flying saucers. This was also the time of the
great 1952 UFO flap when the number of sightings per
month was at an all-time high and pressure on the Air Force
to release information was intense.

If it is true that he was part of MJ-12, then his ludicrous
explanations of well-documented UFO sightings become
understandable. (See my paper "Still in Default," which
appears in theMUFON 1986 UFOSymposium Proceedings,
for examples of Menzel's error-filled and perhaps even
fraudulent explanations of early sightings.) Perhaps Men
zel's debunking was a form of damage control. To preserve
the secret that the U.S. government had one or more
crashed disks, he used his scientific authority to debunk all
sightings to make it look as if there were no scientific basis
for them, thereby rendering absurd the notion that crashed
UFOs might exist.

Whether or not this was the case, there is no doubt that
Menzel's debunking had considerable impact. Menzel's
explanations (and those of other debunkers), when com
bined with official Air Force denials, discouraged the
scientific community's interest in the phenomenon. Conse
quently scientists and the news media were led to attribute
all sightings to hoaxes or mistakes and thus generally to
ignore them.

The rejection of sighting reports applied even more
strongly to any stories that leaked out about crashed disks.
Thus the ultimate secret acquired the ultimate protection:
no one goes looking for something that he believes does not
exist.

Let us return now to Admiral Hillenkoetter. As head of

the CIA he would have had a need-to-know for information

related to a crash so that he could determine the require
ments for collecting intelligence about any crashes that
might occur, or might have occurred, in other countries. So
we ought not to be surprised to learn that at the top of the
MJ-12 list Graham saw the name Roscoe Hillenkoetter.

But if he was part of MJ-12, a group that was sworn to
secrecy about crashed disks, why did he join NICAP in
1957, only about a month after retiring from active duty?

I cannot provide a conclusive answer to that question.
But I can offer this speculation: He did so because (a) he
knew for a fact that flying saucers are real and piloted by
intelligent entities and (b) he did not agree with the policy
of keeping UFO information from the public and the
scientific community. I think he wanted to use his reputa
tion and authority to alert the scientific community to the
reality of UFOs. Perhapsbecause the MJ-12 grouphad not
been able to answer the questions he posed in 1960 (where
do they come from and why are they here?), he felt that a
large-scale effort by many scientists was necessary.

Naturally he could not reveal the top-secret informa
tion about the crashed disks by himself. To do that, he
would have had to persuade all of the MJ-12 members and
also the top advisers to the President (Eisenhower, at the
time Hillenkoetter joined NICAP) that the information
should be declassified. When he failed to do this, he offered
his public support for the endeavors of a credible civilian
UFO research group and thus he joined the Board of
Governors of NICAP.

Because Hillenkoetter and several other admirals

(Delmer S. Fahrney, a guided-missile expert, and Herbert
Knowles) were members of NICAP's Board ofGovernors,
NICAP had a level of credibility unmatched by any UFO
organization since then. These men and the other well-
respected members of the board allowed their names to be
entered into the Congressional Record as favoring the
release of secret information to the general public (Con
gressional Record, September 2, 1960, page A6714).

Hillenkoetter went so far as to accuse the Air Force of

covering up the facts. He stated publicly that "behind the
scenes, high-ranking Air Force officers are soberly con
cerned about UFOs. But, through official secrecy and
ridicule, many citizens are led to believe the unknown
flying objects are nonsense." Hillenkoetter charged that "to
hide the facts, the Air Force has silenced its personnel"
(New York Times, February 28, 1960).

Unfortunately, even the public statements of these
men were unable to undo the years of Air Force debunking
and ridicule which had begun in the late 1940s, quite
possibly as a result of the policy that Admiral Hillenkoetter
helped initiate. •
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How to use the Freedom of Information Act

by Don Schmitt and Paul Jeffries

• • Don Schmitt is CUFOS director of special
investigations. Paul Jeffries is the pseudonym of
a Midwestern attorney who has used the FOIA
frequently in his professional work.

On the evening of July 29, 1952, a Marine Corps
photographer, Ralph Mayher, photographed a
disk-shaped object moving at a high rate of speed.

Marine Corps officers secured the 16mm film and turned it
over to the Air Force, which later repeatedly denied having
the movie frames.

Researchers have often heard of similar cases which

were directly reported to Project Blue Book, yet were
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nowhere to be found when the Blue Book files were

declassified. Until Congress enacted the Freedom of Infor
mation Act (FOIA), researchers coulddo little to gain the
release of such UFO information by the federal govern
ment.

To date, the documents disclosed under the FOIA are
not conclusive. Nevertheless, they reveal important data
about the UFO situation as seen through official eyes.
Generally, the released documents deal with the use of
UFO sightings as "psychological" warfare devices, either
offensively or defensively, the nation's air vulnerability
due to the U. S. military's inability to distinguish conven
tionalfromphantomaircraft,andUFOreportsfromforeign
countries.



Most students of the UFO phenomenon doubt that the
released documents tell the whole story. Researchers
undoubtedly will continue to seek to obtain new govern
ment documents that could establish the reality ofUFOs, or
at the leastcould prove the government's continuing inter
est in and covert investigation of UFOs.

Serious students of ufology should learn the proper
and effective method to request the release of UFO infor
mation by federal agencies. Theyshould alsounderstand
what rights theyhaveunder theFOIA. TheFOIA is a fed
eral lawwhichprovides thatall records of agencies of the
federal government areopento thepublic unlessthereis a
specific exemptionfrom disclosure. The FOIA permits any
person to request agency records. What follows is a brief
outline of the best way to seek records from federal agen
cies under the Freedom of Information Act.

1. Determine first which agency has the records. If
you aren't sure which agency has the records you seek,
consult the United States Government Manual or the Fed
eral Legal Directory (Oryx, 1990), which describe the
various agencies and their functions. If in doubt, contact
each potentially relevant agency, talkwiththe"Freedom of
Information Officer" of the agency and ask whether the
agency hastherecords youseek, andifnot,which agency
does.

2. Write to the "Freedom of Information Officer."
Each agencyhas an employeeor department that handles
FOIA requests. Correspond withthatemployee or depart
ment.

3. Make your request pursuant to the Freedom of
Information Act. "I am writing to request agency records
pursuant totheFreedomofInformationAct,5U.S.C. 552."

4. Arrange to pay the agency search and copying
fees.Askthe agencywhat it charges to search for and copy
requested records. Telltheagency in writing youwillpay
all fees or will pay all fees up to a certainspecifieddollar
amount,tocomplywithyourrequest.Forexample:"I agree
to pay search and copying fees required to satisfy this
request upto$25. Ifyou anticipate thetotal fees willexceed
$25, please expend$25toretrieve thoserecords whichare
mostresponsive and readilyavailable,and adviseme as to
theamountofanyadditionalfeesnecessarytocomplywith
this request."

5. Describe precisely which records you want. Give
the agency as much specific information as possible to
identify thedocuments whosedisclosure youseek,such as
subject matter, relevant dates or time periods and authors
and recipients of the records. The more detailed and spe
cific identifying information you give the agency, the
greater thelikelihood the agency will promptly locate and
retrieve the records you seek.

6. Use "and" and "or." Ask for all records that con

cern"inquiry no. 1" or that relate to "inquiry no. 2" or that
have to do with both "1" and "2." Don't let the agency play
grammatical games with you.

7. Ask for the "disclosure of all reasonably
segregable portions of records which are in whole or in

partexempt from disclosure."Telltheagency togiveyou
those portionsof a documentnot exemptfrom disclosure,
even if other parts of the document cannot be released.
Otherwise the agency might withhold the entire document
just because a part of it is exempt from disclosure.

8. Tell the agency you expect a written reply within
the statutory time limits of the FOIA. The agency must
make a "determination" on any request under the FOIA
within 10 days of the agency's receipt of your request. In
unusual circumstances, the agency can take an additional
10days to respond. Hold the agency to the timelimits.

The 10days for agency determinationon a requestand
the 20 days for agency determination on an appeal do not
include Saturdays, Sundays and legal public holidays.
Also, the 10-day extension for agency determinations
under "unusual circumstances" applies to both initial agency
determinations and agency appeal determinations. There
fore, in "unusual circumstances" an agency can take 20
days to issue a determinationon a request and 30 days to
decide an appeal.

9. If the agency does not answer your request on
time, appeal immediately. If the agency denies your
request, you can appeal. Treat a delay as a denial of your
request. Appeal the denial right away. Find out from the
agency to whom you should appeal. Appeal in writing.
Attach copies of all relevant correspondence, e.g., your
initial FOIA request letter. The agency must respond to
your appeal within 20 days.

10. If the agency denies your request on the merits,
appeal immediately. Most agencies have a 30-day time
limit on appeals. Appeal sooner rather than later.

11. If the agency denies your appeal, you can sue.
Consult legal counsel before suing. If counsel advises you
that you have a good case, consider suing in federal district
court to compel the agency to release the requested records
to you. Federal district courts give some priority to FOIA
cases. If you win your case, the court may award you
attorney's fees and court costs.

12. Be aware ofthe FOIA's exemptions. One exemp
tion protects national security from disclosure. Another
exemptscertain intra-agencymemoranda.Eitheror bothof
these exemptions may arguably apply to UFO records; the
agency may claim other exemptions apply as well. Seek
legal counsel when faced with claims of exemption. But do
not let mere claims by the agency that the records you seek
are exempt deter you. Federal courts interpret narrowly the
FOIA's exemptions, in favor of disclosure and against
agency secrecy. And the FOIA provides that any reasona
bly segregable portion of a record shall be disclosed to any
person requesting itafter deletion of theexempted portions.
Although you should expect agencies to claim exemptions,
FOIA researchers have had some success in the courts in

securing release of certain documents.
Now it is more important than ever to pressure federal

agencies to release public records. In these times of en
croaching restrictions on free access to government infor
mation, let's make full use of the powerful FOIA tool. •
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Current building at the site
oftheformer Roswell base hospital.
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Operations Building, Roswell Army
Air Field, through which some of
the actual debris passed.

Ballard Funeral Home received numerous

calls from the Roswell base hospital with
specific questions about tissue preserva
tion and the smallest caskets they had
available.



Army Finds Air Saucer
On Ranch Iin New Mexico

• I

'Hying disc
turns up as

just hot air

Disk Goes

ToiHigh
Officers

Picked Up

Last Weth

ROSWELL. N.JC—<*•) —
The Army Air Faren ban

today announces) a flyinj disk

had been found on * ranch

near Roawell *ni ia in Army
poaaeaiioni

U Warm Haught. auklie In
formation ottleor al Ikl r
Army Air Field, UM
find had brn'sast't
laat »«*." and Bad kaaa
over to um airfieoi. ttaas
operation of (he *a*UTt •

"It wM-nuparaaf at the Mb*.
wall Army Air tUii tat a—
quantl y IruMS" by Mai. Jmm A.
Marcel, ol um totik bom» ana*
jaaatUaasaai ottlce at Korean, -u
Mailer heedvwaen.

Tbo Army tav» no other detaila.

•tin iPtmtmrm^mrfmtf if ' r ». •i'«ii»i " ' an r

Fort Worth, Tex., Julv 9 fAP).—An examina
tion"byth* Army revealed last night a mysterious
object found on a lonely New Mexico ranch was a
harmless hi^h:aUUuu^_ we^^ *
rrouncTed flying disc.

Army Knocks Down Disk-

IT'S AWEATHER BALLOON
Device Is Only
AWind Target

Object Found in N. Mexico
Identified at Fort Worth

IMae *o Pat* LI

FORT WORTH. T«.. July 8.-,*TV-A "flymi disk"
reported by the Army Air Forces to have been found near
Roswell, N.M.. was rudely stripped of its ftamor tonifht
by a Fort Worth Army airfield weather officer. He identi-
fieri the object as a weather balloon

Warrant Officer Irving Newton, a forecaster at Uie
haw weather station. .-*id the object was a ray wind target
used to determine the direction and velocity of winds st
high altitudes.

!10 Searieaa Um So-. Type l.llm.
i Newton said there were some 80 weather stations in the
'United States using- this type of balloon and that it could
ihave come from any one of them.

The balloon was shipped to the 8th Air Force head.
,quarters here from Roswell and on orders from Washing-ton.
Iwss to have been forwarded to Wright Field, near Dayton.
i I.t Warren Heught, public information officer at Ros-
Iwelt soiounced earlier today that "the many rumors re-
gsnling-.the flying disk became a reality yesterday when
the intiriligenc office of the 500th (Atomic) Bomb Group

Iof the £th Air Force. Roswell Army Airfield, was fortun
ate enough to gain possession nf a disk thrnuirh cn-opera-

Itlon of one of the local rancners and the .-henff's office."
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ThoM Flying DUct

Array Investigating

Tinpern-tir h&ws

3V.v. Jo , 194-7 rtg

Mysterious 'Flying Saucers'
Reported Seen Over 10 States

Chicago. July 3 tU.Ri—"Flying
saucers." mystery missiles of the
sky. were coming from all direc
tions according to "eyewitnesses" i
today and the U. S. Army, began'
an investigation.

Persons: in 10 States, includ
ing a United Slates meteorologist
and the lieutenant governor of
Idaho, and residents of Kastern
Canada, reported they had seen
"flying saucers."
' The mysterious discs, usually re
ported as shiny and traveling at
great speed, first were reported 10
days ago over the Pacific North
west. $onic suggested our Army, or
some other army, was testing a
secret weapon.

Army officers in Washington
laughed, but later began to take
the; reports a little seriously. The
discs had been reported over Ore
gon. Washington, California, Ken
tucky, New Mexico, Idaho, Color
ado, So.ith Carolina, Ohio. Texas
and Eastern Canada.

The air research center at
Wright Field, Ohio, was looking
into the reports and all service in
telligence agenclea were at work
on them. Army experts suggested,
as a bare possibility.! tillt some
civilian inventor had been making
experiments of some kind. And an
Army Air Force spokesman at
Washington said:

"if some foreign power is send
ing flying discs over the United
Slates. It is our responsibility to
know about it and take the proper
action.

Lieut. Gov. Donald S. Whitehead

of Idaho said he saw strange '
comet-like objects in the sky on
June 24. That was the day Ken
neth Arnold, Boise, Idaho, first
reported seeing the projectiles.
Arnold estimated the projectiles'
speed at 1200 miles an hour.
Whitehead said they "didn't move,
but just seemed to go below the
horizon with the rotation of the
earth."

At Denver. Henry Martin and
Walter Harrr.d said they caught a
brief glimpse of # group of "bright
objects" flying at about 5000 feet
last night.,Martin said they looked
like coffee can tops. They were
moving southwest, he said,

.Stalp Highway Patrol Sergt.
David .Ylcnary, of San Francisco's
Golden Gate Bridge detail, re
ported seeing a dozen bright metal
objects "about the sue of a foot
ball" whizz over San Francisco
Bay.

At Bath. S. C, Jack Reams re
ported that last week lie saw a
disc 12 inches in diameter, giving
off a small weird light as It whizzed
through the sky. A Monterey.
Calif., woman said she saw some
"flying saucers" today. She said
they were "quite rounded but not
circular, with a red glow on the
edge."

A United States meteorologist.
E. E. Unger of Louisville. Ky..
said he saw a circular object fly-
lhg through the air Tuesday night
He said It was moving at 100 miles
an hour and gave off an orange i
light

it/torSitfrJ C Toa/ (*• S r
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By John G. Norm
Post Reporter

For three hectic hours last night,
the Army Air Forces—»nd theIj
world—-thought, it actually hadj
possession of one of those fabulousl<
"flying saucers." But it didn't.

News tickers yesterday afternoon
flashed the word that a "flyingj'
disc" had been found on a ranch.]
in New Mexico and was now in the,'
possession of the 509th Atomic!'
Bomb Group at Roswell Field, N.i*
M. I

The mysterious will-o'-thc-wisp,'
really exists—so said an announce-!1
ment from Roswell Army Airfield's!j
AAF public rclatipns officer.
Warrant Officer Knew \\

Then, a few hours later andi;
nearly two days after the "disc"!
had been in official hands, it was
rudely exposed as an imposter.

Rushed from Roswell to Eighth
Air Force Headquarters at Fort
Worth, Tex., by B-29, it puzzled
AAF officers there. They were
about to fly it on to the Army's ex
perimental center at Wright Field,
when an Army warrant officer
identified the object.

It was part of a box-kite type of|
weather balloon used by United!
States Weather Bureau and Army,
meteorological stations all over the!
country!
Rancher Lacks Phone

But there was excitement while
it lasted.

Wire service teletypes brought
the story of the "momentous dis
covery" into newspaper offices late
yesterday. Bulletin after bulletin|
reported it as follows:

The object had fallen on a
ranch 75 miles northwest of Ros
well, three weeks ago.

Lacking a phone, Rancher W.
W. Brlzcll waited until he was com
ing into town, then turned lt over
to the sheriff. The latter turned it
over to the Army, Monday.

AAF intelligence officers pon
dered over the find, put out an an
nouncement saying the discs were
a "reality" and shipped if to

;Eighth Air Force headquarters at
1Fort Worth, Tex.
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